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project. The participants were not the catalysts seeking to implement calculus 
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Primary data were collected through pre-school interviews and weekly 

classroom observations with subsequent interviews. Teachers' profiles were 

established describing general conceptions of teaching calculus, instructional 

practices, congruence between conceptions and practice, conceptions about 

teaching using SPG calculators, instructional practice with SPG calculators, and 

the relationship of conceptions and practice with SPG calculators. 

Initially, all the teachers without prior experience using SPG calculators 

indicated concern and skepticism about the usefulness of the technology in 

teaching calculus and were uncertain how to utilize the calculator in teaching the 

calculus concepts. During the study the teachers became less skeptical about the 

calculator's usefulness and found it effective for illustrating graphs. Some of the 

teachers' exams included more conceptual and graphically-oriented questions, 

but were not significantly different from traditional exams. 
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Findings indicated the college teachers' conceptions of teaching calculus 

were generally consistent with their instructional practice when not constrained 

by time. The teachers did not perceive a dramatic change in their instructional 

practices. Rather, the new graphing approach curriculum and technology were 

assimilated into the teachers' normal teaching practices. No major shifts in the 

role of the teachers were detected. Two teachers demonstrated slight differences 

in their roles when the SPG calculators were used in class. One was a consultant 

to the students as they used the SPG calculators; the other became a fellow 

learner as the students presented different features on the calculator. Use of the 

calculator was influenced by several factors: inexperience with the calculator, 

time constraints, setting up the classroom display calculator, preferred teaching 

styles and emphasis, and a willingness to risk experimenting with established 

teaching practices and habits. 
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Graphing Calculators in College Calculus: An Examination of Teachers'
 
Conceptions and Instructional Practices
 

CHAPTER I
 
THE PROBLEM
 

Introduction 

A major topic of interest concerning the future of mathematics education in 

recent years has been the use of calculators and computers as tools in the 

teaching and learning of mathematics. Electronic computation has been used by 

mathematicians for over 40 years; yet, the power of technology has been in the 

hands of teachers in the classroom for less than two decades. Within the past 

decade, there has been a significant breakthrough for educational computing as 

personal microcomputers and pocket computers (programmable graphics 

calculators) have become more widely available to teachers and students (Kaput, 

1992). 

Numerous mathematics organizations have made recommendations 

concerning the use of computers and calculators in mathematics classrooms. The 

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) in Agenda for Action 

(1980) and Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989) 

as well as the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics (1988) have taken 

strong stands in favor of the use of technology, particularly computers and 
graphics calculators, in mathematics classrooms in association with curriculum 

change. In A Call for Change (1991), the Mathematics Association of America 

(MAA) made similar recommendations for more extensive use of computers and 

calculators in collegiate mathematics courses. 

Everybody Counts (1989) published by the National Research Council 

(NRC), acknowledged the fact that teaching mathematics with computers is still 

largely unknown territory. However, the NRC suggested several potential 

benefits with increased use of computers and calculators in mathematics 

education. The benefits included opportunities for exploration of mathematical 

ideas, facilitating discovery learning, and problem solving. Demana and Waits 

(1990) also asserted that classrooms, where students have access to graphing 
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computer software or graphics calculators, provide a natural setting for use of a 

guided-discovery instruction model as advocated by NCTM. Others have 

echoed this sentiment and feel that technology must become more widely used in 
the teaching of mathematics in American schools and colleges if significant 

improvements in American education are to occur (Ralston, 1990). For purposes 

of this study, the word "technology" will be restricted to mean supercalculators, 

pocket computers, or computers that use mathematics software. 

Calculus Reform 

Currently, calculus is ranked among the top five college courses in 

enrollment (Steen, 1988). However, approximately 50% of the students enrolled 

annually in the first semester calculus course either withdraw or fail the course 

(Ferrini-Mundy & Graham, 1991; Peterson, 1986). In addition to the high attrition 

rate, those students who do complete the course are often unable to solve 

problems that vary only slightly from the exercises in the course textbook 

(Lochhead, 1983). Further difficulty lies in the fact that many students come to 

calculus ill-prepared in algebra and computational skills. As a result of inadequate 

algebra skills, the calculus course frequently becomes one of memorization of 

techniques and procedures with little time focused on the concepts (Ferrini-

Mundy & Graham, 1991; Zorn, 1986). 

Because of the high attrition rate, the lack of student understanding of the 

concepts of calculus, and the learning of procedures and algorithms being overly 

emphasized, teachers and researchers from many parts of the United States and 

other countries gathered to establish goals for calculus reform. The conference, 

held at Tulane University, resulted in an official report entitled Toward a Lean and 

Lively Calculus (Douglas, 1986), a report considered to be one of the paramount 

documents for calculus reform. The development of alternative curricula and 

teaching methods for calculus, suggesting widespread use of technology in the 

form of computer algebra systems and graphing/symbolic software, were 

recommended as a means of accomplishing the established goals. Computer 

software was proposed as a means of helping the teaching and learning of 

calculus in three ways: (a) to relieve much of the burden of computation, 
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(b) to use visualization to help make abstract ideas more concrete, and (c) to 
provide an opportunity for more "what if' situations to be explored by the 

teachers and students. Other researchers and teachers of mathematics have also 

suggested that computer technology holds tremendous potential for advancing 

mathematics education, but to take advantage of the opportunity requires a 

rethinking of how to teach mathematics courses such as calculus (Kemeny, 1988). 

Since Toward a Lean and Lively Calculus was published, teachers and 
researchers from public and private schools, colleges, and universities have 

increased exploratory efforts for effective use of computers and the new 

supercalculators (Scientific Programmable Graphics [SPG] calculators) in the 

calculus classroom. Several studies have been conducted involving the use of 

technology in teaching and learning calculus. Most of the research, conducted to 

date involved changing the calculus curriculum to emphasize conceptual 

understanding. The research has focused on student outcomes, especially in 

regards to achievement as measured by examinations. Computer software was 

the technology used in nearly all of the student achievement studies. SPG 

calculators have only recently begun to be incorporated in research studies 

involving the use of technology to assist in teaching and learning calculus. 

The results obtained through experimental and quasi-experimental designed 

studies have thus far been inconclusive concerning the effectiveness of the 

computer and SPG calculators in improving instruction and conceptual learning. 

However, in studies where no significant positive effects were measured, it is 

important to note there was also no indication of students' performance or 

attitude being adversely affected (Beckmann, 1988; Dunham, 1993; Hamm, 1989; 

Hawker, 1986; Heid, 1988; Judson, 1988; Me lin, 1990; Palmiter, 1986; Schrock, 

1989; Stout, 1991). 

Classrooms with Technology 

Since most of the studies involving the use of technology at the secondary 

and college level have focused on students' conceptual understanding and 

subsequent achievement on exams, little information about classroom dynamics 

and instruction has been documented. Yet, a strong belief exists that the 
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availability of powerful graphing utilities allow teachers and students to adopt a 
more investigatory approach to teaching and learning in the classroom (Wilke et 
al., 1988). 

One formal study conducted at the precalculus level found subtle changes 

in the activities of the teachers when technology was being used in instruction. 
The teachers demonstrated a move from the role of task-setter and explainer to 

more of a consultant and facilitator (Farrell, 1989). Other teachers and researchers 

have made informal or anecdotal comments that changes are taking place in the 

classroom dynamics and roles of teachers and students in connection with use of 
computer graphing software and SPG calculators. The anecdotal information has 

also suggested the teacher's role appears to shift from explainer and presenter of 
knowledge to more of a facilitator, consultant, and guide, thereby allowing the 

students to become more active participants in the learning process (Dick, 1990; 

Farrell, 1989; Fey, 1989; Heid, Sheets & Matras, 1990; Jost, 1992). 

In a study by Hart (1991), images students had of the calculus concepts 

when taught in a technology-enhanced curriculum were investigated. Although 

the major focus of the study dealt with students' concept images, Hart concluded 

the teacher played a critical role in implementing curriculum change and, as a 

consequence, believed the teacher may be the most important factor to study 

when bringing technology into the calculus classroom. Poole and Okeafor 

(1989) also found that the level of implementation of an innovation is greatly 

affected by characteristics and motivations of the teacher. Consequently, while 

some factors can be diminished or removed in different contexts, the importance 

of the teacher must be kept in mind and cannot be overly stressed (Jost, 1992). 

Since the teacher is the primary mediator between the learner and the 

subject matter, it is vital to examine the teacher in order to gain a better 

understanding of how and why the process of teaching looks and works as it 

does. Research on teacher thinking has found it is not sufficient just to observe 

teacher behavior; it is also important to understand the purpose and intent that 

drives the behavior. Teachers' actions are in a large measure caused by teacher 

thought processes. Teachers' actions then in turn affect teachers' thought 

processes. The process of teaching can be fully understood only when both 

teacher thinking and teacher actions are brought together and explored in 
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relation to one another (Clark & Peterson, 1986). Thompson (1984, 1992) and 

Brown (1993) have also suggested that failure to recognize the role that 

teachers' conceptions might play in shaping teacher's behavior is likely to result 
in misguided efforts to improve the quality of mathematics instruction. Thompson 

(1992) defined teachers' conceptions as "mental structures, encompassing both 
beliefs and any aspect of the teacher's knowledge that bears on their experience, 

such as meanings, concepts, propositions, rules, and mental images" (p. 141). 

Clark and Peterson (1986) prefer the phrase teachers' implicit theories to 

describe the mixture of theories, beliefs, and values that teachers have concerning 
teaching and learning. 

Statement of Problem 

The incorporation of computer software and SPG calculators into the 

teaching of calculus can be described in three phases (Dunham, 1993). The first 

phase is represented by national organizations warning that the current system of 

teaching calculus is not working and recommending the use of technology as a 
means of improving the situation. The second phase is identified when a few 

courageous teachers begin exploring ideas on how to effectively use the new 

technology in their teaching, how the new innovation will change the curriculum, 

and how student learning may be improved. These individuals, labeled the 

"Gurus of Graphing" (Dunham, 1993), pave the way for others to follow. 

The calculus reform movement has been instrumental in initiating the first 

and second phases, but much more must be done before moving into the third 

phase. The third phase represents acceptance of technology as a tool for 
instruction and learning by the society of calculus teachers as a whole. Before 

the third phase can become reality, more research must be conducted in order to 

understand how teachers' instructional practices and conceptions about teaching 

are affected when technology is implemented into the calculus curriculum. And, 

the manner in which teachers' conceptions and practices affect the use of the 

technology must also be studied. 

When a new innovation is to be implemented into teaching a particular 

subject, it is important to examine how the teacher views the innovation, its value 
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as a teaching tool, and how the innovation is adapted into instruction (Jost, 

1992). Lewis (1988) found the teacher's perception of the importance of the 

innovation was the determining factor in the effectiveness of the implementation 

of the innovation. Postman and Weingartner (1969) further stated: 

There can be no significant innovation in education that does not have 
at its centre attitudes of teachers and it is an illusion to ,iink otherwise. 
The beliefs, feelings and assumptions of teachers are the air of a 
learning environment; they determine the quality of life within it. (p. 
33) 

Teachers, who have experimented with technology in the past have been 

motivated to do so based upon positive feelings, beliefs, and experiences 

concerning the use of technology. The implementation of technology in 

mathematics has now reached the point where key personnel are persuading 

whole mathematics departments to adopt curricula where technology is 

integrated into instruction and learning. However, acquisition of technology and 

adoption of technology-oriented curricula will not be enough to ensure 

successful integration of technology into teaching. In order for it to be 

successful, it is necessary to understand the changes which may be necessary 

within the individual classroom environment (Jost, 1992). The changes need to 

be viewed in terms of the teacher who ultimately determines how the technology 

will be used in his or her classroom. Research needs to be conducted at the 

college level to document whether any shifts in the role of the teacher or 

substantive changes in classroom instruction occur when using technology and 
how the use of technology is influenced by the teachers' conceptions about 

teaching. Concern has been expressed about the willingness of college faculty to 

adapt their more traditional authoritarian role to a new style and method of 

teaching and learning (Dick, 1992; Ferrini-Mundy & Graham, 1991). 

Little research currently exists involving teachers' beliefs, views, and 

preferences about teaching and learning of mathematics or the actual classroom 

practice occurring with the use of SPG calculators. Yet, if a complete picture of 

the effects of implementing SPG calculators into calculus is to be established, 

research describing teachers' conceptions about teaching calculus using 

technology and the role of technology as an instructional tool along with how 

the technology is used in instruction must be examined. Therefore, the purpose 
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of this study is to investigate classroom instructional practices and teachers' 

professed conceptions about teaching and learning calculus in association with 

the implementation of SPG calculators in college level calculus instruction. 

Clark and Peterson (1986) developed a heuristic model of teacher thought 

and action demonstrating a give and take relationship between teachers' thought 

processes (including implicit theories and beliefs) and their actions in the 

classroom. Modification and expansion of the model provides a means of visually 

portraying the purpose of this study (see Figure 1). 

Teacher's Conceptions
 
about Teaching & Learning Teacher's Instructional
 

(Implicit Theories) Practice
 

Use of SPG Calculators 

Figure 1. A Visual Model Illustrating Purpose of the Study 

The Figure illustrates the give-and-take relationship of teachers' 

conceptions about the teaching and learning of calculus with the teachers' actual 

instructional practices which is examined in the study. The interplay between 

teachers' conceptions for teaching calculus and the use of the SPG calculators 

investigated in this study is also represented. How the teachers' instructional 

practice is affected by the use of SPG calculators and how the use of SPG 

calculators affects the teachers' practice is explored. Finally, the relationship of 

the teacher's conceptions about implementing SPG calculators in the teaching of 

calculus is examined in connection with the teacher's actual classroom 

instructional practice regarding the SPG calculator. 
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Significance of Study 

The findings of this study provide needed information in several ways. 

First, by following the teachers through an entire quarter of teaching using 

technology, any changes in teachers' professed conceptions about teaching 

calculus or teaching with technology may be documented. It has been suggested 

that belief systems including conceptions are dynamic and susceptible to change 

in light of experience (Thompson, 1992). This study will provide an initial step in 

determining if teachers' conceptions about teaching calculus change in 

connection with the use of technology. The study will also provide a description 

of ways the teachers' conceptions about teaching may have been affected and 

the influence the teachers' conceptions may have had in the way the technology 

was used for instruction. 

Second, if teachers' conceptions do influence teacher behavior, then any 

attempt to improve the quality of mathematics teaching must begin with an 

understanding of the conceptions held by the teachers about teaching and how 

these conceptions are related to teachers' instructional practice (Thompson, 

1984). The results of this study provide information that depicts the congruence 

between teachers' professed conceptions about teaching using technology and 

teachers' actual instructional practice. The findings in this study suggest possible 

factors that influence the relationship between teachers' conceptions of teaching 
and their practice when teaching with technology. 

Third, possible characterizations of teaching calculus using technology and 

a supportive curriculum are generated. The characterizations summarize the initial 

conceptions and if, when, and why the technology is used by the teachers. 

Further research will be able to apply the findings of this study in order to 

stimulate and guide development of more comprehensive models or theories of 

teaching mathematics with technology. 

The major goal of implementing technology into mathematics curricula is to 

increase student relational understanding and conceptual learning. Clark and 

Peterson (1986) stated that "Studies of teacher thinking are potential sources of 

hypotheses about the explanation of some of the puzzling and contradictory 

findings of process-product research on teaching and of curriculum change 
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implementation in research" (p. 292). Thus, once models have been developed 
depicting how, when, and why teachers use technology as they do and what 
conceptions are behind their behavior, more effective research addressing student 
learning and achievement may then be accomplished. Research on student 

learning and achievement may be conducted more effectively by incorporating 

teachers, representing the different models of how technology is used in 

classroom instruction, within the design of the experiment. 

As inexpensive, yet powerful, technology continues to be developed and 

used more widely in the teaching and learning of mathematics, a whole field of 

research involving teacher adaptation and change will be instituted. The results 

of this study will provide a foundation for further research on the teacher at the 
college level. 
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CHAPTER II
 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
 

Introduction 

This study will investigate teachers' conceptions about teaching and 

learning and actual instructional practices in association with implementation of 

SPG calculators in college calculus. Teacher profiles will be developed from the 

analysis of the data. From the profiles, factors will be established which relate 

teachers' conceptions to their instructional practices and how teachers used the 

technology. Also, the profiles will describe any changes that occurred with the 

teacher's conceptions in connection with the use of technology in teaching and 

the influence of teachers' conceptions about teaching calculus on the use of 

technology in instruction. 

Available research in three major areas related to this investigation will be 

considered in this chapter. The first area to be reviewed concerns curriculum 

change associated with the use of technology in calculus. Each of the studies in 

this group compared students who were taught calculus using technology with 

students taught in a traditional manner without technology. These studies are 

included in order to provide background about the primary type of research 

which has been conducted concerning the use of technology in teaching 

calculus. 

The second area discusses research on teacher thinking including the three 

phases of decision making, preactive, interactive, and postactive. Studies about 

teachers' conceptions (beliefs, views, and preferences) concerning mathematics 

teaching and how their conceptions relate to actual classroom teaching are also 

examined as well as the influence of the teacher in implementing innovations and 

educational change. The final area of research reviewed examines the role of, 

impact on, and influence of the teacher when using technology in teaching 

mathematics. 
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Use of Technology in the Calculus Curriculum 

Formal research documenting the use of graphing technology in teaching 

secondary and college level mathematics classrooms is relatively scant. Most 
investigators who have chosen to pursue research involving the use of 
technology have examined how the curriculum can be changed to emphasize 

conceptual learning without hindering procedural understanding. The primary 

emphasis of the research, thus far, has been placed on measuring student 

achievement through teacher-made examinations. The results obtained in the 

calculus studies, where technology has been incorporated into the curriculum, 

parallel the findings in other secondary and college level mathematics studies. 

Nearly all the research conducted on the teaching of calculus involving the 

use of technology at either the secondary or collegiate level has been 

experimental or quasi-experimental in design and investigated student 

achievement. The results of the studies have been less than conclusive in 

demonstrating significantly better student achievement when using technology; 

however, significant adverse affects have yet to be found when students learn 
calculus using technology. 

A major weakness with the available experimental and quasi-experimental 

research conducted on student achievement is in many of the statistical 

procedures the incorrect unit of analysis was used. Unless otherwise stated, 

significant results in the studies discussed need to be viewed cautiously since 

"student" instead of "class" was used for the unit of analysis. Also, validity and 

reliability were seldom mentioned for the instruments used in the studies. 

Little information was provided in the studies concerning the instructor. 

However, for each of the studies discussed, the investigator was also the teacher 

who initiated the use of the technology in the experimental calculus course. The 

calculus studies are representative of the second phase of technology 

implementation as suggested by Dunham (1993), where teachers begin 

experimenting with curriculum and instructional changes using technology. 

Me lin (1990) compared the achievement of students at the college level, 

who used graphics calculators in their calculus class, with those who did not have 

access to calculators. The sample for the study came from two intact sections of 
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Calculus I; one taught by the investigator and the other taught by another 

instructor. The investigator for the study was the individual who took the 

initiative to develop the alternative approach and curriculum for the experimental 

group. Each student in the experimental group was given a Casio FX-7000G 

graphics calculator and were allowed to keep it throughout the experimental 

period. During the treatment period, both classes covered critical points 

(maximum, minimum, and inflection points), existence of derivatives, continuity of 

a function, and vertical and horizontal asymptotes. Two departmental exams 

were used as the assessment instruments with one being given prior to the 

treatment and one after the treatment. Students were not allowed to use the 

graphics calculator during examinations which is an interesting but not an 

atypical decision. 

Me lin obtained significantly different means scores between the two groups, 

favoring the experimental group, using ANCOVA. The first test given during the 

semester was used as a covariate. However, since the incorrect unit of analysis 

was used, results may not be accurate. 

In an anecdotal note, Me lin mentioned one of the benefits the experimental 

group experienced, was to be able to see more examples in class because the 

calculators could produce many more graphs than time would allow for the 

conventional chalkboard presentation. As Me lin was the instructor for the 

experimental course, he stated the results of the study were encouraging because 

better achievement was obtained by the experimental group with little extra 

effort on the part of the instructor. 

A study to investigate and compare computer-oriented (COI) and non-

computer-oriented (NCOI) mathematics instruction in introductory college level 

calculus was conducted by Hamm (1989). Another purpose of the study 

included the development, implementation, and evaluation of a computer-oriented 

instructional program for introductory calculus. The researcher in the 

investigation was the primary developer of the computer-oriented instructional 

program and was also the teacher who taught the courses using the new 

approach. 

Four intact classes were randomly assigned to be either COI classes (two) or 

NCOI classes (two) so that one of each type of class was taught in the morning 
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and one of each type was taught in the evening. Both groups were taught the 
same concepts in a lecture/discussion format where the first part of the class was 

used for review and the rest of the class spent on new material. Both groups used 
the same textbook. Hamm did not find any significant differences between the 

COI group and the NCOI group in limits, differentiation, or integration. Content 
validity and reliability were reportedly established for the teacher-made 

achievement instrument which strengthen the accuracy of the results. However, 

the average age of the students in the study was 27 (no variance reported) thus 

restricting the generalizability of the study. Hamm also found no significant 

differences in attitude toward mathematics between the COI and NCOI groups. 

It is important to note that the achievement exams used to measure student 

understanding of a concept did so by testing basic mechanical skills. However, 

the software used in the study presented the geometric conceptual aspects of the 
calculus topics. As a consequence, Hamm suggested that a possible explanation 

for no achievement difference was at least partly due to the fact the concepts 

learned from the computer assignments were not included on the assessment 

instrument. Whether the exams should include more conceptual questions is a 

major issue of the calculus reform movement. 

The study by Beckmann (1988) compared the effectiveness of different 

levels of instruction involving a graphic representation in developing the 

concepts of limit, continuity, and derivative. Four intact first semester calculus 

classes received one of four treatment conditions: (a) Graphic (G), exposure to a 

computer-graphically developed conceptual course; (b) Graphics Plus (G+), 

exposure to the same course as G subjects, plus student use of computer graphics 

software in related supplemental assignments; (c) Standard 1 (Si), exposure to a 

graphically-developed conceptual course without the computer; (d) Standard 2 

(S2), exposure to a traditional skill-oriented course. Beckmann developed the 

curriculum for the treatment groups and was the teacher for the experimental 

courses using the technology. 

Unfortunately, several unforeseen problems arose during the study, resulting 

in inconclusive findings. One particular problem arose with the G+ students who 

were supposed to use the computer to do their assignments and labs. However, 

over two-thirds of the G+ students commented on an open-ended exit survey 
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that they rarely or never used the computer when its use was not mandatory and 
nearly 50 percent of the G+ students stated they had rarely or never used the 

computer on assignments where its use had been required. The inaccessibility of 

the computers when students wanted to do their assignments appeared to hamper 

Beckmann's study. There is some promise of alleviating the accessibility problem 

by the use of hand held computers which fit easily into students' backpacks and 

can be used by the students wherever they chose to study. 

Several studies have been conducted making use of computer algebra 

systems (CAS) as instructional tools in calculus courses. The major function of 

CAS has been to perform computations traditionally done by paper and pencil 

techniques. The CAS available beginning in 1986 had a graphics capability. 

Schrock (1989) investigated the idea of increasing conceptual 

understanding through reducing time spent on computation by having the 
students use a CAS. Three sections of a first semester calculus course formed the 

sample; two groups were taught by the investigator (one treatment and one 

control) and another professor taught the third section (control). Both control 

groups followed the same course outline and were given the same homework 

assignments. The treatment group covered the same material as the control 

groups but conceptual understanding was emphasized and computational paper

and-pencil examples were limited. The investigator for the study developed the 

alternative approach for the experimental group. All three sections used the same 

textbook. No calculators were needed or permitted on the examinations. 

No significant difference was found between the CAS group and the 

control groups on computational ability. Significant differences were found 

between the CAS group and the control groups on conceptual understanding 

and applications. However, the significant results may be questionable since an 

incorrect unit of analysis (student instead of class) was used in all of the statistical 

procedures. 

Anecdotal information in the form of quotes from students' evaluations 

were included by the author to support the idea that the CAS allowed the 

students more time to concentrate on the concepts of calculus rather than on 

formulas and algebraic manipulations. On the other hand, statements from the 

control classes sounded as if they learned numerous theorems and rules which 
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were to be accepted and memorized. The researcher stated her belief that with 

the assistance of modern technology, calculus courses incorporating CAS could 

emphasize conceptual development rather then skill acquisition without 

adversely affecting students' computational skills. 

Three other well-known studies used a CAS to resequence the curriculum 

by teaching the conceptual aspect of calculus first and the computational 

formulas and rules after the concepts were thoroughly covered. Two of the 

studies examined the business and social science calculus course (Heid, 1988; 

Judson, 1988) while the third study considered the math and engineering calculus 

course (Palmiter, 1986). Once again, all three alternative or treatment courses 

were developed by the individual researcher for each study. The researchers also 

taught the treatment groups where the technology was being implemented. 

The first study which used a CAS to resequence a calculus course using a 

concepts-first curriculum was Heid (1988). The sample in Heid's study consisted 

of three sections of Business Calculus, two experimental courses with low 

enrollment, and one large enrollment comparison course which according to the 

researcher acted as a loose control. 

For 12 weeks the students in the experimental classes were taught the 

concepts of calculus without worrying about the formulas or rules for 

differentiation; the CAS was used to perform the computations. The last three 

weeks of the semester were spent learning the rules of differentiation and 

working problems manually. Since the control group was not comparable with 

the two treatment groups, only group means were given for the scores on the 

final exam; no further statistical analyses were performed. Heid also used 

interviews, field notes, and free-response questionnaires to support her 

conclusion that the students in the treatment groups were more motivated and 

had better conceptual understanding than the control group, with no loss in 

computational ability. However, because of the extreme difference in numbers 

enrolled in the experimental courses and the comparison course, it was difficult to 

determine if the experimental groups' increased motivation and understanding of 

the concepts can be attributed to the treatment or to other factors such as size of 

the class. Other possible considerations were different teachers, different time in 

the day the classes were taught, or the length of the different classes. 
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Judson (1988) conducted a study using Heid's (1984) dissertation study as 

a guide. Judson, however, limited her study to the resequencing of differentiation 

skills and techniques with the concepts in elementary calculus so that the 

concepts were taught prior to the rules and algorithms. Judson also chose a more 

user-friendly CAS to perform the computations and exerted considerable effort to 

make the experimental and control groups more comparable. The sample for the 

study consisted of students registered for two sections of the elementary business 

calculus. The students in each of the sections were then randomly divided to 

form four classes taught during two different time slots. The researcher and 

another mathematics professor each taught one control and one experimental 

class. The same textbook was used for all four classes. Judson and the other 

instructor worked together to develop the resequenced portion of the 

experimental calculus course. 

Multiple regression models were used to perform an analysis of covariance 

on the data. None of the analyses provided statistical evidence to indicate the 

treatment had a positive or negative affect on achievement in the areas measured 

(skills, concepts, and applications). Responses made by the students in the CAS 

group on the evaluation forms and in class were used by Judson to lend support 

to the fact that even though no statistical differences were found between the 

two groups in achievement, resequencing the course increased the motivation to 

learn about the derivative and made the material more interesting. Judson also 

mentioned that the CAS class participation and enthusiasm were observed to be 

notably higher than in the control groups. However, since the classes were not 

audiotaped, Judson's comments reflect feelings, impressions, and conceptions 

developed through the experience of teaching using a CAS, not from an analysis 
of collected data. 

Although Palmiter (1986) intended to investigate the possibility of reducing 

the time needed to teach integral calculus, in actuality, the study turned into 

resequencing the course so that the concepts were taught first and the specific 

techniques taught later. Solicited volunteers for the study registered for one 

section which was subsequently split into two classes by randomly assigning the 

students to either the control or experimental group. The researcher was the 

instructor for the experimental group and developed the alternative approach 
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while another instructor taught the control group. The experimental group was 
taught the concepts of integral calculus without learning all the techniques of 
integration using the CAS to work the problems out symbolically or to give 
numerical approximations. The last five weeks of the quarter were spent teaching 
the students how to do paper-and-pencil computations. 

Significant differences were found between groups on the conceptual 

examination which favored the CAS group. The CAS group also scored 
significantly higher on the computational examination and the final exam than 

the control groups. However, since no information about validity of the 

examination was mentioned and the unit of analysis was not obvious from the 

information provided, the results of the study must be viewed cautiously. 

Palmiter (1991) added longitudinal information about the students who 

participated in her previous study. No long term ill effects in achievement were 

found for the students who continued through the next two courses in calculus. 

In fact, the mean grade point average was higher for the students who had been 

in the experimental group than for the students who had been in the control 

groups. However, no statistical procedures were performed to determine if the 

differences were significant, no standard deviations were mentioned, and no 

information was available for the students who chose not to continue on in the 
calculus sequence. 

Using the Oregon State University Calculus Project as the setting, Hart 

(1991) investigated how use of supercalculators (HP-28S and HP-48SX) affected 

the process by which students studying differential and integral calculus build 

concept images. The research questions concerned students' representational 

knowledge (the three representations being graphical, numerical, and symbolic) 

and concept images, connection among the three representations, and 

management of the different representations. Sixty-four interviews (33 

experimental and 31 traditional) were conducted for the study of which 24 were 

analyzed. Paper-and-pencil tasks were administered to the experimental students 

as well as 30 students from traditional calculus classes (18 Oregon State 

University, 12 from a parallel class at a project site) dealing with three tasks on 

limits, two tasks on derivatives, one task on continuity, and three tasks on 

integrals. 
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Results indicated that experimental students showed greater facility with 

graphical and numerical representations and exhibited better ties among the 

representations than the traditional group. Individual students did show definite 

preference for certain representations but factors influencing their choices were 

varied. However, one of the factors appeared to be the teacher's preference for 

certain representations and the representation most often used during instruction. 

Although Hart's study dealt with students' representational knowledge and 

concept image, an implication for further research was that the instructor played a 

critical role in implementing a curriculum change; therefore it was suggested the 

instructor may be the most important factor to study when using technology to 

teach the concepts of calculus. Hart based her statement on having informally 

observed the teachers of the students in the study as they taught the topics and 

compared it with the manner in which the students chose to preform the tasks (or 

problems) in the study. Several issues concerning the teacher where mentioned 

as needing to change, these issues included: (a) the teacher's view of how 

technology is to be used, (b) the teacher's view of his/her role in the classroom 

and his/her role of teaching, and (c) the teacher's belief as to what it means to 

learn mathematics. Hart further concluded that calculators "do not enter the 

classroom without bringing along extra baggage with them" (p. 291). Both the 

teachers and the students face many challenges in teaching and learning calculus 

in a technology-rich environment. 

Estes (1990) examined the effect of implementing programmable-graphics

scientific (PGS) calculators and computer technologies as instructional tools in 

Applied Calculus. The three major components of the study were: the impact of 

the technology on the instructor, on the student, and on conceptual and 
procedural achievement gains. 

The sample was comprised of three classes of Applied Calculus. One of the 

classes served as the control and the other two smaller classes formed the 

experimental group. Both experimental groups were taught by Estes. All classes 

used the same textbook and covered the same material; however, the 

experimental group's course work included microcomputer demonstrations of 

calculus concepts and work with the PGS calculator on special worksheets 
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designed to facilitate cognitive processing. The worksheets were designed by 
the teacher of the course who was also the researcher. 

In order to address the factors concerning procedural and conceptual 

achievement gains of the students, a quasi-experimental design was employed. 

The experimental class was compared to another Applied Calculus class serving 

as the control group, taught in the traditional manner without PGS calculators. 

As mentioned previously, the control group was taught by another instructor in 
the mathematics department. 

Twenty-five questions spread over five unit exams testing conceptual 

understanding, were used to compare achievement along with a 25 question exit 

exam created from published Advanced Placement Calculus exams. Results 

indicated that the experimental group scored significantly higher than the control 

group on the conceptual measure and no significant difference was found 

between the groups on the procedural measure. The results must be viewed 

cautiously, however, since the students in the control group knew they would 

not be graded on the exit exam whereas this exam was included in the grading 

procedure for the students in the experimental groups. 

The second area researched in the study dealt with students' responses to the 

use of technology in learning the calculus concepts. Four surveys were given to 

the students in the experimental class throughout the semester. These surveys 

addressed three areas of concern: (a) how students perceived the impact of the 

technology on learning specific concepts, (b) how students perceived the impact 

of the technology on class lectures, and (c) how students perceived their 

understanding of the interrelationships among graphs, tables, and procedures of 

calculus and algebra. The results of the survey indicated that only a small percent 

of the students agreed that using the SPG calculator detracted from learning 

calculus (4%, 4%, 8%, and 18% respectively on each of the four surveys). 

However, as the semester progressed, a larger percent of the students preferred 

lectures with more algebraic examples versus class lectures using computer and 

calculator graphing (24%, 40%, and 59% on surveys two, three, and four 

respectively). Results from survey three and four indicated that 64% and 78% 

respectively agreed that the technology made the lectures more interesting and 
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more understandable; while only 16% and 9% respectively, disagreed that 

technology made the lectures more interesting and more understandable. 

The author described the purposes for each of the technology surveys; 
however, no mention of validity or reliability of the surveys was made. Since it is 

not known if the surveys were valid or reliable, the results must be viewed 

cautiously particularly given the wording of the surveys. 

Action research methods were used by the investigator to collect data 
about the impact of the technology on the instructor. Detailed anecdotal notes 

were kept and analyzed for type and frequency of occurrence. The data 

collected were divided into four categories: instructional design problems, 

syllabus-schedule outcomes, computer-peripheral difficulties, and environmental 

difficulties. Most of the problems classified in the last two categories, dealing 

with obtaining the appropriate support equipment (cables, etc.) or the physical 
arrangement of the room, were resolved as the semester progressed. Problems 

with instructional design and syllabus schedule were more difficult to resolve. 
Estes stated that time was a major issue throughout the course. From the first day 

of class, Estes was behind the proposed syllabus she had developed. Estes felt the 
lectures supplemented by the use of technology required more time on a topic. It 

was also believed the extra time was due to the conceptual approach in the 

lectures and the inexperience of the investigator in using technology as an 

instructional tool. Another problem encountered by the investigator was the 

search for the proper balance between and amount of time devoted to the graphs 

and ensuing discussions and the amount of time devoted to more procedural 
tasks. 

Estes recognized that time-on-technology was high at the beginning and 

middle of the semester, but decreased substantially by the end of the semester. 

The feeling expressed by the investigator was the need to learn to use the 

technology more effectively and to develop more of a balance between 

procedural and conceptual presentations as well as between chalkboard and 

technology presentation. The question of balance for the investigator was not 

adequately resolved by the end of the semester. The investigator recommended 

that other mathematics instructors become involved in action research in order to 
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find the proper balance between chalkboard and technology presentation so as 
to better assist student learning. 

Summary of Technology Use in the Calculus Curriculum 

Nearly all the research that has been conducted on using technology in 
calculus courses focused on student achievement. The main purpose in the 
studies discussed, was to examine students' conceptual understanding and/or 

achievement. The studies provided a background of the type of research 

predominantly conducted. The studies also indicated the overall results have not 

been conclusive as to the effectiveness of the technology in improving student 
achievement. 

In all the studies, the teacher was a major factor in determining the 

presentation of the material, the use of the technology, and the types of 

summative evaluation questions given on examinations. With the exception of 

Hart, all of the teachers for the experimental or treatment groups were also the 

investigators of the study as well as the developers of the new or alternative 
curriculum. Yet, the studies only revealed a small amount of anecdotal 

information concerning the instructors and their teaching. For example, Me lin 

having taught the experimental group commented that achievement gains were 

obtained by the students without much extra effort on the part of the teacher. He 
did not elaborate further on his conceptions and experiences as the teacher using 

the technology. Schrock, Heid, Judson, and Palmiter, who were the teachers for 

the experimental groups and the curriculum developers in their respective studies, 

believed that with the assistance of modern technology, calculus courses could 
now emphasize conceptual development rather than skills acquisition without 

adversely affecting students' computational skills. They did not however, 

elaborate on their conceptions of teaching or on their instructional practice in 

relationship to the use of the technology. Hence, the studies which have been 

conducted furnished little evidence as to what the teacher was thinking and 

doing in a technology-enhanced calculus classroom. Knowledge of teachers' 

thought processes and instructional practice could provide valuable information 
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in understanding the inconclusive results which have been obtained on student 
achievement. 

Estes was the single study that considered the impact of the technology on 

both students and teachers in addition to investigating conceptual and 

procedural learning of the students. Estes, as the researcher, the developer of the 

alternative approach, and the teacher, gave valuable insight into some of the 

challenges teachers face when first learning to teach using technology. 

Difficulties with equipment and the struggle with balancing conceptual and 

procedural aspects of the course were two of the major challenges discussed. 

Although Hart's study focused on students, based on her findings and 

anecdotal notes, she identified a need to study the teacher's view more closely in 

relationship to the incorporation of technology into calculus. She noted the 

teacher was the individual through whom the curriculum was filtered when it was 
presented to the students thereby affecting the implementation of the innovation. 

Each of the above mentioned researchers were part of what Dunham (1993) 

referred to as the second phase of a reform movement. They enthusiastically 

made the choice to use a technology-enriched curriculum in their teaching of 

calculus. As the college calculus reform movement continues to the third phase, it 

is critical for research efforts to focus more on teachers, who have not been the 

main developers of technology-oriented calculus curricula and, yet, are now 

being asked to incorporate the technology in their teaching. Their beliefs and 

responses when asked to teach the technology-oriented calculus curriculum need 

to be investigated to determine if and how the technology is being implemented. 

Good and Biddle (1988) explained because there is a lack of observational 

studies during reform movements, the exact nature of reform implementation or 

lack there of as well as actions taken by teachers during reform remain essentially 

unknown. They further suggested that in order for a reform movement to achieve 

success, the aspects affecting teachers who are implementing the reform must be 

examined and better documented. 
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Teachers' Thinking. Practice, and Change 

Prior to 1975, the dominant research on teaching was the process-product 
paradigm. Process-product research was primarily concerned with the 

relationship between teachers' classroom behavior, students' classroom behavior, 
and student achievement. Although teachers' behavior, students' behavior and 
achievement are more easily measured, it is has been found important to include 
within the research design, phenomena involved with the teacher thought 
domain (Clark & Peterson, 1986). 

Fullan (1982) as well as Olson and Eaton (1987) have found when studying 
the implementation of innovations, it is important to investigate teachers' 
thinking about how the innovation is to be incorporated into the classroom. 

Lewis (1988) also stated that much of the success for implementation of an 
innovation in the classroom is dependent on what teachers think and do. Clark 
and Yinger (1987) explained: 

The thinking, planning, and decision making of teachers constitutes a 
large part of the psychological context within which curriculum is 
interpreted and is acted upon and within which teachers teach and 
students learn. Teachers behavior is substantially influenced and even 
determined by teachers' thought processes. (p. 84) 

Jackson's study, Life in Classrooms, (1968) was one of the earliest attempts 
to describe the imporiance of studying the mental structures and processes of 
teachers as a means for understanding teacher behavior. Jackson used a 
naturalistic method of observation and informal interviewing of teachers over a 
two year period of time. He observed two fourth grade classes, one first-grade 
class and a second-grade class. Additionally, he held frequent conversations with 

the teachers before school, in the teacher's lounge, on the playground and after 
school. The results of his study were published in a detailed manner as a book 
with the above mentioned title. He separated the narrative into five parts: (a) the 
daily grind, (b) students' feelings about school, (c) involvement and withdrawal 

in the classroom, (d) teachers' views, and (e) the need for new perspectives. 
Jackson found studying the thinking and planning of teachers an important 

means in more fully understanding the teaching process. Perhaps the most 

significant aspects of Jackson's work was his portrayal of the complexity of 
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teaching by distinguishing three phases of teaching and creating the terms, 
preactive, interactive, and postactive. 

The three distinctions of preactive, interactive and postactive were first used 
by Crist, Marx, and Peterson (1974) as a way of categorizing teachers' thought 

processes. Clark and Peterson (1986) chose to develop three slightly different 

categories encompassing the preactive, interactive, and postactive thought 

processes: (a) teacher planning (preactive and postactive thoughts), (b) teachers' 

interactive thoughts and decisions, and (c) teachers' theories and beliefs. 

One of the most obvious functions of teacher planning is to convert 
prescribed curriculum to fit the unique circumstances of each teaching situation. 

Clark and Elmore (1981) conducted a study on yearly planning of a second grade 

teacher. The think aloud strategy was used to illicit from the teacher her primary 

sources for planning. The teacher was audiotaped as she discussed her planning 
for mathematics, science, and writing. 

The teacher reported that the main resources she used in her yearly planning 

were the teacher's guides, memory of the teaching experience from the previous 

year, and the calendar for the coming school year. The yearly planning process 

typically took place during the summer and included reviewing curriculum 

material to be used during the upcoming year, resequencing the curriculum topics, 

adding and deleting content to be taught, and developing a general time frame for 

coverage of the material. As a result of the planning process, a broad outline of 

the content to be taught and a rough idea of how it would be taught emerged. 

The new curriculum materials and new ideas were incorporated in a consistent 
manner with her implicit theory of instruction. 

The results of the study supported the idea that published curriculum 

materials exert a strong influence on the content and process of teaching. 

However, the results also indicated the teacher served as a filter for the curriculum 

materials deciding which to include in instruction and which to delete. 

In another study by Smith and Sendelbach (1979), the process of teacher 

planning was examined at the unit level rather than at the yearly level. The 

sample consisted of four, sixth grade, science teachers who had been asked to 

work with the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) curriculum. The 

four teachers were asked to think aloud as they made decisions during recorded 
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planning sessions for one unit in the curriculum. Stimulated recall techniques 
were also employed to have the teachers explain in more detail their thinking and 

planning decisions during the planning sessions. 

The results indicated the teachers relied heavily upon the teacher guide 

provided with the SCIS science curriculum in planning. Yet, the teachers 
developed only a few written notes which provided a sketchy outline and cues 
of the important points to be discussed and ideas the teachers wanted to be sure 
to remember. Thus, the primary product of a unit planning session was a mental 

picture of the content to be taught, the sequencing of the activities within the 
unit, and the anticipated responses of the students. 

The researchers followed one of the four teachers into the classroom to 

observe how the plans would be implemented. Smith and Sendelbach found the 

interactive thoughts and decisions from the planning were activated through the 
teacher reconstructing the plan from memory, having only a few notes, rather 

than following the instructions provided in the teacher's guide. 

Based on classroom observations of the one teacher, when implementing the 

unit plan, the researchers concluded the quality of instruction was degraded from 
the intended curriculum by both planned and unintended deviations from the 

SCIS curriculum. Hence, a strong connection between the SCIS curriculum 

materials and the actual classroom instruction was not observed. Additionally, it 

was not clearly explained why only one teacher was observed teaching the unit 

she had planned rather than all four who had been observed planning the science 
unit. 

Another study where teacher planning sessions were studied by observing 

and audiotaping the teacher's thinking aloud sessions was Peterson, Marx and 
Clark (1978). Within the same study, teachers' interactive thoughts and 

decisions were also investigated. Clark and Peterson (1981), Marx and Peterson 

(1981), and Peterson and Clark (1978) were all reports of different aspects of the 

same study, including teacher planning, interactive teaching, and student 

achievement. 

Twelve experienced teachers participated in the study which was 

conducted in a laboratory setting. The first part of the study examined the 

teachers while they planned. The 12 junior high teachers were given 90 minutes 
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immediately preceding teaching to prepare to teach a new social studies unit (life 
in a small French community) to small groups of seventh and eighth grade 

students (eight students in a group). During the 90 minutes, the teachers were 
asked to think aloud while they planned for a two and a half hour instructional 
unit. The teachers' verbal statements during planning were later coded into four 
planning categories which included, objectives, material, subject matter, and 
instructional process. The findings of the study indicated the teachers spent the 
largest proportion of their time dealing with the content to be taught. After 
subject matter, teachers concentrated their planning efforts on instructional 
processes (strategies and activities). The smallest proportion of the teachers' 

planning time was on objectives. Since the teachers were given limited 
preparation time and did not know the students prior to teaching the class, it is 
possible the teachers placed more emphasis on content and instructional 
processes in their planning than they would in a normal teaching situation. 

Additionally, the teachers were given a list of six general teaching goals that were 
expressed in terms of content coverage, process goals, and cognitive and 

attitudinal outcomes for students which could have likely affected the teachers' 
planning. 

After planning the instructional unit, the teachers were videotaped for two 
and a half hours, on three separate days while teaching three different groups of 
students (one group each day). At the end of the teaching day, the teachers were 
interviewed using a stimulated recall process where they viewed the first five 
minutes of the first hour of teaching and then three more, one to three minute, 
randomly selected segments of each hour of instruction in order to stimulate their 

recall of thoughts during instruction. After discussing their interactive thoughts, 
the teachers were asked to respond to a series of questions about their thought 
processes while teaching. 

Each of the teachers' planning on the first day of teaching focused on the 

content to be covered. However, the teachers shifted on the second and third 
day of teaching to more planning for instructional processes since they were 

familiar with the content. Peterson, Marx and Clark noted several positive 
relationships between the focus of the teachers' planning statements and their 

classroom behavior emerged. They found the proportion of planning statements 
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dealing with the learner was positively related to teacher behaviors in teaching 

that were classified as "group focused." The proportion of planning statements 

dealing with content was significantly positively correlated with teacher behavior 

coded as "subject matter focused." Consequently, the results of the study 

indicated teacher planning was related to the general focus of interactive 

teaching. The researchers also suggested the nature of the work done during the 

preactive planning phase, changes with situation-specific teaching experience. 

Clark and Peterson's (1981) analysis of the data from the 12 junior high 

teachers also suggested the teachers' decision making during interactive teaching 

occurred primarily when the teachers' observed the lesson was not going well. 

The researchers developed a model for teachers' decision processes during 

teaching which included four alternative paths. Path 1 indicated the teacher 

judged the students were understanding the lesson and were participating 

appropriately and so did not alter teaching. In Path 2, the teacher judged that 

either the students were not understanding the lesson or were acting 

inappropriately. However, the teacher did not have any alternative strategies or 

behaviors in his/her teaching repertoire. Path 3 was similar to Path 2 in that the 

teacher judged something was amiss with the students and the lesson. This time, 

the teacher had alternative strategies or behaviors available in the teaching 

repertoire, but decided not to change teaching behavior. Path 4 was like Path 3 

up to the decision to change teaching behavior. In Path 4, the teacher had 

alternative strategies available and chose to change teaching behavior in order to 

bring student behavior back within the limits of the teacher's tolerance, meaning 

either the students understood the lesson or the inappropriate behaviors of the 

students were discontinued. 

Peterson and Clark (1978) categorized the data obtained from the 12 

teachers over the three day period of teaching. The majority of teachers reported 

information consistent with Path 1. The average percent of Path 1 decisions 

ranged from 61% to 71%. Path 1 represented a teachers' report of the lesson 

going as planned and the majority of the teachers's reports indicated Path 1 as 

the most frequently followed. The 12 teachers reported thinking about 

alternative strategies or behaviors in only 20% to 30% of the cases for the three 

day teaching experience. 
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The reports of the different aspects of the study involving the 12 teachers 
are frequently cited in research literature on teacher preactive (planning) and 
interactive thought processes. However, it is important to note the study took 
place in a laboratory setting with an artificial classroom of only eight junior high 
students and where the teachers were given limited time (90 minutes) to prepare a 
lesson on unfamiliar material. Consequently, the results should be viewed with 
some caution. 

Borko and Livingston (1989) studied the planning decisions, interactive 
teaching and the postactive reflection of three teachers and three student 
teachers. Two secondary mathematics teachers and two elementary teacher and 
their respective student teachers were selected for the study based on their 
willingness to participate and on recommendations from their principals and 
supervisors. Due to illness of one of the elementary teachers, finding were 
reported for only three pairs of teachers where all the data were collected. The 
study lasted for one continuous week of instruction. 

Audiotaped semistructured interviews were given both prior to and 
following the lesson. During the interview prior to the lessons, the teachers were 
asked to explain the nature of the lesson, how they planned for the lesson, what 
they thought about as they planned, and to identify factors that influenced their 
plans. Following the lesson the teachers were interviewed and asked to discuss 
the important aspects of the lesson, unexpected occurrences, any changes in 
plans, and if there were changes to explain the reason for the change. 

In addition to the pre- and post-observation interviews, the teachers were 
observed teaching the lesson. The researcher took detailed field notes and 
audiotaped portions of the lessons. Analysis of the pre- and post-observation 
interviews identified several factors influencing the teachers' planning decision 
making. The secondary mathematics teachers' chapter planning and the 
elementary teacher's unit planning were primarily influenced by the portion of 

the textbook to be covered and by the previous year's plans. The secondary 
teachers had developed course notebooks which also played a significant role in 

their planning. Other factors influencing the teachers' planning were: (a) the 
complexity of the topics, (b) the teaching styles of the teacher, (c) the ability of 
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the teacher to identify potential content difficulties, and (d) student performance 
in class as related to instructional goals. 

Each of the three expert teachers engaged in several levels of planning, from 
yearly planning to daily rehearsal of the lesson. All three experienced teachers 
explained part of their planning was formulated mentally, not being written on 
paper, which then guided their interactive teaching. All three teachers made 

decisions about details of instruction including the introduction of a topic or 
exploration of a concept prior to the actual instructional event. During 
interactive teaching, the experienced teachers made final decisions about specific 
examples and problems which they had mentally planned. Through analysis of 
the observations and post-observation interviews, teachers' interactive decisions 
were influenced by their desire to keep on track with the lesson (content),but to 

allow students' questions and comments to be springboards for discussions. The 
three expert teachers were able to achieve a balance between content-centered 

and student-centered instruction with minimal use of written plans or textbooks. 
An interesting contrast was drawn between the expert and novice teachers 

(student teachers) in the study; like the experts, all the novice teachers had 
mental plans or agendas for their lessons, but their planning was short-term often 

thinking and preparing only "for tomorrow." The novice teacher looked ahead a 
couple of section or pages, but did not plan at the chapter or unit level. The 
novice teachers' planning decisions were also influenced by difficulty in making 

decisions of priority concerning coverage of the content, inexperience in 

teaching, lack of professional knowledge, reflection of teaching effectiveness, and 
the context of the student teaching experience. 

The novice teachers were not as successful as the experienced teachers at 
converting their plans into action. The novice teachers interactive teaching and 

execution of their plans were influenced by the need to deal with classroom 

management, the inability to provide explanations not prepared in advance, and 

the inability to predict where in the curriculum the students would experience 
difficulty. The interactive teaching of the novice teachers was also influenced by 

the difficulty they experienced in handling students' questions. In their 

concluding remarks, Borko and Livingston stated any teacher thinks and acts like 
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a novice, to some extent, the first time he or she attempts to teach a particular 

body of knowledge. 

Ropo (1987) also compared expert and novice teachers' thinking in order to 

examine teachers' professional development and expertise in teaching. Seven, 

mathematics teachers of grades 7 through 12, who volunteered to participate in 

the study constituted the sample. Three teachers were classified as expert 

teachers (having from 5 to 15 years of teaching experience) and the others were 

classified as novices (three finishing their one year teacher training and one 

completing the second year of teaching). 

Each teacher was interviewed for approximately one hour using a clinical 

interview format. The teachers were asked to discuss freely (not being told what 

specifically to discuss), their goals and objectives for education in general and in 

their own subject matter, their conceptions about interaction in the class, their 

conceptions about their own behavior in class, and their planning processes 

before and during the teaching. 

Results of the interviews indicated that the experienced teachers' planning 

decisions emphasized flexibility in planning and execution of the lessons, since 

only general plans were made. Also, specificity of the lesson plan for each class 

was stressed. When planning, the experienced teachers' considered the students 

needs and gave more attention to the process of learning rather than the 

outcomes. 

In contrast, the novice teachers' planning decisions were focused more on 

the outcomes of learning rather than the process of learning. The novice teachers 

planning decisions were also based on short-term goals. 

In addition to the clinical interviews, all the participants were observed 

teaching for at least three lessons. The observations took place during the last 

two months of the school year and were audiotaped. 

The structure of the lesson was similar for both the novice and expert 

teachers. The first part of the class was used for checking homework, followed 

by presentation of the new material and practice. The last few minutes of class 

were used in giving the new homework. However, the total number of questions 

asked during lessons differed for expert teachers and novice teachers, with the 

expert teachers asking more. The expert teachers also used interaction with the 
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students more often than the novice teachers. Results confirmed the experienced 
teachers used the student's answer, or lack there of, as a cue in proceeding with 
the lesson. When making interactive decisions, the experienced teachers 
analyzed the student's response to determine the student's way of thinking in 
order to determine future instruction. 

For the novice teachers, on the other hand, interactive decisions were 
centered on their perception of lack of time for interaction during instruction. The 
lessons were dominated by teacher presentation and teacher talk with little 
questioning form the students. The novice teachers' decisions during teaching 
were also influenced by classroom management issues and a heavy focus on their 
own teaching behavior. 

In their heuristic model of teacher thought and action, Clark and Peterson 
(1986) illustrated a give and take relationship between teachers' thought 
processes with teachers' actions in the classroom. In addition to the preactive 

and postactive planning and the iterative thought processes during teaching, a 
third classification, teachers' implicit theories, was included. Clark and Peterson 
asserted although the research on teachers' implicit theories constitutes the 
smallest and newest part of the literature on research on teacher thinking, 

"Research on implicit theories is critical in order to gain a complete and useful 
understanding of thought processes in teaching" (p. 285). Thompson (1992) 
also identified the nature of teachers' beliefs and conceptions about teaching and 
learning mathematics, as well as the influence of those beliefs on teachers' 

instructional practice, as relatively new topics of study. As such, the influence of 
teachers' beliefs and conceptions constitute important, yet, largely uncharted 

areas on teaching needing further researched. Although at the secondary and 
college level the research area of teachers' implicit theories is young, some salient 
studies exist providing a valuable framework for the present study. 

One of the most recognized studies concerning teachers' conceptions and 

instructional practice was conducted by Thompson (1984). In the study, 

Thompson addressed whether teachers' professed conceptions about 

mathematics teaching were reflected in the teachers' instructional practices. A 

second and interrelated question was whether the teachers' behavior was 
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influenced by the teachers' beliefs, views, and preferences about teaching 
mathematics. 

Thompson conducted case studies of three experienced female junior high 
school teachers. The three teachers were selected from a group of 13 teachers 
previously involved in a pilot study with the researcher. Teachers were observed 
daily teaching a mathematics class over a four week period. The lessons were 

audiotaped in order to secure a record of the lesson for analysis and as an aid in 
stimulating teacher's recall of the lesson during the interview. The interview 
questions were mostly related to occurrences during the lesson, but additional 
questions were asked to complete missing information about the teacher and to 
test conjectures generated from the accumulated data. 

Thompson found that although the relationship between conceptions about 
teaching mathematics and practice was complex and not simply a matter of cause 
and effect, much of the contrast in the teachers' instructional emphases was 
explained by differences in their prevailing views of mathematics teaching. The 
teachers' views about teaching mathematics influenced what they did in the 
classroom even though the connection was not always deliberate. 

One teacher for instance believed it was her responsibility to direct and 
control all classroom activities. The teacher attempted to present the lesson in an 
orderly and logical manner avoiding the kinds of digressions needed to discuss 
student difficulties and ideas, but maintaining control of the class. Another 
teacher believed it was her responsibility to create and maintain an open informal 
classroom atmosphere in order to ensure students' freedom to ask questions and 
express ideas. Her actual teaching fostered student involvement in the lesson. 

The first two teachers' conceptions of teaching and instructional practice were 
consistent. 

The third teacher's concern for managerial aspects of teaching appeared to 

influence her typical instructional behavior. As a result, the class was conducted 

in such a way to allow as little interaction as possible. The teacher indicated a 
belief in the importance of encouraging the students to ask questions in class and 

to provide feedback, but her lecture method allowed very little interaction. The 
third teacher's professed conceptions about teaching were not always consistent 

with the teaching behavior demonstrated in the classroom. Thompson observed 
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that the extent to which experienced teachers' conceptions about teaching were 
consistent with their practice depended in large measure on the teachers' 
tendency to reflect on their actions. 

Thompson strongly reinforced the ideas that in order to investigate the 
research questions concerning the relationship of teachers' conceptions and 
instructional practice, "in-depth studies of an anthropological, clinical, or case 
study nature are needed" (p. 126). She further concluded when trying to gain 
access to the mental processes that accompany the teachers' actions, intensive 
audio-visual records and documentation of teachers' instructional behavior 
followed by systematic analysis and informal interview settings are needed to 
obtain information concerning teachers' thoughts and conceptions that 
accompany teachers' instructional practice. 

Shaw (1989) also sought to compare teachers' beliefs and classroom 
practice. Three experienced female middle school mathematics teachers chosen 
from an inservice mathematics education course participated in the study. Daily 
observations, and subsequent interviews as well as three questionnaires were the 
primary sources used for inferring teachers' beliefs. The observations and 
interviews took place over a three week period and were all taped so that the 
researcher could have accurate records from which to develop the analysis. 
During some of the interviews, the teachers were given an opportunity to reflect 
and respond to the researcher's ongoing analysis of their beliefs. 

Shaw compared what he referred to as "ideal" beliefs and "actual" beliefs. 
Ideal beliefs were convictions of how the teachers ideally would like to teach for 
understanding and ideally would like the students to learn. Actual beliefs were 
convictions of how the teacher actually needs to teach and how students 
actually need to learn within the contextual factors of the classroom. Shaw also 
used Skemp's (1976) distinctions between relational and instrumental 

understanding to illustrate how the teachers were teaching for concept 
development or procedural development. 

The results of the study indicated that teachers may hold "ideal" clusters of 
beliefs about teaching and understanding that are very different from their 
"actual" cluster of beliefs about teaching and understanding mathematics. Some 
of the factors restricting the teachers from incorporating their ideal beliefs in the 
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classroom stemmed from how the teachers themselves had been taught and 
learned mathematics and how the teachers had been teaching mathematics before 
the inservice course. Other contextual factors which hindered the teachers from 
incorporating their ideal beliefs into teaching were the administrative demands, 

standardized tests, textbooks and time. Shaw concluded that some of the ideal 
beliefs professed by the teachers were more a verbal manifestation of 

commitments to abstract ideas about teaching than of an actual operative theory 
of instruction. 

The underlying assumption of Grant (1984) was that teachers' beliefs about 
the teaching-learning process do influence behaviors of teachers in the classroom. 
Grant's study investigated three senior high mathematics teachers beliefs about 
the purpose of mathematics teaching and the conditions of mathematics learning 
and the extent to which these beliefs were reflected in their practice. The case 
study method was used; data were collected through classroom observations and 

conversations with the teachers. Each of the case studies were conducted for a 
period of six weeks with classroom observations being audiotaped. It is 
interesting to note that in this study, Grant appeared to associate teachers' 
"conceptions" more with the observed classroom behaviors than with the 
teachers' professed beliefs. 

Grant found the teachers' beliefs about teaching were, in general, congruent 
with their teaching practices. On two occasions, apparent discrepancies between 
stated beliefs concerning teaching and instructional practice were resolved 
during post-class interviews with the teachers who had an opportunity to clarify 
their intentions. One temporary deviation from the teachers' professed belief 

came as a result of focusing attention on time constraints in respect to course 

coverage. Grant stated that feedback to the teacher about this apparent 

discrepancy resulted in a clearly determined effort on the part of the teacher to 

keep in line with stated intentions. Grant also stated that all three teachers 

emphasized that the study had caused them to seriously reflect on their teaching 
behavior, something they had not previously done. 

In this study, the "feedback" the researcher gave to the teachers during 

their conversations may have had considerable effect on the teachers' teaching 

behavior. At least one such instance appeared when the researcher interviewed 
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and questioned the teacher about a discrepancy between professed beliefs about 
teaching and actual practice. This discrepancy caused the teacher to change 
instructional practice to be more in line with what the teacher had expressed as a 
belief. 

Brown (1986) and Cooney (1985) examined a beginning mathematics 
teacher's view and belief of the importance of problem solving and how that 
view affected, and was affected, by the teacher's first three months of teaching. 
Data collection occurred during Fred's, the fictitious name of the teacher, 

preservice master's degree program and continued into the initial year of 
teaching. 

Fred was interviewed seven times during the year long preservice training. 
He was given hypothetical situations, called "episodes" in order to stimulate in-

depth discussions about mathematics and the teaching of mathematics. During 
the interviews, Fred continually emphasized the importance of problem solving 
and the need for recreational mathematics problems to motivate students and to 
avoid the daily grind of teaching. The researchers determined that Fred had 
developed strong beliefs about incorporating problem-solving into his teaching 
of mathematics. 

After Fred had been teaching for about 10 weeks, he was observed for nine 
consecutive days. The classes he was observed teaching included Algebra and 

Trigonometry, Algebra II, General Mathematics and Geometry. Six stimulated 

recall interviews were conducted with Fred based on the preceding classroom 
observations. When discussing the lessons, Fred expressed frustration over the 
extensive time demands a problem-solving approach required of him. He 

explained it was much easier to teach by the book rather then trying to create 
"real problems" for the students to solve. 

Fred's perceptions of students, their beliefs and abilities, and his view of the 

value that mathematics had for his students, seemed to combine to overpower his 

more general belief in problem solving when he made decisions about what to 

teach and how to teach it. Frustrated by students' lack of enthusiasm and 

prerequisite knowledge, the beginning teacher typically resorted to drill and 

practice lessons on skills rather than on problem solving-oriented lessons. 
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One note of interest not mentioned by Cooney (1986) was the fact Fred's 
beliefs about the importance of using a problem-solving approach had 
undoubtably been fostered and influence when a student of Cooney's. It was 
not made clear if Fred's beliefs about problem solving were really his own, or 
more an expression of what his former teacher and now researcher wanted to 
hear. It appeared Fred's intent was to use recreational problems to introduce a 

topic and to motivate student interest rather than taking a more extensive 
problem-solving orientation to teaching. His actual or "practical" conceptions 
about teaching may well have been more consistent with his instructional 
practice than indicated by the author. 

Barr (1988) examined the instructional conditions that influence the 
teaching of mathematics. Barr felt when investigating what determines the 
mathematics content taught, it is important to distinguish between "what" and 
"how much." A focus of the study was to examine factors that determine 
"what" is taught. 

The study was part of a larger project on classroom organization, instruction, 
and learning. Nine fourth-grade mathematics classes were investigated. The nine 
teachers involved in the study were selected to reflect broad socioeconomic and 
racial differences among the districts. 

The teachers were interviewed numerous times during the study. Interview 
questions required the teacher to describe how they organized the students for 
mathematics instruction, what activities they presented, and what major topics 

were treated and assigned importance for coverage in the class. In addition to the 

interviews, each teacher was observed teaching four times in the fall and four 
times in the spring for a total of eight observations during the school year. 

Running written records (also audiotaped) of instructional exchanges during 

math lessons were coded in terms of time spent on non-instructional activities, 

teacher explanation of lesson, recitation and drill, correction of homework 

problems, supervised seatwork, and unsupervised seatwork. Descriptions were 
provided of the various curricular programs, class composition, and nature of 
instruction. 

The results of the study indicated that seven of the nine teachers used 

mathematics textbooks by proceeding from lesson to lesson and chapter to 
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chapter in a highly predictable manner emphasizing the content the teachers 
believed most essential for fourth-grade students to learn. The "lock-step" 
nature of much instruction suggested that many of the teachers may have 
inflexibly followed the text. Two teachers demonstrated more flexibility in their 
teaching than typically shown by the other teachers, thereby illustrating the 
feasibility of teaching the specified curriculum using a variety of techniques. 
Analysis of instruction in the nine, fourth-grade, mathematics classes suggested 
that the mathematics material and concepts teachers introduce to their students 
are influenced by textbook content and organization, the compositional 

characteristics of classes, and teachers' beliefs. Results indicated teachers' beliefs 
highly influenced content coverage, particularly coverage of those topics not 
highly valued. The researcher concluded by stating that detailed case study 
analyses provided useful means for the researchers to learn how to think about 
and better understand the complexities of classroom instruction. 

Munby (1984) used qualitative methods (case study) and factor analysis to 
illustrate the relationship of teacher's beliefs about teaching and learning with 
teacher's choices about adopting research findings, implementing novel curricula, 
or in other ways altering professional practice. Munby's case study involved one 
female seventh and eighth grade teacher of life and earth science. The Repertory 
Grid Technique was used during an interview with the teacher to elicit about 20 
"elements" or statements describing what might been seen during a visit to one 
of the teachers' classes. After the statements were written on cards, the teacher 
was then asked to group the cards in a sensible form. 

A second interview, held three days after the initial interview, was used to 
explain the factor analysis, provide results to the teacher, and to use the results to 
probe deeper into the teacher's thinking about teaching. Constructs were then 
developed constituting the teacher's implicit theory. Using Repertory Grid 
analysis and further interviewing, the investigator found the teacher to be 
pragmatic in her views identifying the important aspects of teaching as making 

learning enjoyable, providing different ways of learning, and helping children of 
all abilities to gain confidence and deal appropriately with information. However, 
no classroom observations were conducted to determine the relationship of the 

teacher's beliefs about teaching to her practice. 
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Munby concluded that in order to understand how a teacher may deal with 
new curriculum materials or instructional techniques, it was essential to 
understand a teacher's beliefs and principles concerning teaching. Munby also 
made a strong case that qualitative methodologies were more useful in studying 
teachers' beliefs and principles than the more traditional approaches. He stated, 
"attending to the uniqueness of an individual within a particular environment is 
the specific business of qualitative research" (p. 29). 

Tobin (1987) studied the forces shaping the implemented curriculum in high 
school mathematics and science. In a synthesis of five studies conducted in high 
school mathematics and science, Tobin sought to gain a better understanding of 

teaching and learning processes associated with high-level cognitive learning. 
The first study involved 15 high school science teachers and their students. The 
second study investigated five high school mathematics teachers (grades 8-12). 
The third study examined one high school science teacher teaching five classes. 
An investigation of five high school mathematics teachers (grades 9-12) was the 
fourth study. The fifth study dealt with peer coaching in classes taught by two 
high school (grades 9-12) science teachers. 

A comparison of the findings of the five independent studies produced 
several results. One result indicated that, for high school teachers, a major driving 
force on implementing curriculum is the ability of the teacher to manage student 
behavior effectively. Other factors influencing classrooms activities were 
examinations and textbooks. Most teachers attempted to cover the curriculum in 
the planned time whether or not the students had learned the material being 
covered. Tobin then concluded the major forces influencing instruction in high 
school science and mathematics appeared to be associated with teacher's 
knowledge and beliefs. In particular, teacher's beliefs, concerning how students 
learn and what they ought to learn, have the greatest impact on what teachers do 
in the classroom. Tobin also concluded that the results obtained in the five 

separate studies were consistent with other researchers on teacher knowledge 
(conceptions) of student learning. Tobin further stated the findings indicated that 
the teachers' conceptions about student learning were mainly based on the 
individual teacher's own style of learning. 
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Olson (1981) studied eight science teachers who had been asked to 
implement the English Schools Council Integrated Science Project (SCISP). The 
SCISP program was made using constructivist principles where the teacher 
became more of a guide in inquiry. In the study, Olson introduced the phrases 
"high influence teaching" to describe teaching where the teacher was the central 
authority having firm control over the direction of the lesson. "Low influence 
teaching" was used to describe teaching that involved such things as discussion, 
student seminars, essays or debates where the teacher became more of a facilitator 
of learning than the authority figure. By using the Repertory Grid Technique, 
Olson determined that the teachers viewed themselves in a "traditional" manner 
as the authority disseminating knowledge and preparing students for 
examinations. 

Through observations of the teachers' classes, Olson found that the teachers 
adjusted the new curriculum to be consistent with existing teachers' conceptions 
of teaching rather than adjusting their teaching to match goals of the new 
curriculum. For example, the project's "discussion lessons" were translated 
either into direct instruction by the teacher or into end-of-chapter homework-
type questions. The classroom lessons tended to remain "high influence" as 
opposed to the project's intended "low influence." In this study, implementation 
of the new curriculum was highly influenced by the teachers' conceptions of 
how the subject ought to be taught. It was noted how difficult it was to have 
teachers change their style of teaching to match new curriculum goals, especially 
when the teachers' conceptions of teaching did not agree with the new 
curriculum developer's conceptions. 

Wood, Cobb, and Yackel (1991) examined the process by which a female 
second grade teacher made changes in her beliefs about teaching mathematics 
while participating in a research project based on constructivist views of learning. 
Prior to participation in the project, the teacher had taught mathematics by closely 
adhering to the teacher's manual for the textbook. The teacher's concern for her 
students' learning and the influence her current teaching practice had on their 
learning led to a strong motivation to participate in the study and revise her 
practice. Data were collected from selected videotapes of each mathematics 
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lesson for the entire year, ethnographic field notes, open-ended interviews, and 
teacher- and student-written documents. 

The changes that occurred in the teacher's practice evolved over the course 
of the project year and involved three general reorganizations. The teacher's 
learning, reestablishing of beliefs, and subsequent changes, did not occur as single 
incidents but instead consisted of gradual constructions and transformations. 
These periods of change were characterized by major dilemmas and conflicts that 
the teacher encountered while creating a setting focused on the mathematical 

activity of her students fostered by constructivist's views of learning. It was 
during these periods of conflict, followed by reflection and resolutions, that 

opportunities to learn occurred. Analyses of the data indicated that changes 
occurred in the teachers' beliefs about the nature of (a) mathematics, from rule 

and procedures to meaningful activity, (b) learning, from passivity to interacting 
and communicating, and (c) teaching, from transmitting information to initiating 

and guiding students' development of knowledge. 

Meyerson (1978) studied the intervention in a preservice methods course 

for secondary mathematics teachers designed to affect change in the preservice 
teachers' conceptions with respect to mathematics and mathematics teaching. 

Perry's scheme applied to knowledge and conceptions of mathematics and 

mathematics teaching was used to diagnose the teachers' conceptions. The 

model consisted of a nine stage scheme describing the development of college 

students. The scheme focused on conception of knowledge with regard to 

mathematics and conception of knowledge with regard to mathematics teaching. 

The methods course engaged the preservice teachers in exercises focusing 

on seven themes: mathematical mistakes, surprise, doubt, reexamination of 

pedagogical truisms, feelings, individual differences, and problem solving. Two 

subthemes of risk taking in teaching and controversy in mathematics were 

interwoven in the exercises throughout the course. Individual student diaries, 

formal interviews, informal discussions, classroom exercises, homework 

assignments, final projects, and midterm exams constituted the data collected 

during the study. 

Some success was reported in moving the teachers along the nine stage 

scheme. The key factor noted in affecting the change was doubt. Results 
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indicated that essential components for the students to move from one stage to 
the next were, doubting their relationship with authority and reexamining their 
beliefs. 

Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, Chiang, and Loef (1989) provided 40 first-

grade teachers with knowledge on childrens' thinking and techniques of 
instruction based on problem solving. The training was done through a four 

week summer inservice program. Most of the teachers had considerable 

experience teaching; two of the teachers, however, were just beginning their 

second year of teaching. Carpenter et al. then investigated the teachers and their 
classes to determine if the teachers employed different instructional practices than 

teachers who were not provided the information about childrens' thinking. The 

study also addressed the questions if the teachers in the program had different 

beliefs about teaching mathematics, about how students learn, and the role of the 

teacher in facilitating learning, than teachers who did not participate in the 

inservice program. Other issues concerning student achievement were also 
studied. 

Teachers' beliefs about learning and teaching addition and subtraction were 

measured using four 12-item Likert scales: (a) the role of the learner, (b) 

relationship between skills, understanding, and problem solving, (c) sequencing of 

mathematics, and (d)) the role of the teacher. The results of interest in the study 

indicated that the teachers participating in the Cognitively Guided Instruction 

(CGI) program communicated beliefs more consistent with the principle that 

problem solving should be the main focus of instruction than the teachers not 
participating in the CGI program. The CGI teachers were also better at 

demonstrating instruction should build on students' existing knowledge than 
teachers not participating in the program. 

Duffy and Roehler (1986) drew on four years of research on instructional 

effectiveness in order to examine teacher resistance to change in association with 

implementation of an innovation. Eleven experienced second-, third-, or fifth-

grade teachers of reading (8 to 25 years of teaching experience) participated in 

the study. While working with the 11 teachers in the original study on 

implementing innovative teaching strategies, the researchers determined through 

collection of informal data, possible reasons for the lack of significant differences 
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in student achievement. The authors then developed a formal post hoc interview 
protocol to document the informal data. In the interviews, the teachers indicated 
they had not consistently and regularly applied their training in incorporating the 
innovative teaching strategy. Instead, the teachers tended to use the teaching 
strategies only when they were observed. The results obtained from the 
responses of the teachers in the interview indicated certain conditions 

constrained teacher thinking about the innovations. The teachers re-structured 
the information they received concerning the innovation in order to fit their 
perceptions of reality. Analysis also found at least four sets of "filters" that 
constrained teacher decision-making and through which teachers restructured 
new information: (a) the teacher's concept of instruction, (b) the teacher's 
conceptual understandings of curricular content, (c) the teacher's perceptions of 
the demands of the working environment, and (d) the teacher's desire to achieve 
a smoothly flowing school day. What had seemed reasonable to the teachers 
when discussed in a course or inservice session was modified as information was 
processed through the filters. The teachers' thinking changed relative to the 
innovation and consequently the innovation was not often implemented. Duffy 
and Roehler concluded by stating "one-shot" afternoon workshops and "any 
field experience is better than none" approaches would not help teachers 
incorporate complex innovations. Rather longitudinal efforts based on real 
classroom contexts must be employed. 

Olson and Eaton (1987) investigated curriculum change in association with 
implementing computers in the classroom. Eight case-study schools (elementary, 
intermediate and senior) under the jurisdiction of the same metropolitan school 
board participated in the study. Data were collected from several different 
subject areas and applications of the computer including: creative writing, 
graphics, geographical simulations, remediation in elementary math and language 
arts, and elementary French. All the schools had been awarded one or more 

computer systems under a pilot project. Teachers' experience with computers 
ranged from a complete novice to an instructor of an evening computer class at a 

nearby university. All the teachers in the study had one commonality; they had 
deliberately sought the opportunity to incorporate the innovation (computer use) 
into their classroom practice. 
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A series of interviews with the participating teachers were conducted in 
order to understand the factors which the teachers perceived as influential in 

determining their classroom practice. Several classes when the students were 
using the computer were videotaped. Additionally, the teachers were asked to 

categorize commonly occurring computer-related situations using Kelly's 

repertory grid technique and were asked to keep a computer use journal for a 

one-week period. The teachers primarily used the "teach yourself' approach for 
both themselves and their students in regard to using the computer. 

Results of the study indicated that when the computer was used as a 
teaching tool, the teachers integrated it into familiar teaching routines. The 

teachers did not risk dramatic changes in teaching style that might undermine 

their ability to cover the curriculum effectively and in an acceptable way. The 
teachers acted to protect their influence over core elements of their work, such as 
covering the curriculum and maintaining their credibility to cover the material 

effectively. The teachers disliked ambiguous classroom situations where existing 
routines were in doubt and substantial time was required to deal with problems 

arising from the use of the innovation. The teachers were often faced with 
dilemmas in their practice in having to resolve conflicting interests or perhaps 

having to cope with not completely resolving the dilemmas. 

In what Olson and Eaton called the "reflexive conception of change," 

teachers have a key role to play because it is they who must find a way of making 
new ideas work, it is through their taking new ideas seriously that the innovators 

can assess what new ideas mean in practice. Talking to teachers about the new 

ideas helps uncover the rational basis of practice and how the new ideas fit into 
the overall framework of teacher intention. 

McLaughlin, (1976) examined the change associated with the 

implementation of innovations as part of the Rand Change-Agent study of 

federal programs supporting educational change. The study included 293 project 

sites which were undertaking implementation of various innovations. 

The change-agent study concluded that actual implementation by teachers 

dominated the innovative process and its outcomes rather than educational 

treatment, level of resources, or type of federal funding strategy. The adoption of 

a "better" practice did not automatically lead to better student achievement. The 
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study indicated similar technologies underwent unique alteration by teachers 
during the process of implementation and consequently, the outcomes could not 
be predicted on the basis of the treatment alone. The change-agent study 
concluded successful implementation was characterized by a process of "mutual 
adaptation." Where implementation was successful, and where significant 
change in participant attitudes, skills and behaviors occurred, implementation was 
characterized by a process in which project goals and methods were modified to 
suit the needs and interests of participants and in which participants changed to 
meet the requirements of the project. 

Another finding indicated the amount of interest, commitment, and support 
given by principal actors had a major influence on the prospects for successful 
project implementation. The attitudes of the teachers were critical. Unless the 
teachers were motivated by professional concerns (as opposed to more tangible 
incentives such as credit on the district scales or additional pay), they did not 

spend the extra time and effort often requisite in the difficult process of 
implementing an innovation. 

It was also determined one-shot training or training concentrated only at the 
beginning of the project, was not effective. One time or short training designs 

ignored the critical fact that project implementors could not know what it was 
they needed to know until the project implementation was well underway. 

Project staff agreed that staff development and training activities were a vital part 
of successful implementation. While outside experts were useful, the participants 
needed more concrete on-going "hands-on" workshops relevant to what they 
would be doing in the classroom and frequent staff meetings. Also, the would be 
innovator must be willing to learn and be motivated by professional concerns and 
interests if successful implementation was to take place. 

McLaughlin explained that educational technology is not self winding. 

Adoptions of a promising educational technology is only the beginning of an 

uncertain, variable, and inherently local process. She stated further, "It is the 
unpredictability and inconsistency of this process that have generated what has 

come to be called the 'implementation problem'." (p. 348) 
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Summary of Teachers' Thinking, Practice, and Change 

The studies discussed in this section highlighted several important points for 
consideration. Research on teachers' decision making in classroom practice has 
shown teachers use curricular materials extensively. When planning, teachers 
focus on content, instructional strategies, students' abilities, and the perceived 
way that students learn. 

Interactive thoughts (decisions) while teaching were developed from a 
mental plan that was followed until teachers determined the lesson was not going 
well. The studies indicated most of the interactive decisions were made when the 
teachers were faced with a dilemma of some sort,. The research also found 
teachers' thinking and beliefs played an important role in how the curriculum was 
interpreted and implemented. 

The literature further indicated that although there was a relationship 

between teachers' conceptions and instructional practice, it was not simply one 
of cause and effect. However, the extent to which experienced teachers' 

conceptions were consistent with their practice depended on the teachers' 
tendency to reflect on their actions. None of the studies were conducted at the 
college level, thereby limiting the generalizability to teaching at all levels. 

Another point demonstrated in the studies was the rich data obtained from 

interpretive methods of research. Several of the investigators specifically 

mentioned the superiority of qualitative methods when seeking to better 
understand teachers' thought processes and practices in the mathematics and 

science classroom. Munby (1984), Thompson (1984), and Olson (1981) in 

particular made persuasive arguments for staying close to the language of 
practice in eliciting and describing teachers' belief systems. When implementing 

a significant curricular, organizational, or instructional change, they argued that 

teachers' belief systems can not be ignored, but must be examined in connection 

with the innovation. Further, when quantitative methods are employed, the test 

items on the instrument represented the beliefs of interest to the researcher and 

possibly did not distinguish beliefs most important to the individual teacher in his 

or her particular environment. However, examining the uniqueness of an 

individual within a particular environment is the strength of qualitative research. 
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Since all of the research thus far has involved teachers at the elementary level or 
secondary level, it is important to add to this body of knowledge by conducting 
interpretive, qualitative studies at the collegiate level. 

The studies dealing with teacher change indicated the teachers' perceptions 
and conceptions were important to examine since they played an important role 
in how the innovation was interpreted and if change actually took place in the 
teaching. Change in teachers' beliefs came when doubt, reflection, or uncertainty 
about their teaching occurred. 

Teachers did not tend to take risks when implementing an innovation. 
Rather they tended to fit the new curriculum, method of teaching or other 
innovation into their existing schema. Successful implementation depended on 
"mutual adaptation" where the intended curriculum or innovation was modified 

to suit the needs and interests of the participants and the participants changed to 
meet the requirements of the project. In all the studies reviewed, the teachers' 

thinking, particularly conceptions (beliefs, views and preferences), as well as the 
students behavior, were major influences on the implementation of the 
innovation. 

Role, Impact on, and Influence of the Teacher 

Little research has been conducted examining the role, impact on, and 
influence of the teacher when technology is implemented into the mathematics 

classroom. However, a general feeling expressed by teachers is that classroom 

dynamics change as a result of using technology and that the role of the teacher 
becomes more of a facilitator or guide to learning rather than the presenter of 
knowledge. Even though this feeling exists, little formal research has been 

conducted thus far to describe what actually happens during teaching in the 

mathematics classroom in general, let alone in calculus, when technology is 

implemented in instruction. 

Wiske et al. (1988) sought to assess how the teachers were being affected 

by computer technology use in their teaching. In-depth interviews with 76 

teachers from 10 different sites around the country were conducted. The 

interview data were analyzed to identify themes and to construct seven 
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composite profiles of teachers who epitomized those themes. Wiske et al. wanted 
to clarify how teachers used computers, what had influenced their decisions, and 
the effects that new technologies had in their classrooms. By talking directly 
with teachers, the investigators hoped to incorporate the teachers' views into the 
policy decisions that affected the teachers as they continued to integrate new 
technologies into their classrooms. One of the profiles presented the point of 
view of integrating computers into the secondary mathematics curriculum. 
Although seven composite profiles where discussed in the report, the profile of 
interest was the teacher who used computers in secondary mathematics. 

The composite characterization was an experienced secondary school math 

teacher who uses computers extensively to teach the subject matter. At the 
beginning, the technology was used mainly for drill and practice, but quickly 
moved toward more open-ended uses allowing students to learn through inquiry 
and problem solving. The composite teacher believed that computers enable 
him/her to teach the way he/she had always wanted and to do things that could 
not be done with other media. The composite teacher suggested three major 
strengths for using the computers to teach subject matter: (a) the graphical or 
pictorial capabilities of the computer helped make abstract ideas more concrete, 
(b) the computers required students to construct or manipulate things in 
investigating and testing hypotheses, and (c) the computer facilitated the sharing 
of ideas and group problem solving among students thereby allowing more of a 
discovery approach to teaching and learning. 

The composite teacher also believed his/her role in teaching had changed 
with the use of computers. The teacher became more of a facilitator of students' 
learning than a presenter of ready-made knowledge. A comment made by one of 
the 76 teachers was given to illustrate how teaching changed. "I've become 
more of an involved participant than an authority figure, a learner with students 

rather than a presenter of facts" (p. 38). Teachers who shifted from what has 

been called "frontal teaching" often reported that they had seen encouraging 
changes in students roles where students took more active responsibility for their 

own learning and helped each other learn by working together to solve problems. 

Amidst the enthusiastic reports from teachers of significant positive effects 

on classroom roles and responsibilities, some teachers believed computers had 
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exerted little or no influence on their classroom behavior. Two quite different 
types of teaching were attributed to the belief that their teaching style had not 
been affected. One group of teachers who used the computer only for drill and 
practice or tutorials found the computer had no effect on their teaching. This 
conclusion was not be surprising since drill and practice required little 
involvement from the teacher. The second type of teacher reporting little effect, 

was from teachers who reported that they had always been committed to tailoring 
lessons for individual students and to discovery learning approaches; hence the 
computers seemed like a natural extension to what they were already doing and 
simply provided another tool in their arsenal of teaching tools. 

Three major reasons some teachers had not more fully incorporated 

computers into their teaching were given by Wiske et al. The first reason 
concerned accessibility. Some teachers preferred to use the computer more but 
found it cumbersome to locate the computer or to arrange several class schedules 

to use the computer lab. Teachers who had several computers in their classroom 
commented that they used the computers more because of easy accessibility. 

Secondly, some teachers did not want to take the time to learn to use the 
computers. And, third, some teachers preferred to maintain a teacher-centered 
classroom where they were the expounders of knowledge and felt the computer 
did not fit into their style of teaching. 

Although this study involved a large group of teachers (76) the results were 
based upon a single interview with no actual observations of the teachers in their 
classrooms teaching. Since no classroom observations were conducted, the 
results of the study are considered only as an indication of what the teachers' 

believe happened in their classrooms concerning teaching and learning when 
using computers. Wiske et al. recommended that further research be performed 

where classroom observations are included in order to more fully understand the 
changes taking place in content and sequence of curriculum; changes in student 

and teacher beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors; and redistribution of authority and 
responsibilities in the classroom. 

Farrell (1989) examined the roles and behaviors exhibited by students, 

teachers, and technology when technology was integrated into a precalculus 

curriculum. Six high school classes involved in the Calculator and Computer 
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Precalculus (C2PC) Project out of The Ohio State University were observed late in 
their first year of using the C2PC materials. Six male teachers were asked to 
videotape ten consecutive non-testing lessons. The Systematic Classroom 
Analysis Notation (SCAN) was used to note teacher and student roles, teaching 

activities, and pupiling activities (activities performed by the student) occurring in 
the classrooms. Due to varying constraints including poor quality in the 
recording of some of the lessons, only six videotaped lessons from each of the six 
precalculus classes were analyzed. Three observers analyzed and coded the 
transcripts of the videotapes. Comparisons were made of when the technology 
was being used in the class and when it was not being used. 

Results of the study indicated that classroom roles exhibited by students 
and teachers were slightly different when technology was used. Students 
demonstrated a wider variety of roles such as manager, task-setter, explainer, 
consultant, fellow investigator, and resource when technology was being used in 
the class. Students were observed working in groups and in a problem solving 
mode more often with technology than when the technology was not being 
used. The students also consulted with each other more often when technology 
was used. 

The teachers in the study typically remained managers but did exhibit the 
roles of task-setter and explainer less often and the role ofconsultant more often 
when technology was being used in their classes. Exposition was the most 
common teaching activity observed when technology was not in use followed by 
exercise, consolidation, practice, and finally investigation. A subtle yet interesting 
rearrangement of frequency of teaching activities occurred when technology was 
being used. The most common teaching activities were exercise, consolidation, 

practice, exposition, and investigation. Farrell concluded that although the 

evidence was not strong enough to make the assertion that the teacher's role had 
shifted completely from information-authority and conclusion-giver to facilitator 

of learning, the results did illustrate a move on the part of the teachers in that 

direction. All teachers' behaviors when using technology differed from their 

behavior without it. However, the teachers did not use the new instructional tool 
in the same way. Rather, the use of the technology was assimilated into the 
teaching style of the individual teacher. 
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The robustness of the SCAN instrument was discussed in relationship to 
what the teachers felt they had observed. During a summer workshop after the 
first year of teaching using the new curriculum materials, teachers mentioned 
several pupiling activities not explicitly included in the instrument. Some of these 
activities were described as "networking," "challenging," "directing," and 
"venturing." The teachers believed their instructional practice had changed and 
the students had become more active participants in learning. However, a major 
limitation of the study was that the instrument was not sensitive enough or 

designed to distinguish the apparent changes noted by the teachers (if they 
actually occurred). 

Farrell's study had another significant limitation. The same precalculus 
classroom was compared when the teacher and students were using technology 

to when they were not, in order to determine the types of activities taking place 

in the classroom under the different conditions. The topics covered when the 

technology was used may have been more conducive to certain behaviors and 

roles on the part of the teacher and students. Therefore, it is possible the nature 

of the topics could have affected the teaching strategies of the teacher. 

Dick and Shaughnessy (1988) studied secondary students' and teachers' 

attitudes toward calculator use and related perceptions and beliefs about 

mathematics. Using funds granted through Oregon's Title II Program and a 
donation from the Hewlett Packard Corporation, a classroom set of 30 

symbolic/graphic calculators was given to each of two high school mathematics 

departments. Five teachers involved in the project used the calculators in two 

different subjects over a semester. The courses where the calculators were used 

included Intermediate Algebra, Trigonometry, and Calculus. The issues addressed 

in the study included: changes in students' attitudes and beliefs about 

mathematics and calculators after using the symbolic/graphic calculator; change 

in the dynamics of classroom interaction; teachers' perceptions of the proper role 

and use of the symbolic/graphic calculator in the teaching of mathematics; the 

types of mathematical tasks in the regular curriculum which may be enhanced; 

and, what new tasks teachers attempt to do that they would not have tried 
without the use of the symbolic/graphic calculators. 
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The teachers' perceptions, reported in an anecdotal manner were the results 
of interest in the study. The teachers estimated that the calculators were used in 
class approximately 10-20% of the time and that in the future the teachers 
expected to increase the usage to 20-25% total class time. All the teachers in the 
project indicated they were favorably inclined toward using the symbolic/graphic 
calculator at the beginning of the study. All the teachers felt that one area that 
was particularly enhanced with the use of the calculators was graphing. The 

teachers believed that the use of the calculators brought only minor changes in 
the dynamics of classroom interaction. However, it was reported four of the five 
teachers felt they had taken more of an "exploratory" approach to teaching 

graphing topics than they had previously. The teachers also believed that more 
complicated examples and more depth of coverage of many topics were made 

possible by using the calculator. Finally, the teachers' perception of student 
attitudes was that the vast majority of students viewed the symbolic/graphic 

calculator favorably. Since formal observations were not made to verify what 
took place in the classroom, the comments made by the teachers must be viewed 
only as impressions of what occurred in the classroom and not documented 
evidence. 

Jost (1992) examined how teachers adapt a new curriculum and integrate 
the use of technology in their instruction. She also explored the reasons the 

teachers adapt and use the technology as they do. Six questions directed the 

study: (a) what were the teacher's constructs for teaching and learning, (b) what 
contextual factors influenced instruction, (c) how did the teachers actually use 

the calculator during instruction, (d) what meaning did the teachers acquire for 

the change, (e) what relationship(s) existed between teachers' constructs, 
contextual factors, actual use, and meaning, (f) what were the outcomes of the 

change pertaining to implementation and instruction? 

The researcher used comparative case studies of five high school teachers 

involved in a pilot study of Project Advance, a new calculus curriculum using 

SPG calculators. College credit was made available to the high school students 

through Syracuse University. One female and four male teachers were selected 

for case studies. The teachers were chosen based on their representativeness of 

the different contexts in which the curriculum was being implemented and also 
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because they were representative of the different methods of teaching which had 
been used with the old course. 

The primary data were collected through a single in-depth interview with 
each of the teachers. The interview data were supplemented with field notes from 
workshops and classroom observations, memos from phone conversations with 
teachers, and teacher-generated documents including lesson plans, handouts, and 
teacher journals. 

Portraits of each teacher were developed with appropriate quotations from 
the teacher to substantiate the patterns or conclusions drawn by the researcher. 
Teachers' constructs concerning teaching and learning were developed by 
viewing each teacher's goals, role, teaching style, views on teaching and learning, 
contextual influences, and meaning teachers acquired for the change in 

curriculum and use of technology in the classroom. The meaning teachers 
acquired for the change included why the teachers thought the calculators were 
being incorporated into the curriculum, in what manner the teachers chose to use 
the calculator and the perceived value of the calculator. 

The findings of the study indicated that teachers did not make dramatic 
changes in their teaching styles. The teachers who had an interactive or inquiry 
style of teaching, used the calculators more. The researcher postulated that the 
use of technology as an instructional tool is more compatible with interactive or 

inquiry-oriented methodologies. The teachers' meaning for the change ran along 
a continuum from perceiving the graphing calculator as a computational tool to 
that of viewing it as an instructional tool. Those teachers on the computational 
end of the continuum stressed content-oriented goals and viewed learning as 

listening. They also viewed the integration of the calculator as taking time, and, 
therefore, used it minimally. The teachers who grew to view the strength of the 

calculator as an instructional tool had student-centered and discipline-level goals 

for their students, interactive, inquiry-driven teaching styles, and student-centered 

views that students can learn through interactions. The teachers who used the 

graphing calculator as an instructional tool used it to the extent that it became a 

natural part of the classroom activity for both the students and the teacher. 
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Discussion 

Because the findings have yielded inconclusive results on the effectiveness 
of technology in improving student achievement (Beckmann, 1988; Hamm, 1989; 

Hawker, 1986; Heid, 1988; Judson, 1988; Me lin, 1990; Palmiter, 1986; Schrock, 
1989) and since there is a desire to adopt a new more conceptually-oriented 

graphing approach calculus curriculum (Douglas, 1986; Dunham, 1993; Kemeny, 
1988; MAA, 1991; NCTM, 1989), it is important to consider the innovation from 

the perspective of the teacher (Duffy & Roehler, 1986; Fullan, 1982; Good & 
Biddle, 1989; Jost, 1992; Munby, 1984). As the teacher is the primary mediator 

between the subject matter and the student, it is essential to study the teacher's 
actions in regards to the use of the innovation (technology) in the classroom 

(Clark & Peterson, 1986; Olson, 1981; Olson & Eaton, 1987; Thompson, 1992, 
1984; Woods et al., 1991). However, research has indicated it is not enough to 
simply study the teacher's behavior, rather it is necessary to study the teacher's 
conceptions (beliefs, views, preferences, and attitude) in connection with their 

instructional practice. (Cooney, 1985; Duffy, 1986, Grant, 1984; Shaw, 1989; 
Thompson, 1984; Wood et al., 1991) 

The research which has been conducted to date has given only a brief view 
of the teacher in the mathematics classroom where technology is being 

implemented. Some evidence exists that the teacher's role changes when using 
technology (Estes, 1989; Farrell, 1989). Yet, Jost (1992) found that the teachers' 
roles did not change in response to using technology, rather if the teacher's style 
was initially more interactive the teacher tended to integrate the use the 

technology more fully into classroom instruction. A full picture of the teachers' 
instructional practices and conceptions about teaching, in connection with the 

use of technology, has not been established. 

Much remains unknown about how teachers use the technology in 

teaching calculus. Acquisition of technology and adoption of curricula making 
use of the technology is obviously not enough to ensure successful 

implementation as has been demonstrated in previous reform movements (Crocker 
& Banfield, 1986; Duffy, 1986; Fullan, 1982; McLaughlin, 1976; Olson, 1981; 

Olson & Eaton, 1987). It is necessary to understand the changes that may be 
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required not only with the educational system, but especially within individual 
classroom environments. The changes that may take place must be viewed in 

terms of the teacher who ultimately decides how the innovation (technology) will 

be used in the classroom (Brown, 1992; Charters & Pellegrin, 1973; Duffy, 1986; 

Estes, 1989; Fullan, 1982; Jost, 1992; Olson, 1981, Olson & Eaton, 1987; Smith, 

1994). Will effective implementation necessitate changes in the teachers' views 
and beliefs concerning learning and instruction, or in teaching methods and 
strategies? It is critical to explore the teachers' conceptions concerning the 

teaching of calculus, teaching calculus using technology, and the role of 
technology as an instructional tool in calculus, as well as to determine the 

instructional practices taking place as technology is integrated into teaching 
calculus. 

Since so little is known about what is happening in technology-enhanced 

mathematics classrooms in regards to teaching, the most promising approach to 

better understand teachers' instructional practices and conceptions about 
teaching with technology is through inductive case studies where analysis will 

provide detailed description of the complex phenomenon (Barr, 1988; Munby, 

1984; Olson, 1981; Thompson 1984, 1992). This study will provide an initial step 

to more fully understand how the college teacher is responding to the call for 

reform in teaching calculus through a graphing approach supported by use of 

scientific programmable graphics calculators. 
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CHAPTER LIT
 
DESIGN AND METHOD
 

Introduction 

A major breakthrough for educational computing has come in the past 
decade with the availability of personal computers and pocket computers. 

Scientific programmable graphics (SPG) calculators, in particular, continue to be 
enhanced and are relatively inexpensive, making them more accessible and 

attractive to both teachers and students. As the use of technology in 
mathematics classrooms continues to increase, more teachers will become 

involved with implementing technology-enhanced curricula. Teachers who have 

voluntarily experimented with technology in the past have been motivated to do 

so based upon positive feelings, beliefs, and experiences concerning the use of 

technology. Currently, college mathematics departments are beginning to adopt 

curricula that integrates technology in presenting concepts. However, simply 

acquiring the technology and adopting a technology-oriented curriculum will not 

ensure effective implementation. The interaction of teachers' conceptions about 
the teaching and learning of calculus, actual instructional practices, and use of 
technology need to be researched so the implementation process may be more 
fully understood. The focus of this study was to investigate classroom 

instructional practices and teachers' conceptions in relationship to the 

implementation of SPG calculators in college calculus instruction. 

When complex phenomena are to be studied and little research is available 

to identify important variables for consideration, qualitative interpretive methods 

need to be used so that meaningful variables may emerge naturally (Lancy, 1993). 

Previous studies have found qualitative methods more appropriate when trying to 

access the mental processes that accompany teachers' actions (Barr, 1988; 

Munby, 1984; Olson, 1981; Thompson, 1984). In order to obtain more thorough 

descriptions of teachers' conceptions and instructional practices, this study will 

employ inductive interpretive research methods. 
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Setting 

The research for this study was conducted at a state university located in 
the western part of the United States. This university was selected to participate 
in the study because the Mathematics Department at this university was in the 
process of incorporating SPG calculators and other computer software into the 

first year science-oriented calculus sequence. 

During Fall Quarter of 1992, the committee for undergraduate mathematics 
met to review the calculus sequence and textbook which was then in use. After a 
lengthy discussion among the committee members, the decision was made to 

experiment with a new textbook that integrated the use of SPG calculators 
throughout the entire text. The textbook chosen was a preliminary edition of 

Calculus A Graphing Approach (1993) by Finney, Thomas, Demana, and Waits. It 
was selected primarily because of the reputation of Thomas and Finney, who 

were authors of a well respected calculus textbook. 

At the next mathematics department meeting, a spirited discussion took 

place concerning the use of SPG calculators in first year calculus. During the 
meeting, several faculty members expressed concern about using SPG calculators 

in the calculus sequence. The majority of the faculty did not wholeheartedly 

accept the idea of incorporating the use of technology (and the supporting 

textbook) in teaching the first year calculus sequence. However, the individuals 

spearheading the idea for change were able to convince the faculty members to 

run a pilot test using the new textbook and approach beginning Spring Quarter 
1993. The prevailing thought from the faculty appeared to be, "The technology 

is here to stay so why fight it." 

The scenario described above appears to be illustrative of what college and 

university mathematics faculty throughout the United States are encountering 

concerning the implementation of SPG calculators and computer software in the 

mathematics curriculum. A few individuals in the faculty are committed to using 

technology in the college mathematics curriculum. Yet, the vast majority of the 

mathematics faculty have not reached a decision concerning the new approach. 

After a pilot test during Spring Quarter, the decision was made to adopt the 

textbook by Finney, Thomas, Demana and Waits, incorporating SPG calculators in 
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a graphing approach to calculus. The textbook was to be used for at least one 
year in all sections of the first quarter calculus course beginning Fall, 1993 and 

was to be integrated into the second and third quarters of calculus throughout 

the year. The first five chapters in the textbook comprised the subject content for 
the first quarter calculus course. The chapters included: Prerequisite for Calculus 
(algebra review), Limits and Continuity, Derivatives, Applications of Derivatives, 

and Integration. The teachers who had taught the course Spring Quarter made 
their syllabi available to the Fall Quarter teachers for reference. 

The Mathematics Department recommended the students have either the TI
85, or one of the HP-48 series of calculators. The faculty decided that the 
students would be required to purchase their own SPG calculators. The 
Mathematics Department purchased three TI-85 overhead display units, or 

viewscreens, to be used by the teachers in the calculus classrooms. Since there 
were only three display units for the 10 sections of first quarter calculus, 

arrangements for convenient classrooms and "drop-off' locations were made. 
Five of the sections of first quarter calculus were scheduled to be taught in the 

same room during consecutive hours, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, and 11:30 a.m. 

respectively. These five teachers shared one of the overhead viewscreens. The 

unit was to be set up each day by the teacher of the 7:30 a.m. class and put away 
by the teacher of the 11:30 a.m. class immediately following the conclusion of 

class. The other five sections were all taught in different classrooms across 

campus. Three of the teachers, the 8:30 a.m., 9:30 a.m. and night class, used the 

second viewscreen. The 8:30 and 9:30 a.m. classes were taught in the same 

building in adjoining rooms. Once the 8:30 a.m. class had concluded, the teacher 

packed the unit in the carrying case and took it to the teacher of the 9:30 a.m. 

class. The teacher of the night class picked up the display unit sometime in the 

afternoon from the "drop-off' location where the 9:30 a.m. teacher left it. The 
other two teachers shared the third overhead viewscreen. The teacher of the 

7:30 a.m. class returned the unit to the math office and left it for the 11:30 a.m. 

teacher at the "drop-off' location and vice versa for the teacher of the 11:30 a.m. 

class. More TI-85 viewscreens were ordered during the quarter to handle the 

increased need beginning Winter Quarter 1994. 
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Fall Quarter consisted of 50 total days of instruction for the sections of 
calculus taught during the day and 22 days of instruction for the evening class. 
The day courses met five times a week (Monday through Friday) for 50 minutes 
and the evening course met twice a week (Monday and Wednesday) for three 
hours. 

Instructors for the calculus course were selected to teach Fall Quarter based 
on their willingness to "give it a try." The Assistant Department Head 

commented that some of the more "experienced" as well as "willing" teachers 
had been selected to teach the course fall quarter. 

Subjects 

The subjects for this study were drawn from the pool of 10 teachers (eight 
males and two females) assigned to teach first quarter calculus Fall Quarter 1993. 
The names of the teachers were obtained from the Mathematics Department. 
Each teacher was then contacted either in person or by phone and an individual 

appointment was set to discuss participation in the study. During the meeting the 

teachers were: (a) informed about the general nature of the study, (b) informed of 

what they would be asked to do if they were to participate in the study, and 

(c) asked about their willingness to participate. Each teacher was then given a 

consent form to read and sign (see Appendix A). Also, during the first meeting, 

general information about the teacher's academic rank, area of specialty, years of 

teaching experience, and number of times the teacher had taught calculus was 

obtained. All 10 teachers expressed a willingness to participate in the study. Due 

to the extensive amount of data to be collected in the study, four teachers were 
chosen to participate in the study, with a fifth teacher added as an alternate in 
case of attrition with any of the other participants. 

Specific criteria were used in selecting the subjects during the 

developmental phase of the study in order to obtain a representative group of 
teachers. First, all of the teachers participating in the study needed to have 

taught first quarter calculus at least twice without using SPG calculators. This 

criteria was established for two reasons: (a) the teachers needed to have 

previously taught calculus in order to have developed conceptions about 
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calculus instruction, and (b) the teachers needed to have had some prior 
experience in teaching calculus without using the technology-oriented approach 
in order to facilitate a comparison of the two approaches. 

Secondly, the number of years of experience in teaching and professorial 
rank was considered. A variety of levels of experience and professional 
classifications (ranks) were sought so that any possible contrasts due to 

experience and/or ranking could be investigated. 

From initial contact with all the teachers, a few of the teachers were 

identified who had participated in the pilot testing of the text Spring Quarter 
1993 and had some experience with the textbook and use of SPG calculators. 
The teachers who had taught the course Spring Quarter were excluded since the 
focus of the study was to determine the conceptions and instructional practice of 
teachers who were implementing the technology for the first time in calculus. 

Since three of the teachers (two males and one female) had taught the 

"calculator course" in the spring, and another male teacher had only taught 
calculus once, they were not eligible for consideration in the study based on the 
aforementioned criteria. The remaining candidates included one full professor, 

two associate professors, one full time lecturer, one part time lecturer, and one 

graduate student who had previously been an assistant professor of mathematics 
at another university. Five of the six teachers were selected as participants in the 
study. The full professor selected had been teaching college mathematics for 20 
years and had more than 12 years experience in teaching calculus. The female 

associate professor chosen to participate had taught calculus three times 

previously and was representative of the international aspect of most mathematics 

departments in the United States. The part time lecturer had considerable 

experience in teaching at both the high school and college level and had taught 

the first quarter calculus five previous times. The graduate student selected to 

participate was the least experienced of the eligible candidates in teaching 

calculus (only twice), but had considerable other teaching experience, and also 

had some previous experience teaching with a different SPG calculator in a 

course other than calculus. The full time lecturer who was the second most 

experienced in teaching in general (13 years) and in teaching calculus more than 

eight times was selected as an alternate. 
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Method 

Since this investigation was exploratory in nature, seeking to identify and 
generate theories in a complex situation, inductive qualitative methods of data 

collection and analysis as described by Bogdan and Biklen (1992) as well as 
Marshall and Rossman (1989) were employed. Qualitative methods using 

multiple means of collecting data, appeared promising in attempting to capture the 
complexity and variability of human interaction in their natural setting 

(LeCompte & Preissle, 1993). 

The methodology followed in this study utilized comparative case studies. 

Comparative case studies involved researching two or more cases separately, then 
after the individual analysis had been completed, comparisons and contrasts were 

drawn across the cases. This methodology allowed the uniqueness of each case 
to be preserved; yet, comparisons of important similarities or differences that 

emerged between the different cases were also analyzed and reported. For the 

present study, each teacher was considered as an individual case. After final 

analysis was completed for each of the teachers concerning their conceptions 

about teaching and actual instructional practice, key similarities and differences 

among the teachers were explored and reported. 

Data were collected through audiotaped interviews with the teachers, 

audiotaped classroom observations, observational field notes, and teacher-made 

documents which included lesson plans, handouts, exams, and quizzes. 

Collection of the data took place from September through December of 1993. 

The data were analyzed in a constant comparative manner so that as data were 

collected and analyzed, preliminary patterns or possible categories which 

emerged were then used to direct further data collection and analysis. 

Data Sources 

Several sources of data were collected from each teacher in the study. The 

data collected before the beginning of the quarter included, a pre-workshop 

interview, the pre-school training workshop, and a post-workshop interview. 

After the quarter commenced, weekly observations and interviews were 

conducted and other data, such as teacher made examinations, class handouts, 
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lesson plans, informal conversations with the teacher, and the textbook, were 
collected. After the completion of the quarter, a final interview with each teacher 
was conducted. 

Pre-workshop Interview 

Interviews with the five subjects were conducted prior to the teachers 
attending the pre-school training workshop on the use of the SPG calculator. 

The interviews were audiotaped and transcribed to facilitate analysis. The 

purpose of the interviews was to provide evidence to formulate a baseline 

concerning the teachers' professed conceptions about calculus instruction and 

use of SPG calculators in teaching calculus. A semi-structured interviewing 

technique was employed where all five of the teachers were asked parallel 

questions; however, the researcher pursued unique lines of inquiry with each 

teacher based upon responses made to the initial or core questions. The 
questions that guided the interview (see Appendix B) were purposely open-

ended to allow the teacher to initiate ideas about teaching with a new curriculum 
using SPG calculators. The researcher formulated and asked other more specific 

questions during the interview based upon the responses given by the teacher 
from the open-ended guiding questions. 

Pre-school Training Workshop 

Prior to the beginning of classes, an introductory workshop was held to 

assist the teachers with the basic skills needed to use the TI-85 SPG calculator. 

The one and a half hour workshop was videotaped. The faculty member 

spearheading the use of SPG calculators (who will be referred to as the 

technology expert) conducted the workshop. At the beginning of the workshop 

the technology expert first demonstrated setting up the overhead display unit. 

Then, arithmetic operations, syntax, and basic graphing procedures were 

illustrated, including the zoom in and zoom box features. All the teachers were 

given a SPG calculator if they did not already have one to use at their seats while 

the instructor for the workshop used a TI-85 calculator attached to an overhead 

display unit placed on an overhead projector. The teachers were encouraged to 
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use their SPG calculator to solve the problem concurrently with the expert's 
demonstration of the examples. 

It was suggested regular inservice meetings be held during the quarter to 
further assist the instructors in becoming familiar with the specific operations of 

the calculator. However, as the quarter progressed, no inservice meetings were 

held. The teachers either determined how to operate the calculator on their own, 

or contacted the technology expert on an individual basis. 

Post-workshop Interview 

A semi-structured post-workshop interview was conducted within one 

week after the conclusion of the training workshop and prior to the beginning of 

the quarter. Open-ended questions were asked during the second interview to 

further develop and complete a baseline for the teachers' professed conceptions 

about teaching calculus and using technology in instruction. Also during the 

second interview, questions were addressed to the teachers to determine if the 

training workshop had influenced their conceptions of teaching with the SPG 

calculator. The interview with each teacher was also audiotaped and then 

transcribed. The outline of the core questions asked is provided in Appendix C. 

Weekly Observations and Interviews 

The five instructors were observed at least once a week while they were 

teaching their calculus class. No formal observations were conducted on days 

when an exam was given during class. A syllabus and daily schedule of the 

sections to be covered, as well as homework assignments for the quarter, were 

obtained from four of the teachers. The other teacher wanted to maintain more 

flexibility in his coverage of the material and, consequently, did not make or 

provide the students a daily schedule for the quarter. 

The teachers' daily schedules were used to outline dates and times for 

observations of the four instructors for the entire quarter. The instructor with no 

printed daily schedule for the quarter was contacted regularly in order to 

establish which sections had been covered by the teacher since the last 

observation. 
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The teachers were not notified in advance of an upcoming observation. The 

decision to make unannounced visits to the classes was made in order to provide 

as natural a setting for the observations as possible and to help avoid the 

possibility of the instructors making "special" lessons on days they were 

observed. 

Two different forms of observations were conducted, formal and informal. 

Formal observations were defined as observations of the teachers that were 

audiotaped and also where extensive handwritten field notes were recorded by 

the researcher who sat in the back of the classroom. Informal observations were 

not taped-recorded. The researcher did, however, write detailed field notes of the 

lecture. The informal observations often occurred outside the classroom out of 

the teachers' sight to determine possible researcher effect on the teachers. 

The formal observations were audiotaped to capture all statements made by 

the teachers during class and to provide the researcher with freedom to observe 

classroom dynamics, record impressions on use of the technology, and make other 

pertinent field notes. Observations took place from the first week of the quarter 

through the final week of course work, September 30 to December 17. 

Since the teachers gave the exams during class time the number of actual 

teaching days, and therefore, potential observation days, varied with each 

teacher. Whenever possible, the teachers were observed teaching the same 

sections of the textbook so that in addition to developing the individual teacher 

profiles, contrasts between teachers in later analysis could be facilitated. 

As a consequence of guidelines established for observing teachers, the 

participants were not observed teaching the same number of times. Pseudonyms 

were provided for each of the participating teachers in order to maintain 

anonymity. Professor Arthur (full professor) was observed 31% of the possible 

days of teaching; Professor Brooke (associate professor) was observed 32% of 

the possible teaching days; Instructor Clark (part-time lecturer) was observed 

29% of the total teaching days; and Instructor Edward (full time lecturer) was 

observed 21% of the possible teaching days. Instructor Dean (graduate student) 

taught the evening course where it was not possible or feasible to observe his 

class for exactly 50 minutes as with the other teachers; therefore, observations of 

his class occasionally lasted for the entire three hours and while other times for 
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one or two hours. Often Instructor Dean reviewed for the first hour of class and 
then took a 5 to 10 minute break. When he reconvened, he usually began 

presenting the new material. Consequently, observations would normally either 

began or concluded during the breaks. The percentage of hours of observations 

to total teaching time for Instructor Dean was 44%. 

On the same day of formal observations, as soon after the observation as was 

convenient for the instructor, short open-ended interviews/discussions were 
conducted. The 10 to 15 minute interviews typically began immediately 

following the class, as the instructor and researcher returned to the instructor's 
office. The purpose of the interviews was threefold: (a) to ask questions about 

the specific class observed, (b) to ask questions that clarified and tested the 

researcher's conjectures generated from analysis of previous data, and (c) to 

collect more data on teachers' conceptions about teaching the calculus course 
using technology. 

Other Data Collected 

In addition to the formal interviews held after the weekly observations, 

informal conversations (in the hallway, work room, or at lunch) occurred 

occasionally between the researcher and participating teachers. Upon conclusion 

of an informal conversation, the researcher immediately recorded notes about the 

conversation. These notes were included in the data analysis process in a 

supplemental manner. 

The researcher collected data from the technology expert in the form of three 

memos sent to the teachers about two calculator programs (described in Chapter 

IV). Information about any visits participating teachers made to the expert for 

assistance was also sought. As the researcher's office was next door to the 

technology expert's office, frequent informal conversations between the 

researcher and technology expert were facilitated. 

All handouts distributed to the students during the quarter were collected in 

addition to any teacher-made lesson plans or lecture notes. These documents 

were used in a supportive manner to assist in the development of theories and 

refining of categories during analysis of the data. 
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A copy of each chapter exam and any quizzes given in the calculus class 

during the quarter was collected from the five teachers. Exams were used to 

assist in determining what calculus concepts the instructor believed were most 
important and were compared with the actual teaching of the concepts during 

instruction. Exams were also useful in determining the types of questions, if any, 

the teacher included where the SPG calculator could be utilized. 

The course textbook provided another source of supportive data for the 

study. Textbook presentations of the calculus topics were compared with the 

teachers' classroom strategies and methods of presenting the material to 

determine how closely the teacher followed the textbook. 

Final Interview 

A final interview was conducted after the quarter was completed and within 

one week of the last day of teaching. Similar questions (rephrased appropriately 

for the circumstances) were addressed to the teachers as during the pre- and post-

training interview. Other questions resulting from the ongoing analyses were also 

included (see Appendix D). The final interview provided the researcher one last 

opportunity to ask questions to test and refine theories that had emerged during 

the course of the data collection and analysis. Some of the major theories for the 

individual teachers were shared during the interview to allow the teachers an 

opportunity to respond to the analyses. 

Method of Analysis 

Analysis of the data occurred in three stages. First, the interviews conducted 

before and after the training workshop as well as data collected at the workshop, 

were analyzed to provide a baseline for the teachers' conceptions about teaching 

calculus and using SPG calculators. When the pre-workshop interviews were 

completed, the interview data collected for each teacher were read and analyzed 

separately as suggested by Bogdan and Biklen (1992). A preliminary list of 

words, phrases, and quotes characterizing each teacher's conceptions (including 

beliefs and attitudes), about the teaching of calculus and the use of SPG 

calculators in instruction of calculus, was formulated. When the post-workshop 
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interviews were transcribed and comparisons made with the pre-workshop 

interviews, adjustments or further illustrations of beliefs, attitudes, or other 

conceptions on teaching calculus with technology were noted. The data 
collected from the pre- and post-workshop interviews were used to establish a 

baseline description of each of the teachers' professed conceptions about 

teaching calculus in general and teaching calculus using technology. 

The next stage in the analysis commenced when the teachers began 

teaching their calculus courses. Observations, post-observation interviews, 

informal conversations, and teacher documents were analyzed as they were 
collected using the constant comparative method. All audiotape recordings of 

classroom observations and interviews were transcribed and copies were made 

within a week of the occurrence. Large margins were left by the typist to allow 

observer comments to be placed appropriately in the transcripts as well as coded 

categories during the analyses. As soon as the transcript of an observation had 

been typed, the researcher placed comments and pertinent field notes taken at the 

time of the observation on the transcript in order to develop a more complete 

record of the observation. 

As mentioned previously, the constant comparative method of data analysis 

was employed in this study. The discovery of relationships and hypotheses 

generation began with the analysis of initial observations and follow up 

interviews and underwent refinement throughout the data collection and analysis 

process. Data collection and analysis continually influenced the process of 

category coding, as LeCompte and Preissle (1993) suggested. The steps in the 

constant comparative method of developing theory given by Bogdan and Biklen 

(1992) were initially used in data collection and analysis. The steps included: 

1. Begin collecting data. 

2. Look for key issues, recurrent events, or activities in the data that 
become categories of focus. 

3. Collect data that provide many incidents of the categories of focus 
with an eye to seeing the diversity of the dimensions under the 
categories. 
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4. Write about the categories that are being explored, attempting to 
describe and account for all the incidents in the data while continually 
searching for new incidents. 

5. Work with the data and emerging model to discover basic social 
processes and relationships. 

6. Engage in sampling, coding, and writing as the analysis focuses on 
the core categories. (p. 75) 

Although the constant comparison method is described as a series of steps, it 

is important to realize that what has been described often occurs simultaneously 
and the analysis recycles for more data collection and coding. During the early 

phase of data collection and analysis, emphasis was placed on similarities 

occurring in the collected data so that categories were identified and attributes of 

a category established. The researcher kept a separate journal for each teacher, 

collecting notes about observations as well as categories and ideas (developing 

theory) to be explored. 

Coding categories provided a means of sorting the descriptive data on 

different beliefs, views, other conceptions, and practices. Each sentence and 

incident was coded into as many categories as possible to more thoroughly 

develop possible trends. As more observations were performed and transcribed 

and teacher documents collected, each teacher's data was reevaluated to 

determine if coding categories needed to be expanded or collapsed. Key words 

or phrases were used as descriptors for these categories. As the analysis 

continued, the original categories were refined and expanded by creating 

subcategories. The refined category retained its original code word or phrase and 

then a key word or phrase was added to the category to distinguish it from the 

original one, thus creating a system of subcodes. 

Later phases of data collection and analysis focused on differences among 

data items to encourage further refining of category attributes. Categories were 

more thoroughly defined with attention to particular discrepant or conflicting 

information. Conflicting information was also sought to correct any possible bias 

the researcher may have had in analyzing the previously collected data. By the 

end of the observational period, a preliminary profile had been developed 
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describing each teacher's conceptions of teaching calculus and classroom 
practices when using a technology-oriented curriculum. 

The final interviews were completed after the end of the quarter. The 

audiotaped interviews were transcribed, analyzed, coded, and used as a means of 

corroborating and further refining the preliminary profile of the teacher's 

conceptions and instructional practice. 

Once all data were collected, analyzed, and incorporated into emerging 

theories, the third stage of analysis began. All transcribed materials and teacher 

documents were re-examined in light of the preliminary profile formulated for 

each teacher. Particular attention was given to any data that were in apparent 

conflict with the emerging constructs as well as important theories that may have 

been developed from a single source. The purpose for reexamining all the data 

was to strengthen the validity of the results and to make certain all constructs 
were corroborated. 

The result of the analyses provided detailed description of the teachers' 

professed conceptions and instructional practice. The teachers' profiles 

described the relationship of their conceptions of teaching calculus to their actual 

instructional practice. Any change in the teachers' conceptions of teaching and 

learning calculus was described. The teachers' profiles also provided the basis for 

describing the relationship between use of the SPG calculators as an instructional 

tool and teachers' conceptions concerning the role of the technology in the 

teaching of calculus. Possible factors that aid in the explanation of the use of 

SPG calculator by the teachers during instruction were noted and explored. 

Triangulation of Data 

One issue of concern in qualitative research is the validity of the findings. 

Goetz and LeCompte (1984) stated that validity may actually be the strength of 

ethnographic work. By design, the methods used in qualitative research provide 

a close fit between collected data and what participants actually say and do. 

Insights gained by the researcher are grounded and developed from the data 

itself. In this study, collecting numerous forms of data, from in-depth interviews, 

observations, field notes from observations, teachers' documents, and the 
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textbook, made it possible to "crosscheck" emerging patterns and themes. The 
term most frequently used for this crosschecking process is triangulation. 

According to Marshall and Rossman (1989) "Triangulation is the act of bringing 

more than one source of data to bear on a single point" (p. 146). The purpose of 

triangulation in this study was to use the numerous data collected to corroborate, 

elaborate, illuminate, and clarify patterns dealing with the focus of the research. 

Through triangulation of the different forms of data, possible biases of the 

researcher may be corrected adding strength to the validity of the overall findings 

of the study. 

In the analysis of all the types of data collected, the audiotaped classroom 

observations were given the heaviest weighting because the observations 

illustrated what the teachers were actually saying and doing in the classroom. 

The initial interviews constituted a major source of information, particularly 

concerning teachers' conceptions about teaching calculus and baseline 

conceptions concerning the SPG calculator. The post-observation interviews 

were also important in clarifying the teacher's professed intentions concerning 

classroom instruction and conceptions about teaching. The textbook and other 

written documents (such as handouts, lesson plans, exams, quizzes, and informal 

conversations) were used in more of a supportive manner to confirm and refine 

findings obtained through the primary sources of data collection. The final 

interview contributed important information in corroborating previously 

developed theories and provided invaluable data concerning the teachers' 

professed conceptions at the conclusion of the study. 

Description of the Researcher 

Since it was through the researcher the collected data were filtered, planned 

efforts were considered to deal with the researchers' own subjectivity. The 

researcher kept a journal where personal assumptions, experiences, and 

reflections were recorded. Through acknowledging personal perceptions and 

experiences with respect to the research (which were written in the journal for 

reference during analysis), the investigator took extra precautions when 

analyzing the data. Conflicting evidence and alternative hypotheses were 
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examined to assist in transcending potential biases. The numerous types of data 
collected as well as the extended time spent in the field collecting the data also 
helped the researcher to confront and thereby limit personal assumptions and 
bias. A brief description of the researcher is provided to assist the reader in 

assessing the perspective from which data collection and analysis was processed. 
The researcher has taught mathematics at the college level for 11 years (as a 

graduate student, lecturer, and assistant professor). The researcher received a 
Bachelor of Science degree majoring in mathematics education and has a 

secondary mathematics teaching certificate. The researcher obtained a Master of 
Science degree majoring in mathematics at the state university where the study 

took place and has also taught at this university. The researcher currently 

teaches mathematics at a private university in another state. 

The researcher has taught first quarter calculus at two different universities a 

total of 10 times and has taught from four different textbooks. The last two times 

the researcher taught first quarter calculus, SPG calculators were utilized in class 
on a limited basis. The textbook did not incorporate the use of the SPG calculator 

so the calculators were used in a supplemental capacity rather than fully 

integrated into the calculus curriculum. 

Initial interest in using technology to assist in doing mathematics occurred 

while taking a high school trigonometry course where scientific calculators were 

used. The researcher found it intriguing to see the calculator used to facilitate the 

solving of mathematical problems. While in graduate school, the researcher came 

in contact with the computer algebra system Mu Math and was impressed with 
the symbolic capabilities of the program, but was discouraged by the cumbersome 

syntax. When SPG calculators, with symbolic capabilities, became available to 

teachers and students, the researcher noticed the technology was becoming more 

user-friendly. As a consequence, the researcher believed the technology would 

eventually become more widely used and more fully incorporated into the 

teaching and learning of mathematics. 
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CHAPTER IV
 
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
 

Introduction 

This study investigated classroom instructional practices and teachers' 

professed conceptions about teaching and learning calculus in association with 

the implementation of SPG calculators. The study was conducted at the college 
level. Four calculus teachers (and one alternate in case of attrition) from the same 

university were selected from a group of 10 instructors teaching the first quarter 
of the science-oriented calculus sequence. Each teacher was considered 

individually and formed a separate case. Since there was no attrition of subjects 
in the study and substantive data was collected for the alternate; it was 

determined to include the alternate in the study as another case. The study took 
place during Fall Quarter, 1993. 

Using the constant comparative method suggested by Bogdan and Biklen 

(1992) and described in Chapter III, teacher profiles were developed on an 

individual basis for each teacher. The teachers' profiles described their 

conceptions about teaching, their actual instructional practice, and the 

relationship of their conceptions to their instructional practice. The teachers' 

profiles also provided the basis for describing the relationship between use of the 

SPG calculator as an instructional tool and teachers' conceptions concerning the 

use of technology in the teaching of calculus. A comparison was made between 

the teacher's professed baseline conceptions, conceptions expressed throughout 

the study, and professed conceptions at the end of the quarter, to determine any 

change in the teachers' conceptions in teaching calculus using SPG calculators. 

Possible factors that helped to explain the manner in which the technology was 

used by the teachers were also explored. 

The profile of each teacher was divided into seven sections. The initial 

section provided the academic portrait of the teacher, including educational 

background, ranking, departmental responsibilities, teaching load and experience 

with computers and SPG calculators. The remaining six sections dealt more 

explicitly with the purpose of the study identifying the teacher's professed 
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conceptions about teaching and learning calculus as well as actual classroom 
instructional practices. 

The first section described the teacher's expressed general conceptions 

about teaching and learning calculus. This section delineated the teacher's 
professed teaching style and approach with respect to teaching calculus, the 
place of calculus in the college level mathematics curriculum, the teacher's 

professed objectives and goals for teaching calculus, factors which influence 
teaching, the role of the teacher, and the teacher's conceptions of teaching 

definitions and theorems in calculus. 

The next section of the teacher's profile provided the description of the 

teacher's general classroom instructional practices. This section included 

information on the course syllabus, lecture notes, homework or quizzes, how the 

teacher actually taught, including style and methodologies for presenting the 

concepts of calculus and how the time was typically spent in class (eg. working 

examples, stating definitions, proving theorems, working homework problems, 
etc.). 

The third section of the teacher's profile discussed the relationship and 

congruence between the teacher's professed conceptions of teaching calculus 

and what he/she actually did in the classroom. Particular attention was given to 
comparing professed conceptions of the teaching approach, goals, and 

importance of definitions and theorems, with the actual instructional practice. 

Individual issues between conceptions of teaching and actual practice for each 
teacher were also discussed. 

Content knowledge of the teacher was not a focus of this study and 

therefore was not emphasized in the profile. However, the teacher's content 

knowledge was discussed when it provided helpful information in determining 

and describing the teacher's conceptions of teaching and instructional practice. 

Following the discussion of the teacher's general philosophy and teaching 

practices, the fourth section discussed the teacher's professed conceptions about 

using the SPG calculator in teaching calculus. This section included the teacher's 

anticipated ways of using the technology, general attitude and conceptions 

before the quarter began, and why he/she believed the calculators were being 

implemented. Any changes in attitude and conceptions as the quarter progressed 
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and conceptions at the end of the quarter were also addressed. Additionally, the 

teacher's conceptions of how he/she thought the calculator was utilized in 
teaching were examined. 

The fifth section of the teacher's profile described the teacher's instructional 

practice using the SPG calculator. This section included the frequency of use of 
the SPG calculator, the way the teacher used the SPG calculator in class, and the 
purposes it was used. 

The sixth section described the relationship between the teacher's 

conceptions about the use of the SPG calculator and the actual classroom 

practice involving the calculator. The nature of the questions on the 

examinations given during the quarter was discussed. Also included in this 

section was a description of factors that may have affected the use of the SPG 

calculator for instruction. Finally, a summary section of each teacher's profile was 
provided at the conclusion of the profile. 

After detailed profiles for each teacher were given, comparisons and 

contrasts of the different teachers were examined in order to foster more general 

conclusions regarding incorporation of SPG calculators in college calculus. 

Similarities and distinctions among the teachers were separated into two 

categories: general teaching contrasts, and contrasts involving the SPG 
calculator. 

Professor Arthur 

Academic and Professional Profile 

Professor Arthur received a BS in 1965 and a PhD in 1975, both in 

mathematics and from the same university. Professor Arthur had been employed 

at the university where the study took place for over 18 years; he had also taught 

at another university for a period of two years. His area of specialty was 

numerical analysis. Research interests included pattern recognition, differential 

equations, and constrained non-linear hyperbolic partial differential equations. 

Professor Arthur was the Assistant Department Head of Mathematics; he had held 

that position for approximately four years. 
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Part of his responsibilities as Assistant Department Head was to determine 
the schedule of courses to be offered each quarter and assign teachers for each 

course. Professor Arthur felt a responsibility, in his administrative role in charge 

of assigning teaching schedules, to be knowledgeable about the new approach to 
the calculus series. Professor Arthur scheduled himself to teach one of the 
sections of the first quarter calculus course so he could "speak with knowledge, 

or assign with knowledge, or evaluate with understanding what's going on in the 
calculus courses the first crack out of the box." 

Professor Arthur stated he had taught all levels of mathematics in college, but 
his primary teaching responsibility had been courses more advanced than 

calculus, including graduate level courses. It had been almost four years since 
Professor Arthur had taught the first quarter calculus course. His normal teaching 

load consisted of two courses, three to five credits each, per quarter. Fall Quarter, 
Professor Arthur's teaching assignment included the calculus course (five credits) 

and a three credit senior/graduate level mathematical statistics course. 

Professor Arthur considered the computer an important tool to assist in his 

work. The computer in his office was connected to the department's mainframe 

Vax computer. An example of the importance he placed on having a computer 

available to him was demonstrated as he discussed the possibility of teaching for 

a year at another university as a visiting professor. The first question he asked 

was "What type of workstation will I have?" The reference to workstation 

implied the type of computer and software that would be available to him. 

Professor Arthur used the computer both for word processing capabilities 

and mathematical applications. Although Professor Arthur worked extensively 

with computers, he had not used a SPG calculator either personally or in teaching, 
before becoming one of the instructors for the "calculator calculus" course. He 
was therefore classified for this study as a full professor having no prior 

experience in teaching calculus courses with SPG calculators. 

As a participant in the study, Professor Arthur was the instructor for one of 

the two 8:30 a.m. sections of calculus offered Fall Quarter. The class met Monday 

through Friday for 50 minutes. Professor Arthur did not teach in the room where 

the SPG calculator display was ready for use. He was one of the five teachers 
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who needed to set up the display unit for class and remove it after class was
 
concluded.
 

General Conceptions of Teaching Calculus 

When asked to describe his general teaching style for calculus, Professor
 

Arthur's first response was "I don't have a clue." However, he almost
 

immediately proceeded to give a description of what he believed he generally did 
in the classroom. He stated: 

I try to explain what's going on by asking the questions to which the 
answer is hopefully equivalent to asking the right question. If you can 
ask the right question, the answer becomes obvious or at least they can
ponder it. I attempt to be involved with the students and introduce 
them to the ideas, give them a whole lot of problems and have them 
learn and make the ideas work with their own ability and have a good
time. 

Although Professor Arthur had not given much previous thought to his teaching 

style in order to describe it succinctly, he felt he had nevertheless developed a set 
approach to teaching. 

One of Professor Arthur's major objectives in teaching was to make the 
class as interesting as possible, so the students would hopefully enjoy it and have 

an increased desire to learn the concepts. Professor Arthur explained, "The sole 

objective in teaching calculus is to have the students understand the 

magnificence of a whole new intellectual discipline and really get excited about 
something ... they have never conceived of before." 

Professor Arthur stated that his primary way of presenting the course 
material was through lecture and questioning techniques: 

I will lecture virtually all of the time other than when I am answering 
questions on problems, but I think learning calculus is an active 
experience not a passive one. I can't teach anybody anything, I will 
stand there and make noise and hope they will be able to learn 
something. 

Although Professor Arthur's professed mode of teaching was described as lecture 

with the teacher doing nearly all of the talking and taking control of what was 

discussed, Professor Arthur believed it was important to get the students involved 

in the learning process. The way to achieve this involvement in the learning 
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process during class was to ask the students questions. He described a typical 
calculus class as: 

I would be lecturing at the blackboard trying to involve the students as 
much as I can. I have had enough experience to be able to tell from 
their faces it they are having trouble with the concepts. I try to find
some student, more than one, who is emotionally mature enough for me 
to ask questions to so I can use that as a feedback mechanism. 

Professor Arthur believed the individual student is ultimately the one who 

determines how much is learned. Professor Arthur's role in the classroom was 
given as: 

I am going to hopefully feed them little tidbits, they will begin to 
understand the power and magnificence of this material on their own. 
[italics added to denote tonal emphasis] 

To introduce the principles, the definitions, trying to guide them into 
understanding applications, to encourage their interest, to show them 
where things can go wrong and helping them avoid making mistakes, to 
try and convey the magnificence of the topic. 

Professor Arthur also saw his role as the one who pushed the students to 

learn more, "Nobody has ever pushed you hard, and I am here to be the pusher." 
He wanted the students to pay attention, take an active role in the class, and to be 
continually asking why. In response to what he would like to see his students 

doing during class Professor Arthur stated: 

Paying attention and asking why. Why? Why are you doing that?
 
They all must have come from high school where all they did was skills,
 
and they never bothered to ask, "Okay, I can dribble a ball but why?"

I am clearly a person who loves mathematics for its own sake and wants
 
to know why. I don't know if they feel that way, but I will be dead
 
before I give up on that notion. My last breath will be why. [italics
 
added to denote tonal emphasis]
 

Professor Arthur felt a strong desire for the students to truly understand the
 
calculus concepts: 

I would like you to become better at the calculus than I. But you've 
got to go a long way, but you should do that. You must go beyond 
what your college professors know. You must understand more. For if 
you do not, what is the eventual course of human knowledge? It goes 
down. You guys have to learn more than those of us who have taught 
you so the sum of human knowledge rises and does not decrease. 
You've got it in you to do it. 
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On another occasion Professor Arthur reiterated the same feeling of the need for 
the students to fully understand calculus and to eventually go beyond what their 
professors know. He explained to his students using Andrew as his focal point: 

You folks have to know more than I do before you are done. If you
don't the sum of human knowledge will go down, not up. You guys
have got to go past where all of your professors understand. You must
go farther. Andrew, it happens all the time. It is okay, you can get
there. All it takes is sweat and time, but you must understand more than
we understand. You have to keep pushing forward, pushing forward, 
pushing forward. 

Professor Arthur's conceptions of wanting to portray the magnificence of 
calculus to the students, his wanting the students to be continually asking why, 

and his statements of the necessity of the students going beyond the teacher's 
knowledge are all interrelated. In order for the students to ultimately know more 

than their teachers they must move past the learning of procedures and skills 
often stated as instrumental learning into what is referred to as relational learning 

or conceptual learning. To do so the students must take the initiative to learn by 

asking the questions and seeking the answers which lie beyond the skill level. In 

order for a student to ask the all important why questions, they must begin to see 
the magnificence of the whole idea behind the calculus. 

The teaching and learning of definitions and theorems was considered 
extremely important by Professor Arthur. He wanted the students to learn the 

precise language of calculus to help prepare them for the next year or more of 
mathematics. He believed students needed to understand the rules of calculus as 

well as the concepts behind them. He felt the students should have no magical or 

"black boxes" in their mathematics experience. In other words the students 

should not have tools at their disposal without understanding why and how they 

worked. The tools included both use of the SPG calculator and also calculus 

techniques, definitions, and theorems. In reference to this Professor Arthur stated: 

The more solid their footing in the actual precise English that describes 
what these things mean, I believe the more productive they will be in 
the next five quarters of their courses, as well as just gaining an 
appreciation for the fact that mathematics is invented by the mind of 
man and not discovered. They [mathematicians] didn't discover these 
things, they made up the rules, so, make up the rules! [italics added to 
denote tonal emphasis] 
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You tell them this is the rule and it is not like anything they have had 
before. I hope they will have a real understanding of limits, but it won't 
happen this quarter. You keep hammering and some of them will get it
before you are done. 

Professor Arthur felt a strong need to prepare the students for more advanced 
courses. He stated: 

I want students, for when they get to Foundations of Analysis [a senior
level math course], not to experience the wall that a marathon runner 
hits. I want them to be able to understand precise definitions and be 
able to do proofs. 

Professor Arthur believed calculus is the beginning course in a student's 
mathematical maturity. Mathematical adults in Professor Arthur's mind are those 

individuals who have a clear understanding of the precise definitions and 

terminologies and are provers of theorems. They also have an appreciation for 

the magnificence of mathematics for its own sake. 

Professor Arthur regarded insufficient time as a major obstacle in being able 

to demonstrate the magnificence of calculus as he would like. He stated the only 

factor that influenced his teaching was how much time and effort he personally 

put into preparing to teach. "How much work I put into it on every given day... 
On the overall scale that's the only real variable, how hard I work at it." 

Professor Arthur elaborated more on how time was a major factor in his 

preparation for class and in what he was actually able to do in teaching. He 

explained: 

I don't have time. I could possibly, I am convinced, spend three or four 
hours getting ready for each hour of instruction. If I had the time I 
could put on a class that would be awesome from start to finish, but it 
would take three hours of preparation for each hour and I don't have 
that much time. 

On another occasion, he suggested the lack of time not only affected his 

teaching, it affected his interaction with the students as well. He explained: 

My other duties in the department and outside of the department are so 
intense and numerous that I am only able to compartmentalize maybe 
two and a half hours a day. Apart from the two and a half hours a day, I 
am disconnected from the course. There is an hour in the room and an 
hour in the office every day, and there are 30 minutes getting ready 
every day and that's it. And other than that they are never in my mind. 
That would not be true if I didn't have so many other things which 
must be done. 
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Professor Arthur also stated he did not follow the typical classroom scenario 
of going over the previous days homework and reviewing during the first part of 
the class and then discussing the new material the later part of the class. Instead, 
he preferred to cover the new material first and then spend the last 10 minutes of 

class going over questions from the previous day's homework. Professor Arthur 
justified this approach by explaining that if he gave the students a chance to ask 
questions at the beginning of the hour he never had enough time to cover the 
new material. 

Even with the limited time Professor Arthur had to spend on preparation for 
teaching, Professor Arthur expressed strong constructs about the need to 

demonstrate what he referred to as the "magnificence" of calculus when 

covering the content of the course. He ultimately wanted the students to gain 

understanding and appreciation for the precise language of mathematics as well 
as to acquire the needed knowledge to use the calculus concepts appropriately. 

General Instructional Practice 

Because Professor Arthur wanted to maintain a more flexible schedule to 

allow him to cover the material in the course at his own pace, he did not hand out 

a daily schedule to the students. He informed the students the first day of class 

that the assignment for each exercise set would be every third problem unless he 

specifically told them differently. The homework from a section in the text was 

not assigned until Professor Arthur was satisfied that he had sufficiently 

discussed the material in the section. Once he was finished discussing the topics 

in the section he would say, "The assignment is now made," or "I am done with 
that section," meaning the assignment would be due in two class periods. 

Theoretically, the students had the next class period to ask questions about the 

homework (the last 10 minutes of class) and then the assignment was due the 

following class at the beginning of the hour. 

The students were told to put the number of the exercise problem they had 

difficulty doing on the chalkboard before each class. Occasionally, when the 

students had many questions on a particular section, Professor Arthur took the 

entire class period to work the problems with the students and called it a "work 
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problems day." There were only a few days the entire quarter, that were set apart 
solely to work previously assigned homework problems. 

Professor Arthur did not normally make any lecture notes for the calculus 
course. In preparing for the class, Professor Arthur looked over the textbook, 

noted the topics and concepts to be covered and thought through his 

presentation. Occasionally, he wrote on a single sheet of paper a few words to 
remind himself of the topics he needed to cover that day. 

Professor Arthur stressed the learning of definitions and theorems in class. 

He demonstrated a strong commitment to learning the precise meaning of calculus 
concepts through definitions in both what he chose to teach from a section in the 

textbook and what he verbalized to his class. Professor Arthur explained: 

No where in all of communication is precision so required in the use of
the English language, or whatever language you happen to be
conversing in, as it is in mathematics. You say exactly what you mean
and nothing more and nothing less. You can't have ambiguity ... no 
way, absolute precision so that the ideas are conveyed with real 
meaning between each other. 

Professor Arthur devoted considerable time in developing the rationale 

behind theorems and whenever possible proved the theorems for the students. 

When faced with a choice to work a problem similar to the homework or to 

discuss the ramifications of a definition and/or theorem, he chose to elaborate on 

the definition and/or theorem. Professor Arthur stated on one occasion to his 
students, "Pretty quick I am going to go nuts if I can't do a proof, I have to prove 
something or I will just die." Professor Arthur was the only teacher in the study 
who chose to cover the section in the textbook that developed the technical 

definition of a limit using the delta and epsilon terminology; he also required the 

students to learn the definition. 

The students were repeatedly warned that they needed to be able to 

demonstrate knowledge of definitions and theorems. Two examples of warnings 

made by Professor Arthur are provided below: 

In this class, I promise you that on your first exam and on the final there 
will be definitions and statements of theorems that you will have to 
repeat without a book. And it must be accurate. It doesn't have to be 
word for word, but it must be precisely the same thing. There is no 
close. But I tell you these things are coming. 
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When we have a common definition that we are going to use, it must be
the same for all people and there it is. The next time you see the 
definition of a limit coming from me it will be for points. Can I be more 
clear than that? Joe is that pretty obvious? In this kind of stuff there is 
no partial credit. Either you get it right or you get it wrong. It is not a 
deal where, "Well I've got most of it right," no way, not in a definition.
It is either correct or it does not make sense. So get on it and start
learning what that definition is. 

Although definitions and theorems were stressed, algebra and arithmetic 

operations were not emphasized. Professor Arthur frequently did not 
demonstrate how to complete the algebraic simplification or arithmetic evaluation 

of a problem. As an example, Professor Arthur implicitly differentiated an 

equation and then stated, "Yes I could of course solve for r prime [r'] if I wanted 

to in terms of the other, but that is just an algebraic exercise." After working the 

calculus part of a problem he often made a comment such as, "Now it's algebra. 
Can I quit now?" However, when working a problem requested by a student, he 
asked the student if he needed to do the algebra. If the student wanted him to 

work the problem all the way through he did so somewhat reluctantly. When 
Professor Arthur made an algebraic mistake on the board one day, a student 

asked him about the mistake to which he replied: 

Why didn't you stop me when I made that mistake to begin with? I am 
equally likely to make this kind of an error. By justice I will not punish 
those of you who make that kind of a mistake on an exam. 

Professor Arthur used both inductive and deductive methods in his teaching. 
Whenever there was an important principle, definition, or theorem to be covered, 

he used an inquiry-oriented approach. He did not simply state the principle, 

definition, or theorem to the students. Rather, he developed a presentation, 

involving the students in the discussion, that ultimately lead to the theorem or 
definition. If the topic to be covered for the day was mainly a skill that needed to 

be learned such as an algorithm or procedure, Professor Arthur provided some 

background information and asked students to suggest how to work the 

problems. Then he worked some specific examples to illustrate and reinforce the 
idea. 

The major technique for presenting the concepts to the students was 

lecturing and questioning. He often asked the students questions to lead them to 

discover the concept he was presenting to them. Professor Arthur's questioning 
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technique included both questions to the class as a group and also questions 
directed to individual students whom he addressed by name. He used the input 
obtained from the students to assist him through a proof or other type of problem. 
He frequently demonstrated a principle and then called on an individual student 

to explain (with his support if needed) how to work an illustrative problem. He 

asked multiple questions to a single student carrying on a dialogue of sorts as the 
student stated what to do next to solve the problem. In the illustration given 
below Professor Arthur (PA) worked through an example of an implicit 
differentiation problem: 

PA: Which would you prefer? I told you to think of y as a function of 
x. If you want I'll even write it as f(x) or I can leave it just as y and
 
remember in my head that it's a function of x. Wade, you get to

choose.
 

Wade: Leave it as y. 

PA: Leave it as y [as] Wade said. Let's start differentiating this with 
respect to x. Notice that the first term is a product. It's a product of 
two functions, x2 and y. So if I am going to differentiate a product,
 
what is the rule? How do I do this?
 

Wade: Is that x2 times y?
 

PA: Yes, I've got x2 times y, that's two functions. Put a dot in there. 
Wade: x2.
 

PA: Okay, that would be x2 times, now what is the derivative of y?
 

Wade: dy/dx.
 
PA: What's next?
 

Wade: Plus y times the derivative of x2. 

PA: Plus the second one which is y times the derivative of the first
 
which is?
 

Wade: 2x.
 

PA: How are we doing? That is just taking care of this piece here and it
 
produced that part right there. Why were you nervous about this?
 
You are rolling. Hang on. Anybody have a question about where
 
those two terms came from? Plus, continue on with this one.
 

Wade: x.
 

PA: x, now differentiate y squared. Watch carefully now as he
 
describes the answer.
 

Wade: Times 2 y dy/dx.
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PA: y2 is like f(x) quantity squared. The derivative of that is twice 
times the function, times f' or 2y dy/dx. Wade are we done? Kathy is
that okay with you? Are we all done? 

In another example of multiple questioning of a student, Professor Arthur 

wanted the students to determine the derivative of tangent x: 
PA: How are we going to find the derivative of the tangent? A 
volunteer? Kim how are you going to do it? 

Kim: Write as sine x over cosine x. 

PA: We are going to write it as sine x over cosine x. Fine what now 
Kim? 

Kim: Take the derivative. 

PA: What are we going to use? The derivative of what? 

(Another student mumbles) 

PA: There is somebody with a very deep voice up there who attempted 
to be a ventriloquist and didn't successfully complete the task. Kim, 
what are we going to do? 

Kim: Take the derivative of sine and cosine 

PA: Only after a minute. We have now the quotient of two functions, 
sine x and cosine x. Let's use the quotient rule which is a theorem we 
have already got. Which says do this. Denominator, that's cosine x 
times the derivative of the numerator. What is the derivative of the 
numerator? 

Kim: Cosine x. 

PA: Cosine x minus the numerator sine x times the derivative of the
 
denominator which is what?
 

Kim: Negative sine x.
 

PA: Negative sine x, divided by what?
 

Kim: Sine x.
 

PA: The square of sine x. Right. In the numerator I appear to have 
cosine squared plus sine square. Fundamental truth number one is that
the numerator is always what? 

Students as a group: One. 

PA: One. One over the cosine squared x. That is the answer to the 
derivative of the tangent of x ... You guys are provers of theorems. 

Professor Arthur used the textbook mainly as a guide to presentation and 

order of topics. Frequently, he verbally supplemented the material in the book by 

expanding on the ideas that were presented. In one particular section, on 
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logarithms and exponential functions, he deviated substantially from the 
textbook's superficial presentation. He went into considerably more detail about 
the functions' relationship to each other, their graphs, and respective properties. 
Professor Arthur took two days to cover the section and at the conclusion stated, 
"I did it right." 

Professor Arthur rarely used the examples provided in the textbook during 
the lesson. He did, however, often ask a student to select a problem from the 

exercise set (but not part of the homework assignment) for Professor Arthur and 
the class to work as an example. 

Another integral part of Professor Arthur's teaching approach included the 

telling of stories during class. The stories fell into three main categories. The first 

category of story was the relating of an episode in the history of mathematics. 

One such story was told after determining the solution of a problem was the 
square root of two: 

People were killed for saying there are numbers such as the square root
of two. There was a famous lady mathematician named Hitachia who 
was oystered to death. They skinned her alive with the shells of an 
oyster for she said we've got to consider numbers that are not rational, 
that are not quotients of integers. A little intolerance there for they 
were studying a simple question. Where is a square and both sides are 
one, how long is the diagonal? She dared to conjecture and 
hypothesize that the answer was not a rational number ... People were 
a little intolerant then. That is when you really needed academic 
freedom for mathematicians. Now we are pretty much away from that 
because they have other people they focus on, but they killed people 
for conjecturing the need for irrational numbers. It was kind of a bad 
time to be a mathematician in ancient Greece. 

The second category of story was the telling of experiences in Professor 

Arthur's own life, events happenings at the university or with one of the 
students. The purpose of the stories seemed to provide a way of interacting with 

the students in a less formal manner. An illustrative example occurred one 

morning as Professor Arthur entered the classroom he noticed a student putting 

some money in his wallet to which he stated: 

PA: Money! Money! Is it for our class fund? 

Celeste: It's for tuition. 

PA: Tuition? ... It's expensive isn't it, Celeste? Yeah, it's frustrating how 
tuition keeps going up. I have two kids. My oldest girl, she and her 
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husband are paying all of their own educational costs and she is 
working on her master's degree. It is a chunk of dough. My youngest
has been riding my wallet the whole time until Saturday when she gets
married and then that changes. Boy is she about to get a rude
awakening. 

The third category of story included short statements or phrases which could 
be considered irrelevant to the mathematical principle or concept being discussed. 
But the way Professor Arthur chose to state an idea, triggered another idea in his 
mind from literature, the media, the movies, or every day life experiences which 

was somehow related. For example, when discussing continuous functions, 

Professor Arthur drew a graph of a function on the board and asked: 

Does that look like a continuous function? You can't tell what 
happens microscopically. I could have mucked it up. How many of 
you are familiar with Binkley's closet? It was a cartoon. There was a 
closet that Binkley had all these nightmares in that everyone is scared
of. Everybody has their own closet of nightmares. There are some 
pathological functions as well that scare me bad, but this isn't one of 
them. 

Although Professor Arthur seemed to be student-oriented in his teaching 

approach and always included the students during class by asking them 

questions, his teaching approach was still mainly lecture-oriented. He was the 
authority figure and expositor of knowledge to the students. Yet, he also hoped 

to kindle within the students a desire for them to spend the time to learn the ideas 
on their own. 

Congruence Between Conceptions and Practice 

Professor Arthur demonstrated a high degree of congruence between his 

professed conceptions about teaching and learning calculus and his actual 

classroom practice. His conceptions of his teaching and organization of the time 

in class were generally what he demonstrated in the classroom. 

Professor Arthur had strong constructs about the need to demonstrate the 

magnificence of the ideas in calculus and to have the students understand the 

principles, definitions, and theorems. To this end, he spent most of the class 

developing the concepts behind an important theorem or definition, involving the 

students in the discussion through questioning. He insisted on proving every 

principle and theorem that could be understood by students at the calculus level. 
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Whenever the proof was beyond the scope of the course, Professor Arthur made 
a point of stating they would prove the theorem in a higher level math course 
such as advanced calculus or real analysis. With his desire for the students to 
learn more, he often expanded a topic beyond what was normally covered in the 

course. On example problems, he occasionally elaborated on the information 

given in the textbook, demonstrating his desire for the students to learn more 

than the superficial information given in the textbook and to instill in them some 
interest in the problem. 

Professor Arthur stated he used the last 10 minutes of class to discuss 
questions the students had on their previous night's homework. However, in 

actual instructional practice, for 11 of the 15 observations by the researcher, 
Professor Arthur ran over the time allotted for presenting the new material. For 
eight of the observations, he did not spend any time reviewing and for three of 
the observations he spent the last five to seven minutes of class discussing the 
homework questions, allowing only a brief explanation of one or two problems. 

On days where he did not have time to work the requested homework problems, 
he made a point to remind the students to come in during office hours for 

assistance. Mentioning the office hours to the students likely helped Professor 
Arthur resolve in his mind any dilemma he may have had about the need to cover 
the material and his desire to answer questions the students had. Professor Arthur 
had a group of about 8 to 10 students who came in regularly during his office 
hour for assistance with their homework. 

Professor Arthur avoided doing simple algebra with problems he worked in 

class. Professor Arthur's requirement of precise statements of definitions and 

theorems compared with his lack of emphasis on algebra, reaffirmed his professed 

desire to concentrate on the teaching of the concepts of calculus. He viewed the 

algebra as something which had to be done in order to complete the exercise but 
not worth taking time in class to do. He did, however, feel it was his 

responsibility to completely answer the question for the student and would do 
the algebra if a student requested it. If the problem needed to be evaluated using 

a calculator, he did not do it, but instead asked the students what they got. 

Professor Arthur further demonstrated congruence between his conceptions 

about not dwelling on the algebra in the calculus course and his actual 
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instructional practice concerning algebra by covering the first chapter in the 
textbook (review of algebra) in just one and a half class periods. Instead of 

spending the typical three or four days on the first chapter, Professor Arthur told 
the students to work enough of the review exercises at the end of the chapter to 

convince themselves that they remembered how to do the algebra. He warned 
the students not to deceive themselves for "it will only hurt you in the long run." 

Professor Arthur wanted his students to understand the rationale for stating 
definitions and theorems precisely. Since once the students understood the 

principle, he believed they would think the definition "could not have been 
stated better" and was exactly what it needed to be. Although Professor Arthur 

wanted the students to understand the definitions and theorems he realized that 

many students did not comprehend them the first time through. But if he 

continued, to "hammer" on them the students would finally comprehend. To this 
end, each of Professor Arthur's Fall Quarter exams included at least two or three 

problems on definitions and/or theorems. The problems, on the three exams given 

during the quarter, involving definitions and theorems constituted 25%, 33%, and 

33% respectively, of the total points on the exams. Professor Arthur made it plain 
to the students in class that definitions and theorems were to be included on the 

exams in order to motivate the students to at least learn the precise wording of 

the definition or theorem. He further hoped to encourage the students to take the 
time to more fully understand what the definition or theorem was saying. After 
returning a graded exam, a student (Cody) stated he had all but one word correct 
on the definition, yet had eight points (16 possible) taken off of his score, 

Professor Arthur replied, "When you put a definition or a theorem down we 

don't play close. We don't play horse shoes. We don't play near. It is right or it 
is wrong. Your statement is wrong, Cody. It is just flat wrong." 

Professor Arthur's teaching approach in a large measure modeled his own 

personal conceptions on learning mathematics for its own sake and the need to 

know the precise details and underworkings of a principle or concept. He 
wanted to know why the definitions and principles in calculus (or other 

mathematics) are the way they are and what they actually mean. He also wanted 

the students to have this same desire for conceptual knowledge of calculus not 

just procedural knowledge. If the students did not ask "why", then Professor 
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Arthur asked them, seeking to instill in the students an inquiry approach to 
learning and understanding calculus. 

A technique Professor Arthur used to get the student to think about the 
ideas, was questioning. Professor Arthur selected students who were 
"emotionally mature enough for me to ask questions to without becoming 
nervous and apprehensive" to get the class thinking and to help provide 

feedback concerning student comprehension. True to the above statement, 
during the first two weeks of the quarter, Professor Arthur called on a wide 
variety of students in the class, asking them their names and becoming acquainted 
with them. As the quarter progressed Professor Arthur tended to call on a group 

of about eight students more frequently than the other 27 students. This fact 
provided evidence that he found his group of "emotionally mature" students. 
He also mentioned in class when working an example "A number of faces are still 
locked up on it, therefore I am not going to move on until, where's my barometer, 

oh she's okay, but she is camouflaged, she is showing her poker face." Professor 
Arthur relied heavily on the facial features of the students to determine if they 

understood the concept and he had at least for the day apparently selected a 

student in particular to serve as the "barometer" for the class. 

Since Professor Arthur typically taught higher level mathematics courses 
including those at the graduate level, his perception of the important topics in 
calculus were slanted toward the theory versus the procedural techniques. 
However, in addition to the theory, he taught the applications and demonstrated 

procedural calculus algorithms to his class. Even though a heavy concentration 
was placed upon definitions and theorems, which could be viewed as static, 

Professor Arthur maintained the concepts of mathematics and in particular 

calculus are generally dynamic in nature. Although the concepts had been 

known for hundreds of years, the students needed to learn the rules and 

understand why the rules made sense and in a way discover for themselves the 

magnificence of calculus. 
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Conceptions about Teaching_Using SPG Calculators 

Professor Arthur's baseline attitude about implementing SPG calculators in
 
the calculus course can be described as a mild skepticism concerning their
 

usefulness and/or effectiveness. Professor Arthur believed the reason the SPG 
calculator was being implemented into the calculus curriculum was that: 

It appears to be the wave of the future. I'm not convinced it is the right 
thing to do, but is appears to be the wave of the future. And if so, I'm 
going to investigate its use. I don't know whether it has a beneficial, or 
negative, or neutral affect, but it will have some effect. I don't know 
how to measure it. 

Professor Arthur hoped it could be used to avoid some of the tediousness of 
the calculus. He stated: 

I think if we can possibly use the SPG calculator to eliminate the 
tedious work of plotting functions which is hopefully well understood 
by the students, but is mechanically time consuming, then I think that is 
a really good use. If however, it becomes a crutch upon which the 
students cling and they do not understand what a limit is, then I will be 
very much more concerned for they will be looking at a black box and 
not have a clue as to the power of the calculus and it will all just be 
magic to them. We'll try to make it happen. 

Professor Arthur initially voiced concern about the use of the SPG 
calculator: 

It will cause some students, in my judgement, to run down the trail of 
confusing it as the calculus, they will have the mistaken notion they 
understand what a limit is. On the other hand it may help students who 
want to say, "Why, what's going on?" get to the conclusion faster, 
more rapidly without doing anything tedious. The calculators don't 
think, all they do is arithmetic, period. Some will be benefited and some 
will be hurt. This is an experiment, a big time experiment we are 
undertaking here. [italics added to denote tonal emphasis] 

During the first interview, Professor Arthur did not foresee making any major 

changes in his style or approach to teaching calculus, "I don't expect it to be a 

lot different, except, try to make use of the calculator to accomplish some of the 

tasks." He gave a rather cursory example of how the students could possibly use 

the SPG calculator: 

Sometimes students are asked to find the maximum and minimum of a 
function and they have to. It may be tricky, they may be wondering, 
"Well this is a complicated guy, if I do the first derivative I bet I will get 
a complicated function and the second derivative will be even worse. 
So maybe if I graph this thing I can get an idea about what's going on, 
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because I will have to graph it anyway. So by graphing I get a picture
of the function and get a pretty good idea of what I'm looking at so I
can get a confirmation that I'm doing the right kind of thing." 

After the training workshop, Professor Arthur stated he still envisioned 

teaching the calculus course, "Just like I always teach the calculus." He also 
commented, "I am not going to change my style other than to use the machine 
[SPG calculator] to make a lot of pictures." The example he gave of how the 
calculator may be used was essentially the same one he gave in the interview that 

took place prior to the training workshop. Professor Arthur explained: 
There are occasional problems where you are doing maxima and minima
and you are dealing with a rational function and to compute the first
derivative is tedious and the second derivative is worse. So if you are
hunting for a maxima and minima in order to get any intuitive notion 
you need to draw a picture. The students are not very good at that 
anyway. Now with the calculator they can describe it really quickly, 
they can take a look and get an idea and get confirmation of what the 
calculus should be telling them when they do it correctly. They should 
understand asymptotes better. 

Although it was essentially the same type of example Professor Arthur gave prior 
to the workshop, the example after the workshop contained a few more details 
such as the type of function for which the SPG calculator may be helpful and he 
also mentioned the idea of asymptotes. The increased detail on the example of 

how he may use the SPG calculator in teaching, is attributed to reflection on the 
part of the teacher rather than to the workshop since there were no examples of 
maxima and minima problems given in the workshop. 

The anticipated ways Professor Arthur thought the SPG calculator may be 
used in teaching and learning the calculus remained vague after the workshop. 
He had a general sense that the calculator could be used to graph functions. He 

stated, "Those things that appear to me to be the most useful which are the 
pictures that come from the graphs and how to use the zoom feature." In regards 

to the workshop and any concerns he may have, Professor Arthur stated: 

It was enjoyable to be there with 10 of us who were equally anxious 
about what we are doing. I expect there will be communications 
among us as we go through this. That's why we have the most senior 
set of people in the history in that course. 

There is a tendency, an urge, and I'm going to fight it, the zoom feature 
will make a student think that every function in the world if you press 
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zoom enough is a straight line locally. That is not true. That's just false.
There are continuous functions that are nowhere straight. They possess
a derivative at no place. But we don't tell them about those in calculus. 
They are going to be led to believe every function is differentiable 
because they are going to be looking at a straight line. I'm going to
warn them about that. 

He further elaborated: 

On the other hand we should allow one to say if we keep zooming in
here, "I wonder if we can approximate this by a straight line and figure 
out what the right straight line would be to use." That kind of feature 
would make them at least interested in the notion of tangent line and
the slope of the curve. Those are the things I have learned so far with 
my massive experience. [italics added to represent tonal emphasis] 

The pre-school training workshop did not appear to have much, if any, affect 

on Professor Arthur professed conceptions concerning how to use the SPG 
calculator in teaching calculus. He did not think the workshop had any affect on 
his views of how he would teach the calculus course. 

As a consequence of the examples given in the interviews and other 

supporting statements made by Professor Arthur, no major changes in Professor 
Arthur's conceptions of using the SPG calculator in teaching calculus were 

apparent as a result of the pre-school workshop. Professor Arthur's baseline 

conception about using the SPG calculator can be summed up in the following 

statement, "I'm going to use it just to graph functions, that's it [italics added to 
denote tonal emphasis]." 

Prior to the beginning of the quarter, Professor Arthur was not aware of the 
programs used in the textbook such as NEWT (Newton's method of 

approximating roots) and RAM (Rectangle Approximation Method for 
determining area under a curve). Professor Arthur was also not familiar with 

many of the features of the SPG calculator such as the SOLVER, Root Finder, the 

derivative keys, or the numerical integral key used during the quarter. These 

capabilities were not demonstrated or discussed in the pre-school workshop. 

Prior to the start of the quarter, Professor Arthur also had not become thoroughly 

acquainted with the contents of the textbook. Concerning his need to learn how 
to use the calculator, Professor Arthur stated: 

Yes, I need to spend more time with the machine. The rest of it, I'm 
going to let the students teach me and let them be the experts teaching 
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me how to use it more than I need too, well more than I know anyway. 
I know enough to make it go and do the things in the text certainly. 
Throughout the quarter as Professor Arthur gained experience with the SPG 

calculator and learned some of its functions, he continued to express his concern 
that some of the students were confusing the principles of calculus with the 

calculator's capabilities. Professor Arthur's attitude about the SPG calculator 

appeared to improve slightly as the quarter progressed until he began the topic of 

integration and started to use the fnInt (numerical integral) function on the 
calculator. His opinion of the SPG calculator's usefulness diminished when he 

encountered the fnInt button. Pertaining to the fnInt or numerical integral 
function on the calculator Professor Arthur commented: 

I am never going to touch that key, in a classroom situation, unless I 
know what is going to happen because it can wander off and spend 10 
minutes and then come back and say I was unable to meet my own 
tolerance so what do you want me to do now boss. It is actually a 
waste of time. 

Professor Arthur also verbalized his concern about using the SPG calculator 

in determining limits, a concept he considered central to the study of calculus. He 
stated: 

I am nervous about it with limits. It is because you are tracing along 
some function and I am not convinced that is a good way to find a limit 
because it can't get there. It can't get close. The calculator is the 
world of finite still. It's finite. It is not the world of infinite which is 
what mathematics is. 

Professor Arthur was asked about the possibility of using the SPG calculator in a 

tabular approach, as suggested in the textbook, to intuitively locate a limit. 

Professor Arthur stated strongly that he did not care for that type of method and 

felt it was purely intuitive and that many times when determining limits a person's 
intuition leads them to an erroneous answer. He explained: 

You produce a table of values and hand it to me and I'll produce a 
function that produces those values and the limit is 600,000,000 or any 
other number you want. It you hand me a finite table I'll produce a 
function that is dead on your table, and yet isn't the limit the table 
indicates ... your intuition is going to fail you with the calculator. It is 
just going to flat fail you. A student says, "I think that it is approaching 
one." You ask why, "Because I tried it a lot." That is one of the most 
dangerous things you can do. 
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During the process of teaching the calculus course, Professor Arthur learned 
several operations the SPG calculator was capable of performing which he had 
been unaware of at the beginning of the quarter. He stated "I didn't know of its 
power in some areas. It has some really nice features in it and it is really easy to 
use." He further elaborated: 

The derivative function was a nice function. The Newton's method 
approach for maxima and minima, that's pretty good. Root finding was 
great, asymptotes not so good, zooming was a nice feature but you
almost had to know what you were doing to use it effectively and we
mentioned that it's like playing a submarine game or something like
that, you need to know where to zoom. 

At the conclusion of the course, Professor Arthur was asked if he had taught 
any of the topics differently. His reply primarily focused on how he had utilized 

the SPG calculator: 

Yes, I have used more complicated examples of functions than you can 
use without a calculator. I have been able to emphasize in more detail 
Riemann sums, I have been able to analyze all of those things that are 
numeric like the sums, the RAM thing, rectangular approximation 
method is really good. Pictures are good but you can be fooled and I 
am a little nervous about that. Looking at pictures to get a general idea, 
concavity and convexity happens instantly and that is very 
convenient. The pictures are by far the greatest strength of the 
calculator. The fnInt function I have used is a pain in the fanny. 

In discussing plans for teaching the next quarter of calculus Professor Arthur 
stated: 

This whole process is going to evolve. For example next quarter I am 
going to use the calculator, but I am also going to be using a much 
higher powered device. You get me into integration and I am going to 
start asking questions on Mathematica and let them [the students] see 
what it is like on a big machine, not on just a little calculator. I'll show 
them there is more power available in math. 

In addition to his disappointment in the integration capabilities of the TI-85 

SPG calculator, Professor Arthur also expressed disappointment in the general 

speed of the calculator in performing the operations. Several times during the 

quarter, Professor Arthur made comments such as "Go faster, go faster", or "A 

guy could wait a long time for this." These comments as well as other similar 

comments made during the quarter indicated frustration on the part of Professor 

Arthur as a result of the time the SPG calculator took in performing the 

operations. 
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He also felt that a much better overhead display unit could be made. He told 
the engineering students in the class, in jest, but also with a degree of sincerity, 
their first assignment after they graduated and got a job would be to build a 
better display unit, "for surely you can do better than this one." During the final 

interview Professor Arthur reiterated his dissatisfaction with the display unit by
 
stating:
 

The current set up with the little portable thing is not optimal. I believe 
there is a better way to project it up on the screen. I would like to have 
a more compact unit with a built in calculator in it, not wires all the time. 
Have it operate better. If you are not careful you can lose a lot of 
classroom time in punching buttons and wondering what happened. 

When asked if he felt the SPG calculator had hindered his teaching in any 

way, his reply was a definite "No." He elaborated: 

No, other than the mechanical set up which was a nuisance. ... I would 
prefer a station in that classroom with a screen off to the side with the 
picture at an angle a little bit so you can go up and push a button and it 
would be at the station with the calculator and not have it be in the 
front of the room. It would go off to the side where you can walk up to 
the students, look at the board, and see what you have done. I would 
like to see the light intensity increased enormously on the calculator. 
Those are all physical things with the set up. 

Professor Arthur thought the SPG calculator was more useful as a learning 

tool by the students on their own, rather than an instructional tool for him to use 

in presenting calculus concepts or principles in class. Further, Professor Arthur 

believed the students used the SPG calculator when following the instructions in 

the homework problems in the textbook, but also used it to explore and confirm 

their guesses. Professor Arthur stated, "Sometimes they followed the instructions 

on the problems, but I think they used it to try to make and test conjectures." 

Professor Arthur's major conception concerning the SPG calculator after one 

quarter of teaching with it in calculus can be summarized by the conclusion that 

he had not found teaching with the SPG calculator personally more satisfying 

than teaching without it. However, he wanted to continue to try using it in the 

teaching of calculus in order to experiment with its use more before making any 

definite conclusions. Professor Arthur believed he now knew more about the 

SPG calculator, its capabilities and weaknesses, and wanted to continue to teach 

using the SPG calculator throughout the entire first year calculus sequence in 
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order to better evaluate the continued use of the SPG calculator in the calculus 
sequence. 

Instructional Practice with SPG Calculators 

Professor Arthur's teaching of the calculus did not deviate considerably 

from what would be thought of as the typical or traditional approach. The SPG 
calculator did not play a major role in the presentation of the calculus topics. It 
was most frequently used to provide a quick graph of a function that was not 
really essential to the development of the topic or the solution of a problem. 

However, the two calculator programs dramatically increased the speed in 

performing some algorithmic processes. Also, Professor Arthur occasionally 

worked problems from the homework set that were different from those found in 
a traditional calculus text because they relied on using the graphing technology 

in order to complete them. These types of SPG calculator problems included 

functions normally more complex in nature than were contained in traditional 

textbooks and that had "messy" or irrational number solutions. 

The SPG calculator was actually utilized in 11 of the 15 classroom 

observations. The amount of time spent using the SPG calculator varied from 

class to class. The longest amount of time the SPG calculator was used during 

and observation was seven minutes; the shortest period of time it was used was 
about 30 seconds. Professor Arthur used the calculator on average 4.4 minutes 

per classroom observation or about 9% of the class period. Considering only the 

days when the calculator was used, the average becomes 6.0 minutes or 12% of 
the class time. 

The calculator was typically used for a short period of time to illustrate a 

graph of a function or derivative of interest. Twice during the observations 

Professor Arthur used the SPG calculator's Root Finder, located under the Graph 

mode. The SOLVER was also demonstrated during class. Two calculator 

programs, that were needed to work some of the problems on the exercise sets, 

were also demonstrated during the quarter. 

One of the two programs was Newton's method of approximating roots. 

When Professor Arthur covered Newton's method, he derived the formula 
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analytically and then told the students to just use the SOLVER function on the 
calculator because the SOLVER function on the calculator used Newton's 
algorithm for approximating solutions. The SOLVER function only provided the 
final answer to within the specifications set on the calculator; whereas, Newton's 
method is actually an iterative formula. Professor Arthur realized when helping 
students during his office hour, that the exercise set called for the students to use 
the NEWT program (short for Newton's method for approximating roots) so that 
successive approximations for the solution could be determined. Professor Arthur 
went in to get the program from the technology expert; but, he was not able to 
get the program at that time. Professor Arthur eventually obtained the program 
and at the beginning of his class one day assisted the technology expert in 
transferring the program to the students' calculators. 

Professor Arthur did not spend time in the classroom specifically teaching 
students how to use the SPG calculator. When using the SPG calculator he 

typically turned on the overhead display unit and while pushing the keys on the 
calculator explained what he was doing. In this manner he may have initially 

helped the students learn about some of the features. 

At the beginning of the quarter Professor Arthur made comments such as 
"You guys can turn on your calculators" or "You can do this with your 
calculator." These type of statements indicated to the student they could follow 

the demonstration using their calculator if they wished. Yet, as the quarter 
progressed, Professor Arthur came to the conclusion he did not necessarily want 
his students to follow along with him using their own calculators. Rather, he 
preferred the students to watch what he was doing in class and try it on their 
own outside of class. During his office hours however, Professor Arthur taught 

more about the use of the SPG calculator, specifically the programs NEWT and 

RAM (rectangle approximation method for area under a curve) as well as some 

graphing techniques, when students asked for assistance. 

Professor Arthur did not use the SPG calculator to perform arithmetic 

calculations during class. If a calculation was needed, he usually stated, "This is 

arithmetic," and did not finish the problem. Occasionally, he worked the 

calculations out by hand if possible or asked the students what they obtained for 

the answer if the calculations were too difficult to perform by hand. 
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The few times that Professor Arthur attempted to use the SPG calculator as 
an instructional tool to illustrate a principle or concept were not very effective 
because of his inexperience with its operation. For instance, during the second 
day of class, Professor Arthur wanted to demonstrate how piecewise functions 
could be graphed on the calculator. After illustrating the proper syntax for 
entering the function, Professor Arthur pushed the GRAPH function without first 
checking the range values stored in the calculator. The teacher who had used the 
overhead display calculator previously had run a program that left unusual range 
values for x and y. Because Professor Arthur did not check the range values and 
did not push the zoom standard button, he did not get the graph of the function 
to show on the display window of the calculator. His response was, "See how 
spiffy it works.- He soon realized the previous teacher had "changed 
something" but was out of time to try to find the problem. He asked if anyone in 
the class had gotten the graph. A few students told him they did and that he 
needed to use the zoom standard function in order to obtain the graph in the 
display window of the calculator. 

On another occasion, approximately two weeks into the quarter, Professor 
Arthur tried to work one of the EXPLORE boxes provided in the textbook, with 

his calculus students. The purpose of the EXPLORE boxes in the textbook was 
to use the SPG calculator to help discover or illuminate a principle presented in 

that particular section of the textbook. In this example Professor Arthur wanted 
to demonstrate that a certain line was tangent to the parabola at a given point. 
He had a difficult time using the zoom functions effectively to illustrate his point 
and finally gave up trying to do so graphically. He reverted to asking the 
students what value each function had at x = 2 in order to demonstrate the two 
graphs did intersect. This episode was illustrative of Professor Arthur's 

inexperience with the use of the zoom features on the SPG calculator. The 

occurrence also points out that by the third week of the quarter, Professor Arthur 

wanted the students to watch what he was demonstrating with the calculator and 

not try it with their own calculators during class. The episode took about seven 

minutes of class time: 

I have just entered two functions. These are in your book but I have 
put them in the calculator already. The first one is a parabola that 
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curves upward and the second one is a straight line with what slope? 
Four, right. Now I am going to graph these guys and there they sit.
Now does it look to you that those two functions cross? Can you tell
really by looking at the picture whether they do or not? Do they touch
each other? Are you ready to make a statement that that's true? What 
you've got here are luminated pixels on your screen and those pixels
are pretty big relative to what limits might be ... well let's zoom and I'm 
going to box this guy ... Do you think the box is big enough? Let's
just check and see ... It does appear like they cross right? But can you
still tell by looking at the picture for certain? I don't think this graph 
gives you enough resolution. So what are we going to try here again? 
How about we zoom again ... Well, I don't know where to pick this
time ... I'm going to have to make a zoom, I don't have to use that 
box. Boy this is just zooming, I don't want to zoom out however. Too 
big. Show up, oops, not a good spot. Well, we'll try this again, zoom 
standard. All right, I'll try to get an accurate picture of what is going 
on. Let's try it there and there. Good luck ... Let's zoom in right here,
maybe up a little bit right there ... How about if we zoom previous. 
Let's exit this guy, second zoom. I am trying to get a sense whether 
this guy crosses or not. Well, we'll zoom again but I have to find a little 
place for a cursor to be. It is getting closer there. Hard to tell isn't it. 
Well, as the picture gets smaller and smaller this thing gets closer and 
closer but if you just keep zooming in and it appears to be, it is not clear 
whether it touches or not. However, let's just try something. Put the 
value of x equals two in both equations and see what those guys are. 

Five weeks into the quarter Professor Arthur covered the topic of rational 

functions, their derivatives and graphs. He stated he spent considerable time in 

preparing examples for class which made use of the SPG calculator. In a 

conversation after another observation, Professor Arthur related the following: 

I spent the entire day using the calculator. I only did two examples the 
whole class and one example illustrated the inadequacies of the 
calculator. After doing considerable analyses we saw the calculator 
was giving inaccurate information. It was only after zoom, zoom, zoom, 
and zoom again, four times, that we saw the behavior we found in the 
analyses. That's not good. That's my concern. 

The ninth week into the quarter, Professor Arthur began the chapter on 

integration and encountered the fnlnt function of the calculator. It was during an 

office hour when he was assisting some of his students in doing the homework 

problems that he first tried to demonstrate graphing an antiderivative of a 

function using the numerical integration function on the calculator. He let the 

calculator work for over five minutes on one problem and then stated he could 

not wait any longer. Consequently, he did not even try using the fnlnt function 
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during class. When working the problems in the textbooks where the
 
instructions stated to confirm the answer by using the numerical integration
 
function or fnInt, Professor Arthur did not do so. He stated during class: 

It says often, verify by using the fnlnt function. I am going to stay
away from the fnlnt button on the calculator today. You'll notice I 
didn't even set it up. The only reason I am staying away from it, is
because when you push the button, go, on fnInt, I can be here for an
hour while that calculator grinds on and on. I'll just stand here and
watch the worm. I will not watch the worm in the class, that takes too 
long. I'll tell you sometime why it takes a long time to integrate. 

Professor Arthur experiences using the SPG calculator were not all negative. 
He did successfully demonstrate graphs of functions and in an intuitive manner, 

pointed out the concavity and location of inflection points, as well as locating 

approximately where the maximum and/or minimum value of the function would 

occur. He also found success with the two programs NEWT and RAM. 

When the topic of using the SPG calculator was brought up during class, 

Professor Arthur spoke more often of the limitations of the calculator than of its 

strengths. He did however, on a few occasions, make positive comments to the 
students about the SPG calculator. The statements were typically general in 
nature such as, "You have a good device here. This thing actually works. I wish 

I had one while I was doing this kind of stuff." 

Relationship of Conceptions and Practice with SPG Calculators 

Professor Arthur demonstrated a strong correlation between his professed 

conceptions concerning the use of the SPG calculator and his actual classroom 

practice. Although his conceptions about the SPG calculator were expanded 
with experience, most of his conceptions at the end of the quarter about the use 

of the technology in teaching had been at least in an embryo state before the 
quarter began. 

Before school began Professor Arthur indicated some skepticism that the 

SPG calculator would be helpful for the students in the learning of calculus. He 

was however, hopeful that its capabilities would allow students to obtain a graph 

of a function and determine the maxima and minima intuitively. He believed the 

graph of the function provided support for the solution determined analytically 
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through calculus procedures and algebraic simplification of rather complex 
equations. Thus, even before the onset of the quarter, Professor Arthur's 
statements indicated his conceptions that the SPG calculator would be used 

mainly by the students. Professor Arthur felt he understood the principles of 
calculus well and was generally satisfied with the manner in which he taught the 
course. He felt the major reason for incorporating the SPG calculator in the 

calculus course (besides being "trendy") was for the students to be able to use it 
as a tool in the learning process, to improve their understanding of calculus. 

With some less than successful experiences with graphing and zooming and 
disappointment in the general speed with which the calculator worked, Professor 

Arthur remained skeptical about the role of the SPG calculator in instruction. The 

one function on the calculator which had the most influence on Professor 

Arthur's conceptions about the SPG calculator was the numerical integration 
button. Professor Arthur refused to use the fnInt function of the calculator 

during class because it was time consuming and unpredictable as to whether it 
would eventually produce a graph. He also felt it was a waste of time for the 

students to use the fnInt feature as suggested by the textbook to confirm the 
results they obtained by analytic processes. 

His experiences in the classroom reaffirmed his conceptions that SPG 

calculators were not particularly helpful in instruction and, consequently, he did 

not use it very often as an instructional tool. He maintained the calculator was 

most helpful to the students as they worked to learn the concepts and principles 

of calculus on their own. At the conclusion of the course, Professor Arthur 

believed that some of the students had learned to use the SPG calculator to help 

them test and make conjectures; however, he did not really have know how the 
students had used the SPG calculator. 

Professor Arthur felt strongly that problems should not be included on the 

exam were specifically designed for the calculator. His responsibility was to 

teach a calculus course not a calculator course. However, Professor Arthur did 

state at the top of each of the three exams given during the quarter, "You are 

encouraged to use your calculator, except for the definitions and statement of 

theorems." This statement supported his conceptions that the SPG calculator 

was primarily a tool for the students to be used in any way they had learned 
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through experimenting and working problems in the textbook. Only a few 
problems were placed on the exams where SPG calculator proved useful to the 
student. No problems were placed on the exam to solely test the students' ability 
to use the SPG calculator. 

Professor Arthur considered limits as one of the three pivotal concepts in 
calculus. He felt a student did not fully understand what the limit represented if 
they simply used the SPG calculator to graph the expression as a function and 
then traced along the graph to locate the limit. Because of Professor Arthur's 
conceptions about limits and the SPG calculator, he did not have any problems on 
the exams requiring the students to determine a limit. Professor Arthur said he did 
not put any limits on the final exam except for the definition since the students 
could simply put the expression in the calculator and trace the graph to see the 
answer. Professor Arthur did not believe the students were doing real calculus by 
tracing on the calculator to find the answer. 

Despite his initial skepticism, Professor Arthur appeared willing to 

experiment on a limited basis in teaching using the SPG calculator. However, four 
factors seemed to prevent him from using the calculator more frequently and 
effectively. First, Professor Arthur was inexperienced with the SPG calculator 
and did not receive any substantive training on how to use the SPG calculator in 
teaching calculus. Hence, any uses he found for the calculator in teaching came 
either from the textbook or from his own creative thinking. 

A second factor, categorized as the time issue, related closely to the first 
factor. Since Professor Arthur was inexperienced in using the SPG calculator, he 
needed to work with the calculator in order to learn how to use it more 

proficiently. However his other responsibilities did not leave much time to 

prepare for the calculus class, let alone time for learning ways to incorporate the 

SPG calculator. Professor Arthur stated he had only about 30 minutes each day 
to prepare for class. Consequently, he did not have sufficient time to think about 

and develop possible ways to use the SPG calculator to assist him in teaching 
specific topics. 

Time was also a major factor in the classroom. Professor Arthur believed he 

worked fewer examples in class when using the SPG calculator than when he did 

not use it. In order to obtain a graph that accurately portrayed the function, 
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Professor Arthur needed to use the zoom features or set a specific range. 
Inexperience with the calculator increased the time needed to pick an appropriate 
range or use a zoom feature effectively. With more experience using the zoom 
features, graphing of functions would have progressed more smoothly and may 
have allowed more examples to be illustrated. 

The third factor for lack of use is intertwined with the second factor. 

Professor Arthur did not utilize the SPG calculator more in class because of the 
speed at which the calculator performed the desired operations. Professor Arthur 
felt he lost valuable class time waiting for the calculator. He preferred working 
with computer programs and software on a mainframe computer where the speed 
and power were dramatically increased over the SPG calculator. He saw the 

usefulness of having pocket computers so students could do their homework 

wherever they wanted, yet he remained somewhat disappointed with the 

calculator's capabilities. That disappointment was clearly demonstrated in the 

classroom both verbally and by his instructional practice. 

As the quarter progressed Professor Arthur used the SPG calculator less 

frequently. Part of the reason for the lack of use was that the topics being 
discussed were less conducive to utilizing the SPG calculator as some of the 

earlier topics. Using the SPG calculator for integration, particularly numerical 

integration, which on the calculator is the fnlnt function, was not well received 

by Professor Arthur. He said he knew why the calculator was extremely slow in 
graphing the fnlnt function, but that realization did not appear to diminish his 
disappointment. 

A fourth factor influencing Professor Arthur's use of the SPG calculator 

came from his thinking that the SPG calculator was in the world of the finite 

whereas calculus is part of the world of the infinite. Therefore, in Professor 

Arthur's mind it was difficult to use a tool that dealt with the finite to teach about 

the infinite. Comments made to the researcher and to his class reiterated his belief 

that the SPG calculator did not provide the accuracy that hand analysis could 

accomplish. The SPG calculator could only provide an intuitive feel for the 

solution. As such, sometimes if the calculator was not used appropriately or 

effectively, it led the student to a faulty conclusion instead of assisting the 

student in better understanding the concept. 
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Even though the students could make faulty conclusions if the calculator 
was not used appropriately, Professor Arthur did not believe the classroom was 
the place to teach students how to effectively use the SPG calculator. He felt it 
was not his job to teach how to use the calculator; it was his job to teach the 

calculus. Professor Arthur verbalized the conception numerous times during the 
quarter and also demonstrated it in classroom practice, that the SPG calculator, 

cannot and should not, become the focus of the course. Professor Arthur thought 

a grave mistake would have been made in incorporating the use of the SPG 

calculator in the calculus course if the calculator became the focus of the course. 

Summary of Professor Arthur 

Professor Arthur was a full professor, held a PhD in mathematics, and was 

Assistant Department Head of Mathematics. He had taught college mathematics 

courses at various levels for 20 years with primary teaching responsibilities 

beyond the calculus level. Although it had been several years since Professor 

Arthur taught first quarter calculus, he assigned himself to teach the "calculator 
calculus" because he felt it his responsibility to become knowledgeable about the 

new approach. Professor Arthur was experienced in using desktop personal 

computers and mainframe computers, but did not have prior experience in using 

SPG calculators. 

Professor Arthur's general teaching approach was lecture-oriented. He also 

sought to include the students in the presentation of the material through various 

questioning techniques. He verbalized a cognitive approach to learning where 

the students needed to be personally involved in constructing the concepts and 
making connections on their own. 

Professor Arthur's actions in class demonstrated his desire for the students to 

understand the concepts of the calculus and not simply learn the procedures and 

skills. To this end, he conducted inquiry-oriented discussions about the calculus 

principles with the students, directing questions to the class as a whole and also 

asking multiple questions of individual students. He frequently elaborated on an 

idea presented in the textbook or exercise set, thereby emphasizing the need for 

the students to acquire more understanding than was provided the text. Even 
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though Professor Arthur asked numerous questions during class, many of which 
required the students to probe into their previous understanding of a concept, he 
maintained the authority role in the classroom. 

Professor Arthur saw his role as the instructor to push the students to learn 
the calculus ideas and to understand the principles behind the procedures. 
Definitions and theorems were a core part of the calculus course as Professor 

Arthur taught it. He felt a responsibility to prepare the students for the more 
theoretical mathematics courses, since success in higher level courses required 

precise wording of definitions and proving of theorems. Consequently, Professor 
Arthur discussed every definition included in the course in a thorough manner 

and proved every theorem he believed could be understood by the students. 
Professor Arthur began the quarter mildly skeptical about the usefulness of 

the calculator. He believed the SPG calculator could be used by the students to 
see pictures of graphs almost immediately and to answer why questions without 

having to spend considerable time on tedious algebraic processes. His 
conceptions concerning the SPG calculator did not change throughout the 

period of the study. At the conclusion of the quarter he still believed the SPG 

calculator was more useful as a learning tool by the students than as an 

instructional tool for him in presenting calculus concepts in class. He felt the most 
beneficial use of the SPG calculator was assisting the students in learning the 

concepts of calculus through experimenting and testing conjectures on their 
own. Professor Arthur did not promote student use of the SPG calculator in the 

classroom. When he did use the calculator for demonstration purposes he wanted 
the students to watch what he was doing rather than follow along with their own 

calculators. 

The SPG calculator was utilized for short periods of time in the class; the 

longest amount of time it was used continuously was seven minutes. The 

calculator was used at least once during most (11 of 15) of the observed classes. 

On two occasions he used the calculator two or three separate times within a 

single class period, usually to graph a function in order to locate extrema, to graph 

a derivative, or to use the Root Finder. 

In practice, Professor Arthur had some difficulty in effectively using the 

zoom features of the calculator. However, toward the middle of the quarter, he 
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was generally able to use the zoom features more proficiently, but had decided 

not to spend valuable class time in doing so. Professor Arthur believed he 
worked fewer examples when using the SPG calculator than when he did not use 
it. Professor Arthur was also disappointed in the unpredictability of graphing 
when employing the fnlnt function. The fnlnt function required several minutes 
to perform the operations and when finished, the message "domain error" likely 
appeared on the screen without the long awaited graph. Consequently, Professor 
Arthur refused to use the fnlnt function during class. The encounter with the 
fnlnt feature of the calculator had a significant affect upon Professor Arthur's 
attitude and conceptions concerning the use of the SPG calculator during class. 

At the conclusion of the study, Professor Arthur felt he had learned several 
powerful capabilities of the calculator which he had not known at the beginning 
of the study. Besides learning more about how to utilize the graphing features, 
Professor Arthur had learned about the SOLVER function, the Root Finder, the 
derivative keys, the definite integral function, and two programs called NEWT 
and RAM. Professor Arthur was impressed with these two programs and felt 

they dramatically increased the speed at which the problems could be solved. 

Professor Arthur also thought the graphing feature of the calculator helped 

to quickly identify the concavity of a function, any inflection points, and 

provided a clue as to the location of maximum and minimum values. Since the 

calculator only provided approximations for these values, Professor Arthur felt 
the calculator should be used only to provide an estimation of the answer and 
that the analysis should be done by hand, whenever possible, to obtain the exact 
answers. 

After one quarter of teaching "calculator calculus," Professor Arthur had 
not found teaching with the SPG calculator personally more satisfying than 

teaching without it. However, Professor Arthur expressed the desire to continue 

to teach "calculator calculus" to experiment more before making any definite 

conclusions. 

Inexperience in operating the SPG calculator and incorporating it 

productively in presenting calculus concepts were the greatest factors in 

preventing Professor Arthur from implementing the calculator more frequently 

and effectively in instruction. His belief that the calculator was more useful to the 
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students than to him as the teacher also contributed to its role in class. 

Additionally, Professor Arthur had many other departmental responsibilities, thus, 

he did not have much opportunity to explore possible uses of the calculator in 
instruction. Using the SPG calculator in class was sometimes considered too time 

consuming, partly due to Professor Arthur's limited experience with the 

calculator. Finally, the idea that calculus dealt with the infinite while the 

calculator was in the realm of the finite, also inhibited his use of the SPG 
calculator. 

Professor Brooke 

Academic and Professional Profile 

Professor Brooke received her education in her home country outside the 

U.S. She was awarded an Arbitur in 1970 (roughly equivalent to an Associate 

degree in the U.S.) and received her PhD in 1981. She also conducted post 

doctoral research in mathematics before becoming eligible to accept a full time 

university post in her native country. Her area of specialty was differential 

equations and nonlinear analysis. 

Professor Brooke was employed for a short period of time by two other 

universities, one outside the U.S. and one within the U.S., before accepting her 

current position. She was at the first university located in her native country 

while conducting post doctoral research and was at the second university in the 

U.S. for two years. At these other schools, her principle duties were research. In 

addition to conducting research in the field of differential equations, she also 

taught a few courses in mathematics that included lower division mathematics 

courses, a course for biology majors, and the calculus sequence. At the current 

school she last taught first quarter calculus Fall Quarter of 1992. 

Professor Brooke held the rank of associate professor at the university 

where the study took place. Her teaching load each quarter consisted of two 

classes ranging from three to five credits each and included lower, upper, or 

graduate level mathematics courses offered at the university. In addition to the 

calculus course, Professor Brooke's teaching assignment for Fall Quarter included 
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a three credit graduate course in differential equations. Professor Brooke was 
beginning her fourth year at the university. 

Professor Brooke expressed a willingness to be assigned the first quarter 
calculus course this particular quarter mainly because she enjoyed teaching 
calculus. She further believed it would be, "kind of a challenge to teach it with 
the calculator" and therefore wanted to see for herself what would happen. 

Generally, Professor Brooke liked working with computers, particularly the 
programming aspect of computing. She explained that once she started to write 

computer programs it was difficult for her to stop because it was so intriguing. 
She was also familiar with the mathematical software Mathematica and 

occasionally used its graphics capability. 

Professor Brooke had no previous experience with SPG calculators prior to 

the assignment to teach the "calculator calculus" course. During the initial 
interview for the study, Professor Brooke stated she had only turned on the SPG 

calculator a couple of times and then had used it only for a few minutes. 
Consequently, Professor Brooke was classified for purposes of this study as an 

associate professor without prior experience in using SPG calculators to teach 
calculus. 

Professor Brooke was assigned to teach one of the two 11:30 a.m. sections 
of first quarter calculus offered Fall Quarter. The class was taught daily, Monday 

through Friday, for 50 minutes. Professor Brooke did not teach in the classroom 
where the SPG calculator display unit was available for consecutive class periods. 

It was necessary for her to take the display unit to class, set it up before class, and 
then take it down when the class period was concluded. 

General Conceptions of Teaching Calculus 

When initially contacted, Professor Brooke had a difficult time expressing 

her conceptions concerning her teaching style, philosophy, or role. She had not 
previously been asked to articulate her teaching style, approach, or philosophy of 

teaching and apparently had not reflected upon her teaching in this way before. 

When asked to describe her teaching style, she said, "I can't think of anything." 

After pausing for a moment she then stated, "What I typically do is to try several 
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ways to get the stuff into their heads," thus indicating her desire to explain the 
ideas in such a way so the students would understand the material being covered. 

She also sought to, "never miss a chance to make them think." She felt a good 

portion of the first quarter calculus course was the learning of procedures and 

skills. She explained, "Of course you have to teach them the basic skills so they 
have got it readily available, so there is some drilling involved too." 

Professor Brooke's primary objective in teaching was to use pictures and 

visual representations in the presentation of the material in order to assist the 

students in learning the principles of calculus. She described her goal in teaching: 

My goal is always to let them see the things with a picture, a visual kind 
of thing because that is the way I think, I'm afraid. Those who are not 
so into this [pictures] usually have a little difficulty with my kind of 
teaching. Those that cannot understand unless they see it in a picture, 
they will usually do well with my kind of teaching. 

As part of her teaching approach, Professor Brooke believed she asked the 

students quite a few questions in class, but expressed concern the students 

considered the questions to be too simple to answer. She explained, "My 

mistake is that I mostly ask stupid questions. Easy to answer and they [the 

students] don't feel like they have to answer them." Although Professor Brooke 

stated she does ask quite a few questions during class, she really preferred the 

students to take the initiative in asking questions in order to assist her in her 

teaching. She believed she did her best teaching when the students asked her 

questions instead of her asking them questions. Professor Brooke felt she may 

not always explain the content in a way that met the needs of the students, so if 

the students asked her questions, then it helped her to know what to explain 

further and prompted her to remember ideas she may have wanted to discuss but 

had forgotten to mention. She stated, "I think it is better to have them [students] 

ask questions. That way I can explain so they understand and they can help me 

remember things I wanted to say but forgot." 

Concerning the place of calculus in the mathematics curriculum, Professor 

Brooke saw calculus as the most basic course in "real mathematics." Everyone 
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who is going to be involved with mathematics or science must understand
 
calculus. She explained:
 

Oh it's a very, very basic thing. It you want to do any application of 
mathematics and science, etc. you have to learn it. I think it [calculus] is
the first real mathematics course to learn. 

Professor Brooke thought definitions and theorems were very important in 
mathematics, but did not believe much time should be spent on them in the first 

year calculus sequence. The students who will need to learn the definitions and 

theorems will do so in a later course and those students who do not take any 
mathematics courses beyond calculus will not need to know the definitions and 

theorems. She explained: 

Well, my experience is if you stress theory, you are not very popular 
among the students. I try to do it when there are questions coming out 
of the audience. I try to explain it a little more when I see an interest, 
and if someone says, "Why is this true?" and "Why is the other thing 
not true?" so I start explaining. Mostly I just give them the idea why, 
and I don't care too much about the most general assumptions under 
which something works. Mostly, anything which becomes very 
important afterwards when they do mathematics, I don't stress a lot in 
the lower level. 

Professor Brooke further expressed her view of the calculus course by stating: 
Most of this [calculus] is working problems anyway. What are you 
supposed to teach? They must understand what tangent is, what slope 
is. All these theorems in that context are trivial so I mostly don't talk 
about them at all. Like the Intermediate Value Theorem, and that sort, 
trivial yah. 

Since Professor Brooke viewed the calculus course as mainly working 
problems, she thought it was important in class to review old homework problems 

first and then discuss the new material through examples. Professor Brooke saw 

herself during a typical class period spending: 

Some time first on problems and questions and that sometimes takes a 
long time. Then I try to motivate and explain what is coming up and do 
lots of examples so they know what they are doing. 

Professor Brooke preferred to set up the teaching schedule with three days a 

week devoted to presenting the new material and the other two days set aside to 

work problems and answer questions the students may have from the homework. 

She stated, "I do like splitting it to do the explaining and have them ask 

questions. My experience has been, setting aside a day for questions is very 
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helpful." During the second interview with Professor Brooke, which took place 

just prior to the beginning of the quarter, she expressed her intention to use the 

three days-two days split; however, she had not been able to make the schedule 

work out correctly. She expressed a strong desire to have two days a week set 

aside for answering student questions, particularly concerning the homework 

problems, and she was going to make the schedule, if at all possible, to reflect this 

sentiment. 

Professor Brooke's general conceptions concerning this particular calculus 

class were highly influenced by the students' behaviors and attitudes. Just over 
two weeks into the quarter she began to feel frustrated with the students in her 

calculus course. Professor Brooke believed the students as a whole were 

disinterested in the class and did not care about trying to learn new ideas. She 
thought a good part of the poor attitude exhibited by the students was a result of 
so many of them having already taken calculus previously in high school. 

Professor Brooke stated: 

It makes it difficult to teach this first part because so many already 
know it and are bored. Yet, there are some students that have not had 
calculus and so you must teach the material for them. Maybe the class 
should be more like a recitation and just let them read the book. I can't 
do any better explaining than the book. 

Midway through the fourth week Professor Brooke was still not pleased 
with the way the class was progressing and stated: 

No I am not happy with how the class is going. I don't know what I 
am doing wrong. You have noticed right? At the beginning they 
didn't show any interest, at the very start ... It's mostly the students. I 
don't know if they think it is too easy or if they just are not interested 
or if it is too difficult. I only have a few in the class who show interest 
... Hardly anyone comes to get help. That's something that bothers me 
too. Because they don't expect me to help them any ... I just never 
seemed to be on firm ground with them. 

Toward the end of the quarter, Professor Brooke expressed the feeling of 

being tired of teaching the class, but she kept trying for the sake of the few 

students who did care and wanted to learn. After an observation where Professor 

Brooke had expanded upon the material in the textbook by attempting to 
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demonstrate the need to use a different step value for the numerical derivative,
 

Professor Brooke stated after class:
 

The other students did not follow but then it does not matter what you
do with them. They will not follow. These students want you to work
a problem just like the homework. Say how to do each part, this is just 
like this and so you do it this way. They want you to hand everything
to them. So for them it doesn't matter whether you use the old way or
this way. If you do more than the routine, they will not follow. They 
don't care. 

During the final interview, Professor Brooke stated she had not enjoyed 

teaching the calculus course this quarter and reiterated the same attitude 
concerning the students as a whole. She explained: 

I think basically because I felt like no matter what I did I somehow 
wasn't able to teach them anything. They came there, they all had had 
calculus in school, and somehow they seemed to refuse to learn 
anything beyond that. 

Professor Brooke expressed her feeling further when asked during the final 

interview about her role as the teacher in the classroom. Professor Brooke 

responded, "In this particular case, I didn't have a role." It is evident the 

students' lack of interest in the course had considerable affect on the teacher's 
attitude and strongly influenced her conceptions concerning the teaching of the 

calculus course at least for this particular quarter. 

General Instructional Practice 

The first day of class, Professor Brooke handed out a syllabus listing the 

sections to be covered in the course along with all the assigned problems and the 

dates of the examinations. Professor Brooke stated she had used another 

teacher's syllabus from Spring Quarter as a guide in making the homework 

assignments. She followed the daily schedule closely throughout the quarter, 

except when the students requested she postpone until Thursday an examination 

which was scheduled for Wednesday. 

Professor Brooke resolved the apparent schedule dilemma mentioned in the 

pre-school interviews through a compromise. She spent the first two weeks of 

the quarter teaching a new section of the textbook each day. Then beginning 

with the third week, she taught the new material on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
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Fridays, while Tuesday and Thursday of each week were reserved for review, 
answering questions about the homework, and giving some of the exams. With 
this format, old homework problems were not worked on the days when new 
material was to be presented. Consequently, the entire 50 minutes of class were 
spent in discussing the new material, mainly through working example problems. 

At the beginning of the quarter, Professor Brooke made quite detailed 
lecture notes for her calculus class, listing all the topics to be covered and 
examples to be demonstrated. Professor Brooke wrote the lecture notes in a 

spiral bound notebook obtained specifically for that purpose. As the quarter 
progressed however, Professor Brooke quit making the detailed notes and simply 

wrote a word or two or an example in the notebook to remind her what to discuss 
in class. She stated she was not making lectures notes anymore, but instead was 

continuing to, as she expressed it, "think hard" about what to discuss in class. 
When asked about lecture notes for Chapter 3 (Derivatives), Professor Brooke 

stated, "I did not do much with Chapter 3. I mostly already know the good 
problems I want to use, so I did not write them down. They are in my head." 

Occasionally even when Professor Brooke did have detailed lecture notes, 
she worked an example problem in class not contained in her notes. The example 
apparently came to her before class (after making the notes) or during class. For 
example when discussing her examples on related rates, Professor Brooke stated, 

"Today, the light problem I did in class, I thought about that as I came to work, so 
it is not in the notes." Apparently driving to work (with headlights on) had 

prompted Professor Brooke to include an example of a problem about a headlight 
in her lesson. 

Professor Brooke's teaching style was strictly lecture-oriented. An 

expository strategy was most commonly used. Professor Brooke typically 

presented the concepts of calculus in a straightforward deductive manner, by 

stating the general principle followed by several examples similar to the 

homework. On rare occasions, she elaborated on a principle or example from the 
textbook. 

One example where she expanded on a topic in the textbook was with the 

concept of related rates. She took an example of the melting ice cube problem 

from the textbook in the section which discussed the chain rule for differentiating 
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and turned it into a related rate problem for both a cube-shaped ice cube and a 
spherical-shaped ice cube. She illustrated the different amount of time it would 
take for ice cubes and ice spheres with the same volume to melt. The problem 
became fairly complex and the majority of the students appeared to lose interest 
in what she was doing. 

Professor Brooke typically walked into the classroom opened the textbook 
and notebook with her lecture notes and almost immediately began class. There 
was little interaction between Professor Brooke and the students prior to the 

beginning of class. Periodically, a student would come to the front of the room 
and ask Professor Brooke a question pertaining to returned homework or an 

examination problem before she began class, but otherwise Professor Brooke did 
not usually talk with the students before class. 

Professor Brooke began each class period by giving a general introductory 
statement of the material for the day. Introductions were typically stated as, 

"Today we are talking about limits involving infinity" or "What we do today is 
find out how we can use calculus in order to describe geometric shapes, shapes of 
graphs." After the opening statement, Professor Brooke usually took one of two 
approaches in covering the material. In the more typical approach, she provided 

the needed formulas first and then demonstrated their use in a prescriptive 

manner. Occasionally she chose to work examples first to motivate the principle 

and afterwards stated the general rule. Professor Brooke normally worked from 
simple examples of the concept to more complex examples. She did use an 

inductive approach with asymptotes. In this case, she worked examples of each 

kind and then asked the students to provide a general rule about asymptotes 

suggesting they use the exponents in the numerator and denominator of the 
rational function as a guide in developing rules. 

On review days (Tuesdays and Thursdays), Professor Brooke typically 

began class by asking the students which problems they wanted to see worked. 

The students called out the problems numbers and Professor Brooke wrote them 

in the corner of the chalkboard and proceeded to work the problems in numerical 

order. While working through the homework problems, Professor Brooke 

sometimes reviewed a general idea, procedure, or concept associated with the 
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problem. For example, when working an indeterminate form problem requiring
 

the limit to be taken of an expression involving a square root
 

(lima -, 0 [(4x + 4 2) / x]), Professor Brooke (PB) stated: 

PB: What do you see when you plug in zero? It is zero over zero, 
right? Now there is a smart way to find the x as a factor here [to cancel 
out denominator]. The trick is to use the same [conjugate] formula. 
There is a way to get rid of the square root in the numerator. I can 
multiply the top and bottom by the same thing, I am not factoring, but I 
am multiplying the top and bottom by the same thing. I am not 
factoring, but I am multiplying. What happens if I multiply it by the 

x + 4 + 2? Then I've got to do that in the bottom too. You see 
that is nice. What is the result? This is like an A B times A + B, that 
comes to A2 B2, right? So an A squared is 

STUDENT: x + 4. 

PB: B2 is -4. See now I can factor out the x and this goes away ... This 
is a nice trick to keep in mind when you have the square root [an 
indeterminate form]. 

Overall, there was little participation from the students during class. 

Professor Brooke stated she wanted more participation from the students, but her 

actions did not foster their participation. Professor Brooke did ask some 

questions during class, but the questions were usually either simple recall or 

rhetorical in nature. If a question was asked of the students, little if any wait time 

was given by Professor Brooke to allow them an opportunity to answer. 

The definitions and theorems presented in the textbook received minimal 

treatment by Professor Brooke. Definitions were not usually written on the 

chalkboard precisely; rather, Professor Brooke described the basic idea to the 

students using common terminology. Important theorems were mentioned in 

class, but proofs were rarely given. Some theorems, procedural in nature, were 

occasionally proved in class. Two examples of procedural theorems Professor 

Brooke proved in class were, the power rule for rational number exponents and 

the derivative of the sine function. 

Professor Brooke followed the basic outline of the sections in the textbook 

quite closely, with the exception of de-emphasizing definitions and theorems the 

textbook may have discussed in detail. Professor Brooke created her own 

example problems to use in class, but they were similar to the examples provided 

in the textbook. She often referred the students to the textbook for any rules 
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they had just covered. A common statement made by Professor Brooke would be 
to the effect: 

There is a page of rules, a box of rules in your book ... I don't want to 
write down all these rules. I can't do that any better than the book. On 
page 26, [it] has rules about some products and quotients. 

Occasionally, Professor Brooke would refer the students to a drawing in the 

textbook to help them visualize the problem better. One instance came when 

working an exercise problem with a cone inscribed in a sphere. Professor Brooke 

commented, "The picture in the book is so good I cannot do as good." 

Visualizing the problems with pictures and graphs was an extremely 

important aspect of Professor Brooke's teaching. Whenever she could think of a 

picture to illustrate the idea being taught, she drew it on the chalkboard. She 

frequently made statements referring to seeing or visualizing with a picture or 

graph. A few examples of her comments are given below: 

That picture also explains where this method is going to have trouble. 

It looks like today is a subject we can really look into and see why all 
this stuff happens 

Now let me draw what you said, what if f is negative somewhere. 

We just know from the graph that the thing is going to be bigger than 
the real thing because the tangent line is above. 

Let me just draw a picture what is the idea behind this algorithm. 

Well this is just an example to explain the procedure because all these 
guys are nicely visualized and all that. 

Let me draw a picture and then ask you about left hand side and right 
hand side limits. 

You can figure that out formally, I think for the rest I ['11] just draw
 
pictures.
 

Okay, keep the picture of the tangent line in mind because I'm going to 
ask you something. So what is the general picture [italics added]. 

Professor Brooke stated when she thought of mathematical ideas in general 

(and specifically in calculus), mental pictures came into her mind. Her 

instructional practice clearly demonstrated she preferred to present the ideas of 

calculus in a visual manner, as she saw them in her mind. She taught the 

principles as she herself learned and thought about them. 
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Professor Brooke demonstrated nervous tendencies when teaching her 
calculus class. She often stammered when trying to express herself. The more 
complicated the topic the more she seemed to stammer, searching for the 
appropriate word, indicating some nervousness with teaching the material or at 
least in communicating the important concept. In order to determine if the 
researcher's presence in the classroom was affecting Professor Brooke, the 

researcher occasionally listened and watched from outside the classroom in order 
to remain unobserved. The nervous behaviors and stammering were 

demonstrated even when Professor Brooke thought the researcher was not 
present. The tone in her voice seemed a bit more calm when listening to her 
outside of the room, but it was not significantly different. The calmness of 
Professor Brooke's voice appeared to be more related to teaching new material 

(more nervous) or simply reviewing homework problems (less nervous) than to 
the presence of the researcher. Professor Brooke demonstrated she felt more at 

ease working previously assigned homework problems than trying to present 
new material. 

Congruence Between Conceptions and Practice 

In several instances there was consistency between Professor Brooke's 

conceptions of calculus ideas and her actual method of teaching. She personally 

visualized calculus concepts through pictures and she tried to make the ideas as 
visual as possible to the students. She consistently drew graphs and pictures to 

help explain the principles or concepts being discussed. 

Professor Brooke's professed conceptions of first-year calculus consisting 

mainly of procedural or skills level problems, was also consistent with her 

classroom actions. When presenting the topics, minimal time was spent discussing 
the theory or implications of a principle. She concentrated her efforts on working 

problems and demonstrating examples that made use of the rules or procedures 

discussed. Consistent with her view of teaching calculus, Professor Brooke did 

not emphasize the definitions and theorems during instruction. She quickly 

stated definitions or theorems using common language she felt the students could 

understand and then moved to an application or specific example similar to the 
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homework. She also did not include any problems on the exams explicitly 
requiring the students to state a definition or theorem. 

Another area in which she demonstrated consistency was in asking 
questions. She expressed concern about the type of questions she asked the 

students, which she referred to as, "stupid." Her tendency during instruction 

was to ask either simple recall questions or rhetorical questions, neither of which 

the students felt a need to answer. 

Some incongruence between Professor Brooke's conceptions on teaching 

and actual practice occurred in the area of questioning. Professor Brooke 

believed she did her best teaching when students asked her questions. Yet, in her 

actual teaching, Professor Brooke did not appear to encourage questions from the 

students. Professor Brooke thought what she called, "clever questions" from the 

students should come naturally. 

Professor Brooke also seemed to struggle with her conceptions of the 

precise nature of mathematics (and calculus) and the skills-oriented manner in 

which she taught the calculus course. She did not feel the first year calculus 

students could handle precise definitions and proofs of theorems. Yet, she also 

held the conception that mathematics majors (to which she hoped to convert the 

students) must understand more than procedural algorithms in calculus; they 

needed to comprehend the nature of calculus and the idea of infinity as it related 

to the calculus. Consequently, minor discrepancies existed between her 

conceptions and teaching practices in how she viewed mathematics in general. 

One particular example of a discrepancy came when discussing methods of 

teaching the concept of limit. When asked about using the tabular approach to 

intuitively determining limits, she stated "Well, strictly speaking it is nonsense. It 

[the table] is only finite. The dots don't tell you anything." Yet, then she stated 

"If they don't have a picture of what a limit really means, that [tabular approach] 

is good to introduce it [the limit]." But, she continued, "If they want to become 

mathematicians they better get rid of anything like that [using tabular 

approach]." 
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Professor Brooke gave somewhat contradictory information when asked 
how she preferred to demonstrate the concept of limit. During the final interview, 
she stated: 

I would first of all use this [tabular form] as an exploring device. Then I
would create the need to come up with a rigorous definition and then I 
would do epsilon-deltas [referring to the precise wording of the 
definition of a limit which uses the greek symbols epsilon and delta]. 

However, in this particular calculus class, she briefly mentioned the idea of 

the tabular approach, as well as suggesting the students graph the function to 

give an idea of the possible limit. Then she proceeded to demonstrate the 
algebraic techniques commonly used in determining limits. Professor Brooke 

chose not to cover the section in the textbook where the precise definition of a 
limit was given and therefore did not give the students the rigorous definition of 

limit involving the greek symbols epsilon and delta. 

There was consistency between Professor Brooke's practical conceptions 

about teaching and her actual practice. However, Professor Brooke had some 
ideal conceptions about teaching calculus that were not manifested in her 

instruction. The discrepancy between some of Professor Brooke's conceptions 
of teaching and her actual classroom instructional practice may be due, at least in 

part, to the type of students she had in the calculus class Fall Quarter and the 

influence their attitude had upon her. Professor Brooke stated, prior to the 

beginning of the quarter, what she did in instruction depended on the type of 
students in the class. If they demonstrated an interest in knowing "why," she 
would elaborate more on the principles; if no interest was shown, then she would 

not. Since most of the class did not show interest or exhibit a desire to learn, it is 

likely that Professor Brooke took an even more prescriptive approach than usual 

to teaching the calculus principles and procedures. Professor Brooke referred to 

this simplistic and procedural approach to teaching the calculus as "cookie 

book." However, even taking into account the lack of interest demonstrated by 

the students, there still appears to be an inconsistency between Professor 

Brooke's professed conceptions of teaching the concept of limit and what she 

actually did in the classroom. Since the syllabus was handed to the students at 

the beginning of the quarter, Professor Brooke had apparently already decided 
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not to cover the section on the definition of limit prior to knowing the type of 
students she had in the class. 

The effect of the students on Professor Brooke's presentation of topics was 

difficult to determine. She was obviously disappointed in the students as a 

group. She felt only three students in the whole class really cared and were there 

to learn. These three students were predominately the ones who asked and 

answered questions in class. Certainly the students as a whole had some effect 

upon Professor Brooke. Her presentations often lacked enthusiasm and did not 

provide time or opportunity for much participation from the students as a group. 

On a few occasions Professor Brooke verbalized her frustration of the lack of 

participation from the students by making statements to the students such as, 

"Oh come on," when she expected them to be able to answer a question. 

Even though Professor Brooke felt her teaching experience in the calculus 

course had been less than satisfactory this quarter, it did cause her to reflect on 

her role as the teacher. Interestingly, during the final interview when asked about 

her role as the teacher, Professor Brooke's initial response was, "In this particular 

class, I did not have a role." That statement vividly demonstrated her feelings 

about her calculus class as a whole. Yet, when asked what she would like her 

role to be, Professor Brooke was able to elaborate slightly more than when asked 

the same question in the initial interview. She stated: 

Well, my role is just to help them to understand it. First of all, to be able 
to apply, to understand what needs to be understood about theory, and 
then to be able to apply it, in ideally every possible situation that comes 
up, also to give them the feeling for the importance of this stuff. 

She still had not developed any extensive conceptions concerning her role 

as the teacher, yet there seemed to be more substance in her response at the end 

of the quarter than at the beginning. She further expressed her role as, "What I 

secretly really want is to get them hooked on mathematics and to become math 

majors." Although Professor Brooke's professed conceptions concerning her 

role as the teacher were still somewhat abstractly identified during the final 

interview, she, nonetheless, demonstrated she had at some point in the quarter, 

perhaps really for the first time in her teaching experience, given thought to her 

role as the teacher. 
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Conceptions about Teaching Using SPG Calculators 

Professor Brooke's initial conceptions about using the SPG calculators to 
teach calculus included concern and apprehension. During the first interview, 
Professor Brooke stated: 

Well, I'm scared. Well, because you can't go the old ways. There is a
certain routine that has been established, this is the way to teach
calculus. It is nice to follow this routine. Now this is what they have
got to learn and these are the skills they have to acquire. Now with a 
calculator so much of the calculator takes away from the point of view
of work and you have a much harder time to motivate and to make 
them do the things that you want them to do because they say, "Oh,
the calculator does it for me. Why do I have to learn to do this by
hand?" So I think you have a much harder time to motivate the 
students to do the problems and so on. 

She elaborated further on some of her concerns: 

I've got to find out if it works better. The danger is that they lose the 
feeling of sizing and relationships in their heads, like they already do 
when they use calculators to calculate the sine of an angle. They see
something and they lose the feeling of "Well, should that be a small 
angle or should that be a large angle?" Because they can just punch 
everything into a calculator and a number comes out. Then if they have 
done some wrong punching, then the number couldn't be right. They 
don't even realize, that is the danger of this new technology. 

Professor Brooke thought in order for the students to avoid becoming too 
dependent on the SPG calculator, they needed to ask themselves questions 

before putting the function into the calculator. She explained: 

Well, I would think that by looking at something without immediately 
punching would help. I wish they would ask themselves, "So what do 
you think this could be?" "Let's see what it really looks like." Once 
you've seen it, then you can go further and maybe see all that already 
from your formula. How would you get it exactly, and what does it 
look like. For instance, if you graph something it is impossible to get
the right window. So you have to look at the problem first in order to 
see what the interesting part of the plane you want to graph. 

When discussing how she would like to teach the calculus course, Professor 
Brooke stated: 

I would use graphic devices in order for them to see what curves look 
like, and then they go back to the formulas and they can see why they 
look like that. I think it is good training to get a good feeling how you 
can translate formulas into pictures and meaning. In the long run, it is a
good device to become creative. 
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Even though Professor Brooke expressed a desire during the first interview 

to use the SPG calculator, she did not have any set ideas how she would 

incorporate it into the teaching of calculus. She stated: 

I don't have any specific ideas right now. I will use it as a device to see 
what's going on, mostly graphically. I think it does calculate some 
limits and that is a big help or otherwise you would always have to 
establish those dumb tables and this goes to this and this goes to this 
and calculate it out. This calculator would do it for you. 

When asked if she thought she would use the SPG calculator to help determine 

limits, she responded, "No I don't think that is so good." So, even though she 

thought the calculator would calculate limits and thought it would be "a big 

help," she did not think it was a good idea to use it for evaluating limits. Her 

seemingly contradictory statements illustrate the struggle she had with helping 

students develop an intuitive idea of a limit versus having them learn more precise 

procedures in determining the exact limit. 

Prior to the preschool workshop, Professor Brooke had not looked into what 

the calculator could actually do. She explained: 

I haven't given the whole thing a whole lot of thought so, I want to do 
that next week when I have really got to use the calculator and get to 
see the book [textbook] and do my preparations. I am still enjoying my 
summer and trying to get some research done before school starts up. 

After the pre-school workshop, Professor Brooke was still uncertain how she 

would incorporate the SPG calculator in teaching the calculus class. She stated, 

"I don't have a real clear picture. I think so far it feels safest for me to use the 

calculator as a graphing device, as a device to make things clear." She 

continued: 

I'm curious how it's going to work out, if it is going to help some or if it 
is just going to be a hassle. The drawbacks are, you always have to 
have the screen down. And the overhead projector on, so you don't 
have that much board space. That aspect I don't like, or you have to 
shift back and forth all the time which is not so good. 

When further asked if she knew of any ways in which she may use the SPG 

calculator, Professor Brooke responded by discussing an example the instructor 

of the workshop had demonstrated concerning the translating of graphs. She 

explained: 

What I have seen already, the stuff you can do with them [functions], is 
to invert them, shift them, you can build them up and so on, that is very 
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helpful if you have a good picture of them and the calculator will help 
that, in that it is always a hassle for them to draw it. So, that they see 
the point. You give them a bunch of graphs and ask how would you 
write down the formula to shift it to the right and by two, or so. They 
see it, they just see exactly what the thing does. I hope it's going to 
help to visualize things even better. 

Professor Brooke suggested another possible use for the calculator which had 

been demonstrated at the workshop. She explained: 

Enlarging so you see after a while every function looked like a line 
that's kind of nice to use the calculator instead of visualizing it in your 
mind. That's a concept in calculus, if you want to visualize it, you have 
to make yourself smaller and smaller and smaller. 

Professor Brooke did not believe the pre-school workshop had affected her 

views on how she would teach the calculus course. However, from the comments 

she made about the potential uses of the SPG calculator in teaching the calculus 

course, she appeared to develop some new conceptions concerning the 

calculator's potential use as a result of the training workshop. In spite of the new 

conceptions developed, Professor Brooke knew little about the different features 

and capabilities of the calculator before actually teaching the calculus course. 

Professor Brooke's thoughts concerning the use of the SPG calculator prior to 

the beginning of the quarter remained vague. 

Although Professor Brooke was apprehensive about teaching calculus with 

the technology, she was hopeful the SPG calculators would assist the students in 

visualizing the concepts of calculus better. She thought the calculator may help 

students develop the visual pictures she had when she thought about calculus 

concepts. 

During the first interview Professor Brooke's stated she thought the main 

reason the SPG calculators where being incorporated into the calculus classes 

was: 

Because it is there. It is becoming kind of a fashion, and it is also 
important to use them because they are there. Otherwise, people might 
think that the university is lagging behind the development of 
technology. If the technology is there it should be used. It should be 
used wisely. 

Professor Brooke's thoughts on incorporating SPG calculators into the 

calculus course remained consistent throughout the study. During the second 

interview, after the pre-school training workshop, she believed the reason for 
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using the calculator in the calculus course was, "Because everybody else does 
it." During the final interview Professor Brooke expressed the same sentiment, 

"Well as I said at the beginning, because they are there; so you can't ignore 

them." 

When the quarter began and Professor Brooke started teaching the calculus 

course, her conceptions and attitude concerning the SPG calculator seemed to 

vacillate. At times she was quite positive about using it and at other times she 

thought it was too much bother and was not worth using in class. Some of the 

changes in Professor Brooke's beliefs and attitude stemmed from the students' 

general lack of interest, while others appeared to be the result of experiences she 

had while using the SPG calculator during class. 

Professor Brooke believed the calculator w3 not difficult to learn to use. 

She stated, "It is really easy. If you do a mistake, you just do the logical thing to 

correct it." However, within the first three weeks of the quarter, Professor 

Brooke had decided it would often be better to simply tell the students how to 

use the calculator and when necessary write the appropriate syntax for a 

particular operation on the chalkboard rather than actually demonstrating it to 

the students. She stated, "The students don't know which button to push if I do 

it. So I think it is better to explain how to do and sometimes let them do it on 

their own." 

At the conclusion of the quarter, Professor Brooke believed the calculator 

had been useful to the students in checking answers. Also she thought, "It is a 

great way to understand what functions are doing." Other effective uses 

Professor Brooke spoke about included: 

... to speed up calculations of course. That's what they would do with 
the other calculators too. Just finding roots. You are free to give them 
[students] problems that come up with funny roots. You can give them 
sixth order polynomials that come up, I mean in theory. Practically, if 
you give them something like that on a test and tell them you can do 
everything with a calculator, they would still be so confused because 
the formulas are so long that they wouldn't be able to do it. But 
basically you can come up with much more applied problems. 

Professor Brooke's comment suggests she believed more realistic complex 

problems could be worked with the aid of the SPG calculator. However, with this 
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particular calculus class, Professor Brooke did not feel they would be capable of 

successfully completing problems which were considered non-routine. 

After her experiences during Fall Quarter, Professor Brooke felt she had 

learned much that would help her do better when she taught the course again. 

She thought she would be better prepared next time, "... by just knowing all the 

pitfalls that it has for me." In further discussing the next time she were to teach 

the class, Professor Brooke mentioned: 

I would like to have a faster calculator and I would like to have faster 
fingers and not make as many typos and I would like to be better 
prepared which I will become because I know what is coming. 

It is interesting to note that if Professor Brooke were given a preference on 

how to teach calculus next time, she would rather teach it in a personal computer 

(PC) lab on faster machines, and in a more comfortable classroom arrangement. 

She would want to use some type of graphing software, but not Mathematica 

because it would be too difficult for the students to learn and would require them 

to spend more time learning how to use the software than the calculus principles. 

Her main reason for wanting to teach in a PC lab was to decrease the time spent 

waiting for the results to appear on the screen. She stated: 

Well that [the speed of the calculator] is really the problem. If you want 
to show them something it just takes forever. If you can have all the 
things you want to show punched in already it's not so bad, but they 
[the students] really like to follow you with these things. Then it just 
takes forever if you want to show one little thing and another little 
thing. I don't know how to really deal with that. 

At the beginning of the study, Professor Brooke stated she was basically, 

"scared of the thing. I don't know what I am supposed to do." After teaching 
with the calculator for one quarter, Professor Brooke concluded, "I am no longer 

scared, either to use it or to goof it up." Her feelings about teaching calculus 

using the SPG calculators at the end of the 10 week quarter were generally 

positive. In response to the question, as to whether they should continue to 

incorporate the calculator in the calculus course, she replied, "I think it is okay to 

do it, it makes sense." She then elaborated more on her feelings: 

I am a lot more positive about it. The good thing is the calculator was 
the only fun part of that class. But, I goofed it up a lot. If you know 
how to use it right I think it really can make a difference. 
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Instructional Practice with SPG Calculators 

Professor Brooke actually used the SPG calculator during instruction in 10 
of the 15 observations of her calculus class. The calculator was used more than 

once during class on two separate occasions. The other eight classroom 

observations where the calculator was utilized by Professor Brooke were single 

occurrences. The calculator was typically employed in a continuous manner for 

an extended period of time between 6 and 14 minutes. The shortest amount of 

time the calculator was used by Professor Brooke was two minutes while the 
longest continuous use was for 14 minutes. Professor Brooke used the calculator 

on average 6.6 minutes per classroom observation or about 13% of the class. 

Considering only the days when the calculator was actually utilized, the average 

time in use was 9.6 minutes or 19% of the class period. 

Professor Brooke utilized the SPG calculators in class for several 

instructional purposes. These purposes included illustrating limits, discussing the 

interval scale of the numerical derivative, using the tangent line feature of the 

calculator when doing linear approximations, locating the concavity of a 

function, demonstrating the calculator programs NEWT and RAM, and utilizing 

the fnlnt function on the calculator. The fnlnt key was used both for evaluating 

definite integrals and in graphing antiderivatives. Nearly all the purposes for 

which the calculator was implemented, excluding the two calculator programs 

and the definite integral, involved the graphing capability of the calculator. 

The second day of class Professor Brooke spent nearly one third of the class 
discussing the TI-85 SPG calculator. She made an overhead transparency of the 

calculator and described the location of the different keys which the students 

needed to know. She then demonstrated how to enter and graph a polynomial 

function. She also illustrated the different types of zoom functions available on 

the calculator such as zoom-in and zoom-box. She ended the class by graphing 

the function y = sin (1/x) to demonstrate what she called the limitations of the 

calculator. She had been highlighting the positive aspects of using the SPG 

calculator to that point in the class, but then felt obligated to illustrate to the 

students some of the drawbacks of relying too much on the calculator. Her 

parting words to the students for the day were, "Graphs. They will not tell you 
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anything, but calculus can tell you a lot." She wanted the students to use the 

SPG calculator but did not want them to rely too heavily upon it. 

When discussing the topics of limits involving infinity, Professor Brooke's 

presentation focused around two examples. The first example was written on the 

chalkboard and then entered into the SPG calculator. The limit suggested by the 

graph matched up well with the solution determined analytically. The second 

example, however, was designed specifically so the calculator would indicate an 

incorrect limit unless the zoom feature was used numerous times (a range for the 

maximum x value needed to exceed 1010) before the graph provided a close 

approximation to the correct limit. Through the second example, Professor 

Brooke demonstrated the dangers of too easily accepting an answer suggested 

on a graph made by the calculator. Pointing out the potential pitfalls associated 

with use of the SPG calculator was an important theme for Professor Brooke 

throughout the course. 

The beginning of the second full week of the quarter, Professor Brooke had 

an experience using the SPG calculator that influenced how she used the 

calculator in class for much of the quarter. She experienced considerable 

difficulty trying to obtain complete and accurate graphs of functions when 

discussing the concept of limit. So much class time was spent zooming in on the 

graph at the appropriate location that Professor Brooke became frustrated. The 

next day in class she had to adjust what she had planned to cover because of the 

difficulties encountered from the previous day. She commented, "Yesterday we 

spent so much time with the calculator and exploring these limits, that I've got to 

do something today to make sure everybody knows how to calculate them by 

hand." Also, during class she made the statement, "That's the one I made a fool 

out of myself graphing already." From this point throughout the rest of the 

quarter, on days she covered new material, Professor Brooke often simply told the 

students what needed to be done to use the calculator instead of actually 

demonstrating it. On review days (Tuesday and Thursday of each week), 

Professor Brooke used the graphing calculator more frequently since many of the 

problems in the textbook suggested it. She may have also felt less pressure to 

cover the material on review days and so took the time to use the calculator when 

needed. Sometimes, even on recitation or review days, she preferred to graph 
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functions by hand rather than taking time to use the SPG calculator. After class
 
on the day following the graphing difficulties episode, Professor Brooke stated
 
she felt it was better to tell the students how to use the SPG calculator than to
 
demonstrate it. Her reasoning was that the students needed to try it on their own. 

Shortly after the quarter began, Professor Brooke became discouraged with 
what she called the calculator's limited capability. After an observation one day 
where she had not used the SPG calculator in class but had chosen to draw 
several graphs by hand, Professor Brooke made the following comment, "No I 

don't think the calculator is helping. If I don't already know what the graph 
looks like then you can be damn certain I'll get it wrong." She continued, "My 
pictures in my mind are much better than what the calculator can do." So she 
often chose to draw graphs by hand rather than bothering with the calculator. 

Professor Brooke used the SPG calculator effectively when graphing the 
second derivative of a fifth degree polynomial. She first determined the roots of 
the second derivative analytically and then stated: 

Now that tells us something. -3, 0, 2, that tells us something about a
decent range in order to graph the F double prime. Then we'll go and 
see further. Well actually, that is already, -3.5 is good, right and it goes 
up to 2, so let's use 2.5. Then you use the calculator to do the rest and 
you have it zoom fit. That is the thing that always takes so long. Okay, 
so what we see we could figure out in our heads. So what is the sign 
here? Minus, plus, minus, plus. So here we have it less than 0, greater
than 0, less than 0, greater than 0. That tells us something about the 
first derivative right. 

In the example cited above, Professor Brooke demonstrated she had begun 
to determine a more effective way to obtain complete graphs of the desired 

function using the SPG calculator. However, she still grew impatient waiting the 
20 seconds for the graph to appear on the calculator's screen. 

On another occasion near the end of class, Professor Brooke utilized the 

calculator to graph a function and its first derivative to point out the relationship 

the first derivative of a function has with the original function. After the graph 

was completed, she stated, "The graph of this function gives you just the slope of 

all these tangent lines. Is that clear? I don't see the geometric relationship 

between this and this really." She could not at that time visualize the relationship 
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from the graphs given by the calculator; consequently, she decided not to pursue 

it any longer and moved on to the next topic. 

A significant problem encountered by Professor Brooke in using the SPG 

calculator during class, came in the form of the arrangement of the classroom. The 

projection screen was located in the front of the room and when pulled down 

enough to use, it covered almost the entire the chalkboard. There were no other 

chalkboards on the side walls she could use when the projection screen was 

pulled down. Consequently, whenever Professor Brooke wanted to use the 

overhead display unit, she had to pull down the screen covering up the 

information she had written on the board, graph the function or use the calculator 

for some other intended purpose, turn off the calculator, raise the screen to 

uncover the chalkboard, and finally continue on with the lecture. The hassle of 

dealing with the projection screen was likely a strong deterrent to Professor 

Brooke using the SPG calculator display unit in the classroom. 

In addition to the problem with the physical setting, Professor Brooke had 

some other minor difficulties with using the calculator. These difficulties were 

usually in the form of typographical errors when entering functions in the 

calculator, inconsistencies in what she entered into the calculator when preparing 

for class with what she wrote on the chalkboard during class, or forgetting the 

appropriate syntax for entering an operation into the calculator. Also, at the 

beginning of the quarter, Professor Brooke struggled with the range and zoom 

features on the calculator when trying to obtain a complete and accurate graph. 

She soon found the zoom-fit function on the calculator to be helpful. The zoom-

fit function had not been discussed by the technology expert in the pre-school 

training workshop. During the process of preparing for class one day, Professor 

Brooke discovered it on her own. 

Professor Brooke attempted to be creative in the manner in which she used 

the SPG calculator in the classroom. During several observations, it was apparent 

she had done considerable thinking about the examples she demonstrated in 

class. Yet, in other instances she tried to work an extemporaneous example with 

the calculator and was not able to remember the correct syntax or order in which 

the information needed to be put into the calculator. In a few cases, the manner 
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in which Professor Brooke used the calculator in the classroom appeared to be 

too abstract for the students to follow and consequently were ineffective. 

Relationship of Conceptions and Practice with SPG Calculators 

Since Professor Brooke's conceptions concerning use of the SPG calculator 

in teaching were vague before the quarter began, it was difficult to determine the 

consistency between her initial conceptions of utilizing the SPG calculator and 

her instructional practice. From the beginning, Professor Brooke expressed a 

desire to incorporate the SPG calculator into her teaching but did not know how 

she would accomplish it or for what purposes, other than to help visualize the 

graphs. As the quarter progressed, Professor Brooke's conceptions about using 

the SPG calculator expanded based on the experiences she had both in and out 

of the classroom. 

At times Professor Brooke demonstrated substantial effort at the beginning 

of the study to incorporate the SPG calculator into teaching and illustrating the 

calculus concepts. As some of the topics were covered, such as implicit 

differentiation and related rates, Professor Brooke did not see how the SPG 

calculator was of much assistance, except perhaps in evaluating an expression 

numerically, as any other scientific calculator could do. When graphing was an 

important part of the calculus topic being discussed, such as in limits, concavity, 

and area, she found the calculator had more potential for providing visualization 

of the concepts. When Professor Brooke felt the calculator could be helpful, she 

either used the calculator to demonstrate a point, or wrote on the chalkboard how 

to use the calculator to do the problem. Professor Brooke found the time required 

for the calculator to perform the desired operations a serious drawback to its 

usefulness. 

Asked if she thought anything was different in teaching calculus this 

quarter, she responded with, "I find myself not wanting to grind out those dang 

max and min problems. I just want to use the calculator to see what is going on 

instead." Professor Brooke also found she personally, "was a lot more lazy to do 

these hard algebra things." She continued, "I thought, 'Why do I have to rack 

my brains on this, when they [the students] won't' ... just put it in the calculator 
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and they see what is going on." The capability of the graphing calculator to give 

the maximum and/or minimum value at the touch of a button caused Professor 

Brooke to rethink the need to do the long drawn out algebraic simplification 

process by hand. 

Overall, Professor Brooke did not find the calculator especially beneficial in 

assisting her with teaching calculus. Professor Brooke believed the calculator 

was more effective as a learning tool by some of the students than as an 

instructional tool for her use in demonstrating calculus concepts. However, as 

previously mentioned, the lack of interest on the part of the students as a group 

influenced Professor Brooke's conceptions and attitude about the whole course 

including the use of the SPG calculator. 

The need to visualize the ideas and principles was the overriding conception 

of Professor Brooke concerning the teaching and learning of calculus. Professor 

Brooke had expressed hope that the SPG calculator would help the students to 

better visualize the ideas. Visualization of the calculus ideas was the main 

objective she had for utilizing the calculators. Given that one of the primary 

features of the SPG calculator was the graphing, it made sense for Professor 

Brooke to have hoped the calculator would assist the students to "see" the 

concepts better. Overall, the calculator's capability was quite disappointing to 

her. Professor Brooke thought the calculator had helped the students some in 

visualizing the ideas, but she still believed the students could not see things she 

considered obvious. What initially looked to be an important and promising tool 

for the students, instead became a somewhat disappointing minor tool to be used 

effectively by those who already knew what was going on and did not really 

need it. Professor Brooke did however, believe the SPG calculator had some 

value for the students and should continue to be utilized in the calculus course. 

Professor Brooke felt that since the SPG calculator was being incorporated 

into the calculus course, it was appropriate to have questions on the exam 

specifically designed to be worked using the calculator. She said, "Tests are for 

seeing whether they understand what you have been teaching. That is a good 

way to check to see if they know how to use it [SPG calculator]." Professor 

Brooke believed part of what she was teaching in the calculus course was how to 

use the calculator. She explained: 
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That is you've got to know how to use it before you can make it show
you things, right? So part of it was, I wanted them to show that they 
had a visual picture of this stuff that is going on, like check whether a
function is continuous or differentiable. What is the best way to do this
on the calculator? 

In line with her conceptions, Professor Brooke included questions on the 
exams specifically designed to be completed with the aid of the SPG calculator so 
the students could demonstrate their ability to use the calculator. Although most 
of the problems on the first exam were to be worked by hand using procedures 
they had learned, the calculator could be used to check some of the answers if the 
student had sufficient time. There was one question on the first exam requiring 
the students to use the SPG calculator. The problem asked the students to 

determine limx__,0 [x(ln x)41. Professor Brooke stated it took a while for her to 

create a problem that the students could not work by hand with the knowledge 
they had of limits. When the expression was graphed, the standard window 
indicated the limit to be 2 and with one zoom-in the limit appeared to be 4. In 
order to get the correct solution of 0, zoom-in or zoom-box had to be used several 
times. Professor Brooke stated the purpose of the question was to have the 
students realize they cannot accept the answer too easily. They needed to make 
sure it was correct before accepting the calculator's answer. 

On the second exam, Professor Brooke included a question asking the 
students to use the calculator to graph the equation x2 4y2 = 5. Since the 
equation was not given in the form to be directly entered into the TI-85 

calculator, the students had to have some additional understanding in order to 
separate the equation into two functions. (As a note, the HP-48 will graph conic 

sections, but the students must know the equation is a conic section and put the 
calculator into the appropriate graphing mode. In essence, the students owning 
either type of calculator needed to have the same basic knowledge in order to 
successfully complete the problem.) The second exam also had a problem 

requiring the linearization of a function at a certain point. The wording of the 
instructions, "Use your calculator but show your work" could be considered 
somewhat contradictory. 

The third and final exams did not have any problems specifically designed 

for the calculator. However, proper use of the calculator in confirming answers 
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obtained analytically could have been helpful for several of the questions. One 

problem on the third exam provided a graph of the second derivative of a 

function. The question asked the students to identify the graph of the original 

function and the first derivative. Professor Brooke stated she had not included a 

problem of this sort on an exam before, but felt the students this quarter would 

have a better sense of the relationship between the graphs of a function and its 

first and second derivative. 

The final exam consisted of 10 multiple choice questions and four 

"workout" (show the work) questions. The calculator was of limited assistance 

for most of the multiple choice questions. Professor Brooke's instructions for the 

work out portion read, "Show your work for the following problem, justify your 

answers. You can use your calculator for any step, but say what you have it do 

for you (unless it's just numbers)." The last three problems on the exam asked 

the students to compute definite integrals. Professor Brooke wanted the students 

to determine the solutions analytically and so she wrote on the exam "No 

calculator results." Although the students were to determine the solutions 

analytically, the numerical integral feature of the calculator could have been used 

to check the answers. 

Professor Brooke did not believe the exams she made this quarter were 

significantly different from previous quarters. She stated, "So much is the same, 

grind out problems." Then she elaborated, "I think it is more fun to write the 

exams because now you have to think of good problems to use the calculator 

and also good problems where the calculator does not help." Professor Brooke's 

attitude concerning the use of the calculators on exams or homework was 

illustrated well in the following comment: 

There was one thing I ended up telling them in every [case], that they 
can use the calculator for whatever they want. Because it doesn't seem 
to make any difference. If they understand how to make it work on the 
calculator, they know how it works and that is the most important 
thing. If they used the calculator in order to calculate the limit that is 
fine with me because that shows me they know what a limit is. My 
experience is they mostly didn't want to use the calculator for it. They 
want to have a procedure that they can follow step by step. If you 
want to use the calculator you have to know what you are doing. 
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Although Professor Brooke included calculator problems on the exams, her 
statement that she allowed the students to use the calculator whenever and 
however they wanted was not completely accurate. 

Five major factors seemed to influence how Professor Brooke used the SPG 
calculator in instruction. The first factor was the general lack of interest for 
learning exhibited by the students. Professor Brooke felt her calculus class had 
been one of those kind where no matter what she tried, the students refused to 
respond. Consequently, the students influenced what Professor Brooke did in 
class and her general attitude toward the course including the use of the SPG 
calculator. 

Secondly, Professor Brooke had some difficulty getting the calculator to do 
what she wanted it to do, which affected her conceptions about the SPG 
calculator and what she was willing to try in the classroom. The third factor was 
related to the second, but specifically dealt with the slowness of the calculator in 
producing the desired graph. The speed of the calculator was a particular 
problem when dealing with the fnlnt function of the calculator. 

The fourth factor was the amount of time needed by Professor Brooke to 
prepare good examples which made legitimate use of the calculator. Professor 

Brooke specifically mentioned the EXPLORE boxes in the textbook as being 
"silly" examples of how to use the calculator and so she would not use them in 
class. 

The fifth major factor influencing Professor Brooke's use of the SPG 
calculator in class was the arrangement of the classroom. The physical set up of 
the room was not conducive to easy use of the overhead display unit by the 
instructor. In fact, the lack of chalkboard space and the placement of the 
projection screen created a challenging teaching environment for Professor 
Brooke and played a significant role in how often the overhead display unit was 
turned on and used in class. In connection with the teaching environment 
difficulties, Professor Brooke also had to set up and dismantle the display unit 
each class period. She commented that although the display unit was easy to set 
up, it was a tedious task to do each class period. Consequently, some days 
Professor Brooke did not set up the display unit and if an opportunity arose to 
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use the calculator such as to draw a quick graph, Professor Brooke elected to do 

it by hand rather than set up the display unit. 

Summary of Professor Brooke 

Professor Brooke, an associate professor in the Mathematics Department, 

received her educational training including a PhD outside of the U.S. and was 

beginning her fourth year at the university at the time of the study. She enjoyed 

teaching calculus but felt from a practical point, the first year course of calculus 

consisted mainly of working problems and learning algorithmic procedures. She 

wanted the students to be able to visualize the concepts in their minds because 

that was the way she made sense of the calculus ideas. 

Professor Brooke did not have much interaction with the students during 

class. She did ask the students a few simple answer or rhetorical questions during 

instruction, but preferred the students initiate the questions. She felt the students 

could ask better questions than she in order to help her know what to explain 

further. 

Professor Brooke was generally disappointed with the students in the 

calculus class Fall Quarter. She felt they were not interested in learning calculus. 

Most had already taken calculus and believed they already knew everything 

they needed to know about calculus. Professor Brooke felt her teaching suffered 

as a result of the lack of interest shown by the students. She found herself mainly 

presenting the skills and procedural aspect of the course and whenever she tried 

to incorporate a more complex or realistic application the majority of the students 

did not or would not listen to her. 

Professor Brooke stated prior to the beginning of the quarter that she was 

scared to teach the calculus course using the calculator. She had no idea how to 

incorporate the calculator in her teaching and what affect it would have on the 

students. After attending the training workshop, she still did not have a good 

idea what to do with the calculator in the course. She had learned how to graph 

functions and use some of the zoom features, but was not sure how she would 

utilize the calculator in class. She indicated a desire to use the calculator to help 
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the students visualize the concepts better, but was not able to express any 

definite plans for accomplishing her goal. 

As the quarter began, Professor Brooke experimented with the calculator in 

learning how to more effectively obtain graphs of functions. She became quite 

frustrated with trying to use the graphing feature of the calculator to determine 
limits After learning the zoom-fit function, she was able to graph the functions 

more effectively but was disappointed in the speed in which the calculator carried 

out the operations. Early in the quarter, she began to simply write on the 

chalkboard procedures for using the calculator and provided information on the 

appropriate syntax rather than actually demonstrating the operation on the 

calculator. 

When Professor Brooke used the calculator in class it was for several 

minutes at a time The shortest amount of time the calculator was used during 

class was two minutes, near the beginning of the quarter, when she illustrated the 

tangent line feature of the calculator. The more typical amount of time spent 

using the calculator was 6-10 minutes. The extended amount of time using the 

SPG calculator was sometimes due to Professor Brooke's inexperience. At times 

she made typographical errors entering a function, resulting in an incorrect graph. 

She then tried to figure out why the graph was not what she had envisioned. At 

one point in the quarter after a particularly frustrating experience in graphing 

functions, Professor Brooke commented she did not think the calculator helped in 

visualizing the ideas. She felt one had to know what the graph looked like in 

order to successfully use the calculator and the pictures she had in her mind were 

better than what the calculator produced. Consequently, as the quarter 

progressed, she only occasionally used the calculator to graph functions other 

than during review sessions and when required in a homework problem, as she 

felt she could graph the functions more quickly by hand. 

Although Professor Brooke had some difficulties when using the SPG 

calculator, she still felt at the end of the quarter it was a good idea to incorporate 

the calculator into the calculus course. Even though the calculator did not do all 

she had hoped it would, she thought the calculator had helped some of the 

students to "see" the pictures better. She believed the calculator was more 

beneficial to the students as a learning tool than as a classroom instructional tool. 
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Professor Brooke's teaching approach did not change radically from what 
she recalled when teaching the traditional course in calculus. She did find herself 
not as willing to take the time needed to determine a maximum or minimum value 
of a function through analytical means when she was able to obtain a numerical 

approximation with the calculator. She also believed she was able to solve more 
complex problems using the calculator and on occasions actually did work more 
complicated examples in class. 

She also felt the textbook needed to be improved so that it incorporated 

more of what she called "legitimate" uses of the calculator instead of such 
"silly" ones. She felt she would have liked to have been given some more 
specific suggestions on effective uses of the calculator in teaching the calculus 

course. She also wanted the arrangement of the room to be more conducive to 

using the overhead display unit. Professor Brooke found it a "hassle" to set up 
and remove the display unit each class period. Even though she stated it was a 
simple enough procedure, it was the continuous repetition of the act that 
Professor Brooke did not like. 

Instructor Clark 

Academic and Professional Profile 

Instructor Clark earned a BA in mathematics education in 1977 and at the 

same time received a teaching certificate for the secondary level. Instructor Clark 
then taught mathematics in a rural high school for five years. Next, he attended 

graduate school, where, along with taking graduate courses in mathematics, he 
also taught one or two lower division mathematics courses each quarter. In 1985, 
he received a MS in mathematics. Although Instructor Clark did not conduct 
mathematical research in any particular field, he considered his areas of specialty 

to be in education and computer science. 

After completing the MS degree, Instructor Clark was employed in variety of 

occupations before accepting a full time position in the Mathematics Department 

where the study took place. He worked as a programmer on expert systems in 

the Special Education Department at the university, was lead engineer for a 
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simulation company, and also re-certified in secondary teaching and taught 
mathematics at the high school level for one year. 

During the study, Instructor Clark was in charge of computer management 
for the Mathematics Department, taking care of the hardware and software needs 

for all the faculty and staff in the department. As the manager of the 

department's computer system, Instructor Clark handled all the trouble shooting 
with the individual computers as well as the network demands. As would be 
expected, Instructor Clark was experienced in the use of computers both in 
programming and as a hardware specialist. 

Besides his computer support responsibilities, Instructor Clark's position 
included the teaching of mathematics courses at the university. His typical 
teaching load was one five credit lower division class per quarter. Since his 
position was not considered tenure-track, he did not have a professorial ranking 
and because he did not teach a full load of mathematics classes each quarter, he 
was also not considered a full time lecturer. He described his official classification 

within the department as "professional." At the time of the study, Instructor 

Clark was beginning his second year in the position of part time computer 
specialist and part time mathematics instructor. 

Instructor Clark believed he was asked to teach the calculus course because 
he had taught it Fall 1992 and thought the individual who was scheduling the 

classes probably closely followed the previous Fall Quarter's schedule. Instructor 
Clark also thought he may have been chosen to teach the calculus course with 
the calculators because he expressed a willingness to do so. He stated his 
personal reasons for wanting to teach the calculus course were mostly because he 
enjoyed the calculus course he taught the previous year and not because of the 
new approach of using SPG calculators. 

Although Instructor Clark was an expert in handling computers, he did not 
have any previous experience working with SPG calculators before being 

assigned to teach the "calculator calculus" course. He was given a TI-85 

calculator a few weeks before the beginning of the quarter, but his other 

responsibilities with computer management precluded him from learning how to 

use the calculator prior to the pre-school training workshop. Therefore, for 

purposes of this study, and for simplicity concerning his ranking, Instructor Clark 
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was classified as a part-time lecturer having no prior experience in using SPG
 
calculators.
 

Instructor Clark's teaching assignment for Fall Quarter was one of the 11:30 
a.m. sections of the first quarter calculus course. The class was held for 50 

minutes each day, Monday through Friday. Instructor Clark taught in the 
classroom where a SPG calculator display unit was set up for five consecutive 

class periods. Since Instructor Clark's 11:30 a.m. class was the fifth hour in the 

room, the display unit was already in place for his class. As the last calculus
 

teacher for the day, it was Instructor Clark's responsibility to dismantle the
 
display unit after class and deposit it at the drop-off location for the 7:30 a.m.
 
teacher.
 

General Conceptions of Teaching Calculus 

Perhaps as a result of having received some training in education, Instructor 
Clark was able to express his conceptions concerning his teaching style, 

philosophy and role in a detailed manner. Instructor Clark cited distinct goals 
concerning coverage of the material which he wanted to achieve for himself as 

the teacher and for the students. He explained: 

Right off the bat I would have a concrete goal of being able to cover 
the required material in the time that is allotted. That is an important
goal. One of the difficult things is getting paced right so that you get
the material covered that is supposed to be covered. Then when you 
look at a smaller goal, on a daily basis, of not spending too much time 
going over material that people have questions on after the fact, you 
can sink a lot of time going over homework problems and it is an easy 
trap to get into. That is a more immediate, daily goal that I have. For 
the students, one of the goals that I have for them, is of course to get 
through all the material but also make sure they stay current and try to 
work on motivation so they don't get even one day behind. So it is a 
little bit of pain every day, instead of an all-or-nothing thing during the 
midterm or final. 

Instructor Clark saw his role as the teacher in the classroom to help provide 

the students the incentive to learn and to guide them through the material. He 

believed the main responsibility for learning rested with the students. He stated: 

[I am] someone to give them the incentive to learn and to give them a 
little guidance so they know what to look for, what pitfalls to avoid, 
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and what things are important, and then the rest is up to them, to do the 
work and to get good at what they are doing. 

Instructor Clark believed one of the ways to keep the students motivated 

was to give unannounced weekly homework quizzes. He stated: 

They are going to have to stay current, because sometime during the 
week, one of the days of the week they are going to get a homework 
quiz. That is the main motivation right there to stay up the whole time. 
They are going to face it almost every other day, just about. 

In reference to his teaching style, Instructor Clark stated: 

It probably is a standard lecture approach. Sometimes I think there is a 
little more interaction than there would have been in the lectures that I 
have gone through myself as an undergraduate and graduate, but other 
than that not vastly different. 

Instructor Clark believed interaction with the students was basically 

accomplished through questions he asked the students and questions the 

students asked him. He thought he encouraged the students to ask questions 

when they did not understand something. Instructor Clark was not sure allowing 

the students to ask questions was helpful to them or not, but he felt it was a good 

way for him to determine what problems the students may have concerning the 

material. He stated, "That's nice for me, when it comes right down to it I don't 

know if it helps, but anything I can get back from them makes me feel like I have 

a better handle of where they are at." 

When asked how he believed calculus fit into his overall view of 

mathematics, Instructor Clark responded that it depended on how one were to 

define calculus. He elaborated 

I mean the word calculus, if you use the broad definition of it then, that 
covers just about everything. To me if there is a person who's goal is to 
major in some area of science, then that is going to be a real foundation 
course. There's no question whether it's a math or physics or 
engineering course, that's a real fundamental foundation course. A lot 
of things hinge on that. 

However, when Instructor Clark was asked what place calculus held for the 

students who were not science majors, he thought the relative importance of the 

course would depend on the field in which the students were majoring. He 

further stated: 

I have used it myself in modeling quite a bit, but most of the engineers 
that I have worked with haven't needed to use it. Maybe. it's 
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something like algebra or trigonometry, someone says you've got to
use it, then you find out the rest of your life you actually didn't need it. 
Instructor Clark stated, during class, he usually determined if there are any 

particular questions that students had in mind about previously covered concepts 
and homework problems and then discussed the new material. He explained: 

Typically I would, once things get rolling, I find out any particular
questions that students have in mind. Depending on what day it is, I
may have found something that is a problem generally with everyone,
either from someone coming in from office hours or looking at a
homework quiz, and I might address that kind of thing early on. A big
chunk of it would be presenting material and during that time I
encourage them to ask questions. So if they have got something on 
their mind they should ask right then. They are generally pretty good...
If I don't get any response I don't know if anything is registering or
not. It is important for me, at least to feel good about what I'm doing, to
get some sort of interaction. 

Instructor Clark continued: 

Towards the end I'll probably try to incorporate, and probably earlier
on too, some actual concrete examples and applications of what we 
have looked at theoretically so they can see how that is applying. 
In his instructional approach to teaching the new topics, Instructor Clark 

believed he normally discussed the theory from the new concepts first and then 
gave some more concrete examples. He preferred whenever possible to introduce 
the ideas geometrically. He explained: 

Real often I will introduce it geometrically. If it is a Mean Value 
Theorem or something like that, the justification and introduction may
have a geometric approach to it and then look at the calculus involved 
and then look at the applications involved with that. Generally that is 
how I remember doing it, or imagine doing it. Real often I do resort to a 
geometric interpretation approach. Real often. 

Instructor Clark indicated he thought definitions and theorems were 
important and believed they played a bigger role in calculus than in any other 
mathematics course leading up to it. He estimated spending about 20 percent of 
the class time on definitions and theorems and included in that percentage, time 

on applications which reinforce what the definition or theorem meant or an 
interpretation of them. Instructor Clark also believed the mechanics were 

extremely important at the calculus level. On this matter Instructor Clark stated: 
I think it is real easy for people or professors to kind of key in on the 
theoretical because they do have an understanding, a real higher level 
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understanding and they would like to communicate that to the students 
but, the students were not necessarily at that place yet. It would only
be frustrating if you try to emphasize too much [of] the theoretical and 
hope that they can grasp all the applications from that and get the
practical too. 

Instructor Clark had mixed conceptions concerning the rigor at which the 

definitions and theorems ought to be taught in the first year calculus course. On 
the one hand he felt the students needed experience with proofs so they would 

be better prepared for the advanced courses. He explained: 

I think that they should have that experience because they need it. So 
all of a sudden you are going from not any rigorous proofs and 
occasionally going through a proof in some detail, to all of a sudden 
every single time you turn around you are going to have to prove what 
you want to do here. 

Yet, Instructor Clark also believed that although definitions and theorems should 

probably be handled more rigorously in the first year calculus, he did not think it 

was very practical. He stated: 

I think to do that you are going to have to concentrate on proofs and 
you don't really spend a lot of time on proofs, on having students do 
proofs in that class. You just don't spend a lot of time. Mostly they 
would present a kind of rustic argument at most for showing something, 
for example showing a function that is increasing on an interval. So 
they don't see any good examples of what it would look like in a more 
final form, what a proof might look like in its final form. I think another 
reason for why not, is because in order to do that you are going to have 
to read a whole bunch of homework and look at it very carefully. That 
would take an enormous amount of time. 

Even though Instructor Clark could see a need to prepare the students for the 

next level of mathematics courses requiring them to prove theorems, he felt it was 

much more practical to teach the skills and procedures to the students and give 

definitions and theorems in more of an intuitive manner. Also, Instructor Clark 

thought the resources, particularly the time needed to thoroughly grade proofs 

from that many students, just were not available. 

In another reference to the issue of time, Instructor Clark stated he believed 

it was the biggest factor that influenced his teaching. He explained, "That would 

be a big factor. That would be a huge factor. That influences a lot of things that 

you do or you don't do. Time also affects it [teaching] in a lot of different ways." 

He went on to explain several ways in which time was a factor in his teaching. 
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Time affected how much he was able to prepare for class and on how much of the 

students' work he could provide feedback. Time also affected what he was 

actually able to do in the classroom, both in how he presented a topic and how 

much material he was able to discuss. 

Instructor Clark felt the students' background also influenced his teaching. 

He stated, "If their background was either more advanced or less, then you are 

going to have to make some adjustments there, so that would be one factor to 

influence what I do." The physical setting of the room and possible impairments 

of students were also mentioned as minor factors that influence his teaching. 

From Instructor Clark's comments about his goals in teaching and also the 

factors that influence his teaching, it was apparent he had given thought to the 

different aspects of teaching. Instructor Clark's general conceptions of teaching 

were well established. He professed definite content-oriented teaching goals and 

yet, he maintained a strong sense for the students and their needs. 

General Instructional Practice 

The first day of class Instructor Clark handed out a syllabus containing the 

grading procedures, scheduled dates for covering the different sections in the 

textbook, homework problems for each section, and exam dates. Instructor Clark 

mentioned he had followed the syllabus used by one of the teachers who had 

taught the course from the textbook the previous quarter. He had changed the 

number of midterm exams from the three listed on the other professor's syllabus 

to two. The list of homework problems was exactly the same as those assigned 

by the other teacher from the previous quarter. As the quarter progressed, 

Instructor Clark changed some of the homework assignments by adding more 

problems and occasionally supplemented the textbook exercise sets with 

handouts containing additional problems taken from another textbook. 

Instructor Clark made lectures notes for each class period. The notes were 

not detailed in nature and were a maximum of one page in length for each section 

in the textbook. The notes included pictures to be drawn in class, general ideas 

to discuss, and specific examples to work. Instructor Clark kept the notes in a 

binder to be used the next time he taught the course. After the conclusion of a 
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class, he occasionally wrote a comment to himself, in the lecture notes concerning 
the section just taught. Typically, the comments were about time needed to cover 
the section. 

Instructor Clark normally covered a new section in the textbook each class 
period, although occasionally he scheduled two days for the same section due to 
the amount of material that needed to be discussed. He also scheduled a review 
day the class period before each exam. Previously assigned homework problems 

were occasionally worked toward the end of the class. Review problems were 
also discussed at the beginning of the class if the problems helped lead into the 
new material. Instructor Clark did not usually ask the students at the beginning 
of class if they had any questions from the homework, rather he would 
immediately begin discussing the new material. 

Instructor Clark did not collect homework assignments. Rather, he gave 
unannounced quizzes each week. The quizzes generally consisted of a few 
problems taken directly from the homework. One particular quiz, however, was 
not over the exact homework, but instead was given orally by Instructor Clark. 
On that quiz the students were given a few seconds to write down the derivative 
of the trigonometric function stated by Instructor Clark. For this particular quiz, 
the students were warned about it and even given a practice quiz a day before 
the official quiz. On a few other quizzes, students were asked some non-routine 
questions where they needed to describe ideas in sentences rather than work 
problems analytically or numerically. There were also occasional questions on the 
quizzes or exams to state a definition or theorem. 

Instructor Clark used the weekly quiz as a motivation device for the 
students and did some substantial teaching of concepts and procedures when 
preparing or coaching the students in anticipation of a quiz. An example of his 
use of the up-coming quiz as a motivating device and as a teaching mechanism is 
provided in the following statement: 

Now if you were to have a quiz today, I would want you to distinguish 
between limits that don't exist and limits at infinity and limits that are 
equal to infinity. For example, this one. 

Instructor Clark then proceeded to work a problem on the chalkboard of each 

type, having the students tell him what to do to solve the problem. As the 
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students gave specific suggestions and answers for the problems, Instructor Clark 

briefly elaborated on the general principle. 

Instructor Clark's teaching style was lecture-oriented, but he did ask 

numerous questions of the students while presenting the material to them. He did 

not call students by name, but rather asked the questions so the students called 

out the answer as a group. Instructor Clark had obviously learned the names of 

the students in the class by handing back weekly quizzes. However, he chose to 

direct his questions to the class as a group rather than to specific individuals. By 

asking the questions to the class as a whole, Instructor Clark was able to have the 

questions answered more rapidly which assisted him in moving more quickly 

through the material. 

Instructor Clark employed both deductive and inductive approaches in 

teaching the concepts and skills of calculus. Normally, he motivated the general 

principle through a picture or geometric interpretation and then worked specific 

examples to illustrate the concept. After working example problems, Instructor 

Clark had the students assist him in moving from the specific example to a general 

statement or conclusion. When trying to get the students to generalize an idea, 

he made statements such as, "Give me a general form. What the heck, give me all 

the answers in the universe. Might as well get it out of the way, give me all of 

them." Or on another occasion he stated, "We'll do every one of them in the 

universe. That will be quicker. Let's look at every cubic polynomial. How 

would we write it down?" 

The students in the class generally responded to Instructor Clark's 

questions. There was, however, a group of students who answered the questions 

more frequently than the others. Instructor Clark occasionally asked simple recall 

questions, but more typically the questions required more thinking on the part of 

the students. In one case when Instructor Clark (IC) was beginning the topic of 

antiderivatives and he had not yet discussed initial value problems, he stated: 

IC: What we want to do is get good enough at this so we can work 
forwards and backwards. If you take the derivative how many answers 
do you get? 

Students: One. 

IC: Just one it's unique. If you take the antiderivative how many 
answer do you get? 
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Students: Many or infinite. 

IC: An infinite number, but they only differ by what? 

Students: A constant. 

IC: Just a constant. What do we need to know in order to find out 
what the constant is? 

Student: Be given a point. 

IC: Exactly right. 

Instructor Clark regularly provided quick positive feedback to students who 

answered his questions. The feedback was typically just a word or two, such as 

"good," "right," "you've got it," "exactly right," or "okay, you've got it 

exactly right." When the response was not correct, Instructor Clark still made a 

supportive statement to the student such as "You are real close, you are almost 

there." On one occasion a student gave an incorrect answer to a supplemental 

problem given the previous day. Instructor Clark responded to the student's 

incorrect answer with, "I believe it is 50 x to the ninth, right? I had a couple of 

things on my mind yesterday so I was pretty ignorant yesterday too, so I figure I 

could have made a mistake." Another time he stated, "You may want to fix it a 

little bit." When a student suggested an incorrect method for solving a problem 

involving logarithms, Instructor Clark explained, "It would be nice, but the log of 

the sum of two terms you can't break that down, can you? So that is kind of 

rotten." These type of supportive comments were not forced statements, but 

appeared to be said quite naturally. Instructor Clark explained to the students 

the correct procedures without criticizing or embarrassing them in front of their 

peers. Instructor Clark's manner for handling student responses appeared to 

foster more student participation throughout the quarter. However, it is 

interesting to note that Instructor Clark did not encourage the students to ask 

questions about their homework. He rarely (once in 14 observations) asked the 

students if they had any difficulty with the homework. He did not want to spend 

much time during class working actual homework problems. He apparently felt 

pressure to leave sufficient time to cover the new material being taught each day. 

Instructor Clark referred to the textbook frequently, particularly when 

mentioning rules such as for limits or derivatives. He occasionally chose an 

example to work in class directly from the textbook's example. More often 
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though, he selected his examples from the problems in the exercise set at the end 
of the sections. Consequently, the examples Instructor Clark worked in class 
were similar to the problems given in the homework. On a few rare occasions, 
Instructor Clark extended the example problems beyond the textbook coverage. 

Precise definitions and theorems were not stressed in Instructor Clark's class. 
He did not write complete definitions on the chalkboard, but instead gave a 
general notion or practical definition, many times illustrating the principle through 

a diagram or hand-drawn graph. Instructor Clark did not work a formal proof 

during any of the observations of his class. He did, however, when discussing the 
First Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, verbally provide an intuitive proof by 
stating: 

Now the proof of that isn't really difficult, if you look at a collection of
antiderivatives to a function, how do they all differ? When we looked 
at them before? All the antiderivatives of the function differed in a real 
simple way. Yes, just the constant, which means that if you look at the 
whole family of antiderivatives they are just vertically translated from 
each other. So the only difference between a collection of 
antiderivatives is the constant. So if you put in a different 
antiderivative here and then that same one here, but you subtracted 
them, what is going to happen to that constant? Yeah, it is going to 
subtract right off. So it doesn't matter which antiderivative you use as
long as you use the same one in both cases. 

Another instance where Instructor Clark taught in more of an intuitive 
manner rather than a rigorous or formal approach was during discussion of the 

derivatives of the basic trigonometric functions. He chose not to derive the 
derivative of the sine function using the formal definition of the derivative, but, 

instead illustrated what the derivative looked like by a graph. He then stated: 
The sine of x, now if you look at the other curve, that's the numeric 
derivative. If you are really good with your trig, remember the basic 
picture of all the [trigonometric functions] curves, what does it look like 
the other curve is? Yes, it does look like the cosine of x. The derivative 
of the sine of x is cosine x. Now there is a proof in your book and I was 
going to go over it, but I don't need to, you can read through that. The 
proof depends on something else that you have to memorize. 

Instructor Clark's teaching focused on the students learning the calculus 

procedures and algorithms. He also stressed the need to memorize the basic rules 

of differentiation and integration, especially the rules for the trigonometric 

functions. Through his general instructional practice, he demonstrated a desire 
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for the students to be functional in the skills involved with the calculus. His 

exams were also primarily skills-oriented, asking the students to work problems 

similar to the homework and to state definitions and theorems. He did, however, 

include questions on the exams and quizzes that required the students to 

demonstrate conceptual understanding of the principles rather than simple rote 
skills. He gave his students review sheets prior to the exams stating the kinds of 

problems that might be on the exam along with the definitions and theorems the 

students needed to know. Also, on the review sheets, Instructor Clark listed 

questions from the textbook's chapter reviews which were more theoretical in 
nature asking the student to describe the concepts and principles covered in the 

chapter. The problems on the review sheet closely resembled the questions on 

the actual exam. 

Congruence Between Conceptions and Practice 

Instructor Clark expressed content-oriented goals for the teaching and 

learning of calculus. His practice in the class demonstrated a high congruence 

with his conceptions of teaching the content. Although Instructor Clark 

provided positive feedback to the students when they answered his questions, he 

appeared to be somewhat terse when students asked questions not directly 

related to the topic of discussion. Thus, even though Instructor Clark's 

conceptions were student-oriented in some ways, the one overriding professed 

and demonstrated objective was the desire to cover all the material in the course 
and, on a daily basis, to cover the material in the section. Instructor Clark also 

asked questions to the students as a group rather than calling on individual 

students so he could move more rapidly through the material. 

In harmony with his conceptions that precise definitions and theorems 

should not be emphasized in the first year calculus sequence, Instructor Clark did 

not use technical definitions in his teaching but preferred to give intuitive or 

"working" definitions to his students. He also did not demonstrate any formal 

proofs to the students during any of the observations, but provided informal 

justifications for the important theorems and alluded to the less important 

theorems in his discussion of the major concept. 
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In contrast to his instructional practice, Instructor Clark asked the students 
on the quizzes and exams to state important definitions and theorems. He did not 

ask the students to prove the theorems, just to write down what the theorem 

stated. He also asked conceptual questions on the quizzes and exams where the 

students needed to understand the calculus ideas beyond just working the 

procedures and algorithms. He provided review sheets for the students with 

problems listed from the chapter reviews in the textbook. The chapter reviews 
included both theoretical and more applied questions. Also included on the 

review sheets were a list of definitions or theorems the students needed to know. 
Instructor Clark used the forthcoming quizzes and midterm exams as a 

motivational device and means of teaching important ideas in summary form while 

the students where more inclined to listen carefully. Instructor Clark often 

coached the students in preparation for the upcoming quiz or exam. So, although 
Instructor Clark asked conceptual questions, definitions, and theorems on the 

quizzes and exams different from the homework, he tried to thoroughly warn and 
prepare the students for the types of questions asked. 

Another area where there may be a slight incongruence between his stated 

conceptions of teaching and his actual practice, occurred during review of the 

previous day's assignment. Instructor Clark stated he typically spent the first 

part of the class reviewing questions the students had. However, when observed, 

Instructor Clark either began class with the new material and did not review the 

homework problems or he provided his own review problem. On a rare occasion 

when a student asked to see a problem worked at the beginning of the hour, 

Instructor Clark usually worked through it, or, if not, he told the student he would 

do it the next day because there was so much to cover that particular day. Since 

the students did not turn in the homework for credit, they did not appear to mind 

if Instructor Clark did not work the problems very often or if he postponed 

working them. As opposed to working specific homework problems, Instructor 

Clark, as mentioned previously, frequently coached the students concerning an 

upcoming quiz by reviewing key ideas at the beginning of class in anticipation of 

the quiz to be given toward the end of the class period. 

Time appeared to be as Instructor Clark had stated, "a huge factor" in what 

he did in his teaching. He mentioned in class he was not able to get the students' 
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quizzes graded because, "something broke" referring to his other responsibilities 
of computer specialist for the department. Instructor Clark also stated he was 

consistently two minutes late for class all quarter because it seemed that everyday 
he received a phone call about problems with a computer just before he needed 

to leave for class. Instructor Clark also specifically mentioned that the demands 

of the other part of his job had affected his preparation time for the calculus class. 

During the initial interview, Instructor Clark stated he used the lecture 
approach in teaching almost exclusively, but hope he had a little more interaction 
with the students than he had experienced when he was a student. Even though 
Instructor Clark had some training in teaching and presumably learned about 

different approaches and methodologies, his classroom instructional practice 
demonstrated he taught calculus as he had been taught mathematics in college. 

Although he did elicit student involvement by asking questions to the class as a 
whole, he taught using a lecture approach with him doing nearly all the talking. 

Conceptions about Teaching Using SPG Calculators 

Instructor Clark's initial feelings concerning the SPG calculator were 

conservatively positive. Although he was technology-oriented, he was not 
certain how the calculator could be effectively incorporated. He was also 

concerned about how he would be able to get the students as a whole group to 
use their calculators and follow along with what he was doing with the display 
unit. He stated: 

I don't know. I think it is going to be interesting to see. I think it is 
going to take a little bit of time, because the first time through the 
students are going to be guinea pigs to a certain extent because we 
won't be real proficient with the tool and know when it is real 
appropriate and when it is real enlightening to use it or not, so I don't 
know. I am not jumping up and down just full of excitement about it 
even though I am a computer nut I guess. If there is anyone that is 
technologically-oriented it would be me, but I am not sure how 
effective it is going to be. I know that sometimes it is difficult to get 
everyone together. That is one of the difficulties of teaching in a group 
... if it is individualized then you don't have that problem. If you have 
a group of 30 students and you are trying to get them, especially early 
on, ... to turn on their calculators and look at a particular graph. It is 
tough to get everyone together because everyone has different abilities, 
some of them don't know what's going on so they are checking with 
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their neighbor and it is easy to lose everyone real quickly on something 
like that. So I am going to be curious as to how that will work. That is 
one of the reasons why I want to sacrifice some calculus material time to 
cover some material with the calculator. So hopefully this will minimize 
that affect. 

Instructor Clark's initial comment indicated he thought it would be 

appropriate to have the students using the calculator and following along with 

him during class. Instructor Clark further explained how he planned to spend 

some time in teaching the students how to use the calculator and how he hoped 

the calculator would help make it possible to do more examples in class and do 

them more efficiently. He expected to give up at least one day at the beginning 

of the quarter to cover the calculator. He stated: 

[I need to] cover enough of the basics that they will be functional on it. 
I think that it is going to be worthwhile, sacrificing the time, and 
hopefully we can make that up by making it a little more efficient over 
the course of the quarter. I am presuming that it will be more efficient, 
that we can look at more examples or look at them in a better way. I am 
assuming that's going to be a better tool than chalk alone and that 
they'll be able to use it themselves. On the other hand, I think it will 
also present its own pitfalls too. When they are using a graphing 
calculator there are some things they can misinterpret by having simple 
things like scales change a little bit. 

Having had some experience using Mathematica, Instructor Clark suggested 

some other concerns he had for the students when using the technology. 

Sometimes the technology gives inaccurate information and the students with 

limited experience may unknowingly accept the information given by the 

calculator. He explained: 

They will assume something is the case and it's not because there are 
some limitations with the equipment. I have had that happen myself 
because I used Mathematica occasionally while I was preparing for my 
class last year. A couple of times I looked at things and thought, "That 
is not right" and it was just an artifact of the capabilities of the 
graphing that was causing it to happen. 

Instructor Clark believed there were three main reasons for incorporating the 

SPG calculator in the calculus curriculum: (a) to help illustrate the ideas in a 

geometric way instead of an algebraic manner, (b) to allow for more investigation 

of ideas, and (c) to be able to look at more examples. He explained: 

For me it is very enlightening to see something geometrical opposed to 
algebraic. That can make a lot of difference in understanding some 
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concepts. So that is going to be a real advantage. Using it to 
investigate some ideas could be a real advantage. If you are using
paper or pencil or chalk, you are not prone to experiment with 
something, it is just too much work. If it is a pretty easy tool to use, you 
might actually want to see what is going to happen if you do this. I 
have seen that used real effectively before. There was a particular
function that was complex and it was exponential with absolute value 
and it's tedious to plot a bunch of values and then graph them to see 
what is going on. By having some appropriate technology, I've seen 
real effectively where they can take a look at what is happening in 
general so the student can see, "Oh, well this is what is happening in 
general, the absolute value has this affect on the graph." You are not 
spending your time saying, "Well, let's see, how do I plot, what 
happens if x = 1 and x = -2 and where should I be in the domain on the 
graph." That can be real helpful in getting them to look at it more 
generally than just all the tedious or details of plotting points. That's 
another real plus. Hopefully you can look at more examples than you 
could without using technology. Those would be the three big ones. 

Initially when asked how he thought he might use the SPG calculator in 

class, Instructor Clark stated: 

I don't know, I really don't know. I don't know. I hope it's not just a 
straight replacement of wherever I would have gone up to the board 
and drawn a picture and say, "Okay let's do this and take a look at it." 
But I really don't know. I really don't. I am hoping the people who 
have put the textbook together have thought about that already so I 
can use that as a guide. 

Instructor Clark hoped, in addition to guidance from the textbook, that he would 

be given some direction during the pre-school training workshop on how to 

effectively incorporate the calculator. He explained what he was hoping to learn: 
How do you really effectively incorporate that and when it is 
appropriate and when it's not. Whether you use it purely to 
demonstrate something or whether to use it in a classroom setting to 
have them investigate something and try to reach a conclusion on their 
own, for example. Instead of telling them this is how it is, what happens 
if we do this? What happens if we do that? Is it possible that there are 
some conclusions we can reach that way. The big factor underlying all 
of that is again time. 

After the pre-school training workshop, Instructor Clark still was not certain 

how he was going to incorporate the SPG calculator into the calculus course. He 

thought the workshop had been helpful in pointing out the basics of graphing on 

the calculator but had not given any specific suggestions on how to effectively 

use it. He explained about the workshop: 
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It was great. Yes, I would have been in really bad shape without that 
because somebody would have made me do some computer things and 
I would not have even done that much. It was great ... Hopefully, 
there won't be so many questions next time about how to use it but 
when to use it. When it may be appropriate to explore rather than 
whatever. It would be nice to have some really good examples of stuff 
that traps them too. To show the limitations of the calculator that they 
still have to know what they are doing and graphs. 

Instructor Clark mentioned he was hoping to make use of the lab book that 

came with the textbook, but again expressed the lack of time in being able to read 

through it and prepare for class. After having a little experience with operating 

the calculator, Instructor Clark still did not anticipate teaching the course 

differently than he had previously. He stated, "I don't expect to do anything 

different than what I did before, or said I would do before or did." Also, after the 

workshop, Instructor Clark stated he was not worried about teaching the calculus 

course using the SPG calculators. He remarked, "If it would have been 20 years 

ago we would have been using the slide rule and somebody would be asking the 

same questions. I'm not worried." 

During the second interview, when asked how he thought he may use the 

calculator in class, Instructor Clark was able to suggest a few more possibilities 

than in the initial interview. The examples Instructor Clark mentioned had not 

been demonstrated in the workshop, indicating Instructor Clark had given some 

thought about it on his own. The example he suggested was to use the calculator 

to illustrate the derivative of the sine graphically and have the students 

"discover" the fact the derivative is the cosine function. He also alluded to 

Newton's method for approximating roots of functions. He stated: 

I would like to find, well for example when we are doing derivatives of 
trig functions, I would like to use that as an exploration tool, so that 
instead of saying, "Okay the derivative of the sine is cosine," you can 
ask them what the derivative is by looking at the graphs. Hopefully we 
can look at some things and they can make some guesses as to what the 
derivatives may be before we actually tell them, and do some 
exploration of graphs, they will have some idea. Hopefully if they 
forget, a seconds worth of thought, will allow them to come up with the 
right answer by taking a look at the graph. That's one particular place I 
would like to use it without telling them, "Okay here's your six trig 
functions and here's the derivatives." That kind of thing. I assume 
they will be more specific about it, about that kind of thing, more 
exploration. There are some more different topics too. I don't know 
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how to exactly deal with that, there's Newton's method and we use 
some very simple problems before, so we may use less contrived 
examples this time. One of the problems, if you are going to do
something by hand and do something iterative[ly], what do you do, 
how many digits do you keep, do you allow three digits each time so 
the answer is anything like anyone else or what. So that will be 
different. There are some more numerical applications that appear in
this version of the book. I actually did look through the whole thing. 

Also, during the second interview, Instructor Clark indicated he was 

uncertain how he would effectively incorporate the SPG calculator into his 
teaching or how the students were going to use it to assist them in learning the 

concepts. However, having looked through the textbook, Instructor Clark 
started to develop a few ideas on how he may possibly use the calculator. For 

example, the idea to graphically illustrate the derivative of the sine function likely 

came from the suggestions given in the textbook. 

The workshop did not appear to have any major affects on Instructor 
Clark's conceptions about teaching the calculator calculus course. After the 

workshop, Instructor Clark reaffirmed the conception that he believed the 
calculator would be easy to learn how to use. He did not, however, express any 

new important conceptions about how to effectively use the SPG calculator in 

teaching the concepts of calculus as a result of the training workshop. He had 

contemplated some possibilities on his own about how he may use the calculator 

to explore ideas and illustrate concepts geometrically, but prior to the beginning 

of the quarter, he still had not developed any strong conceptions about its use. 

At the conclusion of the first day of class, a student came up to Instructor 

Clark wanting to add the class. Instructor Clark mentioned to the student he 
would need a SPG calculator for the class and then began a short conversation 

with the student about using the calculator in the course. In an interview 
afterwards, Instructor Clark elaborated: 

We were talking philosophically about it. If it is required for homework, 
quizzes and tests, how do you actually squish it out on paper, how do 
you use that as required. I don't know. For example though, you 
might be talking about referring to where a function may be increasing 
and decreasing, concave up or down, and just use the calculator to 
draw an incomplete graph, they don't have to plot points so much and 
go from there to identify regions and extreme values. If you can graph 
it, if you can draw a quick sketch of it, that may be more expeditious 
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than doing the whole thing by hand. I don't know. Mostly I don't
know. 

As the quarter progressed, Instructor Clark did not feel he was making any 

significant changes in his teaching style or the way he approached the topics. He 
said by using the SPG calculator, that he was trying to explore and to graphically 

illustrate ideas a little more than he had the previous time he taught calculus. But, 

primarily he believed he was teaching the ideas in a similar manner. 

By the end of the quarter, Instructor Clark felt he had taught a few topics a 
little differently than he had last time. Due to the limited preparation time he had, 

Instructor Clark thought he had not incorporated the calculator in the different 

topics as much as he could have. He admitted, "Actually I could have done even 

better on some of them." In regards to the topics he believed he had taught 
differently, Instructor Clark stated: 

I showed more of the relationships simultaneously between functions 
and their derivatives because it was easy on the calculator to show 
those. I mean it was hard to do by hand. You can do a reasonably 
quick job on a function, but trying to graph a derivative is another issue 
unless you can try something easy to begin with, to deal with. I think it 
made a difference to do a little more exploration this time. I would have 
to look back on my notes to make sure, but I believe I did a little more 
exploration on the derivative on the trig functions, and having them get 
an idea graphically what the derivative would have to be. Last time 
through I showed them the basic two, sine and cosine, and the 
derivation of the other four basic trig functions and their derivatives ... 
But instead of spending as much time showing how you can get the 
derivative of the tangent from sine and cosine, [using] the quotient rule, 
showing basically, "Well what does the sine function look like and 
what would its derivative reasonably be," and that kind of thing, so 
they have some kind of geometric idea of what is happening. 

After the first few days of the quarter, Instructor Clark found the students 

did not ask him many questions about the calculator. In regards to what he saw 

as the students' role, Instructor Clark explained: 

I like to see the students doing a little bit of everything. Mostly paying 
attention, that would be really cool. But, I like them to try a few things 
so they are working on their calculator, actually trying a few things out. 
Real often I will do it up in front. I will do something up in front. I will 
kind of expect that some of them are doing it along with me just so they 
can get the feel for what keys to push and all that kind of thing. Earlier 
on they had more questions about, "Well how do you do that," 
because they couldn't see what keys were being pressed. Then after a 
while they were better than I was, so that was not a problem anymore. 
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If they are stumped, and ask their neighbor, "Hey what was that?" then 
that is fine too, I am not too worried about that. 

Even though Instructor Clark thought by the end of the quarter, the students had 

become more proficient in using the calculator than he, Instructor Clark still felt 
some of the students had not used the calculator as much as they could have to 

help them better understand the ideas. Instructor Clark believed his role may 

have changed slightly with the incorporation of the calculator into the course. 

He felt the calculator had taken the place of providing some answers to questions 
the students may have had and would have asked him in previous quarters. He 
explained: 

There are probably more things that they can ask their calculator than 
they have to ask me. Hopefully there is sometimes that they just say, 
"Well let's graph it instead of being totally stumped." So I would 
think that maybe there were more things they could take on themselves 
that they might not have considered before. 

Instructor Clark also initially indicated some concern about the possibility of 

students having at least two different brands of calculators and that the students 

with the HP-48 calculators may become militant over the fact the display unit 

being used in class was a TI-85 calculator. During the final interview, Instructor 

Clark indicated his concerns had not materialized and the students had not made 

it an issue. He explained, "The ones with the HP's apparently had enough 

intelligence that they were able to go through with it pretty much on their own 
because I didn't give them any significant help." 

Overall, Instructor Clark did not believe the SPG calculator had been a 

problem or hinderance to him in his teaching. He stated: 

I don't think that the calculator was a bother at all. It was pretty simple 
to use. I think it made a big difference choosing the TI-85 as the one 
we teach from instead of the HP-48. If we decided for some reason to 
use the 48, it would have taken a whole lot more time to prepare. So I 
am surprised how little time it took. There were only a few times that I 
didn't catch on to some really easy things, that took me a half hour or 
so to figure out for class. It is useful for graphing. It was handy the 
way the room was set up and where we had all the classes 
consecutively. So we didn't have to bother carting the thing around 
and getting it set up before class. So the physical facility makes a big 
difference too. Then being able to have the projector and project it on 
that screen above the board, that was physically really useful too so 
that you wouldn't have to switch between the board and the 
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projection and that kind of stuff. Those things made a big difference so
that it was easier to make a part of the class. 

Also after the quarter was completed, Instructor Clark had developed more 

conceptions about the new textbook. Instructor Clark felt the textbook had 

been adequate but liked the one that had been used the previous year better. He 
believed the preliminary version of the textbook he used needed a little more 

work and was interested in what changes would be made in the final hardbound 

version. Instructor Clark believed the authors had gone, as he expressed it, "a 
little overboard on using the calculator." He further stated, "There were a lot of 

instances where it wouldn't be appropriate to use it to that degree." Instructor 

Clark did not feel it was particularly useful for the students to check the 

derivative they had determined analytically, by graphing their answers with the 

derivative determined by the calculator, to see if the graphs were the same. He 

also believed checking the antiderivative determined by analytic means (minus 

the constant) against the graph of the numerically determined antiderivative 

(fnInt) was not helpful, especially because of the amount of time needed to graph 

both functions. 

Although Instructor Clark did not feel there had been a significant difference 

in the way he had taught the calculus course, he believed it was a good idea to 

continue using the SPG calculators in the course. He explained: 

I think I would be disappointed not to be able to use it. There were a 
couple of occasions when the calculator wasn't in the room where I 
kind of reached over for it and yikes it wasn't there. It kind of changes 
what your approach is going to be. I think overall it is definitely 
worthwhile. I would feel disappointed if they decided to drop it. 

Instructional Practice with SPG Calculators 

Instructor Clark used the SPG calculator during class in 8 of the 14 

observations. For the most part, when Instructor Clark used the calculator, it was 

for a single extended time period during the class. However, in two classroom 

observations, he utilized the calculator two separate times for different purposes. 

Instructor Clark typically employed the calculator first to demonstrate an idea 

graphically, then continued the discussion at the chalkboard; finally, he referred 

back to the calculator when giving a summation or concluding statement. 
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The calculator was used in class for an assortment of time periods ranging 

from 1 minute to 15 minutes. Instructor Clark utilized the calculator an average of 

4.4 minutes per classroom observation or about 9% of the class time. If only the 

days when the calculator was actually employed are considered, the average time 

in use was 7.6 minutes or about 15% of the class period. 

Instructor Clark mainly used the calculator in class for graphing purposes. 

Two of the longest periods of time when the calculator was utilized, however, 

came when Instructor Clark was teaching Newton's method for approximating 

roots (15 minutes) and the rectangle approximation method (10 minutes). Neither 

of these concepts utilized the graphing features of the calculator, but instead 

involved the programming capability of the calculator. The other times Instructor 

Clark employed the calculator during class were for graphing functions and/or 

derivatives of functions. Specifically, pictures of graphs were obtained to: (a) 
look at a function as the independent variable approached infinity to get an 

intuitive idea of a limit, (b) determine the relationship of the graph of a function 

with its derivative, (c) discuss concavity, and (d) compare a graph of an 

antiderivative determined analytically with the calculator's graph, using the fnlnt 
function. 

The first day of class, Instructor Clark planned on demonstrating how to 

perform arithmetic operations and graphing procedures on the calculators. His 

teaching time was cut short drastically because a room change with another class 

had been arranged so that five calculus classes could be taught consecutively in 

the same classroom. Consequently, there were students filtering in and out of the 

class throughout the class period. Instructor Clark took what time he had to 

discuss the arithmetic syntax of the TI-85 calculator and graphed one polynomial 

function. Instructor Clark stated: 

I went over some of the graphing calculator stuff and asked them why 
the answers were coming out the way they were, like the first example 
without the parentheses in the radical, why they weren't coming out 
right? Why the square root did not give us an error when we tried to 
take the square root of a negative, and why the sine of it over 2 is zero 
instead of what you might think it is? Without parentheses it gives you 
zero over two, so we did that. And I asked questions about that kind of 
thing. I asked several times if there were any questions and there were 
a few. 
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After the first two days of class, Instructor Clark no longer spent class time 
specifically teaching the students how to use the SPG calculator. When 

Instructor Clark chose to use the calculator throughout the rest of the quarter, it 
was considered just another tool to use for presenting the concepts and 

illustrating the calculus ideas. 

One example where Instructor Clark used the graphing features of the 

calculator came when discussing the idea of an end-function model. He wanted 

to illustrate how well y = 5x2 approximated the function f(x) = 5x2 + x + 1 as x 

approached infinity. He stated: 

Now, are these two functions identical? No, they are not, but if you 
graph those things, let's see if we can actually graph those and see if 
they are distinct enough so we can see what's happening ... But if you 
look at the ends, as a matter of fact, if we zoom out that might be 
enlightening. So we'll zoom out right about the origin and now at the 
origin, at this scale they don't look very different. The branches are 
going to get closer and closer together. They are going to coincide. 

In another example, after discussing how to determine the derivative of a 

function by using the definition of the derivative, Instructor Clark decided to 

look at the graphs of a function and its derivative supposedly to help illustrate 

the relationship between the two graphs. He chose the function f(x) = 3/x and its 

derivative f'(x) = -3/x2. After graphing both of the functions Instructor Clark 

made the comment: 

Now, oh, not very enlightening right now, but do you know what the 
relationship is between the function f and the function that is its 
derivative? What does f'(x) tell you at any point? Right, it tells you 
the slope of the original function f. 

Instructor Clark then proceeded to explain how the graph of the derivative 

was the slope of the original function. He later stated the function he had 

selected did not illustrate the point very well, so next time he needed to find 

another example to better demonstrate the point. 

When discussing the principle of concavity, Instructor Clark decided to use 

the calculator to graph a fourth degree polynomial in order to point out the 

regions of the different concavity. He graphed the function first and asked the 
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students if there would be regions where the function was concave up. 

Instructor Clark then stated: 

What about that first piece as you are coming along that first chunk of 
it, what is it? Yes, it is concave up isn't it, because the derivative is 
actually increasing even though it is negative. What about in the 
middle? Right, concave down, then again concave up. So we are 
going to have some regions to identify. What do we have to look at? 
Yes, we are going to have to look at the derivative first ... 

Instructor Clark then continued by obtaining the first and second derivatives 

analytically and determining the potential inflection points by hand. Returning 

to the graph of the function on the display, Instructor Clark had the students tell 

him the intervals where the function was concave up and where it was concave 

down. Instructor Clark did not bother to put values into the second derivative to 

determine analytically the intervals of concavity, he simply referred back to the 
graph. 

When Instructor Clark taught Newton's method of approximating roots, he 

chose to demonstrate three different ways of using the calculator. After first 

deriving Newton's formula through a geometrical representation and algebra, 

Instructor Clark wrote down a specific example to work. The example Instructor 

Clark used in class was a polynomial, so the first way he solved for the roots of 

the polynomial equation was to use the POLY feature on the TI-85 calculator. 

After listing the coefficients of the polynomial and pressing ENTER, all the roots 

were displayed on the calculator's screen. This first method did not actually 

involve Newton's formula or method. Instructor Clark intended to get all the 
solutions through the POLY key and then show how Newton's method would 

obtain the same solutions. 

After acquiring the solutions through means of the POLY key, Instructor 

Clark then demonstrated to the students another way to find the roots one at a 

time using the ANS key on the calculator. By entering Newton's formula for the 

specific polynomial example he was using and by replacing the x variable in the 

function with ANS, Instructor Clark was able to obtain an iterative expression 

which could be repeatedly evaluated. After entering the formula once and 

making sure the initial guess was stored in ANS, Instructor Clark pushed the 

ENTER key to get the second approximation for the root. Then he could 
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repeatedly push the ENTER key to obtain successive approximations. Instructor 

Clark thought using the ANS key provided a better way to have the students 

work the problems, because they had to remember Newton's formula and enter it 

at least once into the calculator before repeatedly pushing the ENTER key and 

obtaining the next approximation. 

The last way Instructor Clark told the students how to use Newton's 

method of approximating roots was by using the program NEWT. He quickly 

demonstrated how the program worked and then spent the last five minutes of 

class transmitting the program onto the students' calculators. 

The next day at the beginning of class, Instructor Clark more carefully 

demonstrated to the students where to find and how to use the NEWT program. 

He selected a problem that did not have any real roots thereby illustrating to the 

students what could happen with Newton's method. Instructor Clark could not 

have demonstrated this type of problem with the students prior to having the 

program because it would have been too time consuming and labor intensive to 

work by hand or even to have done with a scientific calculator. 

After the first week when Instructor Clark demonstrated arithmetic 

operations on the calculator to show the students the proper syntax, he did not 

personally use it again for computational purposes. He did however, ask the 

students on several occasions to use their calculators to give him the numerical 

values of some arithmetic calculations. 

Instructor Clark seemed to have repeated difficulties with the calculator 

throughout the quarter Some of the difficulties were due to his inexperience with 

the calculator, but he encountered several problems in class beyond his control. 

In fact, three of the eight times he was observed using the SPG calculator, he 

faced problems concerning the calculator display itself. 

The day Instructor Clark wanted to illustrate the derivative of the sine 

function graphically and let the students discover what it was, the calculator was 

not graphing properly. Instead of showing the graphs being drawn point by 

point, the screen went completely blank until both functions were completely 

drawn. Instructor Clark stated he did not think the calculator normally graphed 

that way. When the graphing did not go as it should have, Instructor Clark had a 

difficult time explaining which function was the original and which was the 
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derivative. He either did not know or did not think to use the TRACE key on the 
TI-85 calculator which has a "1" or a "2" in the top right corner of the screen to 

indicate the first and second functions respectively. Instead of letting the 

students discover the derivative like he had planned, Instructor Clark ended up 

basically telling the students it was the cosine function and letting them look at 
the graph to confirm what he had said. In response to the malfunction of the 

calculator display unit, Instructor Clark stated, "Oh great, it doesn't work on a 
day I want to use it." 

Another minor problem occurred the day Instructor Clark taught a method 
for approximating the area under a curve, called the rectangle approximation 

method or RAM. The technology expert had stored the program, developed by 
the authors of the textbook, on the calculator. The RAM program provided three 

approximations for the area under a curve when the end points and the number 

of desired rectangles were entered. The first solution came from using the right-

hand endpoint of each rectangle for the height, the second solution was a result 
of using the left-hand endpoint of each rectangle, and the third approximate 

solution was determined using the middle point of each rectangle. Unfortunately, 

the day Instructor Clark taught RAM, the display unit had been temporarily 

misplaced and was not set up in the room for him to use. Instructor Clark first 

derived the formulas, then went to use the calculator and realized it was missing. 

He decided to work one easy problem by hand having the students use their 

calculators for the numerical computations. In response to the misplaced display 

unit, Instructor Clark humorously commented, "Our overhead projection system 

must be hiding somewhere." Instructor Clark then decided to take his personal 

SPG calculator from his brief case and have the students follow along with their 

own calculators as he worked a problem. Each time he did a problem using a 

different number of rectangles, he wrote the results on the chalkboard to allow 

the students an opportunity to compare their results with his. Afterward, 

Instructor Clark noted there were a few questions from the students where it 

would have been helpful if the display unit had been available. 

The third incident occurred when Instructor Clark was using the display unit 

to graph the numerical integral of a function using the fnInt function on the 

calculator. Because the batteries in the calculator were weak, the light intensity 
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on the display calculator made it difficult for Instructor Clark to see what he was 

entering and so he pushed the wrong keys several times. Apparently, he did not 

remember how to change the intensity of the screen because he asked the 

students for assistance. Attempting to change the light intensity of the screen did 

not help the situation. The screen soon went completely blank, indicating the 

batteries were low on power. It was suggested he could use the AC/DC adapter 

and plug it into a outlet in the wall. Since the cord was short, he had to move the 

projector very close to the chalkboard making it difficult for the students in the 

back of the room to see the graph. Despite the difficulties, Instructor Clark 

continued with the problems he wanted to demonstrate. In one particular 

problem he wanted to illustrate the First Fundamental Theorem of Integral 

Calculus. To do that, he entered the numerical derivative (using nDer) of the 

numerical integral (using fnlnt) of a function. He had hoped to show the 

resulting graph was the original function. However, the calculator took such a 

long time in evaluating first the integral pixel by pixel and then the derivative 

pixel by pixel that Instructor Clark decided not to wait and simply told the 

students what the result would be. He then cautioned the students to use a small 

range when graphing the numerical integral because of the time required to 

complete the graph. He humorously stated, "Someone probably did it in an 

earlier class and that is why we ran out of battery power." 

Instructor Clark experienced a positive insight as a result of having to 

project the graph onto the chalkboard instead of the screen. He discovered the 

idea of tracing the graph from the display unit onto the chalkboard which gave a 

more accurate graph and also allowed him to draw additional items on the graph 

he could not have done with the display unit. He did not, however, project the 

display screen image onto the chalkboard during any of the remaining classroom 

observations. 

Relationship of Conceptions and Practice with SPG Calculators 

Instructor Clark's initial conceptions indicated he viewed the SPG calculator 

both as an instructional tool for the teacher and also for the students during class. 

One of his principle concerns was how he could effectively incorporate the 
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calculator into his teaching. He had hoped for assistance from both the textbook 

and the pre-school training workshop in knowing how to use it appropriately. 

He did not want the calculator to simply replace what he could do on the 

chalkboard. He hoped he would be able to work more examples and use the 

calculator to explore ideas that would be difficult to do by hand. 

Given his limited time for preparation and his uncertainty about effective 

uses for the calculator, Instructor Clark did not regularly incorporate the 

calculator in his presentations of the calculus concepts. Even though Instructor 

Clark did not utilize the calculator as frequently as he might have, when he did 

use the calculator it was for legitimate purposes and not contrived applications. 

He appeared to be genuinely pleased when he discovered or was informed by a 

student of another feature of the calculator. For instance, a few days after 

discussing the topic of concavity and inflection points a student in class 

mentioned the calculator had a built in function which determined the inflection 

point. Instructor Clark responded: 

Can you find the inflection point with a calculator? Really? Neat! 
How do you do that? Is there something in the MATH? Huh, Second 
MATH, MORE, then what? Okay GRAPH, then MORE, then MATH. 
One more MORE, oh an inflection point. It's a gold mine. Let me see if 
I can remember how to get to this, go to GRAPH and then you go to 
MORE and then you go to MATH and then you go to MORE and then 
F3 is inflection point. Well that takes all the fun out it. It doesn't? It's 
still fun? ... I am going to have to read the manual on that thing I 
guess. 

Instructor Clark was also quite excited to find the POLY function on the 

calculator which gave all the roots both real and complex by simply inputing the 

coefficients of the polynomial and pressing ENTER. Instructor Clark believed the 

POLY function was useful when looking for roots for quadratic equations and 

made it so the problems did not have to be rigged to give nice solutions. 

Instructor Clark stated: 

When you are doing a max problem with a polynomial and you are 
looking for roots, you can use the POLY function to find the roots so 
you don't have to mechanically take the time to apply the quadratic 
formula to get at what you are really looking for, which are the critical 
values. 

Instructor Clark's instructional practice was consistent with his professed 

conceptions about the POLY function. He made use of the POLY feature several 
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times during observations, when he could have used the quadratic formula, to 

speed up the algebraic operations in the problem. It is interesting to note, that it 

was a student in the class who originally brought the POLY function to 

Instructor Clark's attention. 

In harmony with his stated desire to use the calculator to explore ideas, 

frequently when Instructor Clark used the calculator, he explained or elaborated 

on an idea he most likely would not have done if working the problem by hand. 

One example came when demonstrating the NEWT program and showing what 

happens when a function is used that does not have any real roots and what 
happens when an initial value is chosen which is close to a relative extrema. 

Without the aid of the calculator, Instructor Clark would not have bothered to 

illustrate the exceptional cases, since the paper and pencil calculations would 

have been too time-consuming. 

Although Instructor Clark believed the students should use the calculator to 

assist them in understanding the concepts, he did not want them to use it blindly. 

He verbalized conceptions concerning the student's need to learn the procedures 

and applications of calculus. He did not want the students to rely too heavily on 

the calculator to do everything for them. As a consequence of this conception, 

when teaching the sections in the textbook where the calculator programs did 

most of the work (NEWT and RAM), Instructor Clark still spent considerable time 

motivating and developing the formulas before speaking of the programs. For 

instance, after explaining and working an area approximation problem by hand 

and then working it again using the RAM program, Instructor Clark stated: 

That kind of makes this real easy doesn't it. We need to do this a little 
bit by hand first so you can see what is going on. It is kind of like 
when you are a kid you are in the back seat, you never really know 
how to drive unless you actually get to steer the car. 

At times Instructor Clark also felt an obligation to illustrate limitations of the 

calculator and that the information provided by the calculator could not and 

should not replace analytically determined solutions. When speaking about 

discontinuities of functions, Instructor Clark instructed the students not to rely on 

the calculator because the graph may skip over the point of discontinuity. One 

day in class, while the students were taking a quiz, a student asked about just 

drawing a graph for a particular problem. Instructor Clark's response was, "I 
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don't want any pictures. I just want a description. You can use the graphing 

calculator to see what the pictures are, but don't just transcribe the pictures. Just 

use words to describe what is happening." This statement typifies Instructor 

Clark's conceptions concerning the role of the SPG calculator. He believed the 

calculator was a good device to confirm answers determined analytically. He 

stated, "Now you can graph these things and you can get a pretty good idea ... 

but usually it is just sort of a support tool so that it confirms what you were 
thinking all along." 

One illustrative example where Instructor Clark demonstrated his professed 

conception of the calculator being a support tool to help confirm ideas intuitively, 

came when discussing antiderivatives. After graphing the 5 3t2 dt from zero to x 

and waiting for the graph to appear, Instructor Clark then suggested, "Well it 

looks like x cubed. Do you buy that? Not exactly a proof, but at least it is 

reassuring." He had just discussed the power rule for integration and provided 

support for the rule by using the calculator. 

Instructor Clark's conceptions about the calculator as a support tool to 

confirm answers were also consistent with the problems he put on quizzes and 

exams. There were no specific problems that required the use of the calculator 

besides the one problem on Newton's method for approximating roots which 

could have been done with some effort on a regular scientific calculator. There 

were several problems where the SPG calculator could have been used to confirm 

answers obtained analytically such as maximum and minimum and concavity and 

inflection points. Since Instructor Clark asked for the exact answers instead of 

numerical approximations, the students were required to work the problems with 

paper and pencil techniques and then if they had sufficient time, the calculator 

could be used to reassure the students their answer was correct. 

At the conclusion of teaching the course for one quarter, Instructor Clark felt 

the real advantage of the calculator was to assist in looking at ideas graphically. 

This conception was consistent with his expressed teaching conception to 

illustrate the concepts whenever possible in what he called a "geometrical" way. 

Again, consistent with his conceptions, the majority of instances Instructor Clark 

utilized the SPG calculator in the classroom was somehow related to drawing one 

or more graphs. 
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When asked if the SPG calculator had been more useful as an instructional 
tool or as a learning tool in the classroom, Instructor Clark stated he personally 

believed the calculator had been more useful as an instructional tool. He did not 
feel the students had used it as much in class as they could have. He was also 

uncertain how much the students had utilized the calculator outside of class. 

As a result of analysis, there appeared to be two main factors affecting 

Instructor Clark's use of the SPG calculator in class. The first factor was the issue 

of time. Instructor Clark's other responsibilities in the department were so time 

consuming he did not have much opportunity to work with the calculator in 

preparing his lecture presentations for class and learn how to use it more 

proficiently. Despite his educational training and public school teaching 

background which helped develop his conceptions of teaching, and perhaps 

create a willingness to look for better ways of explaining and presenting ideas to 

the students, Instructor Clark did not have the preparation time needed to explore 

ways of using the calculator in his teaching. Also related to the time issue was 

the fact that Instructor Clark did not have any helpful materials on using the SPG 

calculator in teaching immediately available to him and to which he could quickly 
refer. 

The second factor influencing the way the calculator was incorporated into 

Instructor Clark's teaching was his conception that the calculator should be used 

as an exploration device and as a support tool. He did not believe the calculator 

should become the primary means of working the problems. He maintained the 

strong conception that the students needed to demonstrate an understanding of 

the ideas of calculus by analytically determining solutions to problems. He also 

felt the students should have some comprehension of the theoretical aspect of the 

concepts. The calculator could assist the students in visualizing the ideas, but the 

students needed to understand the principles so they could then use the 

calculator to reinforce what they already knew analytically. Instructor Clark's 

instructional practice, quizzes, and exams demonstrated consistency with his 

conceptions that the calculator should be a supportive tool and exploration 

device. 

Even though Instructor Clark faced several unforseen difficulties with the 

calculator malfunctioning or being unavailable which affected how he had 
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intended to use the calculator in class, the difficulties did not seem to adversely 
affect his attitude toward its use. Possibly his experiences in handling the 

computer needs for the department, including problems with malfunctioning 

computers, made him aware of the problems that occurred when using 

technology and therefore he was more prepared for such events. 

Summary of Instructor Clark 

Instructor Clark was a lecturer and computer specialist in the Mathematics 

Department. He taught high school mathematics for a total of six years at two 

different schools and had three years experience in teaching mathematics courses 

at the university level while as a graduate student completing a Master of Science 

degree. At the time of the study Instructor Clark was beginning his second year 

in the position of part time lecturer and part time computer specialist. 

Instructor Clark believed a balance of theory and skills was needed in 

teaching the calculus course. His instructional practice placed heavy emphasis on 

teaching the application, skills, and procedural knowledge. When covering 

definitions and theorems in class, Instructor Clark preferred a practical or intuitive 

approach rather than a rigorous or precise statement. He also preferred to discuss 

ideas and concepts whenever possible in a geometrical or visual manner. On his 

quizzes and exams Instructor Clark asked traditional problems requiring the 

students to demonstrate procedural knowledge, but he also included questions 

requiring a written statement from the students, describing a more conceptually-

based idea or concept. Although Instructor Clark did not emphasize precise 

wording of definitions or theorems in class, he included problems on the quizzes 

and exams asking definitions and theorems be stated. 

Rather than collecting daily homework assignments, Instructor Clark 

decided to give weekly unannounced quizzes as a means of motivating the 

students to remain current. He frequently coached the students concerning an 

upcoming quiz or exam by typically reviewing important concepts before a quiz 

and providing a detailed review sheet with suggested practice problems that were 

similar to the problems on the exam. He often made statements similar to, "If there 

were to be a quiz today I would like you to be able to . . ." in order to capture the 
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students' attention. Once he had the students' attention, he took a few minutes 
to review important ideas covered in the previous classes. 

The overriding factor influencing Instructor Clark's teaching was the issue 
of time. Since his responsibilities of computer support were time-consuming, he 

was not able to spend as much time preparing for his calculus class as he desired. 
Although Instructor Clark sought to be student-oriented in his teaching 
philosophy, his main objective in teaching the course was to cover all the 
material. He asked numerous questions in class when teaching the material often 

providing a word or two of positive feedback to the students. But, he directed 
the questions to the class as a whole rather than to individuals to expedite an 

answer and allow him to continue with the discussion of the topic. 

Instructor Clark was reservedly optimistic about the use of the SPG 

calculator in teaching the calculus course. Although, initially he indicated a 

desire to incorporate the calculator into his presentations, he was not certain how 

to effectively do so. He did not want to simply replace what he could do at the 
chalkboard, but wanted to know productive ways to integrate the calculator. 

Instructor Clark's comments suggested he was more interested in his use of the 
calculator in teaching the class than the students' use of the calculator outside of 
class. 

Instructor Clark believed it was easy to learn to use the TI-85 calculator. 

Yet, as the quarter progressed, he did not demonstrate significantly increased 

proficiency with the calculator as he used it in class. The students informed him 

about several features they found on the calculator. Instructor Clark acted 

genuinely impressed with the features on the calculator the students shared with 

him during class. With his hectic schedule, he apparently did not have much of 

an opportunity to experiment with the calculator's capabilities outside of the 

classroom. 

When Instructor Clark did use the calculator in class it was to illustrate a 

concept or confirm an answer done analytically. After the first two days of class, 

he no longer took class time to teach the students how to perform operations on 

the calculator. He stated which keys on the calculator he was using as he pressed 

them, but his main intent was to illustrate a point, not to provide instructions on 
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operating the calculator. Instructor Clark believed many of the students learned 

to use the calculator more proficiently than he. 

Initially Instructor Clark was concerned the students would have a number 

of different types of SPG calculators and that they might react negatively to him 

for demonstrating ideas using a different calculator from theirs. However, at the 

end of the quarter, he stated the different calculators had not become an issue in 

his class. He felt the students owning the HP-48 calculators had taken the 

initiative to learn to use their calculators on their own irregardless of his inability 

to give them any help. 

Instructor Clark mainly used the SPG calculator in class to visualize graphs 

of functions. He thought the graphing aspect of the calculator had been helpful 

to him. Instructor Clark also believed one of the major benefits of the calculator 

was to simplify routine procedures and allow more complex problems to be 

worked. Some of the procedures he specifically mentioned were the NEWT 

program, the POLY function, and graphing to determine concavity as well as 

confirming maximum or minimum values. 

Instructor Clark did not use the calculator for large portions of class, rather 

he typically used it to demonstrate or confirm an idea and then continued on with 

the presentation of the material. He felt he intermixed the used of the calculator 

with his chalkboard presentation. His instructional practice was consistent with 

the above statement. On several occasions he used the calculator for graphing or 

some other purpose first and then elaborated on the ideas to the students either 

verbally or by writing on the chalkboard to explain the ideas further. Finally he 

would usually return to the calculator display to summarize the idea. 

Two main factors influenced Instructor Clark's use of the SPG calculator in 

the classroom. Due to other responsibilities and priorities, insufficient time was 

available to prepare his lessons and to determine ways of incorporating the 

calculator into his presentations. Instructor Clark also did not have any 

significant resources from which to draw ideas for productively using the 

calculator. A second factor influencing his teaching was his conception that the 

calculator be used as an exploration device or support tool rather than as a 

primary means of working the calculus problems. 
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Although Instructor Clark believed his teaching approach did not change 
significantly, he felt his role in the classroom may have changed slightly as a result 

of using the SPG calculators. Unlike students from previous calculus courses, the 

students in the Fall Quarter class could ask some types of questions and obtain 

the answers by using their calculators, rather than addressing the questions to 

Instructor Clark. In essence, the calculator may have become an alternative 

"authority figure" for the students. Instructor Clark also thought the calculator 

helped the students explore ideas not traditionally considered, because they had 

a tool that simplified the work. 

Even though Instructor Clark did not incorporate the calculator in his 

teaching as much as he thought he could have, he believed it was definitely 

worthwhile to continue its use in the calculus course. He stated he would be 

disappointed if the department decided to discontinue using the calculator in the 

course. 

Instructor Dean 

Academic and Professional Profile 

Instructor Dean received a BS in mathematics and a secondary teaching 

certificate in 1976. He then taught mathematics in high school for eight years. 

While teaching high school Instructor Dean returned to graduate school and 

earned a MEd with an emphasis in mathematics education. When he completed 

the Master's degree, he went to the university where this study took place in 

order to pursue a doctorate in education (EdD) in curriculum and instruction with 

an emphasis in mathematics and statistics. 

Before completing the doctorate degree, Instructor Dean accepted a 

teaching position at a small liberal arts college. He was hired in the Department of 

Mathematics, held the rank of Assistant Professor, and taught primarily lower 

level mathematics and statistics courses for four years. Because of his 

background in education, Instructor Dean also taught some mathematics 

education courses offered through the Department of Mathematics. While 
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teaching at the liberal arts college, Instructor Dean used the TI-81 calculator in 
teaching statistics and algebra courses. 

At the time of the study, Instructor Dean had returned to the university 
where the study occurred (and he had done the coursework for the EdD) in order 

to complete his dissertation through the Secondary Education Department. He 

was hired as a one-year part time instructor in the Secondary Education 

Department. In order to supplement his income, Instructor Dean approached the 

Mathematics Department to see if there were any classes he could teach. When 

the department head discovered Instructor Dean had some experience in teaching 
with SPG calculators, he was immediately assigned to teach a section of the first 

quarter calculus class, even though it had been several years since he had taught 

calculus. Although Instructor Dean had considerable experience in teaching 

statistics with the TI-81 calculator he had not used the new TI-85 calculator in 
any of his courses and was not familiar with many of the calculus-related features 

of the calculator. 

The quarter the study took place, Instructor Dean taught two three credit 

classes for the Secondary Education Department and two five hour classes for the 

Department of Mathematics. The two education classes were a methods course 

and an evaluation course. The two mathematics courses were precalculus and 
calculus. 

Although Instructor Dean had been an assistant professor of mathematics at 

another college, he was at the time of the study considered primarily a graduate 

student assigned teaching duties. Therefore, he was officially classified in this 

study as a graduate student instructor with no previous experience with SPG 

calculators in teaching calculus. 

Instructor Dean was assigned to teach the evening section of the first 

quarter calculus course. The class met twice a week on Monday and Wednesday 

evenings from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. for a total of six hours a week. Since 

Instructor Dean taught the night class, he needed to set up the calculator display 

unit for each class, put it away at the conclusion of class, and return it to the drop-

off location for the daytime calculus teachers. 
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General Conceptions of Teaching Calculus 

Instructor Dean gave detailed responses to the questions concerning his 

teaching style, philosophy, goals, and his role as a teacher. It was apparent he 

had reflected on the manner in which he taught prior to the interview. Instructor 

Dean believed his teaching style was, "very pupil-oriented." He stated: 

The best way to describe it is I feel like I am a teacher of students first, 
before I am a teacher of mathematics, which means that I want my 
students to succeed. I would do almost anything in my power to help 
them. I will be very available for them during office hours and 
appointments before and after classes. I would even go to the extreme 
of allowing them to retake an exam if there were reasons for it. Other 
things that I may do as a pupil-oriented teacher is, do anything that I 
can possibly do to motivate them externally. Internally that is up to 
them. I can't do much there. I'll give them unannounced quizzes and 
that will motivate them to be there and be prepared, to encourage them 
the best I can, to accomplish the task at hand. It keeps them on task 
and to be attending class. 

Instructor Dean felt interaction with the students was an important part of 

his teaching style. Instructor Dean felt his greatest strengths as a teacher were his 

enthusiasm and caring about the students. He explained: 

My enthusiasm, caring about the students, caring about them learning 
the material, having office hours and even extra times [for them to come 
in] and even other times ... So availability, caring about them as 
students, who are learning mathematics. Not that I am a mathematician, 
but rather trying to teach my students, they are students first. 

Instructor Dean saw his role as a facilitator, actor and cheerleader. He explained: 

I think I am a facilitator. I sometimes feel like I am the actor, someone up 
there who is suppose to entertain them. My role, as I really think, as a 
facilitator, is to supplement the text, to encourage, cheerlead, get them 
to go, to motivate them in some aspect. But, basically a facilitator, a 
person that is alive, who is interactive with them about the material that 
they have. [I am] not necessarily the expert, maybe someone to ask the 
right questions so they can discover it on their own. 

Instructor Dean stated further, "I get a high when I see students who grasp a 

subject. It is really exciting to see that aspect. I love mathematics, I love 

teaching. Every time I teach a subject, I learn it a little bit better." 
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Instructor Dean believed he was an energetic teacher and interacted well 

with the students and, as a result, believed the students would feel comfortable in 

asking him questions during class. He stated: 

The students would have no fear of asking questions during the course 
of the lecture. The lecture is really not a cut and dry situation. It is 
dealing with the idea of understanding the techniques that I want to 
get across. 

Instructor Dean's general goals for the calculus course were to assist the 
students: 

[To] get the idea of the workings of derivatives and integration... My 
goal is really to give them a good full, firm understanding, not a 
theoretical understanding, but the intuitive understanding with what is 
really happening, the connection, and then the use of technology. 

Instructor Dean's goals for the students were for them to come to class well 

prepared, having read all the material ahead of time and having done all the 

assigned homework. He felt he would like to see the students come to class 

prepared to: 

[Ask] potent questions about their homework so they can get right to it, 
then we can get into, once the reading is established ahead of time, we 
can glance through this stuff that is superficial and get right into the 
meat of the matter and talk about some really high powered 
mathematics. That is what I would like them to do. 

Even though Instructor Dean held lofty goals for his students, he was very 

aware that many of the students would come to class with their homework 

incomplete and so he planned to spend time at the beginning of the class 

reviewing questions the students may have and discussing the major principles. 

Instructor Dean thought the vast majority of the calculus course was simply 

algebraic techniques. He stated, "I believe 90 percent of all the calculus course is 

algebra, trig, [and] analytic geometry." Instructor Dean proceeded to elaborate in 
a vivid manner on how he felt calculus fits into the college mathematics 

curriculum. The description indicated he had reflected on the place of calculus 

prior to being asked in the interview. He explained: 

I would visualize calculus as looking at a tree. The roots of the tree are 
all the precalculus courses, college algebra, trigonometry, algebra, 
arithmetic, geometry, and things like that. And, I see calculus as the 
trunk of the tree and then when you teach above there, calculus is the 
tool to do an awful lot of mathematics connections when you get into 
statistics you do a lot of calculus techniques in there, even number 
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theory you can use a little bit, it is a way to get there. I don't visualize 
it as a weeder, weeding students out. I visualize it as a tool to be able to 
understand higher mathematics, and the branching out and specializing 
after that. 

Instructor Dean had not taught calculus for five years and was excited about 

the opportunity and, yet, indicated a little concern about teaching the course. His 

teaching responsibilities for the last five years had been lower level mathematics 

course such as algebra, precalculus and statistics. He stated: 

My weak area would probably be going through this calculus course 
sort of blind ... Unless you are really on top of it, it's new to you again 
... I know the material, it is just, do I feel comfortable teaching it on a 
day to day basis? 

When asked how he planned to teach the night course, Instructor Dean 

explained: 

I'm going to go [lecture] for about 20 to 30 minutes, then I'm going to 
do some individual work at their seat in groups where I can wander 
around and then give them a break and then come back for a short 
lecture again with some examples and interspersed through this 
lecturing series. What I will do is give them an example, [that] I will 
demonstrate, talk about the theory and development of it, and give 
them an example and then give them an example to do at their seats 
where I will wander around the room to check their understanding. 

Instructor Dean also indicated he wanted to teach the calculus in more of an 

intuitive manner, by providing a means for the students to visualize the ideas and 

not emphasize the theorems and definitions of the course. 

General Instructional Practice 

The first night of class, Instructor Dean handed out a syllabus to the 

students. The syllabus included the distribution of points for the course, a 

schedule of sections to be covered, assigned homework for each section, and 

exam dates. Instructor Dean had originally planned to collect the homework and 

weigh it as one-sixth of the total points possible. He also planned to give 

occasional quizzes throughout the quarter. However, after the quarter began, 

Instructor Dean was told no grader would be provided for the course. As a result, 

he decided to give more quizzes and not collect homework. He chose not to 

inform the students for several weeks; he told them to keep their homework for 

collection at a later date. During the sixth week of the quarter, he finally hinted 
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to the students he may not collect homework. He stated, "Hold onto your 
homework. We need to negotiate it." 

Instructor Dean prepared detailed notes for each class period. He typically 

wrote an agenda for the evening at the top of his notes, listing what needed to be 

accomplished during class. He also wrote the agenda on the board at the 

beginning of class as a form of an advanced organizer and discussed the agenda 

briefly with the students as a way to prepare them for the evening's instruction. 

Occasionally, he returned to the agenda on the board during class to remind 

himself and the students what needed to be done next. One evening he stated: 

Next thing on the agenda, (looks at board), I've talked about the codes, 
gave you those [graded quizzes]. I am going to give you a make-up 
quiz soon, but after I go over the homework. We'll go over the 
homework first. I am ready for questions. 

Instructor Dean typically reviewed homework problems for the first part of 

the class. Often he took as much as an hour of the class working the homework 

problems. Early in the quarter, during an observation of the class, Instructor Dean 

reviewed and worked the homework problems for the entire three hours of class 

and was not able to cover the new material. Obviously, Instructor Dean felt a 

strong desire to answer all the students questions before continuing to the new 

material. However, the large amounts of time devoted to previous homework 

problems resulted in inadequate time to cover the new material. Due to the lack 

of time toward the end of each class, Instructor Dean had to adjust what he had 

planned to do. The limited time may have contributed to the presentation of 

concepts in a straightforward deductive manner. He often stated the general 

principles without much motivation and then worked specific examples similar to 

the homework problems. 

When not limited on time, Instructor Dean heavily involved the students in 

the discussion both when working old homework problems and when covering 

the new material. The first evening of class, he asked the students to write their 

first name on a card and display it on their desks so he could learn their names as 

quickly as possible. He sometimes called on individual students by name, but, 

more commonly, asked the questions to the class as a group. 

A group of five students tended to answer most of the questions and were 

the students with whom Instructor Dean had the most interaction. However, 
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Instructor Dean frequently asked the students to work a calculator problem at 

their seats which allowed him to circulate around the room helping students one-

on-one. By moving around the room checking on student progress, Instructor 

Dean was able to interact with all the students in the class. 

Instructor Dean demonstrated in his teaching that he was student and 

people-oriented. The students felt free to ask Instructor Dean questions of any 

sort. He usually carried on conversations with the students both before and after 

class. The conversations with the students included topics related to the calculus 

class as well as other topics of interest to Instructor Dean and the student(s). 

Instructor Dean developed a good rapport with the students in his class. 

Instructor Dean held office hours an hour and a half before class. Several 

students came in regularly for help during office hours in order to do their 

homework assignment. Instructor Dean let the students study in the conference 

room next to his office so they could get help quickly when they needed 

assistance. Instructor Dean demonstrated a commitment to assisting the students 

in learning the material by setting additional tutoring times on Friday afternoons. 

For much of the quarter, Instructor Dean attempted to teach the students the 

material in what he referred to as a "discovery approach," occasionally playing 

"dumb" on how to solve a problem in order to get the students thinking more. 

He did not appear to have much success with this approach as the students soon 

caught on to him and said they felt frustrated and to, "just tell us what it is." 

Sometimes Instructor Dean put on an act that was too convincing because he 

really did not know what needed to be done to solve a problem. He could not 

provide guidance or direction to the students to foster their discovering the 

concept. On some occasions when he was not certain how to proceed, he 

earnestly hoped to obtain suggestions from the students to help him solve the 

problem. Consequently, he was not able to help the students focus on the correct 

procedures and effectively assist them in discovering the principles in a timely 

manner. Rather, he allowed the students and himself to wander down the wrong 

track for several minutes before realizing it was leading nowhere and then 

returned to the original problem to try another approach. Instructor Dean's 

discovery approach appeared to frustrate and confuse the students more than to 

facilitate learning of the principles. 
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As the quarter progressed, Instructor Dean found himself falling further and
 

further behind schedule. The students also had not responded well to his
 

discovery approach and wanted Instructor Dean to just tell them how to work 

the problems. Thus, in order to cover more material and to keep the students from 

becoming so frustrated, he moved to more of a straightforward deductive 

teaching approach. He stated the principle or referred the students to the 

textbook and then worked example problems from the textbook, either from the 

exercise set or actual example problems given in the section. When pressed for 

time, he also was terse with students who asked questions on something that did 
not directly pertain to the topic under discussion. For instance when discussing 

the Fundamental Theorems of Calculus, Instructor Dean (ID) stated: 

ID: This is your first example of some heavy duty theorem[s]. It is 
called the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Yeah, you've heard of 
the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra and the Fundamental Theorem of 
Arithmetic. 

Student: What is the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic?
 

ID: Not now, later ask me after class. We've got a lot to cover tonight.
 

Instructor Dean's introduction of the concept of the definite integral was 

another example where he was forced to hurry through the material because he 

had taken too much time working previous homework problems. He first 

discussed the formulas of finite sum and areas. After verbally working two 

examples in the textbook on summations, Instructor Dean abruptly ended the 

discussion on summation and stated, "Now the next thing I want you to get used 

to is allowing your calculator to do all the work in the integration." The previous 

statement was the first time Instructor Dean had mentioned the word integration. 

The following dialogue between a student in the class and Instructor Dean 
ensued: 

Student: Can I ask a dumb question?
 

ID: You can ask a dumb question.
 

Student: What is an integration? Is it the same as sum? 

ID: It is a summation. Yes, I'm sorry I should have said so ... The 
symbol was adopted because it looks like an S for summations. It is the 
summation of an infinite. All it is that we are saying, is the limit, and I 
guess it didn't come out very clearly. But, as the normal of your 
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partition approaches zero of your function that we had and that
 
function has something that we are doing in here funny to it . . .
 

Instructor Dean relied heavily on the textbook in his teaching, both in 

preparing for his lectures and also during class. In class, Instructor Dean 

frequently referred the students to a certain page in the textbook for a theorem, 

definition, rules, or guidelines for solving specific types of problems. For instance, 

when discussing antiderivatives, Instructor Dean stated: 

5.4 Antiderivatives and Definite Integrals. This is really important to 
know for the next section ... There is a chart in this section and I can't 
remember the page it is on, oh page 30. This table is something you 
either have to commit to memory or you have to figure out how to put 
it on your three by five card, that whole page. Look at page 30. It is a 
table of facts. Once you know the facts then you can run your 
calculator with it ... Keep that page handy, right in front of you 
because that is the thing that we are going back to almost all the time. 

When discussing definitions and theorems, Instructor Dean referred the 

students to the textbook for the precise statement while he briefly gave a more 

intuitive statement, trying to explain some of the terminology. He stated: 

Turn to page 22 in Chapter 5. You are going to notice theorem number 
one. The definition on page 21 is important to have down in some 
aspect. And to kind of put this in a nutshell, they are using the symbol 
[IIPII] to mean normal. The P is the partitioning. That is roughly close to 
our delta x [Ax]. 

In another example Instructor Dean stated: 

For example they have the Mean Value Theorem on page 42. If you 
want to take a look at the text. It talks about the minimum and 
maximum, (pause) maximum and minimum and the Mean Value 
Theorem. The definition is on page 42. (pauses for students to look 
and for him to look at the textbook) What is the [Mean] Value Theorem 
telling you? What is the definition? 

In the above discussion, Instructor Dean seemed to be confused about what the 

Mean Value Theorem entailed. The theorem does not deal with maximum and 

minimum values and it is a theorem not a definition. The conclusion of the 

theorem does involve the function's values at the two endpoints, but they are not 

necessarily maximum or minimum values of the function. 

Instructor Dean often struggled with the presentation of the lesson for 

several reasons: (a) the lack of available preparation time, (b) needing to prepare 

and remember three hours of material for each class period, and (c) the fact that he 
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held office hours for an hour and a half immediately before class. Each week, 

several students came to do their homework and to receive assistance from 

Instructor Dean during his office hour. Consequently, Instructor Dean often did 

not have a chance to review his lecture notes before going to class to teach. It 

was not uncommon for him to make statements similar to, "I'm not sure what they 

want to have me do. I haven't read it lately so tell me what does it say to do?" 

Or as he fell behind his original teaching schedule, he had to cover material the 
class period after the one he had intended. Because he had made the notes in 

advance, and did not have a chance to go back and review them he occasionally 

made statements such as, "This is what I was going to cover in class [last] 

Wednesday. I was reading ahead and forgot to go back and read my notes. Bear 

with me. (long pause) I'd like you to go to page 3 ..." 

Another illustrative example of Instructor Dean's reference to his notes and 
involvement of the students was in the discussion of asymptotes. While having 

the students assist in working example problems taken from his notes so they 

could determine the rules for the different cases, he stated, "More examples. 

Let's see if I have some more in my notes. I can't do any that I haven't written 

down before. Here we go." He found an example in his notes and wrote it on 

the board and then asked, "What are we going to do now? It doesn't fit Dax's 

rule number one or rule number two. Rules are fun to live by aren't they? Are 

you ready to give a rule? You are? Let's hear this rule." 

It was a common occurrence for Instructor Dean to stop talking at the end of 

a discussion of one topic, pick up his notes, study them for a few minutes, and 

then proceed to the next topic. Perhaps because of the three hour time allotment 

for the class requiring an extra amount of material to be covered and because it 

had been five years since he had taught the calculus course, Instructor Dean used 

his notes extensively to prompt him on the material. 

Congruence Between Conceptions and Practice 

Instructor Dean did not consistently demonstrate a high level of congruence 

between his conceptions of teaching the calculus and his actual instructional 

practice. Although Instructor Dean professed to be a facilitator in the classroom 
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using a discovery learning approach, his actual classroom instruction was 

typically more lecture-oriented, teaching the concepts in a deductive manner. His 

lecture notes occasionally indicated he had intended to develop the topics before 

moving to specific examples. However, as he ran short of time, he skipped over 

the development or motivation of the concept and moved directly to working 

example problems from the textbook which he had written in his notes. 

Instructor Dean mentioned that at the beginning of the quarter, he had tried 

to teach using a discovery approach, but the students were not receptive to that 

approach. They quickly became frustrated and impatiently requested Instructor 

Dean to tell them the way to work the problem. He felt he often conceded to the 

students' wishes and just told them the procedures to follow. Thus, his actual 

teaching approach differed from his initial conceptions of teaching the course. 

Instructor Dean's ideal conceptions of how he would teach the class were 

not consistent with his actual instructional practice. However, Instructor Dean's 

practical conceptions, that the material needed to be covered and the students 

did not want to discover the principles, were more in line with his teaching 

practice. 

One area where Instructor Dean demonstrated consistency was in teaching 

definitions and theorems. Instructor Dean stated he wanted to take more of an 

intuitive approach to the calculus and not dwell on the theoretical. When 

teaching topics in the sections, Instructor Dean usually skipped over the technical 

aspects of definitions and theorems referring the students to the textbook if they 

wanted to know more about the theory. Sometimes Instructor Dean took an 

intuitive approach in presenting the material, but more frequently he placed a 

heavy emphasis on the procedures and techniques needed to work the 
homework problems. 

Instructor Dean indicated he was excited to be able to teach the calculus 

course, but felt he may be a little rusty on the calculus concepts since he had not 

taught calculus for five years. Observation of Instructor Dean's class found he 

struggled in teaching the calculus concepts. He spent considerable time on topics 

usually considered less important and quickly skimmed over concepts the 

students needed to know and be able to apply later in the quarter. For example, 

when discussing a theorem stating every polynomial function with real 
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coefficients and degree greater than zero must have at least one zero (either real 
or complex), Instructor Dean decided to take several minutes to show how the 

different powers of the imaginary number i reduced to either i, -1, -i, or 1. The 
principle being presented in the section was determining real roots to polynomial 

equations and extrema, consequently there was no need to discuss the powers of 
i. Yet, when discussing the limx__,o ((sin x)/x} = 1, an important limit used several 

times throughout the course, he quickly stated the fact without any prior 

motivation or proof and continue to another topic. In several instances, 

Instructor Dean chose to emphasize algebra principles in which he was more 

familiar and to skim over the calculus ideas. 

Occasionally, he taught a concept incorrectly and did not realize it during 

class. One such example occurred when discussing slant asymptotes. Instead of 
showing the correct procedure involving long division, he incorrectly told the 

students to use the same procedure as for horizontal asymptotes. 

Another major teaching error came when he was explaining to the students 

how to integrate a general power function. The specific problem was 

J (3x2 + 4)1/2 dx. The integral could not be determined with any procedures 

taught in the first quarter of calculus, because it lacked a factor of x outside of the 

power. Instructor Dean decided, since the integral was missing a factor of x he 
would put an x in the denominator of the antiderivative (solution), in a similar 

manner as with constants. The answer he gave for the problem was 

(3x2 + 4)3/2/(3/2 (6x)) + C. Aside from giving the incorrect solution, Instructor 

Dean demonstrated a lack of understanding of the fundamental techniques of 

integration. Instructor Dean worked another integration problem the same way 

and suggested they check the answer by taking the derivative. Since the 

antiderivative was a rational function, the quotient rule had to be employed, 

giving a complicated expression to be simplified. After the solution was finally 

determined to be incorrect, Instructor Dean suggested another solution and 

began to check the answer through differentiation. With all the extensive 

algebraic computations in demonstrating the solution was incorrect, the students 

became frustrated. When Instructor Dean finally realized his solution was 

incorrect and was not sure how to solve the problem, he stated, "Let's work 

another one, this one is too ugly." He still had not realized the problem could not 
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be solved using basic rules of integration since the integrand was missing a factor 

of x. 

Although Instructor Dean had initially stated he wanted to teach the course 

more intuitively and not stress the theory, by the end of the quarter, Instructor 

Dean believed he may have taught the course in too much of an intuitive manner. 

He thought that he and the textbook had skimmed over some of the important 

theoretical ideas. He stated: 

I feel like I slid through on those [theoretical ideas] too much. I need a 
little bit more, to supplement their calculator. To give them a feel for 
what it's really talking about. [For example], I don't think they really 
see the connection between delta x [Ax] and dx. I think I slid through 
that. I need to make sure that they see that connection of the 
linearization. 

Further, he indicated that he wanted to do more proofs of the theorems 

when he taught the course next quarter. He explained he needed to improve in 

helping the students understand proofs, "I think to write out a proof in a 

systematic fashion and then have them follow along. Then have them 

demonstrate that they understand that proof." Instructor Dean's conceptions of 

wanting to teach in more of an intuitive manner were revised as a result of 

teaching the "calculator calculus" course. He decided it was important to 

discuss more of the theory and proofs with the students. He did not feel 

comfortable having "slid through" the theory. However, it is likely Instructor 

Dean "slid through" the theory not so much as a result of incorporating the 

calculator as the fact he was not comfortable in teaching the theory. 

One area Instructor Dean exhibited a strong consistency was in caring about 

the students. Instructor Dean believed that was one of his major strengths. In the 

classroom, Instructor Dean often worked with the students one-on-one to help 

them learn the principles. He developed a good rapport with the students so they 

felt comfortable in asking him questions during class. He also devoted extensive 

time in class to reviewing because he wanted the students to understand the 

previously taught principles before continuing to the next topic. 

Since several of the students came to his office hours held prior to class, in 

order to do the homework assignment and to receive his assistance with the 

problems, Instructor Dean usually did not have any time to look over his notes 
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before going to class. Although he had prepared notes on what he wanted to 
teach each class period, his presentation of the material was not well organized. 

The fact that Instructor Dean had to prepare for three hours of lecture each class 
period instead of one and the fact that students were in his office for an hour and 

a half prior to class making it difficult to review his notes, are probable reasons he 
was unprepared for class and unable to be more of a facilitator to the students in 

learning the concepts of calculus. 

During the final interview, Instructor Dean mentioned he still viewed his role 

as a facilitator, but felt the students had wanted him to simply tell them how to 

work the problems. He believed he had not done his best teaching with the 

calculus course, but considered it had been a good learning experience for him. 

He planned to make some changes in his teaching of the calculus next quarter. 

He wanted to continue to be interactive with the students, but to be better 
prepared for class, and to have the students do more discovery learning, and to 

also discuss the theoretical aspects of calculus a little more. 

Conceptions about Teaching Using SPG Calculators 

Instructor Dean's initial conceptions about teaching the calculus course 

with the SPG calculator were extremely positive. He stated: "I think it is great! It 

is about time! I have no problems with that. I think it is really a nice tool." He 
continued to elaborate: 

You can word questions in such a way that the graphics calculator is 
only a tool, not a cheating device, just a tool. You really can't use it to 
do theoretical aspects. It's just like when I use a graphics calculator for 
my college algebra students in college. They could do graphics, 20 or 
30 of them in a just a few minutes, whereas in the old days they could 
do 20 or 30 of them in three hours. They got frustrated and lost track 
as to what they were doing. This really shows them and gives them a 
good idea so they can understand how, say for example a parabola will 
open up or down right or left. When the coefficient, a, of the x2 is 
going to be relatively small, less than one in absolute value, or greater 
than one, what happens, how is it shaped. Does it become flatter or 
narrower? They can understand it quickly. 

Instructor Dean stated several ways he thought the SPG calculator could be 

used effectively in teaching algebra concepts. However, he did not mention any 
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specific examples of how he thought he might use the calculator in the calculus 
course. 

When asked why he thought the SPG calculators were being incorporated 

into the calculus course, Instructor Dean simply replied it demonstrated the 

progress that the Mathematics Department had made. Instructor Dean explained: 

As we went along we used to have a slate to do our homework on, then 
we got a fountain pen, then we got paper that was disposable, and so 
on. It is just another tool, another technology to allow us to cover a 
whole lot more at a younger age with great understanding. It's just 
another tool. 

Instructor Dean was glad to see the SPG calculator being used in the 

classroom. He expressed the desire to have the calculators incorporated into the 

college algebra, precalculus, and intermediate algebra courses as well. In fact he 
felt the calculators should actually have been incorporated into the algebra 

courses before the calculus course. In anticipation of how he would use the SPG 

calculator in teaching calculus, Instructor Dean was less certain of specifics. His 

experience in using SPG calculators had been with the TI-81 instead of the TI-85 

and in teaching algebra and statistics as opposed to calculus. When asked how 

he thought he would use the calculator in teaching calculus, Instructor Dean 

replied: 

Well, the first thing we'll do is have to get them very familiar with this 
graphics calculator. I assume that many students will be familiar with 
the 11 -85 and [for] some that it will be brand new to them. I will 
probably have quite a few help sessions, as I would call it, after class 
and in groups of 10 to get them up to speed with it. Once they are 
comfortable with the TI-85, which they won't be experts on the whole 
thing, the TI-85 is a very powerful hand computer. We will just 
basically deal with the college algebra aspect and then the calculus 
aspect. I will show them how to do derivatives and how to do 
integration using a calculator. They still have to understand it to use 
the calculator or else they won't figure it out. They still have to set it 
up. And I would like to do a lot of graphing on this calculator, to see 
what it looks like to diagram. 

Instructor Dean further stated: 

The graphics calculator, I feel very strongly about using it. We can 
write questions on the test which will still test their understanding and 
knowledge without the calculator being a cheating device, it is just a 
help aid, just another tool that is available. I will probably show them 
more than they need to know on the calculator, so they get an idea of 
the capabilities it has, some of the graphing capabilities such as shading 
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which is not necessary. I think it will be motivation for them. I will also 
use the graphics calculator, the TI-85, in the precalculus class I am 
teaching ... I will make a point, if they are going to take calculus at this 
university, they'll need this calculator, so they might as well get it now 
and I will help them learn it because I will use it in class as a help aid. 
And, I will let them use it on the tests. I will write the test questions in 
such a way I can still test their knowledge level. 

Although Instructor Dean had much to say about using the calculator he did 

not initially have any well-formulated conceptions of how to effectively use the 

calculator in teaching the calculus course. He thought he would show the 

students how to do derivatives and do integration using a calculator and to do a 

lot more graphing than he had when he previously taught the course. In 

anticipation of teaching the calculator calculus course, Instructor Dean stated: 

It will be different than when I taught it last time I was here. I will still 
go through the theoretical foundations because that is important. It is 
required. But, the graphing, I can cover a whole lot more graphing than 
they usually do. And I think that will reinforce their knowledge. And I 
would like to supplement to that, when we go through the theoretical 
we sometimes make them sketch the function, now I can have them 
sketch the function really close and get a good idea of how it looks. 
And I would like to see them look at it graphically, geometrically as best 
we can, that will be possible with the graphing calculator. 

Before the quarter began, Instructor Dean was not certain if any topics in the 

calculus course would receive more or less emphasis than they had in the past. 

He stated to check with him at the end of the quarter to find out if any of the 

topics were taught differently. 

Because Instructor Dean had previous experience using the TI-81 calculator, 

he was familiar with the syntax for arithmetic operations, basic graphing 

techniques, and four of the 15 zoom features on the TI-85 calculator. 

Consequently he did not feel the workshop had been informative for him 

although he believed it was instructive for the teachers without any prior 

experience using SPG calculators. Instructor Dean's conceptions about using the 

calculator in teaching the calculus course were not affected by the pre-school 

training workshop. 

Throughout the quarter, Instructor Dean remained positive about using the 

calculator to assist in the teaching and learning of the concepts. As the quarter 

progressed, Instructor Dean did not believe the students were using the calculator 
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as much as they could to help them visualize the concepts. He wanted to get the 
students more involved in using the calculator during class and so he decided it 
was better to have the students work the problems using the calculator in class 

rather than watching him demonstrate with the display unit. By having the 
students enter the functions into their calculators, Instructor Dean was free to 
move around the room, individually helping students who were having 

difficulties. As Instructor Dean circulated around the room helping students, he 
became frustrated with a few of the students in how little they knew about even 
the simplest operations with the calculator. 

At the conclusion of the quarter, Instructor Dean expressed his frustration 

concerning the students and his performance. He explained: 

I was quite frustrated with the use of the calculator. The overhead was 
fun and I enjoyed it. At the first part of the quarter I would use the 
overhead and have them follow along and I think they got something 
out of it, but they needed to have some more practice. So the second 
half of the quarter, I basically stopped using the overhead as much but 
would walk around the room and see how they were doing. I was also 
feeling frustrated because the calculator was very good for providing 
derivatives, first derivative, second derivative, but I don't think they 
really understood what the graph of that meant. They could use it to 
find the numerical derivative and to find the numerical integral, but did 
they really understand what it meant? If they were to graph the 
derivative for example, and I would try to show that to them and I am 
not too sure they got on to that. That is kind of a tough situation ... 
The POLY, the SOLVER, things like that, wasn't used to the ultimate
advantage for the students. 

Instructor Dean elaborated more on his disappointment in the way he used 
the calculator in class: 

I was disappointed in myself again where I didn't really utilize it to the 
full advantage that it could be, for example, graphing the integration. I 
really never even talked about it. It is slower than molasses was one 
reason that I didn't. I was running out of time so I didn't utilize it in 
that aspect. There [were] some things that I was still learning about the 
calculator as we were going along that some of the students showed me 
that was really eye opening. The usefulness of it. I didn't use it to the 
full advantage of explaining parametric equations, something that I felt I 
was weak on that I need to redo this next quarter. Getting that across 
because I made it into a function and they understood that. It is 
something hard for them to understand. 

Well, for example, the POLY, I would completely forget about the 
POLY which is a form of a SOLVER, and the SOLVER there would be 
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times that I would be trying to do it the hard way and a student would 
say, "Well you know we have the POLY," and I would say, "Oh 
yeah." They demonstrated that, which I knew it was there, but I just 
never connected it before. Taking the integration that was no problem, 
the derivative was no problem with setting that up. But the students 
that were ahead of me on that usually they were right ahead because 
they were looking for any short cut they could find. They were pretty
good at that, so I guess the POLY and the SOLVER and then 
underneath the SOLVER you could graph it, that I forgot about so you 
can see what it looks like in the graphing. That is a nice feature to have 
on there, we used that POLY and SOLVER. 

Instructor Dean had mixed conceptions about the textbook. He wanted the 

textbook to be more clear in describing when to use the calculator. He stated, "I 
wish it would be a little more straightforward and a little more use for the 

calculator on that, where they state, 'This is what I want to do. I want you to do 
it with the calculator'." 

In some ways Instructor Dean felt the textbook had skipped over the 

theoretical ideas too much and in other ways he thought the more intuitive 

approach had been helpful to the students. He elaborated: 

The thing about this text is they did a good job. [What] I liked is the 
intuitiveness. They would allow them to graph things in a picture or 
view or looking at it, you get a visualization of what the slope is. And, 
from that we can, and I even had them do that, graph that equation so it 
is tangent to that point just to see it does touch it at one point and we 
did do that. That is a lot nicer than hand graphing something, it is much 
more complicated [to do by hand]. You can do a whole lot more a lot 
quicker and get a good feel for it and you believe it, then you can go 
from there. 

Also, concerning the textbook, Instructor Dean was not sure it was a good 

idea to include problems in the exercise sets asking to find derivatives and 

integrals which the students could not do by hand. The students were forced to 

rely on the calculator to provide a graph of the solution. He stated: 

I'm not so sure that [it] is good to do yet, because now they are just 
trusting it [calculator] as a black box without any idea of what is 
happening. I would rather the author[s] have just had them use the 
calculator to find integrals of things that we can integrate. Then go 
back and do the long way to make sure they are the same. Now they 
have to trust the calculator [that] it is true. 

Instructor Dean at first felt somewhat uncomfortable with using the SPG 

calculator in the calculus course, because some features of the calculator were 
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new to him and he was not quite certain how to incorporate the calculator. As
 

the quarter progressed, Instructor Dean believed he became more comfortable
 
with the calculator, but still was not certain how to effectively use it in the
 
calculus course. He explained:
 

I felt very comfortable with the calculator as a tool. I guess, if anything, 
it was the integration of the two. I was still a little uncomfortable. It 
was like two great rivers coming together causing this turbulence. Here 
is the use of the calculator coming from one river and then here is this 
theoretical teaching of calculus coming from the other. So I guess the
idea that this is the calculus I taught before without the use of the 
calculator ever, other than a hand-held calculator to do simple 
arithmetic things, but nothing with calculus and no graphics capability 
before. Then here is the graphics calculator which is this hand-held 
computer in reality, but it has its limitations. Then having them coming 
together the turbulence that I was feeling was, I wasn't integrating it to 
the full benefit of the students. That is just going to take some time on 
my part. Whereas the text, they did have some explorer type of things. 
I looked at them and I thought they were trivial, but maybe they were 
not and that is why I did not cover a lot of it. Again I don't think the 
students covered it by themselves, which is a shame. I should have not 
assumed they would and made them do it. I started to do that the 
second half of the course ... I was looking beyond and saying that is 
simple and that is not. Then when I got into the stuff that was a little 
more tough, they didn't understand the basics, the underlying basics of 
the calculator so they did not understand what I was trying to do. 

Despite feeling he had not used the calculator as effectively as he could 

have and having a disappointing first experience in teaching with it in calculus, 

Instructor Dean still felt, at the conclusion of the quarter, the SPG calculator 

should continue to be incorporated in the calculus course. He was also strongly 
in favor of implementing it into the algebra courses as well. Instructor Dean did 

not believe the calculator had hindered his teaching of the calculus at all. He 
stated, "No, if anything it enhanced it. I used it to fall back on. It was a crutch. I 

liked the calculator. I liked the calculator, I'll have to admit wholeheartedly." 

Instructional Practice with SPG Calculators 

Instructor Dean utilized the calculator in all 13 observations of his calculus 

class although the amount of time differed considerably from observation to 

observation. For example, the first evening of class, Instructor Dean used the 

calculator continuously for 50 minutes; other evenings it was used for 40 minutes, 
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35 minutes or 20 minutes continuously. While for some observations it may have 
been used for only a few minutes at a time to illustrate a graph or to solve an 

equation. Instructor Dean used the calculator about 20% of the total 
observational time which translated for comparison purposes to an average of 10 

minutes per 50 minutes of teaching time. He frequently used the calculator 

several times during the course of an observation. For two of the observations, 

Instructor Dean chose not to personally use the display unit, but rather had the 

students work the problems with their calculators. By having the students use 

their own calculators, Instructor Dean was free to circulate around the room and 
help students individually. 

Instructor Dean spent a large portion of the first night of class demonstrating 

the basic operations of the calculator and general graphing procedures. He 

explained in detail the idea of pixels and the width of the calculator's screen as 

was explained in the textbook. He also discussed the textbook's use of the 

words "draw" to indicate the calculator should be used to determine the graph 

and "sketch" to mean the graph should be obtained by pencil and paper 
procedures. 

Instructor Dean utilized the calculator in several ways, but his most frequent 

use involved the graphing feature. He graphed functions containing absolute 

value signs, piecewise functions, trigonometric functions, polynomial functions 

and rational functions. The graphs were obtained to demonstrate concepts such 

as inverse functions, limits, asymptotes, increasing and deceasing intervals, relative 

extrema, and concavity intervals. In addition to the graphing, Instructor Dean 

utilized the SOLVER feature on the calculator several times during the quarter. 

Unless the students reminded him, Instructor Dean did not remember to use the 

POLY feature when the example he was solving was a polynomial. There was a 

SOLVER feature on the graphing calculator he had used previously, but the 

POLY key was a new feature on the 11-85 calculator. 

Instructor Dean also used the two calculator programs NEWT and RAM 

during his instruction. With NEWT he did not develop the formula prior to using 

the program. He only wrote the formula on the board and then immediately 

proceeded to demonstrate the program. While waiting for both the NEWT and 
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RAM programs to compute the approximations, Instructor Dean asked the 

students to make conjectures about the results. 

Instructor Dean also used the fnInt feature on the calculator in order to teach 

the concept of the definite integral. After working several examples with the 

calculator, a student asked Instructor Dean if it was possible to do the problems 

without a calculator. In response to the student's question, Instructor Dean 

decided to work two more examples analytically. 

When using the calculator, Instructor Dean frequently provided instruction 

to help the students make better use of the calculator. For instance, when 

reviewing a homework problem which asked for a complete graph of 

y = (x + Ixl) /2, he demonstrated how to enter the function into the calculator and 

explained the location of the absolute value function. After watching the 

calculator draw the graph, Instructor Dean stated: 

ID: You think, wait for a minute, there has got to be more to it than 
that. 

Student: There isn't. 

ID: There isn't? Is that all there is? Now here is one thing I can do. I 
can go back into the format and I have something called axis on and 
axis off. What are the axes? The x and the y. I am going down there 
and turn them off because I want to show you something. Now I am 
going to hit graph, now watch. What didn't you see? 

Student: Horizontal line. 

ID: You see the positive goes off to the side, but you didn't see it 
[before]. What clued me in on the fact that maybe there was more to it 
than that [first graph]. 

Student: It took a while to take off. 

ID: Yes, it took a while for it to take off from the middle. I thought, 
"Oh gosh, maybe there is something happening." I could have zoomed 
in and looked at it but unfortunately it would have been right on the 
same pixel [as the axis]. So you have got to be smarter than the 
calculator and I keep pointing out to you, you have got to be smarter 
than the calculator. Is it not fair to say that ... I am going to go back 
into my format and turn my axis back on so I have it. I am going to 
graph it again and see it's graphing along that axis. It just took awhile 
to do it. It gave me a clue that maybe I should look at that. 

An interesting utilization of the display unit came after the students had 

determine the three possible cases for asymptotes. Instructor Dean entered a 

rational function into the display unit with the light intensity turned down so the 
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students could not see the specific function. After entering the function, he 

pushed the graph button and turned the light intensity up so the students could 

see the function being graphed. When the graph was completed, he asked the 

students to tell him about the graph and to determine which of the three rules for 

asymptotes applied. 

During the first two thirds of the quarter, Instructor Dean used the overhead 

display unit often during class to draw pictures of graphs or to use the SOLVER 

key. He suggested the students follow along with him using their own 

calculators. As the quarter progressed, Instructor Dean found some students were 

simply watching him demonstrate with the display calculator and were not trying 

the problems with their calculators. In order to have the students utilize the 

calculators more during class, Instructor Dean began telling the students what to 

enter in their calculators rather than using the display calculator. An illustrative 

example where Instructor Dean had the students use their calculators instead of 

him demonstrating with the display unit came when discussing the concept of 

limit. He stated: 

ID: Take your TI-85, get it handy, because I am going to ask you to 
look at what is going to happen to this function. This is the function I 
want you to put in, -x over your x + 1 times your x squared over your 
5 + x squared [-x/(x+1)*x2/(5+x2)]. I want to know what happens 
when the limit is this, as x approaches a positive or negative infinity. So 
I want you to give me an idea, put it in your calculator and do it. Start 
figuring out some range values so you get an idea ... . 

(Students enter expression and graph as Instructor Dean walks around room 
to assist.) 

ID: As your x approaches negative infinity, your f(x) will approach what? 

Student: Negative one. 

ID: Notice it is below negative one isn't it. It's getting even further below. 
So are we wrong? Is it still getting lower? Yes it is still getting lower. So 
what [you] have to do is keep going. What happens when [you] go off the 
screen? Did you know that your graph will just go for you. You can keep 
going. It will move over for you. It will just change and keep going. 

The last third of the quarter, Instructor Dean chose not to use the display 

unit in class. When the calculator was utilized in the class, Instructor Dean had 

the students use their own calculators exclusively. While the students were 

entering in the functions or performing the operations with the calculator 
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Instructor Dean circulated around the room, stopping to look at students' graphs 
or to assist them if they were having difficulties. Once the students had obtained 

the graph of the function or performed the desired operation with the calculator, 
Instructor Dean would usually go to the chalkboard and sketch the graph by 
hand or write down the results the students had obtained and discuss the ideas 
illustrated. 

Instructor Dean often referred to using the calculator as cheating. When 
reviewing a homework problem he stated: 

Okay, well let's just do this one first and get it done with, number 52 on 
Section 1.3. When I did this one, I cheated. Did you? In fact I hope 
everyone of you cheat when you do this. Let's turn on the calculator. 

On another occasion when graphing a function and then shifting it vertically, he 
stated: 

ID: I want to move up four. According to some of the things you have
read, all you have to do is add four. To make sure it works, just get
back into your, "What y equals [GRAPH mode]." Come down to here 
and I can cheat. I can either write x2 + 4 or I can really cheat and just 
do this. What have I done? 

Student: Used yl instead of x2. 

yl happens to be what? x2. 

On still another occasion, when needing to obtain a complete graph of a function, 
Instructor Dean stated: 

ID: Now if I wanted to cheat, instead of hitting and missing on this
 
what could I have done?
 

Student: Use the box.
 

ID: It is not a box, there is another one.
 

Student: Zoom fit.
 

ID: Zoom fit or Z-fit. So let's do that. Let's go into the Zoom, we have 
to go to MORE and we hit Z-fit. 

Instructor Dean often reminded the students to graph the function using the 

calculator even if they were not told to by the instructions in the textbook. Once, 

when working a homework problem, he stated: 

ID: Number 20, let's attack it first. The first thing that they want to
 
know about number 20 is what?
 

Student: Domain and range. 

ID: Is it the domain or range or did they want you to sketch a graph? 
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Student: Sketch a graph. 

ID: Sketch a graph, always sketch a graph. It gives you a good idea of 
how to find the domain and range. So if your function looks like this, 
what is the easiest way to sketch the graph? Any hints? 

Student: Use a graphing calculator. 

ID: Good, yeah, even when they tell you not to, you should. 

Student: They won't know. 

ID: No, they won't and you need to get used to the calculator anyway. 

Instructor Dean sought in his teaching to have the students become comfortable 

in operating the SPG calculator so they could verify answers either by graphing, 

using the TRACE feature, or the SOLVER. In a few instances when pressed for 

time, Instructor Dean focused on how to use the calculator to perform operations 

rather than teaching the necessary procedures. 

Relationship of Conceptions and Practice with SPG Calculators 

Although Instructor Dean had experience with a SPG calculator in teaching 

algebra and statistics courses, he did not initially have any concrete ideas how he 

would employ the calculator in teaching calculus. He expressed the intention to 

use the calculator as a tool to help visualize and graph functions. His main use of 

the calculator was for graphing although he did utilize the SPG calculator for 

other purposes. 

Initially, Instructor Dean was excited and enthusiastic about incorporating 

the calculator into calculus since he felt a SPG calculator had been extremely 

useful in the statistics and algebra courses he had taught previously. However, 

he had not been confronted with the apparent limitations of the calculator when 

teaching statistics. The possibility of the calculator giving misleading information, 

if not used carefully, had not occurred to him prior to teaching the calculus 

course. Instructor Dean was not certain how to deal with some of the 

contradictions he referred to as "turbulence," created by bringing together two 

great rivers, the theoretical aspects of calculus and the SPG calculator. 

Instructor Dean thought the calculator useful for both instructional purposes 

for him and equally so for the students as a learning device. Instructor Dean 

viewed the calculator as just another tool to use and so whenever he thought of a 
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way to utilize the calculator to illustrate an idea, he did not hesitate to pick up the 
calculator or have the students pick up their calculators and use them. Instructor 
Dean felt the calculator had allowed him to do things he could not have done
 
otherwise:
 

A lot of graphing more than anything else. I liked the graphing
capabilities and I liked the idea that we could graph the derivative and
the second derivative and see it corresponding with the regular 
function. I like the inverse function notation ... I didn't know it existed 
really on the calculator until that flier [from the technology expert] 
went around. Then I got really excited about that. Of course there 
were some things that I discovered that I figured wasn't a discovery it 
was just something that, oh everyone knows this, and I should realize 
that anything that I have, I should show it to the [other] teachers 
because it may be unique, someone else may have not seen that. The 
little fliers sent were very helpful to me. They were very enlightening. 

Instructor Dean's classroom experiences with the calculator were generally 

positive, but at the end of the quarter, he felt he had not used the calculator as 

effectively as he had originally hoped. However, he felt it had been a good 

learning experience and that he now knew how to incorporate the calculator 

more effectively in the calculus course. He believed learning to employ the 

calculator more effectively would come with more time and experience. 

Instructor Dean did not think the SPG calculator was more helpful on any 

specific topics. He stated, "I don't think it is for any, it is just a tool. I don't think 
it is more helpful in any particular area. I think it is used as a tool throughout and 

used to its best advantage and helpful." However, as he gave it more thought, 
Instructor Dean decided the calculator had not been particularly helpful in 

determining antiderivatives. Due to time constraints, Instructor Dean did not 

have a chance to demonstrate the graphing aspect of the fnInt function in class. 

Yet, he wanted to use the fnInt graphing feature the next time he taught the 

course even though he felt it was slow as "molasses." 

Instructor Dean used the word "cheat" often when referring to uses of the 

SPG calculator, yet, he told the students to use the calculator whenever possible. 

Perhaps Instructor Dean thought by saying "cheat" in connection with the 

calculator it would catch the students' interest. He felt the students were always 

looking for short cuts to working problems, thus, if the calculator were associated 

with cheating or provided a short cut, the students would use it more frequently. 
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Interestingly, Instructor Dean stated he did not approve of the exercises in 
the textbook where use of the calculator was essential to completion of the 

problem. He also did not think questions should be included on the exam which 
were specifically designed to test the students ability to use the calculator. He 

thought questions ought to be included where the calculator would be helpful if 

the students understood the concept, but should not allow the students to 

"cheat" with their calculators. He thought the calculator ought to be a "tool" to 
assist the students, but not to replace the calculus. Instructor Dean believed the 

students should still be able to demonstrate proficiency with paper and paper 
techniques. Instructor Dean stated: 

Well, I think it [calculator] should be used. I wrote the test in such a 
way that they couldn't answer the question with just the calculator 
unless they knew what they were doing. So it wasn't something that 
they just sit there and plug it in, because I would ask them to integrate, 
but not over any values. So they had to do it the hard way. 

On the final exam Instructor Dean asked a few questions requiring 

evaluation of definite integrals. Since he had not specifically stated the problems 

were to be worked analytically, he felt he had to accept answers obtained by the 

calculator. However, the problem was graded as either completely correct, or all 

wrong with no partial credit given when the calculator provided the answer. 

Contrary to his stated feeling that the calculator should not be the principle 

method used to complete problems, Instructor Dean made the following comment: 

But I did test them on one of the questions on the final they couldn't 
do. Now some did because they have taken the course before and they 
knew how to look it up, it was an open book test and it was on the 
table and they found out it was a natural logarithm. It was a special 
case, but the purpose of putting it on the test is, I wanted them to put it 
in the calculator or realize they had to put it in the calculator for that 
one. Most of them got frustrated with it. 

There were several factors that influenced Instructor Dean's use of the SPG 

calculator during class. One major factor that influenced him was the time issue. 

Because of his intense teaching schedule and other responsibilities, Instructor 

Dean did not have an opportunity to learn the calculus features on the calculator 

and tended to rely on the knowledge he had about similar features on the TI-81 

calculator. For instance, he usually forgot about the POLY key on the 11-85 

calculator and would use the SOLVER function that had also been on the 
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calculator he was accustomed to using. He also was not aware of the calculus-
related keys available under the GRAPH mode and consequently did not make 
use of them in class. 

The three hour teaching block was another way that time was a factor in the 

use of the calculator during class. Because of the extended class period, 

Instructor Dean was able to use the calculator more frequently and allowed the 

students to try problems using the calculator while he circulated around the room 

providing individual assistance. Instructor Dean stated he tried to use the 

calculator in his precalculus course taught 50 minutes five times a week, but was 

unsuccessful in incorporating the calculator due to the shorter class periods. 

Previous experiences in using a SPG calculator in teaching algebra had some 

effect on how Instructor Dean used the TI-85 calculator in the calculus course. 

He obviously felt more comfortable using the calculator for algebraic purposes 

such as general graphing of functions. Perhaps because of his prior experiences 

with a SPG calculator and educational background, Instructor Dean was able to 

incorporate the calculator into his instructional practice in a natural manner. 

Instructor Dean also had a strong desire for the students to learn how to 

utilize the calculator proficiently. Early in the quarter, he asked the students to 

use their calculator in class rather than him using the display unit in an effort to 

help the students become skilled with using the calculator as a learning tool. 

There were two reasons the students were not using the calculator during class. 

First, some of the students were not able to follow along with what Instructor 

Dean was telling them to enter and so gave up and just watched the results 

obtained on the display unit. The second reason was the students were simply 

not motivated enough to try entering the function and to perform the suggested 

operations. In either case, Instructor Dean concluded it was better to have the 

students use the calculator in class than for him to demonstrate with the display 

unit. Because of the extended period for each class, Instructor Dean was able to 

allow the students to explore calculus concepts using their calculator during 

class. 

The last factor influencing the use of the calculator in the classroom was the 

lack of readily available resource material on effective uses of the calculator in 

teaching calculus principles. Instructor Dean stated on several occasions he had 
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wanted to have inservice seminars where the calculus teachers could get together 
and share ideas on effectively incorporating the calculator into their teaching. 

Instructor Dean found the few memos the technology expert sent around to the 

calculus teachers to be extremely helpful and mentioned he would have liked to 

have seen more. Hence, even with limited time to prepare, Instructor Dean likely 

would have made use of resource materials had they been made available to him. 

Summary of Instructor Dean 

Instructor Dean was a doctoral candidate in the Secondary Education (SEd) 

Department at the university where the study took place. Prior to returning to 

complete the doctorate degree, Instructor Dean was an Assistant Professor of 

Mathematics at a small liberal arts college in the U.S. While completing his 

dissertation, he was hired as a one year temporary instructor in the SEd 

Department. 

In addition to his duties in the SEd department, Instructor Dean was 

employed by the Department of Mathematics to teach two courses. Because of 

his previous experience in using SPG calculators, Instructor Dean was assigned to 

teach a section of the first quarter "calculator calculus" course. 

Instructor Dean's Master's degree was in education thus providing him with 

substantial pedagogical training. He was able to describe his teaching 

philosophy, style and role, concisely, believing himself to be an energetic teacher 

with a student-oriented approach to teaching. He considered himself a teacher of 

students first and then an instructor of mathematics. Instructor Dean explained 

he preferred to use a discovery method of teaching the concepts and sought to 

develop a good rapport with the students so they would feel free to ask 

questions in class. 

Instructor Dean had not taught calculus for five years, however, he was not 

initially concerned about being rusty with the calculus topics. As he began 

teaching, he encountered some difficulty in presenting the topics, mainly due to 

insufficient time to prepare. Being unfamiliar with the content, Instructor Dean 

sometimes emphasized minor topics as much as or sometimes more than the 

important topics. 
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Instructor Dean did not emphasize the precise wording of definitions and 
theorems in the course. He referred the students to the textbook by page number 
and occasionally described in an intuitive manner what the statement meant. 
Instructor Dean did not include questions on the exams requiring the students to 
state definitions or theorems. 

During class, Instructor Dean spent a good portion of the time reviewing 

previously assigned homework problems. He felt a strong desire to answer all the 
students' questions before proceeding onto the new material. Instructor Dean 
wanted to teach using a discovery approach, but often found the review took so 
long that he did not have sufficient time to discuss the new material as he had 
planned. Consequently, his presentation of the material was usually more 
straightforward and deductive rather than discovery-oriented. 

Instructor Dean followed the textbook's outline of the material closely. He 
worked some of the examples problems from the textbook and drew the other 

examples from the exercise sets that were not assigned as homework. From 
analysis of Instructor Dean's lecture notes and observations of his classes, he did 
not create any example problems of his own. 

Instructor Dean had some previous experience in teaching statistics and 

algebra using a SPG calculator. He initially indicated enthusiasm about 

incorporating the calculator into the calculus course. He felt the calculator was 

just another tool to use to help teach the concepts and to assist the students in 

visualizing graphs and calculus ideas. Use of the calculator in class did not seem 
to be contrived. He incorporated the calculator in his teaching and presentation 

of the material in a natural manner. He frequently utilized the calculator in class, 

particularly to draw graphs of functions, but also occasionally to obtain 
derivatives and integrals numerically. 

At the beginning of the quarter, Instructor Dean often used the display 

calculator in his teaching and asked the students to follow along using their 

calculators. As the quarter progressed, Instructor Dean found the students were 

not as proficient at using the calculator as he had hoped they would be. 

Consequently, he decided to have the students use the calculators more in class 

as opposed to him demonstrating with the display unit. He told the students 

what to enter, typically using the GRAPH or SOLVER features, and circulated 
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around the room discussing the graphs with individual students and assisting 
students who were having difficulty. 

Instructor Dean had mixed feelings about teaching class twice a week in 
three hours blocks. He felt there was too much material to cover each class 
period and as a result homework assignments were excessively long. Yet, he 
found with the extended class period, he could allow the students to experiment 

more with using the graphing calculator to help them better understand the 
calculus. 

Instructor Dean's initial conceptions of using the SPG calculator were 

extremely positive because he had found it had been useful in the statistics and 

algebra courses he had taught previously. However, when using the calculator 

for statistics and algebra, he had not be confronted with the possible limitations of 

the calculator and the misleading information which may be obtained with the 
calculator when used for calculus. He was not certain how to handle what he 

referred to as the "turbulence" created by the seeming contradictions of the 

calculator with theoretical aspects of the calculus. 

Instructor Dean was disappointed in his first experience with the "calculator 

calculus" course. He expressed dissatisfaction with himself for not utilizing the 

calculator more effectively. Next quarter, he planned to make several changes in 

the way he taught the course including how he would implement the calculator. 

He remained positive about the use of the calculator in the calculus course and 
felt it would just take a little time and experience before he would feel he was 

using the calculator to its full capacity. 

Instructor Dean also felt strongly the calculator should be utilized in the 

algebra and precalculus courses as well as the calculus course. He believed there 

were many effective ways to use the calculator in teaching graphing principles in 

algebra. He further felt if the algebra students learned how to use the calculator 

for basic graphing, then when they enrolled in calculus, he could concentrate on 

showing them how to use the calculus features to foster learning of the important 

concepts. 
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Instructor Edward 

Academic and Professional Profile 

Instructor Edward earned a BS degree in applied mathematics and computer 
science in 1975. He obtained a MS in mathematics with a statistics option in 
1978. He considered statistics to be his area of specialty, however, he had not 
conducted research in statistics since his work toward a Master's degree. 

Instructor Edward had been employed in a teaching capacity by one other 
university from 1980 to 1986. His responsibilities were to teach lower division 

courses including trigonometry, algebra, non-science calculus, and probability. 

Instructor Edward had been at the present university since 1986. He was one of 

two full time permanent lecturers in the Mathematics Department. He typically 

taught three to four courses a quarter with the total credit hours ranging from 13 

to 16. At the time of the study, Instructor Edward was beginning his eighth year 
at the university. 

In addition to his teaching responsibilities, Instructor Edward coordinated 

the college algebra and trigonometry courses and worked with the graduate 

students who were assigned to teach those courses. He also wrote and managed 
the placement exams given to the freshman students when they entered the 

university. He was charged with developing the exams and quantifying the 

results of the exams. Specifically, he monitored the number of students who 

passed the placement exam and tracked their performance in the mathematics 

class where they were placed, to correlate the effectiveness of the exam with the 

students' performance; he also modified the exam as necessary. 

Concerning the teaching of the first quarter calculus course, Instructor 

Edward stated he did not ever request to teach the calculus course, but would 

accept it if offered. To Instructor Edward, calculus was just another course to 

teach. When speaking of teaching the calculus course in general, Instructor 

Edward stated, "I don't have any feelings strongly for it or strongly against it." 

He did state, however, that his "role statement" was basically teaching 

precalculus courses. 
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When asked how he was assigned to teach the "calculator calculus" course, 
Instructor Edward stated, "Because I raised by hand at the meeting. That was 
it." During the department meeting where changing textbooks and implementing 
the SPG calculators had been discussed, Instructor Edward apparently raised his 
hand in the affirmative when the faculty were polled as to their willingness to 
teach the calculus course. 

Even though Instructor Edward stated his Bachelor's degree had been in 
applied mathematics and computer science, he gave no indication of being 

technology-oriented. He did not have a computer in his office and when asked 
about using a computer, he responded that he chose not to have one. He had 
been offered a computer to use, but he did not see any need for one. 

Instructor Edward did not have any prior experience with using SPG 

calculators before being asked to teach the calculator calculus course Fall 
Quarter. He therefore was classified for purposes of this study as a full time 

lecturer without experience in using SPG calculators. 

Instructor Edward was assigned the 7:30 a.m. section of the first quarter 

calculus course offered Fall Quarter. The class was taught daily, Monday through 

Friday, for 50 minutes. Instructor Edward taught in the classroom where the SPG 

calculator display unit remained set up for the five consecutive hours. Instructor 
Edward was the first teacher in the morning to teach in the classroom and was 

required to collect and assemble the display unit each morning before class. 

Instructor Edward's teaching assignment for Fall Quarter included, a 

beginning level statistics course (three credits), college algebra (five credits), math 

for elementary teachers (three credits), and first quarter calculus (five credits). In 

addition to his regular teaching load, Instructor Edward also taught a college 
algebra course (five credits) during the evening for supplemental pay. 

General Conceptions of Teaching Calculus 

Although Instructor Edward's principle assignment was to teach college 

mathematics courses, he had not given any previous thought to the ideas of 

teaching philosophy, style, goals or his role as the teacher. These terms were 
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foreign to him. When asked what his goals in teaching calculus were, he stated, 
"I have never thought of that." After a long pause he continued: 

This will put me in the anti-calculator group, which I am not in. Which I 
don't think I am in, but I am still of the old time feeling that they should 
get a strong conceptual background and an understanding of what 
calculus is all about as opposed to pushing buttons and seeing what 
graphs look like. I would say that I thought it was a perfectly effective 
and a solid approach from my end to teach the way it has been taught.
That when they walk out of there they have an appreciation for what 
calculus is about. I never think of philosophy of teaching and goals. I 
never deal with that stuff. I get a syllabus, I figure out what I think is 
important for them to know, and I consider whether or not how far they
are going in the sequence. 

Although Instructor Edward's goals were not explicitly stated, he did make 

statements that his teaching was mainly motivated by covering the content of the 

course, the caliber of the students taking the class, and a desire for the students to 

be prepared for the next course in the calculus sequence. He elaborated: 
I pretty much have, even from the beginning of the term and especially 
at the beginning of the hour, I know exactly what I want to do and I 
know what I want to get through and I would rate myself in that 
respect being fairly inflexible. That is not just because I am stuck in a 
rut, as much as it is there is the pressure to get through the course 
content because at a minimum I think anyone who is in [first quarter 
calculus] has to take [second quarter calculus]. 

Also in regards to what he wanted to achieve in his teaching, he stated: 

I want them to get a set of notes that they can take home with them so 
when they sit down to do their homework, they have been exposed to 
the development of the concept, they have been exposed to the 
relevance of it in what we are doing. They have been exposed to 
possibly its application, its immediate application or things that we are 
going to do later, and then have at least one example that is at an 
intermediate level of difficulty that they can then use as a reference. So 
basically I would say a lot of time, especially when you get into the 
techniques of differentiation, a lot of times you almost get into a mind 
set that I want to get them prepared to do the homework, if you can do 
that. 

Instructor Edward did not feel he asked the students many questions during 

class. He also stated he did, "... almost nothing with, 'Here try this problem' and 

I'll walk around and see what you are doing and you can ask questions." 

Instructor Edward also did not like to spend time each day reviewing the 

previous day's material. He stated the way the course was structured, there was 
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quite a lot of extra time, so the days he designated for lecture were strictly lecture 
and not review. He also alluded to the idea of spending a day once in a while 
which would be designated for review, when he would answer questions. 
Otherwise the students were to get any assistance they needed either from him 

during his office hours or from a math tutor. 

Instructor Edward described his role as the teacher in the following way, 

"My role is to present the information and go over the part that I would perceive 
as being difficult for someone to read and understand on their own, then use 

examples to clarify concepts." 

Instructor Edward described what he thought he did in a typical 50 minute 
calculus period. He explained: 

Motivate the concept, why they might want to know it. Do the 
mathematical rigor, development, then the technique and then 
application. Application being both an example of the technique and 
then hopefully something that is realistic. 

Instructor Edward thought calculus as a course was one step closer to being 

able to tell the students how they may actually use the mathematics they had 

learned. But, he still thought for the most part the course did not have much real 
importance except to science majors. He elaborated: 

Well being that my interest is mainly statistics, I would say, I think it is 
really important but think it's a handicap because what they get out of 
[first quarter calculus] is enough to know that it might be valuable, but 
they don't know what for. You can never get to the point, you are 
getting closer, but you can never get to the point where you can finally 
say, realistically, here is something that might be of interest to you some 
day ... I guess I don't tend to look at it in so much of an academic role. 
Certainly you can say it is important to people who are in academia ... 
You can't do anything without it. I mean any of the sciences, you 
can't do anything without it, so it is the most important course you can 
take. But in terms of someone who is a terminal math student you 
could say easily that you are going to learn a lot in here, but you may 
never need it. So again I think it depends on who you are talking to. 

Instructor Edward explained in addition to the type of student he had in the 

calculus class, the only other factor he believed influenced his teaching was time. 

He would like to have enough time so that every day in class he could answer 

every question any student had and work all the homework problems that they 

did not understand. Since that was not the case and he was not able to answer 

all their questions, he felt it better not to discuss any of the homework during 
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class except on days designated for review. Instructor Edward mentioned he 
liked to see his students asking questions during class, because it provided him 

feedback on how the students were interpreting what he had been explaining. 

But, he stated he generally left the questioning up to the students as his major 

objective was to stay on track with the material being covered. He explained: 

My message to them is nothing should go on in the class that they 
don't completely understand, but to limit the questions to what we are 
doing. Anything is fair game as long as I have said it or it is on the 
blackboard. I encourage them to challenge any of that information. 
But, I discourage them from walking in and saying, "I am having
trouble with this thing we did two sections ago. Can we go over that 
again?" My response would generally be, "Let's do that after class 
because I don't want to waste time . . ." 

Concerning the content of the calculus course, Instructor Edward did not 
feel definitions and theorems should play much of a role. He thought he might be 

the only teacher who actually bothered to discuss and prove theorems. He said 
he did not prove many of the theorems, but when an important theorem was 

discussed in class, he would occasionally take the time to prove it. The most 
important part of the course as Instructor Edward stated it is to, "Just make sure 

they [students] have the techniques." 

General Instructional Practice 

Instructor Edward provided the students with a hand written syllabus on the 

first day of class with the daily schedule to be followed in the course. The 

syllabus did not contain the homework problems for the different sections. 

Rather, he chose to give the homework assignment to the students at the end of 

each class. He collected homework on a daily basis at the beginning of the class, 

but did not give quizzes during class. 

Instructor Edward did not regularly make lecture notes for class. 

Occasionally, he brought a slip of paper with him to class containing notes of 

problems he wanted to work in class. Mostly, Instructor Edward did not make or 

use lecture notes. Upon entering the front of the classroom, he typically thumbed 

through the pages in the textbook, apparently refreshing his memory of what he 

wanted to cover and then began class. 
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Instructor Edward covered a new section of the text each class period, 
except for the few times when he planned to spend two days on a section 
because of the amount of material to be covered or had scheduled a review day 
before an exam. Instructor Edward did not spend time during class answering 

questions from previous homework. He usually began class by having a student 
give instructions on how to use a key or "button" on the calculator and present 

a short demonstration of its use. When he felt he had too much material to cover 
and the "button" the student was going to present was not critical to the topic 

of the day, he asked the student to wait until the next class and immediately 

began teaching the new material. Instructor Edward's primary goal demonstrated 

in his teaching was to discuss all the material he thought important in the section 

so when doing their homework, the students had seen similar examples worked in 

class and had the examples available in their notes for reference. When working 

the example problems, Instructor Edward wrote down each necessary step. He 
would occasionally review some of the needed algebra techniques when 

performing the algebraic simplification on the example. 

Instructor Edward frequently asked the students to refer to the textbook for 

a list of rules, procedures, and illustrative examples. Occasionally he worked one 

of the examples from the textbook, but usually he simply made reference to the 

problem by its example number and stated it was "a good problem for you to 

review." He normally created his own examples to demonstrate to the class, or if 

he did not have any especially illustrative examples, he drew from problems in the 

exercise set at the end of the respective sections. One day after demonstrating a 

procedure with an example problem, Instructor Edward (IE) stated to the 

students: 

1E: Look in your book, at problems 1-30. Find one that looks terrible, 
horrible, unbearable, and impossible and we will do it ... Do you want
to choose one of these. It's time to stump the teacher. 

Student: Number 22 

IE: (Chuckles) Look back at [page] 5-54. Look at rule number five 
and number seven. Do you see this will be too easy? 

Student: Yes, it's too easy. 

IE: You need to use and abuse me ... Number eight, it looks simple, but 
there is something to learn from this. 
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Instructor Edward then asked the students to try the problem. After waiting 
about one minute, he proceeded to work the problem reminding the students how 
to deal with negative exponents when integrating functions. 

Instructor Edward occasionally gave the students hand-written handouts 
where he had worked particularly difficult problems from the homework that 
illustrated a major point. For instance, during the algebra review at the beginning 
of the course, the students were struggling with solving absolute value 

inequalities. Instructor Edward wrote a detailed step by step explanation for 
working the problem 11/x + 21 z 4, made photocopies for the students, and 

distributed the handout to the students the next class period. 

Instructor Edward's primary means of teaching was lecture. When 
presenting a new topic, Instructor Edward provided some background or general 
information first to motivate the topic to be covered and then moved to more 

specific ideas. When discussing the specific procedures he worked exemplary 

problems to illustrate the principle. After working a problem or two to illustrate 

the basic procedures, Instructor Edward occasionally moved directly to an 
application problem selected from the textbook or made up one and discussed it 

with the students. Since most of the students in the class were science and 
engineering majors, Instructor Edward sought to work applications relevant to 

the students. 

During one representative observation, he first graphically (by hand) 

motivated the idea that the derivative of the sine function had to be the cosine 
function by drawing a graph of the sine function and then sketching the 

derivative by looking at the slope of the sine curve at numerous points. In this 
way he created a graph of the cosine function. After asking the students what 

they thought the derivative graph resembled, some of the students suggested it 

looked like the cosine graph, he then told them the derivative of the sine had to 

be the cosine. He continued by pointing to the graphs and saying, "If f(x) = sin x 

then f'(x) = cos x. You may think they just made it this way for convenience, but 

they didn't. It is what comes up." Without any additional explanation, he then 

told the students the derivative of the cosine function turned out to be the 

opposite of the sine function and stated, "That's the tricky one. You have to 
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remember the negative sign." He looked at the students and concluded they 
were bored and decided rather than taking time to derive the derivatives for the 

other four trigonometric functions, he would go directly to an application in the 

textbook involving simple harmonic motion. He asked the students if they could 

think of any real life applications for the idea. They did not respond, so he said 
"Sure there is, bungy jumping, right?" Instructor Edward frequently included an 

application of the concept during his lecture when time permitted. 

Although Instructor Edward's teaching approach was expository in nature, 

he did ask a number of questions to the students throughout his presentation of 

the material. When he did ask questions, they were directed to the students as a 

group rather than calling on students individually. He also used humor in his 

teaching in an attempt to "lighten things up." For instance while reviewing for 

an exam, he thumbed through the pages of the textbook pointing out key ideas, 

when he came to Theorem 8 he stated: 

Theorem 8, in honor of the Sandwich Theorem you should all bring a 
sandwich to class. If you have to use the Sandwich Theorem, you must
eat the sandwich first ... It is a religious rite in some countries. 

Instructor Edward did not spend much class time discussing definitions and 

theorems. He did not write complete definitions on the chalkboard, but rather 

stated definitions in more of a practical or intuitive manner. Instructor Edward 

did not emphasize precise wording or memorization of definitions or theorems. 

He also did not give any formal proofs or theorems during any of the 

observations of his class. He did however, make reference that the proof of an 

important theorem could be found in the textbook. For example when beginning 

the section on the derivatives of the trigonometric functions, Instructor Edward 
stated: 

Now that everyone is relatively comfortable with differentiation, we are 
going to throw in another wrinkle, the trig functions. We are going to 
do this intuitively ... Now in fact someone has proved those 
[derivatives] through using limits. You should look through the proofs 
in the book. You can follow all of it. You may say, "I would have 
never thought to do that." But, you can follow them through. 

Instructor Edward always scheduled a review day prior to an exam. He did 

not provide a review sheet for the students, but discussed the topics that were 

likely to appear on the exam expecting the students to take notes on what he 
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said. He sometimes provided example problems and asked the students to tell him 
how to work them. While reviewing for the exam, Instructor Edward allowed the 
students to ask him questions from the examples in the textbook or from the 
homework. During the review for the first exam, the following short dialogue 

occurred between Instructor Edward (IE) and a student, illustrating part of his 
reviewing technique: 

IE: You need to know how to do all the different types of limit 
problems. Anything on limits could happen and probably will. 

Student: Do we need to be able to prove the (sin x)/x limit? 

IE: No, you don't have to use the Sandwich Theorem and that proof 
for (sin x)/x. But, you do need to know [the limit as x approaches zero
of] (sin x)/x goes to one. 

Also during the review for the exam, Instructor Edward opened the textbook and 

went through the pages of the chapter discussing the important definitions, 

theorems, and calculus procedures. While doing so, he stated, "Page 2-19, 

Theorem 6, nice to know, but you won't have to state it ... Page 2-23, Theorem 
7, this one is more important, it would be good for you to know it." Even though 

Instructor Edward told the students during the review it would be important to 

know some of the theorems, he did not include questions on the exams directly 

concerning definitions or theorems. Each of the exams did have one or two 

application problems, but most of the exam questions were similar to the 

homework problems. 

Interestingly, since Instructor Edward did not have a computer in his office, 

his exams were all hand written. Some of the tests were written on ruled paper. 

Instructor Edward used to make copies of the exams on a mimeograph machine 

(which he still had in his office) and only within the last year had discontinued 

that practice. He said the students complained the exams were too difficult to 

read, so now he made photocopies of the exams from his hand-written master 

copy. 

Congruence Between Conceptions and Practice 

Instructor Edward demonstrated a strong congruence between his 

conceptions of teaching and his instructional practice. As he initially indicated, 
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he did not allow questions from the previous homework to be asked during any 
of the observed regular class periods. Days designated for lecture of new material 

were strictly devoted to that purpose. Consistent with his expressed conceptions 

of teaching, he began class by discussing the new material unless a student first 

demonstrated a feature of the calculator. Instructor Edward remained in the front 

of the classroom the entire hour and did not walk around the room checking on 

the students' progress when they were working a problem, again congruent with 
his stated conceptions. If he asked the students to work a problem he only gave 

them time to get started and then completed the problem on the board by asking 
the students to explain what to do. He did allow questions and even asked 

students if they had any questions on problems during review days prior to 

exams. Instructor Edward's main role when teaching the calculus was to be the 

information-giver. 

Even without any training in pedagogy, Instructor Edward seemed to have a 

natural ability to motivate the ideas and focus in on a major concept quickly. As 

he stated, he typically sought to first motivate the concept, then give the general 

principle, and finally, work several examples similar to the homework including an 

application, if appropriate. Instructor Edward consistently demonstrated this 

approach in presenting the material in the different sections of the textbook. 

Instructor Edward did not feel definitions or theorems should play a major 

role in the first year calculus course and his instructional practice was consistent 

with his professed belief. He did not place emphasis on the definitions and 

theorems in the course. He did not cover the section in the textbook dealing with 

the precise definition of limits. He did not give formal proofs of theorems in any 

of the observed classes and stated definitions in a more of a practical or intuitive 

way. He referred students to the textbook for a proof of a theorem or for precise 

wording of a definition. Consistent with his conceptions and classroom practice 

concerning definitions and theorems, Instructor Edward did not ask any 

questions requiring the students to state a definition or theorem on his exams. 

There was one area where Instructor Edward appeared to have a minor 

inconsistency between his conceptions of teaching and his instructional practice. 

He stated he knew at the beginning of the hour what he wanted to get through 

and considered himself "fairly inflexible" in what he did during class. Yet, in his 
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actual instructional practice, he demonstrated flexibility in his lesson if he 

perceived the students were becoming bored. He would either change his 

teaching approach or work different problems such as an application to liven up 

the class and regain the interest of the students. 

Instructor Edward did not appear, either with his professed conceptions or in 

his instructional practice, to focus on the visual aspect of the calculus as much as 

he did the procedures. Although he drew graphs to illustrate an idea, he did not 
rely heavily on them for the presentation of the topics. He preferred to 

concentrate on the techniques of calculus rather than the visual aspects. 

Conceptions about Teaching Using SPG Calculators 

Instructor Edward's initial conceptions concerning the use of the SPG 

calculators in the calculus course were skepticism and concern, yet believing the 

"calculator calculus" should be given a chance. He did not believe the 

calculator would be particularly helpful in teaching the calculus material or in 

students' learning of the concepts. He stated, "I am completely prepared to get a 

negative reaction, but I also want to be flexible enough that, that doesn't blow 

the whole thing." Instructor Edward also stated, "I have no idea how to envision 
teaching this calculator business." 

Instructor Edward wanted to continue to teach the course so the students 

would learn the calculus and not just learn how to push buttons on the 

calculator. He stated: 

I don't want it to get down to the success or failure in the course being 
dependent on a calculator. I still want it to be an understanding of 
what a function is and what calculus is telling them that they can learn 
about that function and not what a machine can tell them about a 
function. Right now I am looking at it as just a supplement. That we 
can be half-way through the course and throw the thing away and not 
lose any continuity in the class. I hope that I have that flexibility that if 
I think it is getting to the point that it is being more of a hindrance than 
a help, and if the textbook is so dependent on it that it is hindering 
people from getting an understanding of what is going on, then that 
week we can just put them away and not use them, and not even 
interrupt the flow. I suspect a lot of what I do is still going to be in the 
traditional sense, and say here you can get an idea where this maximum 
is. Just push a button to see what the graph looks like, but you still 
have to figure out where it is and that machine is not going to tell you it 
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happens to be at 1.7835. You are going to have to know how to do 
that. I think I am still going to impress upon them that even being an
expert with the calculator is still not a guarantee of success. That is 
where I am at right now. I haven't read the book yet. 

Instructor Edward expressed strong conceptions that he did not want to use 
the calculator in any way that it may work against the students if they did not 
know how to use it. He was also concerned the calculator may put extra pressure 

on the students having to learn the calculus and also having to learn how to 

operate the calculator. He stated, "If it gets to the point that they are saying this 

thing is worthless, I can't get anything out of it, then we will drop it, because I am 

well familiar with the frustrations that come with computers." Instructor Edward 

elaborated on his experiences while he was an undergraduate taking computer 

science courses. He remembered preparing punch cards, giving the cards to the 

batch operator, and having to wait three hours for the batch to run. Then, when 
he finally received the printout, feeling the frustration of having wasted time 

because he had put a comma where he was supposed to put a semicolon. He did 

not want the students in the calculus course to have that same sort of frustrating 

experience with the SPG calculators. He stated, "I can see them going home and 

just pouring over these things for hours and being off just by a little [bit] and 

wasting the whole night. Then, coming back with nothing but frustration." He 

continued to explain if it got to that point, then they would "bail out" and not 

use the calculator. He explained he would be personally comfortable with saying 

to the students, "Use it however you want, I am tired of dealing with it. Let's get 
down and let's just do math." Instructor Edward planned to teach the course in 

such a manner that the students would not be dependent on the calculator and 

could quit using it at any time. 

Instructor Edward believed the reason SPG calculators were being 

incorporated into the calculus course was to maintain credibility for the 

department. He explained, "I guess from a department's standpoint the reason is 

they don't feel like they have credibility without getting into high technology 

because that is where America is today. That is where jobs are today." 

In connection with the reason he thought the calculator was being 
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incorporated into calculus, Instructor Edward expressed his feelings about 
teaching with the technology by stating: 

I think it should probably be done if you are going to claim that you are 
a university level math department in the United States. If you want to 
be the company man you would say, "Yes this should be done and 
here's why." These people are going to go out and they are going to 
find jobs. Those jobs are going to require them to know something 
about technology. Possibly including graphics calculators, certainly 
including computer-based knowledge. So they have to be trained and 
they have to be exposed to it. 

However, Instructor Edward still hoped there would be students like himself who 

come to college to learn just for the sake of learning without having dollar signs 

in front of their eyes. Instructor Edward continued to express the belief that: 

Almost anyone who goes through calculus or a math department 
without any exposure to computer can still have a very meaningful 
experience in math. I don't think they are essential to the health and 
well-being of people, but I think in the realistic terms of making 
themselves marketable, that they need to show somewhere in their 
record that they know something about technology. So who are we 
teaching? We are teaching people who want to get jobs. We have to 
train them to get jobs. 

Instructor Edward further expressed his feeling about the incorporation of 

the SPG calculators into the calculus course by stating, "I don't think anybody 

knows what we are getting into, but everybody seems willing to be able to try it. 

I am in that camp too." Instructor Edward thought the other faculty were willing 

to try teaching with the SPG calculator in order to stimulate themselves in their 

teaching. He stated: 

I can see where this is appealing to them to go onto this level because 
basically it's stimulating them because they have something new. They 
are basically the type of people that are highly motivated. I am not 
saying uniformly they are really interested in doing a good job, but they 
want their jobs to be stimulating. They see this technology bit to get 
out of the rut they have been in, of teaching calculus the same way for 
20 years. Most of these people could walk into a calculus class and 
teach it blindfolded ... So they see this as a way to get out of this rut, 
they see this as something that is exciting. I am not even sure they are 
all convinced if it's going to be better, but they are convinced that it is 
something they want to try. Whereas me, not having been doing this 
that long and often, maybe once a year, I am still excited about the old 
way of getting people to understand conceptual stuff and logic. 
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He also felt the other faculty members who were in support of using the 
SPG calculator did so in order to benefit themselves and were rationalizing that it 
would also benefit the students. He stated: 

They can rationalize it by saying it is going to be better for the students 
too. That was kind of the feeling I got when I listened to this meeting 
last spring. It was sort of a desperate attitude that we have been doing
the same thing all of this time and we are probably doing a good job, 
but saying, "I want to stimulate myself as much as I want to stimulate 
them [students]." 

Instructor Edward stated he was not convinced that the use of the calculator in 
the course was going to be beneficial to the students. 

Instructor Edward also thought he would use the calculator for 

entertainment purposes. He stated, "I don't envision it as being the answer to 
anything ... as far as I am concerned, we are going to use it as just a toy. We are 
going to play with it." 

During the initial interview, Instructor Edward suggested it might be a good 
idea to have students come in everyday and show the class something new that 

they could do with the calculator. He explained: 

I would like it to be just something that every day somebody different 
in class gets up and says, "Hey I figured out something else that we can 
do with this." [The teacher responses] "Okay come on up and take 
five minutes and show us." Then everybody would say, "Wow that is 
fun." 

He further explained: 

I am not going to know much about it. I am sure there are going to be
people in there that are going to know much more about it because 
they probably had it in high school. I am not going to say that, "I am 
an expert on calculators and I am going to show you how to use 
them." I am going to say, "Let's all figure this thing out together and 
see what we can do." I don't know how big that is going to go over, 
but I can't take the position of knowing it all because I don't know a 
thing about them. 

Initially, Instructor Edward did not have any specific ideas how he would 

use the calculator in teaching calculus. The suggestions he did provide were 

vague. Some of the ways Instructor Edward initially thought the calculus may be 

used in the class were to: (a) turn the students on to the mathematical ideas, (b) to 

ease some tension or anxiety the students may feel, (c) to give the students a 

better understanding of what they are doing and enhance their ability to 
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understand math, (d) to lighten up the class a little by getting the students out of 
the "hum-drum" of four or five lectures a week, and (e) as a toy, or a tool, or a 
game, or as a way to providing an alternative approach to discuss a concept. 

Instructor Edward did not want to design tests around the ability of the 

students to use and interpret the information that came from the SPG calculator. 

He did not think he would test on the calculator at all. He hoped to design the 

exams in such a way that if need be, the calculator would benefit the students, 

but would not be mandatory in solving any of the problems. He believed that 

some of his old exam problems would be obsolete since the students could just 

sketch a graph and provide information about the graph concerning concavity, 

intervals, and maxima and minima. He thought the exams may actually become 

more difficult for the students because he could test more on the conceptual part. 

He stated, "We could end up doing a lot more in terms of mathematical rigor 

instead of shoving techniques down their throats. Do more on limits and more on 

some of the theorems and things like that." 

During the preschool training workshop, Instructor Edward was quite vocal 

in asking questions on how to operate the calculator. He asked several questions 

on entering the information the technology expert was demonstrating on the 

display calculator. The technology expert went to Instructor Edward several 

times to assist him in entering functions correctly and showing him where the 

specific keys were. Other teachers around him with some knowledge of the SPG 

calculator also helped him to operate the calculator. 

After the workshop, Instructor Edward stated he had found the workshop 

helpful in getting him started on using the calculator but that he would have to 

do some reading in the manual to learn how to use the different "buttons" on the 

calculator. He was not certain how he could use the calculator in class, but he 

had decided he would let the students teach him some of the functions of the 

calculator. The workshop did not appear to have any significant affect on 

Instructor Edward's conceptions concerning the use of the calculator in the 

calculus course. He stated he would have done whatever the technology expert 

told him to do, but he was glad the use of the calculator had not been mandated 

and he still had the option to drop it at anytime during the quarter if he found it 

was a hinderance. 
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Before beginning to teach the course, Instructor Edward believed he would 

use the calculator as a "toy" to break up the monotony of the lecture. He had 

further concluded to have each student take a turn demonstrating one key on the 
calculator during class. He had also decided to make the presentations be a small 

portion of each of the students' grades in order to motivate them to do it. 

As the quarter began, Instructor Edward still maintained a rather skeptical 

attitude about the use of the SPG calculator. He felt it important for all the 

students to have the same kind of calculator as the display unit so they could 

more easily follow with their calculators. He stated: 

I said that they shouldn't even, not that they shouldn't allow them, but 
they shouldn't even consider taking it without the same calculator. It 
was just silly to have to teach it and them not understand. I don't 
know anything about the HP at all. 

As the quarter progressed, Instructor Edward became more positive about 

the use of the calculator and found it was not particularly difficult to learn how to 

operate. When asked how he thought the class was going during the third week 

of the quarter, Instructor Edward stated, "Well, the students don't hate me and 

they don't hate the calculator. I would say things are going quite well." The 
eighth week into the quarter, after class one day, Instructor Edward stated with 

conviction, "I am whole-heartedly in support of the calculator use. I will not 

teach it [calculus] again without the calculator." He continued, "I'm not sure it is 

a matter of being a great teaching device or if it is just a diversion from the old 

hum-drum methods." By this time in the quarter, Instructor Edward seemed to 

have rather firmly established the conception that it was worthwhile to use the 

calculator in the calculus course. 

By the end of the quarter he was thoroughly in support of the calculator's 

use in the calculus class. Instructor Edward made comments such as: 

I think it was much better than having to lecture blindly. I liked having 
a tool, a toy, whatever you want to call it that we can play with, and 
that people can go, "Oh ah," and they've got their minds off just 
listening to me talk. It also makes it easier to prepare. You don't have 
to go through examples and figure out what the graph looks like. Plus 
you can do a lot of things really fast. You can put a bunch of different 
graphs up there all at once. I thought it was more efficient. 

During the final interview, Instructor Edward reiterated the same feeling as he 

stated the eighth week of the quarter, "I would never want to teach that class 
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without it, having done it. And I was the biggest skeptic. I was leading the 
charge against,`Let's not do it,' last spring." 

Instructor Edward did not feel he had taught any of the topics significantly 
differently, other than to use the calculator to draw graphs quickly and as an 

alternative to him talking and writing on the chalkboard for the whole class 

period. He stated some of the ways he used the calculator: 

[To] do a lot of stuff graphically quickly. To put a function with its 
derivative right on top of each other quickly, change things, see what 
the effect of that was, it was really good for doing that bit on 
translation, vertical shifts and horizontal shifts. Itwas really good for 
that. It was really good for a lot of things, but that is just one example. 
You could do five different effects real quick. 

Other uses he mentioned included, "... putting derivatives up real quick, sines, 

tangent lines, derivatives, drawings of tangent lines so they could see it. We 

actually spent some time talking about the limitations too, so that was good." 

Some of the specific limitations Instructor Edward said he discussed with the 
class were: 

Holes in graphs, rational functions and intervals. We couldn't see that 
on the calculator. We couldn't pick up like horizontal tangent lines 
that were really close to each other, where you just have a little dip in 
the curve. We had to zero in and keep zeroing in until you could see it. 

Instructor Edward stated he saw the role of the SPG calculator as, "A tool to 

make visualization of concepts a little easier. In fact I want to do it again, now I 

know something about the calculator. I will be even more efficient now." 

Instructor Edward thought he had used the calculator in nearly every class period 
at least once. He believed he used it the most when he was doing what he called 

"analysis." By analysis, Instructor Edward meant, "The first and second 

derivatives, concavity, increasing and decreasing functions, critical points, etc." 

The only unanticipated problem Instructor Edward felt he had in using the 
calculator came the day he tried to use the fnInt function. Instructor Edward 

stated, "It just took a long time. That wasn't any big deal at all." He also 

mentioned the RAM program took quite awhile when a large number of 

rectangles were used. 

Instructor Edward thought the students used the calculator mainly to look at 

graphs of functions. "They felt a lot more comfortable talking about something 
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knowing what it looks like." Instructor Edward also thought the calculator made 
the students less anxious because they could always graph the functions and get 
an intuitive feel for what was going on with the function. 

When Instructor Edward asked his students the last day of class what they 
thought of the calculator, the vast majority of the students responded in a 
positive manner. He explained: 

Most of the people said that it really helped them in terms of just doing
homework. Being able to visualize things and not just throwing darts.
Here is the function, not just throwing darts and trying to figure out
what it looks like. They figure out what it looks like right from the start 
and then do the details. 

Instructor Edward felt he had made some minor changes when constructing 

exams. He felt he had asked more questions requiring an explanation of ideas or 
concepts. He stated: 

[I asked them to] explain, because you knew they could just punch a 
button and get a derivative, the graph of the derivative, making them 
explain what the graph indicated, making them write English words 
which I have never asked people to do. Try to write a sentence. The 
derivative is getting flatter you can see that on your calculator, what 
does that indicate about the behavior of the graph of the function? 
When asked if he thought there had been any significant changes in 

teaching calculus the past quarter, he stated: 

Yes, I was more excited about doing it knowing that I didn't have to 
stand there for 50 minutes every single day of the week and do nothing 
but talk. Number one, is you can get other people to get up and talk,
and number two, you could play around with that. If you just got tired
of talking you can just turn that on and start doing something else. Or 
if you could sense that people were getting tired of hearing you, you
could turn that on and do something else. 

Instructor Edward further explained his feelings about using the SPG 

calculator in the calculus course, "It is just a lot more fun, it is a lot more 

interesting. I think the attitudes of the students was a lot better. They were into 
it. They were happy to have it." At the conclusion of the final interview, 

Instructor Edward summarized his conceptions about using the SPG calculators 

by stating "This is the video age. Students need to be stimulated more, 

chalkboard just isn't going to do it anymore." 
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Instructional Practice with SPG Calculators 

Instructor Edward utilized the calculator in all but one of the classroom 
observations. For half of the observations Instructor Edward used the calculator 
at least twice during class. His typical use of the calculator was to illustrate a 
concept through a graph of one or more functions. The average amount of time 
the calculator was use per classroom observation was 10.3 minutes or nearly 21% 
of the class period. If only the days where the calculator was actually employed 

are considered, the average increases to 11.7 minutes or 23% of the class time. 

The shortest use of the calculator was about one minute and occurred when 
answering a question a student had about a graph. The longest continuous use 
was for 18 minutes, when he discussed the concepts of concavity, inflection 

points, and graphs of the first and second derivatives of a function in relationship 
to the original function. 

An excerpt from the lesson discussing concavity, inflection points, first 

derivatives and second derivatives follows: 

IE: Put in [the calculator] the functions f(x) = x3 2x2 + 1 and its 
derivatives ... So yl = x3 - 2x2 + 1, y2 = nDer(yl,x), and y3 = 
nDer(y2,x). If there is an inflection point, the concavity must change ... 
How many intercepts for the first derivative if it is quadratic? 

STUDENT: Two. 

IE: Must it have two? You can have two, one, or zero ... How can we 
find what kind they are? It starts with a D and rhymes with 
indiscriminant. 

STUDENT: Discriminant. 

IE: Yes, remember b2 4ac = (-4)2 4(3)(1) = 16 12 = 4 > 0. What 
does it mean to have a positive? My how algebra has passed you by. 
... This tells you something funny is happening. The graph we have 
does not have two horizontal tangents. So right now your calculator
isn't worth $100, but Zoom may enhance it's value. ... If you wanted 
to be a techno maniac you could just find the inflection point with the 
button. It's under MATH, MORE, InFlc. Then move the cursor to 
where you think the inflection point may be and push ENTER. We see 
we get x = .6666666667 ... . 

IE: Let's use the groovy little [Zoom] box now. This tells us [there are] 
two horizontal tangent lines and so there is an inflection point in 
between. Let's see what the calculator gives for the inflection point 
[by tracing over to it]. 
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After demonstrating the two different ways of determining the inflection 
point using the calculator, Instructor Edward continued to discuss the first and 

second derivative of the same function. He stated: 

What does y2 give us? That will give us the first derivative of y1 and 
y3 will give the second derivative of yl and the first derivative of y2. 
Let's use Standard Zoom range. What do you expect to happen? 
Where will the second derivative be positive and where will it be 
negative? What will the second derivative look like? With nervous 
anticipation the audience awaits the graph. 

After determining the second derivative was a line, Instructor Edward 

wanted to graph all three functions sequentially in order to compare them, but 

could not remember how. He asked the students: 

IE: How do you get it to graph sequential? 

Student: It's under MODE.
 
IE: It's not there.
 

Student: No, under FORMAT MODE.
 

IE: Okay.
 

He then graphed the three functions sequentially to show each one drawn 
by itself and examined them individually. Next he graphed the functions 

simultaneously to show how the graphs were related by examining points as they 

were drawn. Instructor Edward continued the discussion by investigating the 

relationship of the first and second derivative to each other and to the original 

function using the graphs obtained by the calculator. 

After he had finished discussing concavity, inflection points, increasing and 

decreasing intervals, Instructor Edward decided to "lighten things up" and asked 

the students it they thought it graphed faster in simultaneous or sequential mode. 

Two students responded, "We erased and tried both and simultaneous is one 

second slower than sequential." Instructor Edward replied, "Well, we have some 
data here. But the real question is, 'Is the TI faster than the HP?' And the 

answer is yes." Instructor Edward frequently bantered, in a friendly way, with a 

few of the engineering students in class who owned HP-48 calculators on having 

purchased the wrong calculator. 

Instructor Edward used the SPG calculator for several other purposes during 

the quarter, most of which involved some aspect of the graphing feature. One use 
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early in the quarter came when he graphed y = .5 x and y = 2-x in order to 

demonstrate the graphs were the same, thus pointing out a basic principle of 

exponents. The same day he also graphed y =1n x, y = ex, and y = x 

simultaneously to illustrate graphically the relationship between inverse functions 
and as well as the domain and range of the exponential and logarithmic functions. 
Another day, Instructor Edward graphed a rational function together with a 

horizontal line to visually demonstrate the idea of a horizontal asymptote and the 
limit of the function as x approached infinity. Instructor Edward also found the 

two calculator programs, NEWT and RAM, helpful in performing the labor 

intensive calculations needed in the algorithms. 

He occasionally demonstrated the ideas in the EXPLORE boxes in the 

textbook during class if he thought the idea being presented had merit. On one 

occasion he used the calculator to graphically discuss the relationship between 

distance and instantaneous velocity. A second occasion, when he followed the 

EXPLORE box was when discussing how to work with parametric equations on 
the calculator. 

Instructor Edward also used the calculator in having the students discover 

the First Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. He first graphed a simple indefinite 

integral by using the fnInt function. Next, he took the derivative of the fnInt 

function and discussed the resultant graph until the students realized the 

derivative was the same function they had before performing the integration 

procedure. During the same class period, Instructor Edward demonstrated the 

capabilities of the calculator to numerically evaluate definite integrals. A few 

days earlier he had asked a student to demonstrate the fnInt button at the 

beginning of class, so the students would be familiar with the key and its 

operation on the calculator. Instructor Edward did not appear to spend 

considerable time preparing ways to incorporate the SPG calculator in class, but 

seemed to use it whenever he found it convenient to do so. 

Instructor Edward made it a requirement of the class to illustrate a key on the 

calculator. Arrangements were made for the students who owned an HP-48 

calculator to write a brief statement about a feature on their calculator in order to 

fulfill the requirement. Instructor Edward instructed the students writing the 
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paragraphs that he preferred the feature to be one related to the calculus course, 
but not previously demonstrated in class. 

After looking ahead in the textbook at the topics to be discussed the next 
few days, Instructor Edward went to class and asked for a volunteer to 

demonstrate a needed application of the calculator. The students were given the 
first five to 10 minutes of class to demonstrate the feature on the calculator. 

Typically Instructor Edward had one or two students demonstrate a different 
feature on the calculator each day. At the beginning of the quarter, students 
readily volunteered to demonstrate a key. Instructor Edward commented: 

Sometimes I would come in and say we are going to be doing this in a 
couple of days. Who wants the button? Without even knowing what
it was, people would volunteer. But, other people who were really into 
the calculator would come in and say I've been playing around and I 
found this one that does this and that, something in the DRAW menu or 
the MATH menu, [so I let them demonstrate it]. They did a good job. 

Instructor Edward told the students they needed to check with him to make 
sure they had selected a legitimate key to demonstrate. All of the students who 

were observed giving a presentation, competently described the use of the 

chosen key on the calculator. When giving the presentation, many of the 

students took notes with them to the front of the room where the display was 
located so they would remember to do all the examples they had planned. An 

example of the typical dialogue Instructor Edward had with the student when 
demonstrating a key on the calculator follows: 

IE: Melanie, we await you. We are at your beck and call. 
Melanie: I need to put in range values for x and y, -10 to 10. Now put 
x2 in yl. Graph it. Then go MATH, MORE, then 5 f(x). Move [cursor] 
to first spot push S f(x) then move to second spot and push again. It 
gives the integral between the two values. Do you need me to go 
through a little slower? 

IE: Yes, that would be good.
 

(Melanie repeats)
 

1E: Suppose you want [to evaluate the integral] from -1 to 1 exactly. 
How would you do that? 

Melanie: I don't know-- maybe use Z-decimal. 

1E: Yes go to Z-decimal and graph it again. See if you can get -1 to 1. 

(Melanie demonstrates without talking) 
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Melanie: It's .6666666667 

IE: Just to make sure this thing is working put in 1 to 1. What should 
you get? 

Students: Zero. 

(Melanie demonstrates) 

Melanie: It is zero. 

IE: You did get zero. Good! 

Instructor Edward found having the students present a feature on the 
calculator had been good for at least two reasons. First, it provided motivation 

for the students to read the calculator's manual and recognize the manual as a 

resource; secondly, the student presentations relieved some of the burden for him 

by not having to learn the functions beforehand. Having the students 

demonstrate how to use a key on the calculator allowed Instructor Edward to 

learn right along with the rest of the students. Also, it appeared having the 

students demonstrate a key involved them in the class more and fostered a 

positive attitude about the calculator. Instructor Edward commented after class 
one day that he was, "starting to have to cut the students doing the 

demonstrations off, because they wanted to keep showing more and more things 
they could do with the button they were demonstrating." 

Instructor Edward had what he considered a minor problem in class one day 
using the calculator to graph an indefinite integral. When using the fnlnt key, 

Instructor Edward inadvertently selected an example problem where the function 
did not exist at a point in the interval to be graphed. Because of the method the 

calculator used, the graph of the integral could not be completed. After waiting a 

while Instructor Edward asked, "Why do you suppose it is taking so long?" 

None of the students knew why and neither did Instructor Edward. He then 
stated, "Well this is an example of the limits of technology. Somebody come 

back tonight and check on me, I'll still be here." After waiting a while longer, 

Instructor Edward decided to turn off the calculator and continue on with the 

lecture. 

Instructor Edward encountered some difficulty with having more than one 

type of SPG calculator. A few of the students expressed the opinion that 

Instructor Edward was not doing them justice, because he was not satisfying their 
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needs in terms of what they must know to use their calculator. In response, 
Instructor Edward commented that to be of assistance, he would need to become 
an expert with at least two calculators. He continued, "Then someone shows up 
with a Casio and now I have to know three, when I have enough trouble getting 
through one." 

Relationship of Conceptions and Practice with SPG Calculators 

Initially, Instructor Edward indicated a skeptical point of view and 

verbalized negative conceptions about teaching with the SPG calculators. He did 

not believe the calculator would be of much use to him or to the students. The 
pre-school workshop did not appear to significantly affect his initial conceptions. 

However, as he began teaching the course and using the calculator, he 

discovered the calculator did not have to be the focus of the course and he could 

use it to illustrate graphs quickly and to supplement the material normally taught. 

His conceptions concerning the calculator began to change as he obtained more 

experience with it. He liked the fact that the calculator assumed part of his role in 

the class and could be used to illustrate concepts when he felt the students were 

getting bored with his chalkboard presentation. Instructor Edward believed the 

calculator had been effective in helping to alleviate the otherwise dry 

presentation of the material. 

Requiring the students to demonstrate a key or function on the calculator, 

also appeared to influence Instructor Edward's conceptions about the calculator. 

Students' demonstrations of different features on the calculator helped reduce 

some of the burden for Instructor Edward to be the expert on using the 

calculator. The presentations also allowed the students to become more involved 

in the class as well as motivating them to read their owner's manual and learn 

how to operate their calculator. Instructor Edward felt it was important not to 

pretend to be the expert on using the calculator when he was not and to allow 

the students to tell him how to operate the calculator more proficiently. 

The change in Instructor Edward's attitude and conceptions about the SPG 

calculators was not instantaneous. It seemed to come as he had more experiences 

with using the calculator and as the students demonstrated different functions on 
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the calculator. He recognized he was by no means an expert, but whenever 
something went wrong, he and the class figured it out together. He stated: 

There was no seniority. There was no chain of command when it came 
to the calculator. Sometimes some people knew things that I didn't. 
Sometimes I knew things they didn't. The sum total, we figured out
everything we needed to. I think people responded positively to that
because they didn't like the attitude of, "I know more than you do." 
Interestingly, by the end of the quarter, Instructor Edward's ideas on 

possible uses of the calculator during class had not changed significantly. He 

continued to think the calculator would be the most helpful when graphing 

functions. Since Instructor Edward apparently did not feel visualizing the 

concept to be especially important in the learning of calculus, he did not initially 

think the graphing capabilities of the calculator would be that helpful in teaching 

calculus. However, as he used the calculator in class, he found graphically 

illustrating the concepts was more helpful than he had originally believed it 
would be. 

Instructor Edward's initial idea of using the calculator as a "toy" or "game" 
also remained the same and became his strongest conception concerning the role 

of the calculator. For example, the last week of class, at the beginning of the 

hour, he had three students demonstrate a feature of the calculator. The features 

they presented were not especially valuable for doing calculus. Consequently, at 

the conclusion of their presentations, Instructor Edward made the comment, 

"More fun and games with the TI-85." He continued to hold the view that the 
calculator may not be a better tool for teaching the concepts of calculus, but it 

was a device for providing a needed diversion from the normal chalkboard 
lecture. Thus, even though Instructor Edward's attitude and conceptions about 

the use of the calculator in the class had moved from expecting a negative 

reaction to being positive about its use, his conceptions of the role of the 

calculator remained essentially the same through out the quarter. 

Instructor Edward believed the calculator had been more effective as a 

teaching tool, but also thought it was useful as a learning tool for the students. 

He did not think that some of the students made the effort to learn how to use the 

calculator on their own. He thought the calculator was more of a device to 

confirm answers since he felt the textbook required the students to work the 
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problems analytically. He stated, "Yes, I doubt that they learned much on their 
own. It was just sort of a back up because the book required them to do 

everything algebraically anyway, so it was mainly a backup." 

It was also interesting to note that when Instructor Edward used the 
calculator during class, he tended to ask more inquiry-type questions. While the 
calculator was graphing a function or derivative, he would ask the students what 
they thought would happen. Or, when the graph appeared on the screen he 
asked the students what they thought the graph illustrated. Possibly, Instructor 
Edward's intent with the questions was mainly to keep the students' attention 
while waiting for the calculator to draw the graphs. However, the result seemed 
to be an effective way of helping teach the important concepts. 

Instructor Edward's exams also reaffirmed his conceptions that the 

calculator was to be used mainly as a tool to confirm solutions obtained 

analytically. The questions on the exams were such that the students could use 

the SPG calculators to confirm answers obtained through paper-and-pencil 

techniques, but no problems specifically requiring the use of the calculator were 

included on the exam. He explained: 

From the start, the agreement was we wouldn't test on the calculator, 
on calculator functions. That was the agreement. I said, "No there 
wouldn't be anything on there that you have to demonstrate 
proficiency on the calculator in order to answer the question." 

When reviewing with the students for the first exam, Instructor Edward 

stated he had thought about including a problem on the exam dealing with the 

amplitude, period and phase shift of a trigonometric function, but decided against 

it. He stated, "We have technology now. It would be outdated to give a 

problem like that." 

For some of the problems on the exam, he specifically instructed the students 

to determine the answer "algebraically," "analytically," or to "give the exact 

answer." These problems typically, involved questions dealing with limits, local 

maxima and minima, and inflection points. For a few of the problems, use of the 

calculator was left to the discretion of the students. Each of the four exams 

contained questions that were more conceptual in nature requiring the students 

to explain the behavior of a graph. For example, after taking the limits as x 

approached zero (from the right) and as x approached infinity, of the derivative of 
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a function, the students were asked to, "Describe in words, what this result tells 
you about the graph of f." Instructor Edward stated he had never previously 
designed exam problems of that sort, particularly asking the students to write 
sentences to describe a concept or idea. It is evident the new graphing approach 
and the presence of the calculator caused Instructor Edward to reconsider the 
types of questions he should give when evaluating the students' understanding 

of the calculus concepts taught in the course. 

A few factors influenced Instructor Edward's use of the calculator in class. 

One important factor was his perception of the calculator as more of a "toy" or 
"game" to be used to liven up class. Another factor was his decision to have the 

students demonstrate a feature on the calculator during class. This activity 
appeared to positively affect both the students and Instructor Edward. Time was 
also a minor factor in limiting what Instructor Edward was able to do in class with 
the calculator. 

Instructor Edward's background in having to use punch cards when 
working with computers also affected his initial conceptions of the calculator. As 

he gained experience with the calculator, began to believe it was easy to use, and 
was able to illustrate ideas quickly, his conceptions became more positive He 

used the calculator at least once during class for what he estimated to be about 
90 percent of the class periods. The actual observations by the researcher 

supported his estimation concerning the utilization of the calculator in the 

classroom. Although Instructor Edward utilized the calculator frequently in class, 

he may have used it even more often if more resource material had been available 

incorporating realistic applications. 

Summary of Instructor Edward 

Instructor Edward was in his eighth year as a full time lecturer (non-tenure 

track) for the Mathematics Department. He earned a Bachelor's degree in applied 

mathematics and computer science and a Master's degree in mathematics with a 

statistics option. He had taught lower division college mathematics courses for 13 

years. In addition to teaching 13 to 16 credit hours a quarter, Instructor Edward 
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was in charge of the placement exams for the department and coordinated the 
college algebra and trigonometry courses. 

Instructor Edward did not have any explicitly formed conceptions of his 
teaching philosophy, style, goals, or role as the teacher. He stated he did not, 
"... deal with that stuff." He explained he typically looked at the content of the 
course and made up a syllabus (meaning a schedule for teaching each section) 

and then taught the material to the students. Instructor Edward did allude to the 
fact his main goal was to cover all the content for the course in a manner the 

students could understand and prepare them for the next course in the calculus 
sequence. 

His method of teaching was expository in nature using a lecture approach 

with some questioning. He usually spent the first few minutes of class attempting 

to motivate the ideas to be discussed during the class to give the students a sense 
of what ideas were ahead. He then moved to the important conclusions, rules, or 

procedures, followed by several illustrative examples. Instructor Edward liked to 

incorporate "realistic" applications whenever possible to show how the 

concepts could be used. He did not believe definitions and theorems should have 

much importance in the course and so did not emphasize them. He gave intuitive 

explanations of the theorems and definitions and referred the students to the 

textbook for the precise working or proof of the theorems. His main objective 

was to teach the techniques and procedures of calculus. 

Initially, Instructor Edward indicated considerable skepticism about using 

the SPG calculators in the calculus course. He did not think it would be 

beneficial in any way and assumed the experience of teaching with calculators 

would be negative. However, prior to the beginning of the quarter, he decided to 
have the students take turns in class demonstrating different keys on the 

calculator. This decision may have been crucial to his eventual change in 

attitude. Another initial conception of Instructor Edward's resulted from his 

college days when he had to run programs on a computer by using punch cards. 

He vividly remembered the hours it took to type a program, the time it took 

waiting for the batch to run, and then finally discovering he had used a comma 

instead of colon so the program had not run. Instructor Edward did not want the 

students to experience the same frustration he had as a college student using 
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computers. Instructor Edward was pleasantly surprised with the ease of use and 
the quickness of performance with operations on the calculator. 

Having the students demonstrate features on the calculator, the ease in 
which he learned how to use the calculator, and the surprising speed of the 
calculator in performing the operations appeared to positively influence 
Instructor Edward toward using the calculator in teaching calculus. Instructor 
Edward thought access to the SPG calculators had also improved the attitudes of 
the students in his class. Toward the end of the quarter and again during the final 

interview, Instructor Edward expressed the desire to continue using the 

calculator and the feeling he did not want to teach the calculus course without 
the calculator ever again. 

Interestingly, Instructor Edward was not sure if the calculator had provided 

a better approach in teaching the concepts, but he did feel like it had assisted him 

to liven up the "hum-drum" lectures at the chalkboard. He believed the students 

in the room came from the age of videos and needed more stimulation than a 

chalkboard presentation. Instructor Edward primarily utilized the calculator for 

graphing purposes to visually illustrate concepts he wanted to teach and as an 
alternative approach to the typical chalkboard presentation. 

Another interesting observation was that when Instructor Edward used the 

SPG calculator in class, he tended to ask the students more questions. Many of 

the questions he asked when using the calculator were conceptual and inquiry-

oriented whereas he tended to ask simple recall questions when not using the 

calculator. 

Instructor Edward did not, however, include any questions on the exams 

specifically designed for the calculators. On many of the problems he instructed 

the students to work the problems algebraically, analytically, or in exact form. 

Yet, he did not mind if the students used the calculators to confirm answers. 

Instructor Edward felt he had included different types of questions on the exams 

this quarter. He asked some conceptual questions where the students needed to 

explain what was happening in a particular problem and to write the answer in 

sentence form. Instructor Edward stated he had not previously included those 

types of questions on his exams, especially the ones requiring the students to 

record their thoughts using complete sentences. 
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Comparisons of the Teachers 

The teachers in this study had various amounts of teaching experience. 

Professor Arthur had been teaching for 20 years, Professor Brooke for seven 

years, Instructor Clark for 10 years (both high school and college), Instructor 

Dean for 12 years (both high school and college), and Instructor Edward for 13 

years. Although the teachers had a variety of teaching experience at different 

levels, all of the teachers in the study had taught first quarter calculus at least 

twice before and had no prior experience in using SPG calculators in teaching 
calculus. 

Since individual detailed profiles have been provided for each teacher, the 

comparative case study methodology now allows comparisons to be made among 

the teachers. Several similarities as well as distinctions emerged among the 

teachers and were separated into two categories: (a) general teaching contrasts 

and (b) contrasts involving the SPG calculator. 

General Teaching Contrasts 

The teachers in the study possessed different conceptions concerning the 

teaching of calculus. One important contrast among the teachers in coverage of 

the topics in calculus was with theorems and definitions. Professor Arthur and 

Instructor Clark stressed the learning of definitions and theorems the most, with 

Professor Arthur clearly emphasizing proofs more than any of the other teachers. 

Professor Arthur did not ask the students to do any formal proofs on the exams, 

but he included one informal "proof' of the derivation of Newton's formula for 

approximating roots. Instructor Clark, on the other hand, did not stress the 

precise wording of definitions and theorems during class, but rather gave practical 

or working definitions and intuitive ideas of theorems. Yet, he wanted the 

students to be able to state important definitions and theorems for quizzes and 

exams. Even though Instructor Clark spent most of the class time developing the 

concepts and working examples, he nonetheless thought it important for the 

students to know the precise statements of key definitions and theorems. 

Although Professor Brooke was aware of the concentration on definitions 

and theorems in later mathematics courses, she thought it was more important to 
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emphasize the procedures and algorithms in calculus. Professor Brooke further 
expressed the concern that professors were not very popular with the students 
when they taught more about theoretical ideas than the procedures. Instructor 
Dean and Instructor Edward also only briefly mentioned definitions and theorems 
in teaching the material. Instructor Dean sometimes chose not to even mention a 
theorem in class, while Instructor Edward typically referred the students to the 

textbook to read about a definition or theorem. Instructor Edward felt the 

students in the calculus class needed to become functional with the calculus; 

hence he stressed the solving of illustrative problems and when possible, worked 

a physics or other science application to give the students a sense of how they 

may actually use the calculus. 

At some point during the study, all of the teachers expressed the conception 

that definitions and theorems were theoretically important in the development of 

calculus. However, Professor Brooke, Instructor Dean, and Instructor Edward 

believed for practical purposes, it was more important at the first quarter calculus 

level to teach and test on the techniques more than the theory. Professor Arthur 

and Instructor Clark thought it was important for the students to learn the 

procedural techniques of the calculus, but also believed the precise nature of 

calculus should be maintained through the learning of the definitions and 

theorems. 

Another interesting observation was that the teachers who strictly taught 

lower division mathematics courses, Instructors Clark, Dean, and Edward, placed 

heavy emphasis on performing the necessary algebra in the example problems. 

When working the problems, they wrote each algebra step needed to complete 

the example. Whereas, Professor Arthur rarely worked all the algebra 

(simplification) part of a problem and frequently skipped "steps" in working an 

example. Professor Brooke also tended to skip over some of the algebra 

procedures in working a problem. Although there may be a relationship between 

professors skipping algebra simplification and instructors working the problems 

completely, emphasis on the algebra did not appear to play a role in how the 

calculator was utilized in class. However, the amount of algebra performed in 

working examples did seem to be affected by the incorporation of the calculator 
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in instruction when numerical answers were given instead of exact answers 
obtained by analytical means. 

All of the teachers in the study taught using a lecture approach, with a 
chalkboard presentation intermixed with questions addressed to the students. 
Professor Arthur and Instructor Dean were more student-oriented than the other 
teachers in the study as demonstrated in their pre- and post-class mannerisms. 
They often had conversations with a student or a group of students before class 
officially began. The topics of the discussions were only occasionally about 

mathematics. The other teachers were not frequently observed having casual 
conversations with the students prior to the beginning of class. As Professor 
Arthur stated, it was a way of having "human communication" with each other. 
Professor Arthur and Instructor Dean both felt it was important to talk with the 

students and to develop a good rapport with them. It is interesting to further 
note that Professor Arthur and Instructor Dean called on the students by name 

when asking questions whereas the other three teachers always addressed 

questions to the class as a whole. Also, for both Instructor Dean and Professor 

Arthur, students regularly came for help during office hours. Occasionally 

students came to Instructor Edward for help during the quarter, but students 

rarely came to Instructor Clark and Professor Brooke for assistance with the 

homework . 

Although the teachers used a lecture approach, they taught using different 

strategies. Two of the teachers preferred a discussion style approach seeking 

considerable student interaction. For instance, Professor Arthur typically used an 

inquiry approach with numerous questions to get the students thinking and lead 

them into the major topic for the day. Even with topics that would normally be 

considered techniques to learn, Professor Arthur asked the students to think how 

the procedure "ought" to be defined. After the concept was thoroughly 

discussed, Professor Arthur then worked an example to demonstrate the concept. 

Quite frequently the example was more extensive than a typical homework 

assignment problem. Instructor Dean also began the quarter teaching the material 

using an inquiry approach referred to as discovery learning. He tried to assist the 

students in determining the concepts by having them work examples and make 

conjectures. However, sometimes when the students went down the wrong track 
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in working examples or making conjectures, Instructor Dean was unable to guide 
them in determining the correct concepts, due to a weak background in calculus. 
Often Instructor Dean ran short on time while attempting to get the students to 
discover ideas and principles; as a result he reverted to a straightforward lecture 
approach. He quickly wrote the needed formulas and worked a few example 
problems, giving little or no motivation on the topic, in order to cover more 
material. 

Instructor Clark typically began discussion of the new material by 
motivating the principles, if possible, through a geometrical or visual approach. 
After he had explained the ideas behind the principle, he proceeded by either 
stating the formula or procedure, or on occasion deriving the formula. When the 
formulas were obtained, Instructor Clark worked example problems which 

illustrated the concept and which were similar to the homework. Instructor 
Edward's approach was most similar to Instructor Clark's. Instructor Edward 

also usually tried to motivate upcoming concepts first and then did what he 
referred to as the "mathematical rigor" of developing the rule followed by 

demonstrating examples problems. Instructor Edward however tried to include 

more practical or realistic science applications within his lessons than Instructors 

Clark and Dean. 

Professor Brooke on the other hand most closely resembled Instructor Dean 

in teaching when he was pressed for time. She typically taught in a 

straightforward deductive manner. She did not usually spend much time 

motivating the principles, but simply stated the formulas or procedures to be used 
and worked example problems. If she had time, after working several illustrative 

examples, she tried to summarize what was behind the idea using hand drawn 
graphs when possible. 

Two of the teachers, Instructor Dean and Professor Brooke, devoted 

substantial time in class to review of the homework. They felt valuable learning 

took place when reviewing and answering questions the students had tried to 

work. As a consequence Instructor Dean was often pressed for time when 

discussing the new material causing him to teach in a straightforward expository 

approach. Professor Brooke also devoted substantial time to review. However, 

she chose to spend two days a week (Tuesday and Thursday) working 
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homework problems, sometimes using the SPG calculator when the instructions 
suggested its use. As a consequence of the choice to review twice a week, she 
was rushed during the days devoted to covering the new material which may 
have been a contributing factor to the nervous tendencies she demonstrated 
while teaching. 

Professor Arthur, Instructor Clark and Instructor Edward did not take much 
time in class for review of the previous homework problems thereby giving them 

more time on the new material. Professor Arthur chose to use the time to help the 

students recreate definitions and to walk them through proofs of the theorems. 

Instructor Clark used the additional time in giving quizzes instead of collecting 

homework and in using the SPG calculator to visually illustrate concepts. 

Instructor Edward chose to use the time in working real world applications in 

class, with or without the calculator, and also allowing students to demonstrate a 
feature on the calculator. 

Contrasts Involving the SPG Calculator 

As the purpose of this study was to investigate teachers' conceptions of 

teaching and instructional practice in connection with the implementation of the 
SPG calculator in calculus, the analysis across the case studies focused on the 

reaction of the teachers to the SPG calculator. Important areas of interest 

determined through analysis were categorized as: (a) initial conceptions about 

using the SPG calculators, (b) perceived purpose and actual use of the SPG 
calculator, (c) exams and the SPG calculator, (d) factors influencing the use of the 

SPG calculator, and (e) final conceptions and evaluation of the SPG calculator. 

Initial conceptions about using SPG calculators. 

All four teachers having no prior experience with SPG calculators in any 

mathematics courses expressed skepticism concerning the potential effectiveness 

of the calculator in assisting them in teaching calculus. Instructor Edward was 

definitely the most skeptical of the group. He frankly stated that if they (students 

and himself) started to have trouble with the calculator, he would not hesitate to 

discontinue its use. If a continuum were to be established for the teachers 
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starting from the most skeptical to the least skeptical Professor Arthur would be 
the next most skeptical after Instructor Edward and he would be followed by 

Professor Brooke and finally Instructor Clark. Instructor Dean would be on the 
far side of the continuum since he was optimistic about the use of the SPG 

calculator in the calculus course and was looking forward to teaching the course 
with the calculator. 

When initially interviewed, none of the teachers had well-formulated 

conceptions about how the calculator could be used to assist them in teaching 

the calculus. All four teachers having no prior experience with any type of SPG 
calculator suggested it would be used for graphing functions, but were unable to 

provide concrete or explicit examples. Professor Arthur and Instructor Clark 

were able to speak of a few general possibilities. Instructor Dean who had used 

another type of SPG calculator in statistics and algebra courses also did not have 

well established conceptions of how the calculator would be used in teaching the 

calculus course. The examples he did mentioned were mainly about graphing 

from an algebra context rather than from a calculus perspective. 

Professor Arthur, Professor Brooke, and Instructor Edward all indicated 

similar reasons why SPG calculators were being incorporated into the calculus 

course. They felt the calculator was being implemented because it was available, 

it was the fashion to do so, and was a means of maintaining respect and credibility 

in the mist of the technology age. Instructor Dean, who was initially more in 

favor of the calculator's use, even indicated a reason similar to that of Professors 

Arthur and Brooke and Instructor Edward. He felt by incorporating the 

calculator, the mathematics department was finally entering the 20th century. He 

explained further that the SPG calculator was just another tool which could be 
and should be used in teaching and learning calculus. 

Instructor Clark was the only teacher who did not mention the need to 

maintain academic respectability or to be modern. He stated reasons more directly 

related to teaching: (a) to help illustrate the ideas in a geometric way instead of an 

algebraic manner, (b) to allow for more investigation of ideas, and (c) to be able to 

look at more examples. It is interesting to note the two teachers having a 

background in education and training in teaching (Instructor Dean and Instructor 

Clark) both gave reasons which were more directly related to teaching. 
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Instructor Edward, Professor Arthur, and Professor Brooke indicated initial 
concern the calculator might dominate the course. If that became the case they 
believed it would be better to discontinue its use in the course. The other two 
teachers did not mention concern about the possibility of the calculator 

dominating the course. Instructor Clark did not think it would make a significant 
difference in how the course was taught and Instructor Dean did not believe the 
calculator could be used too much. 

Perceived purpose and actual use of the SPG calculator. 

Both Professor Arthur and Professor Brooke felt the calculator would be 

used primarily to look at functions graphically and for pictures. Professor Arthur 

repeatedly mentioned the calculator's main use was to get pictures. Professor 

Brooke on the other hand extended the idea of a graphical representation to help 

make ideas more visual for the students so they could see what was happening 
with the function. At the conclusion of the study, both Professor Arthur and 

Professor Brooke felt the calculator had been most useful to the students as a 

learning tool to illustrate ideas graphically. They did not feel the calculator had 

been especially helpful to them in teaching the course. As mentioned above, 

Instructor Clark, also suggested using the calculator to illustrate principles 

geometrically, as well as using it to investigate ideas and to work more examples. 

At the conclusion of the quarter, Instructor Clark mainly viewed the calculator as 

an instructional tool for demonstrating and exploring concepts in class. He also 
believed the calculator may have been used by the students to confirm answers 

obtained analytically. 

Instructor Dean saw the calculator having an important role as an 

instructional tool to use in class in presenting the concepts, but just as 

importantly, as a learning tool for the students in and out of the classroom. 

Contrastingly, Instructor Edward initially thought the purpose of the calculator 

was as a tool, or toy, or as a game in class. As the quarter progressed, he still 

believed the calculator was a good diversionary device to use when he thought 

the students were becoming bored, but, he also began discovering some effective 

uses for the calculator in illustrating the concepts. At the end of the quarter, 
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Instructor Edward thought the calculator had been mainly an instructional tool 
for him to use in the classroom, but he also believed it was useful to the students 
as a learning tool. 

Interestingly, Instructor Dean and Instructor Edward, the two teachers who 

used the calculator the most often in the classroom, were also the two instructors 

who felt the calculator was valuable as both an instructional tool for them in class 

as well as a learning tool for the students. Professor Arthur and Professor Brooke, 

the two teachers who found the calculator the least beneficial, were also the two 

teachers who viewed the calculator mainly as a learning tool for the students to 

use outside of class in experimenting and exploring ideas. A possible pattern may 

be suggested by the fact the professors found the calculator to be more of a 
learning tool for the students while the instructors found the calculator to be 

useful as an instructional tool for them. 

All the teachers in the study used the calculator for graphing purposes 

during class especially for drawing graphs of derivatives (first and second), and 

illustrating concavity, inflection points, and extrema. All the teachers thought the 

NEWT and RAM programs were useful. Professor Arthur felt the programs had 

been very useful to the students even though he did not get the NEWT program 

transferred to the students' calculator until after he had covered the section on 

Newton's method. Professor Brooke thought the programs were somewhat 

useful, but did not make much use of them in class. Instructor Clark thought both 

programs had been useful in crunching out the numerical answers and utilized the 

programs to demonstrate examples he could not have done using paper and 

pencil techniques. When he covered the trapezoidal rule and Simpson's method 

of approximating areas under curves, Instructor Clark asked if some more "cool" 
programs existed. 

Instructor Dean thought both programs had been helpful to the students, 

but was a little concerned the programs may have seemed like "magic" since, due 

to time constraints, he only demonstrated how to use the programs and did not 

explain the concepts behind the programs. Instructor Edward thought the 

students liked using the programs which were easier to do than traditional, time 

consuming, number crunching, paper and pencil procedures. He also 
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demonstrated more examples using the programs than he could have working 
problems by hand. 

Professor Arthur, Instructor Clark, and Instructor Dean found the POLY and 
SOLVER features of the calculator to be useful. Instructor Clark thought the 
POLY key had been particularly helpful in obtaining roots to polynomial 
equations so he could quickly move to the calculus implications of the problem 

he was working. Instructor Dean continued to forget about the POLY key and 
worked problems the "hard way" or with the SOLVER until a student reminded 
him about the POLY key. Instructor Dean stated he hoped to use the POLY key 
more often next quarter when he taught the course. 

All the teachers mentioned the fnlnt key on the calculator was too slow or 
unpredictable to be useful. Professor Arthur was the most adamant that he would 

never use the fnlnt function on the calculator during class. Instructor Clark, 

Dean, and Edward made comments about the fnlnt key, but did not think it had 

been a big problem. They most likely had used the fnlnt key less than Professor 
Arthur. Although Professor Arthur did not use the fnlnt key during class, he had 

experimented with it when students came for office hours. Professor Brooke also 
had some trouble using the fnlnt key in class and said she did not want to take 

valuable class time just to confirm an answer obtained analytically. The fnlnt 

functions used for graphing purposes was not considered by any of the teachers 
to be an effective utilization of the calculator. 

Whenever the textbook presentation involved a new feature or key on the 
calculator, the teachers dealt with it in different ways. Instructor Dean took time 
in class to either demonstrate the new feature using the display unit or more 

typically had the students try it with their own calculators. Instructor Edward 

usually looked ahead in the textbook so he could have a student demonstrate the 

new use, if it was a new key or feature on the calculator not previously 

demonstrated. Professor Brooke felt an obligation to mention the new feature, 

but often only wrote the key or feature on the board explaining its use rather 
than demonstrating it. Instructor Clark usually tried to demonstrate the new 

feature or use on the display unit, but frequently had difficulties beyond his 

control that prevented or altered his demonstration. Professor Arthur did not 

normally take class time to illustrate the new use or feature suggested in the 
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textbook, but he did assist students to learn how to operate the different features 
on the calculator when the students came in during his office hours. 

Even though one of the main assets of the SPG calculator was its graphing 
capability, the two teachers who emphasized visual representations in their 

teaching did not utilize the calculator that frequently. Professor Brooke found 
the images in her mind were more vivid than what the calculator could produce 

and decided do much of the graphing by hand. However, she thought the 

students who may not be able to "see" the ideas as well could benefit from use 

of the graphing capabilities of the calculator. 

Instructor Clark also preferred a geometrical approach when teaching. 

When Instructor Clark used the calculator, it was frequently for graphical 

purposes to conceptually demonstrate a calculus idea. It might have been 

interesting to observe Instructor Clark teaching without the complications of a 

missing or malfunctioning display unit. The results of how often the calculator 

was utilized by Instructor Clark may have been significantly different. 

Exams and SPG calculators. 

Initially, all the teachers without any prior experience with SPG calculators, 

expressed concern about preparing exams. Professor Arthur thought major 

changes needed to be, but was uncertain what they would entail. Professor 

Brooke felt the exams would be difficult to construct and was "worried." 

Instructor Clark thought there would have to be significant changes in test 
making, but was uncertain what these changes would be. Instructor Edward also 

was unsure how the exams would be different, but thought they must be 

different. Instructor Dean, having some prior experience with making exams for 

statistics and algebra courses where SPG calculators were used, was the only 

teacher who did not express concern about making exams. He thought questions 

could be asked in such a way to test the student's knowledge and still not enable 

the students to "cheat" with their calculators. 

During the final interview, the teachers who had initially indicated concern 

about exams, stated they had not found the construction of the tests as difficult 

as first imagined. They also felt the exams were not substantially different than 
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the ones they had made in previous quarters although each noted some 
differences in the exam questions from those given in previous calculus classes. 
Professor Arthur stated he was unable to use any limit problems on the exam. The 
students could just graph the expression, trace it, and find the answer without 
really demonstrating an understanding of the true concept of a limit. Instructor 
Clark felt he had asked a few more conceptual questions on the exams and 
thought the calculator could have been helpful on some of the questions to 
confirm answers. He asked the students to provide written explanations of a 
function's behavior where the students could use the calculator to provide the 
graph. Instructor Dean also did not design specific exam questions for the 
calculator, but the calculator could have been useful on many of the questions 
included on exams. One of his definite integral problems simplified to an 

expression the students had not learned how to integrate. Instructor Dean felt 
the students could have either located the formula in the table of integrals or used 
the calculator to evaluate the integral. Additionally, when he asked for graphs to 
be drawn, he included a place for the students to state the "window" (or range) 
they used in graphing the function. Asking the students to include the range 
window with the graph provided a hint (if they needed one) to use the calculator. 

Instructor Edward also did not include any questions on the exam 
specifically designed to be worked with the calculator, but mentioned he had 

deleted some types of problems he typically asked because he thought the 

questions were now outdated. He also thought he had asked more conceptual 

questions on the exams than he had in previous quarters. Some of the questions 
required the students to write sentences to describe what was happening in the 
problem. 

Only Professor Brooke intentionally designed exam problems requiring the 

use of the SPG calculator. Professor Brooke thought part of the new approach 

was teaching how to use the calculator and consequently believed a few 

problems should be included on the exams to test the student's ability with the 

calculator. 

Analysis of the exams written by the teachers in the study indicated most of 

the questions did not differ substantially from questions written for a traditional 

calculus course (where SPG calculators were not used). However, there were 
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some small differences in the types of exam questions asked by the teachers, 

indicating a possible move toward more conceptual questioning and evaluation, 
as advocated by the NCTM standards and by the calculus reform movement. 

Factors influencing the use of the SPG calculator. 

Several factors influenced the frequency of use and the manner in which the 
calculator was utilized by the teachers. A few of the factors were experienced by 

all of the teachers while other factors were found important to only some of the 
teachers. For instance, lack of experience with the calculator was a factor for all 

five teachers, including Instructor Dean who had some prior experience in using a 
different SPG calculator in algebra and statistics courses. Another factor for all 
five teachers was the lack of readily available resource materials on using the 
calculator to assist in teaching the different topics of calculus. Several of the 

teachers mentioned they would have appreciated more suggestions on effective 
incorporation of the calculator in teaching the calculus. 

All of the teachers in the study initially had some difficulty either in entering 
functions in the calculator or using the appropriate syntax with a feature on the 

calculator. Professor Arthur, Professor Brooke and Instructor Clark had particular 

trouble with making typographical errors and feeling they were too slow in 

entering functions in the calculator. Two of the teachers, Professor Arthur and 

Professor Brooke, believed the calculator had not allowed them to do more 

examples, rather, they felt they may have worked fewer problems when utilizing 
the calculator. 

Each of the teachers had conceptions of the importance of covering all the 

material in the section and adequately preparing the students to do the 

homework. If the teachers felt the calculator slowed the teaching process by 

interfering with material coverage, they chose not to use the calculator. 

Professors Arthur and Brooke held especially strong conceptions that the speed 

of the calculator in performing operations made them waste valuable class time. 

Professor Arthur, Professor Brooke and Instructor Clark had extensive experience 

with computers and were used to having computers perform the operations more 

quickly than the calculator was able to do. Interestingly, Instructor Edward, who 
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did not have recent experience with computers, was impressed with how quickly 
the calculator was able to perform the desired operations. 

The students' influence seemed to be a major factor for both Professor 
Brooke and Instructor Edward, but for quite different reasons. Professor Brooke 
felt the students were not there to learn and no matter what she did they did not 
care. So she mainly taught what the students wanted her to teach, the 

algorithmic processes and procedures, with which they were already familiar. 
Consequently, she did not use the calculator as much as she might have, if more 

of the students had demonstrated an interest in learning new ideas. 

Instructor Edward on the other hand, was most likely positively influenced 

by having the students present different features of the calculator. He 

experienced a major change in his conceptions about the calculator in general 

and about using it to assist him in teaching calculus. A factor that appeared to 
have been involved with the change was that the majority of the students seemed 

interested when asked to demonstrate a feature of the calculator. 

The factor of time was also important for most of the teachers. Professor 

Arthur, Instructor Clark, and Instructor Dean all had insufficient time to 

adequately prepare for their regular lecture let alone time to experiment with how 

the calculator could effectively be integrated into the lesson. Having other 

departmental responsibilities was a major factor for Instructor Clark and Professor 

Arthur and to a lesser degree for Instructor Dean, which affected how much time 

they could devote to learning how to operate and incorporate the calculator into 

their teaching. Professor Brooke and Instructor Edward did not appear to be 
significantly influenced by insufficient preparation time. However, both Professor 

Brooke and Instructor Edward felt time pressure in the classroom. 

Another major factor in the use of the calculator for some of the teachers was 

the physical arrangement of the room and difficulties with the overhead display 

unit. Professor Arthur, Professor Brooke, and Instructor Dean taught in 

classrooms where they needed to assemble the overhead display unit. Professor 

Arthur and Professor Brooke both stated this daily process, although simple, was 

annoying. Professor Arthur suggested several times that a better overhead 

display device needed to be constructed that did not require the set up time, more 
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clearly projected the images on the screen, and could be set up off to the side 
instead of blocking his view of some of the students in the front row. 

Professor Brooke also found the repeated act of setting up and taking down 
the display unit to be a hassle. In addition, the arrangement of the classroom was 

not conducive to using the display unit. When she pulled the projection screen 
down far enough to be able to project the image from the display onto the screen, 

nearly the entire chalkboard was covered. Some days she chose not to set up the 
display unit during class. At least once during an observation, she went to use 
the display unit, remembered it had not been set up and decided not to take the 
time to set it up for such a short use. A similar experience happened to Professor 
Arthur. 

Perhaps because of his more positive conceptions concerning SPG 

calculators, Instructor Dean repeatedly stated he liked having a display unit 
device available to him for use in class. Interestingly, he decreased the use of the 

display unit as the quarter progressed and had the students utilize their own 

calculators at their seats, thus allowing him to circulate among the students 

working with them on a one-to-one basis. 

Instructor Clark thought it had been handy to have the display unit already 

set up for him when he came to class and could see wisdom in having the 

calculator remain in the same room for several consecutive teaching hours. 

Instructor Edward also thought it was advantageous to have the display unit 

available to use in class. It did not bother him to set up the display unit each 

morning, perhaps because he did not have to also take it down and he knew four 
other teachers would be using it during the day. Both Instructors Clark and 

Edward taught in a room where the overhead display unit could be set up 

unobtrusively, and yet was easy to access. 

Final conceptions and evaluation of the SPG calculator. 

In general the four teachers in the study who were skeptical about the SPG 

calculators became less skeptical by the end of the quarter. For three of the 

teachers, the change was not dramatic. During the final interview, the teachers 

expressed conceptions of being more comfortable with the course because they 
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had been through it and realized the calculator could be used as extensively as 
they wished and the new graphing approach curriculum did not force them to use 
the calculator extensively. 

The teacher who was the most skeptical about the value of the calculator 
actually made the greatest change in his conceptions concerning the use of the 
calculator. It is interesting to note, the teacher whose attitude improved so 
dramatically was not wholly convinced the calculator was especially effective in 
demonstrating a concept better, rather he thought it was valuable to keep the 
students interested in the presentation and provided alternative approaches to 
demonstrating the concept. 

The teacher who began the study with positive conceptions about using the 
calculator remained positive, but felt he had not been prepared for the different 

uses of the calculator in calculus. He had used a SPG calculator for statistical 

procedures which were straightforward and descriptive in nature or for 

demonstrating algebra concepts through graphing. While teaching the calculus 
course with the calculator, he was surprised to learn of what he called the 

"calculator's limitations" and had become aware of the need perhaps for the first 
time to address the limitations of the calculator with the students. He remained 

positive about the use of the calculator, but may have become less impressed with 
using the calculator to demonstrate calculus ideas. 

All the teachers believed the students had benefitted from being able to use 
the calculators to graph functions and to visualize the behavior of the function. 

Other than for graphing purposes and the NEWT and RAM programs, the 
teachers were not certain how the students used the calculator. They hoped the 

students had used the calculator to explore and make conjectures on their own 
when working the homework assignment and studying the concepts. However, 

perhaps due to time constraints, most of the teachers did not in general use the 

calculator in class to experiment and have the students make conjectures. 

In support of the hypothesis that time constraints may have influenced the 

use of the calculator, Instructor Dean stated he had wanted to use the SPG 

calculator more in his precalculus course taught during the day. However, he 

found the 50 minute class period provided insufficient time to use the calculator 

effectively and still cover the techniques and procedures discussed in the section. 
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He felt teaching for a three hour block of time was advantageous for having the 
students experiment and graph functions during class, but felt there had been too 
much material for the students to absorb and too much homework which had to 
be assigned for each class. Comparing the experiences of the four daytime 
teachers with the night class teacher suggests if the students are to use the 
calculators in class more extensively, the class periods must either be extended or 
the students meet in a lab situation during the week to experiment and explore 
calculus concepts using the SPG calculator or computers as tools. 

After teaching one quarter with the SPG calculator, Professor Arthur, 
Professor Brooke, and Instructor Clark expressed reserved yet positive 
impressions of its use and believed it should continue to be incorporated into the 
calculus course. Professor Arthur could not say he found teaching using the SPG 

calculator personally more satisfying than teaching without it. Yet, he expressed 
the desire to continue to teach "calculator calculus" in order to experiment more 
before making any definite conclusions. Although Professor Brooke had been 
disappointed with the time it took the calculator to perform the operations or to 
draw a graph, she still thought the calculator could be beneficial to the students 
and believed it made sense to continue to use it in the course. She stated if a 

person knew how to use the calculator appropriately, then it could make a 

difference in classroom instruction. However, Professor Brooke thought she was 

still learning how to "use it right." Instructor Clark felt there had been some 
differences in the approach he took to teaching the calculus as a result of using 
the SPG calculator. He felt overall it was definitely worthwhile to incorporate the 
calculator into the course and thought it would be a good idea to continue its 
use. He also stated he would be disappointed if the department chose to 
discontinue using the calculator. 

Instructor Dean, who had been initially enthusiastic about using the SPG 

calculators in the calculus course, did not feel the first experience in calculus had 

been as positive as he had hoped it would be. Instructor Dean expressed 

disappointment in himself for not utilizing the calculator more effectively. Having 

learned from his first time experience with the calculator, he planned to make 

several changes in the way he taught the calculus course the next quarter. 
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Instructor Edward's final conceptions concerning the use of the SPG 
calculator in the course were dramatically different from his initial skepticism and 
reluctance to use it. During the final interview, Instructor Edward stated he did 
not want to ever teach the course again without having the calculator available 
for him to use. He thought the calculator had been helpful to the students in 
visualizing the functions better and generally improved their attitude about the 
course. He liked it as, "a tool, a toy whatever you want to call it that they can 
play with." He believed the calculator had been especially beneficial in allowing 

him to teach concepts using an alternative approach when the students got tired 
of the typical chalkboard presentation. He made an interesting comment, when 

summarizing his thoughts about using the calculator, which provided important 

insight into a purpose for the SPG calculators. He stated, "This is the video age. 

Students need to be stimulated more. [The] chalkboard just isn't going to do it 
anymore." 
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CHAPTER V
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
 

Introduction 

This study investigated teachers' professed conceptions of teaching and 
their actual instructional practice in connection with the implementation of SPG 
calculators in college calculus. Detailed descriptions of each teacher's professed 
conceptions of teaching calculus along with a characterization of their 

instructional practice were provided in Chapter IV. Comparisons and contrasts of 
the different teachers were also examined in Chapter IV, to foster more general 

conclusions regarding incorporation of SPG calculators in college calculus. 
It is recognized the conclusions drawn from this study are not generalizable 

to the total population of college calculus instructors incorporating technology 

into their teaching. However, it is hoped conclusions formed across the case 
studies by looking at similarities, differences, and contrasts provide a better 

understanding of the connection between teachers' conceptions of teaching and 
their instructional practice when incorporating a new graphing approach 

curriculum and SPG calculators. Discussion of the results follow the three fold 

focus of the study (see Figure 1 in Chapter I) and examine the relationship 

between: a) the teachers' instructional practice and their general conceptions 

about teaching and learning calculus, (b) the teachers' conceptions about 

teaching calculus and their instructional use of the SPG calculator, and (c) the 

teachers' instructional practice and their use of the SPG calculator. 

After the discussion of the three areas of focus, a summarized 

characterization of "reluctant reformer" calculus teachers is provided as well as a 
summary of the conclusions found in the study. The chapter concludes with the 
limitations of the study and comments concerning the implications and 

recommendations for future research. 
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Teachers' Conceptions and Their Instructional Practice 

The Textbook and Instruction 

Although the teachers in the study had guidelines for progression through a 
common textbook in the first quarter calculus course, there were extensive 
differences in "what" was taught in the five classes. Ferrini-Mundy and Graham 
(1991) hypothesized that college instructors were "relatively independent" and 
had "relatively firm" yet differing opinions of the important content in the first 
quarter calculus course (p. 632). Evidence from the current study reinforced such 

a notion. Considerable differences were found in what the teachers thought 
important to emphasize and the manner in which presentation of the material 

should occur. One teacher stressed the logical structure of calculus through 
precise development of definitions and proving theorems (frequently called 
"rules" in the textbook instead of "theorems"). Another teacher taught the 
definitions and theorems in a intuitive manner and yet tested on precise wording 
of the statements, feeling the need to maintain some rigor in the course. Two 
other teachers briefly mentioned the theoretical aspects of calculus, but placed 
heavy emphasis on the procedural techniques and notational calculus. A fifth 
teacher taught the procedural techniques but preferred to emphasize the applied 
aspect of the calculus. Thus, even though a common textbook was required for 
the course, major topics to be covered were the same, and similar problems were 

assigned as homework, the atmospheres of the five different calculus classrooms 
revealed unique features. 

Ferrini-Mundy and Graham (1991) further suggested textbooks provide 

some influence on classroom instruction at the college level, but less so than at 

the elementary or secondary level. The textbook's presentation of the material 

provided limited influence on the classroom instruction in the present study, 

except for the teacher who was inexperienced in teaching calculus. For 

Instructor Dean the textbook played a more critical role in influencing his 

instructional presentation; he closely followed the presentation of concepts and 
used the examples provided. The rest of the teachers occasionally used examples 

taken from the textbook, but the text was used primarily as a guide to the 
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sequence of topics and as the means of assigning homework. The four teachers 

with more experience in teaching calculus had well-developed conceptions 

concerning the presentation and development of topics in the first quarter 
calculus, consequently the textbook's approach appeared to have a minor 
influence on these teachers' behavior in the classroom. Another recent study 
conducted at the high school level found the teachers relied heavily on the new 

calculus "reform" textbook (Simonsen, 1995). It is possible that different 
"reform" textbooks may have diverse influences on the teachers using them, or 

more likely as Ferrini-Mundy and Graham (1991) suggested, college faculty rely 

less on textbook presentation of the material than high school teachers. 

Interrelationship of Teachers' Conceptions and Classroom Practice 

Establishing the relationship of the teachers' conceptions about teaching 

calculus with their actual classroom practice was as Thompson (1984) suggested, 
a complex endeavor. For the teachers in the present study, there was generally a 

high level of congruence between what the teachers believed they did in 

teaching and their demonstrated classroom actions. The three teachers without 

formal training in pedagogy had some difficulty in verbalizing their conceptions 

of teaching and used simple expressions in explaining their goals, philosophy, or 

conceptions of teaching. However, they subsequently followed their 

descriptions closely in the classroom, demonstrating a strong congruence 

between their professed conceptions of teaching and their classroom practice. It 

may be conjectured because these college teachers were possibly unaware of, or 

at least did not concern themselves with teaching strategies or goals advocated 

by educational organizations such as NCTM, they did not attempt to portray 

themselves as having certain popular or recommended qualities. For all the 

teachers in the study, whatever style fit their personality and in which they were 

comfortable, that was how they believed they taught. And, for the most part, 

analysis of the observations confirmed actual instruction closely matched 

professed conceptions about teaching calculus. Several of the teachers in the 

study vividly demonstrated that they taught the topics of calculus based on their 

own style of learning: learning mathematics by asking why questions about the 
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principles behind the procedures, visual learning, or learning in a step by step 
manner. Evidence also suggested the teachers tended to teach the calculus 

course in a manner similar to how they were taught college mathematics. 

Two of the teachers in the study had received formal pedagogical training. 
Interestingly, the teacher who had the most background in education 
demonstrated the least amount of congruence between his conceptions of 

teaching and his actual instructional practice. Instructor Dean used descriptive 
words such as facilitator and discovery learning to describe his teaching, yet in 
actual practice he more frequently demonstrated the role of presenter of 
knowledge using a straight-forward approach in teaching. Thompson (1984) also 
found that the teacher with the least congruence between beliefs and practice 
professed to use teaching approaches and styles recommended by the NCTM 

Standards. Yet, the teacher's actual classroom practice resembled the traditional 
mathematic class as described by Welch (1978), teaching in a prescriptive manner 

with lecture by the teacher and little activity and interaction with the students. 
The other teacher in the current study with formal training in education, 

Instructor Clark, demonstrated a stronger congruence in his conceptions of 
teaching calculus and classroom instruction. Instructor Clark stated he taught his 

college classes in a similar manner as he had been taught, yet, hoping he exhibited 
more interaction with the students than what he had experienced. Other research 

has determined that teachers often revert to teaching as they were taught in their 
college mathematics courses even after formal training in pedagogy (Cooney, 

1985; Simonsen, 1995; Thompson, 1984; Tobin, 1987). Apparently, their 

experience when learning mathematics has a greater impact on some teachers 

than any subsequent courses they take on teaching strategies. 

Shaw (1989) found teachers hold both ideal and actual or practical beliefs 

concerning their teaching. The results of the present study confirmed Shaw's 

conclusions. Ideal beliefs as Shaw defined them were convictions of how the 

teachers ideally would like to teach for understanding and ideally would like 

students to learn. Actual beliefs were convictions of how the teacher actually 

needed to teach and students actually needed to learn within the contextual 

factors of the classroom. Shaw's distinction of ideal versus actual beliefs provided 
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a convenient way to discuss some of the discrepancies of teachers' conceptions 
of teaching and actual observed classroom practice noted in the present study. 

For two of the teachers, their ideal conceptions of teaching calculus were 
not always consistent with their demonstrated classroom teaching. However, if 
their practical or actual conceptions were considered, then there was a stronger 
congruence between the teachers' conceptions of teaching and their classroom 

behavior. For these two teachers, Professor Brooke and Instructor Dean, 
contextual factors such as the caliber of the students in the class or constraints on 
time, played an important role in the development of practical conceptions for 
teaching that particular class. Professor Brooke felt impeded in being able to 

teach the way she preferred because of disinterest on the part of the students. In 
response to the students, she chose to explain the procedures and techniques in a 

straightforward manner without normally elaborating on the principles behind the 
procedures. Brown and Baird (1993) described a similar occurrence with a high 

school geometry teacher who believed certain teaching strategies had benefits 

but due to uncooperative students the teaching approach was adjusted to what 
was believed to be best for the students at the time. Other research findings have 

also verified that middle school and high school teachers altered their intended 

lessons according to perceived and observed actions of the students (Borko & 

Livingston, 1989; Peterson & Clark, 1978; Ropo, 1987). 

Instructor Dean, who professed to be a facilitator in teaching, often found he 

had limited time when teaching the new material and so chose a direct approach 

in presenting the lesson in order to cover the needed information and examples. 

His practical conceptions, of needing to cover all the material with restricted time, 

dominated his professed ideal conception of being a facilitator and consultant to 

the students. Grant (1984) similarly found the few times the teacher in the study 

demonstrated inconsistencies between beliefs and instructional practice came as 
the result of a time constraint. 

Several of the contextual factors hindering the teachers from incorporating 

their ideal beliefs, noted in Shaw's (1989) study, were analogous to those found 

in the current study. However, Shaw concluded that some of the ideal beliefs 

professed by the teachers were more a verbal manifestation of commitment to 

"abstract ideas" about teaching than of an actual operative theory of 
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instructions. Contrary to Shaw's findings, the professed ideal beliefs or 
conceptions held by the teachers in the present study were not "abstract ideas." 
Rather, in the current study, given different contextual circumstances such as 
more familiarity with the subject matter, different students, or more time available 

for preparation and presentation, the teacher's ideal beliefs may well have 
become actual or practical beliefs demonstrated during classroom instruction. 

Teachers' Conceptions and Use of SPG Calculators in the Classroom 

For most of the teachers in the study, incorporation of the SPG calculator did 

not appear to significantly affect their conceptions of teaching calculus in regards 

to the presentation of definitions and theorems. The teachers' original professed 

conceptions concerning the importance of the theory at the first year calculus 
level were primarily consistent with their instructional practice in the classroom 
except as noted in the previous section. 

Instructor Dean who had limited experience in teaching calculus did not 

have well established conceptions concerning the teaching of calculus and 

consequently relied heavily on the textbook's presentation of topics. At the 

conclusion of the study, Instructor Dean determined his and the textbook's 

presentation of the topics had overly emphasized an intuitive approach. He 

expressed a desire to use the calculator more effectively in demonstrating calculus 

principles, and yet also wanted to teach the concepts in a more precise manner 
including proofs of a few more theorems. 

Another teacher who may have been slightly influenced in his conceptions 

of teaching calculus, by the textbook's approach, was Instructor Clark. He used 
intuitive and conceptual approaches in teaching the theorems and definitions in 

class and yet when testing, he required the students to state the definitions and 

theorems. Perhaps the new graphing/conceptual-oriented curriculum provided in 

the textbook exhibited a slight influence on Instructor Clark's conceptions of 

teaching and classroom practice, but not enough to affect examination questions 

involving definitions and theorems. 
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Implementing the Technology 

Initial conceptions of the four teachers having no prior experience with SPG 
calculators, were skepticism concerning the potential effectiveness of the 
calculator for instructional purposes. None of the teachers possessed well-
formulated conceptions about how the calculator could be used to assist them in 
teaching the calculus. Four of the teachers believed the calculators were being 
incorporated into the calculus because they were available and it was fashionable 

to do so in order to maintain respect and credibility in the mist of the technology 
age. 

To a certain extent, the teachers' initial skepticism likely affected the use of 
the calculator in the classroom, although at the beginning of the quarter, each 

teacher utilized the calculator during class. Depending upon the perceived 
success of their first few encounter using the technology, the teachers either 

continued to utilize the calculator in class or they curtailed its use. If the teachers 
experienced what they felt was a beneficial use of the calculator the first few 

times in experimenting with it during instruction, they appeared to develop more 
confidence with the technology and continued to incorporate the calculator 
throughout the course when appropriate uses were found. On the other hand, if 
the first few experiences with the calculator were not considered successful by 

the teacher then there was a decrease in its use. A few more attempts were made 
to use the calculator in different ways, but the first two weeks of the course 

appeared to be critical in determining how much the calculator would be utilized 
in class during the quarter. The exception to the last two statements was 

Instructor Clark. Although he experienced repeated difficulties associated with 
using the technology, he continued to attempt to incorporate the calculator into 
his lesson presentations. He was experienced in working with malfunctioning 

computers and was well aware of the technical difficulties associated with using 

them. His awareness of the potential difficulties probably dampened what 

otherwise could have been a negative effect on him in using the SPG calculators. 

Interestingly, the two teachers who professed a visual conceptualization of 
calculus did not use the calculator as frequently as some of the other teachers. 

This result appeared contrary to what other research indicated should be the case 
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(Farrell, 1989; Heid, 1984; Judson, 1986). However, one must keep in mind the 
teachers in the previous studies were the researchers and the curriculum 
developers and consequently probably had a stronger motivation to utilize the 
technology. One teacher in the present study who was a visual learner, Professor 
Brooke, felt the calculator's discrete graphing capability was not as accurate as 
the images she developed in her mind. Additionally, Professor Brooke taught in a 
classroom that was not conducive to use of the calculator display unit. 
Consequently, she chose to sketch graphs mainly by hand to emphasize the 
desired characteristics. 

Instructor Clark, who also professed to teach the principles using 

geometrical and visual methods whenever possible, attempted to utilize the 
calculator when presenting his lessons, but experienced, as previously mentioned, 

considerable difficulty with the display calculator. Frequently when he wanted 
to use the calculator during class it was either missing from the room or 

malfunctioning. Interestingly, Estes (1989) also related having several "first 
time" difficulties with equipment and having to work out problems with the 
physical arrangements in the classroom. 

The teachers who utilized the calculator more frequently believed the 

calculator was both an instructional tool for them in class and a learning tool for 
the students. The teachers who viewed the calculator as most useful to the 

students as a learning tool to be used outside of class, tended to utilize the 
calculator less frequently in class for demonstration purposes. 

Although the majority of the teachers did not enthusiastically embrace the 

use of technology, all five at least attempted to utilize the SPG calculator during 

some of the classes. The four teachers, who initially indicated skepticism 

concerning the calculator, improved their attitudes and conceptions about 

teaching with the SPG calculators by the end of the quarter. Additionally, all of 

the teachers stated they would like to see a continuance of the graphing 

approach curriculum and the SPG calculator in the calculus course. 

As suggested previously, most of the teachers in the present study were not 

as motivated to use the SPG calculator as teachers in previous studies involving 

the use of technology (Estes, 1990; Heid, 1984; Judson, 1986; Palmiter, 1988; 

Schrock, 1989). They were, however, required to make decisions in balancing 
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theoretical, procedural and conceptual approaches in relationship to the use of 
the calculator. From the analysis of the data, it appeared the balance must be 
determined on an individual basis by the teacher, and cannot be mandated solely 
by course coordinators, curriculum developers, or textbook authors. The teachers 
possessed preferred strategies for presenting the calculus and were reluctant to 
make dramatic changes even when given different curriculum materials to follow. 
Thus, though the teachers in the present study used the same textbook and had 
similar guidelines on the topics and sections to cover, each teacher responded to 
the technology and new graphing approach curriculum differently. Results 
indicated the technology tended to be assimilated into the teaching style of the 
teacher more than the teacher adjusting preferred methodologies to match the 
new curriculum. 

The results of the present study are in harmony with Farrell (1989), Olson 
(1981) and Smith and Sendelbach (1979) who found high school and elementary 

level teachers adapted the innovation to fit their conceptions of the way the 
subject should be taught. Farrell concluded that although the teachers behaviors 

were different when using technology than when they were not using it, the 
teachers did not use the technology in the same way. The technology was 

implemented in a way compatible with their individual teaching styles. The 
teachers in Olson's study saw themselves as the disseminater of knowledge and 

consequently the intended "low influence teaching" discussion lessons in the 
new curriculum were translated into direct instruction by the teacher. Olson 

further noted the difficulty for the teachers to change their style of teaching to 

match the new curriculum goals when the teachers' conceptions of teaching did 

not agree with the new curriculum developer's conceptions. Smith and 

Sendelbach also found there was not a strong connection between the new 

curriculum materials and the actual classroom instruction; the teachers adjusted 

the presentation of material to fit their belief of how the subject could be taught 

best. Research by Duffy and Roehler (1986) further supported the idea that 

teachers modify the innovation to match their reality and do not employ the ideas 

as discussed in the training workshop. Hence research supports the finding that a 

major factor influencing the manner the calculator was implemented into the 
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calculus classroom was the particular conceptions of teaching held by the 
teachers in the study. 

Effecting Change 

Since Instructor Edward made a significant change in his conceptions 
concerning the SPG calculator and was one of the two teachers who used the 
calculator the most in class, it may be productive to examine his conceptions and 
teaching style to identify possible factors influencing the change. Several factors 
emerged which may provide insight. He and Instructor Dean were both willing to 
risk time in class using the calculator more than the other three teachers. 

Instructor Edward further demonstrated a willingness to try something new in an 
effort to reduce possible student boredom. He became a fellow learner with the 
students, encouraged student involvement in class using the calculator, and gave 

credibility to learning how to use the calculator by using class time for student 
presentations. Instructor Edward also seemed to have less department and 

outside responsibilities and consequently, may have had more time to prepare for 
class than at least three of the other teachers. Finally, he was willing to 

experiment with and adapt his teaching habits. 

Professor Arthur, on the other hand, verbalized and demonstrated the most 
rigid conceptions of the important content of calculus. His instructional practices 
were based on what he firmly believed to be the "right way" to teach. 

Interestingly, Professor Arthur utilized the calculator in class the least of all the 
teachers in the study. Olson and Eaton (1987) similarly found teachers did not 

risk dramatic changes in teaching style that might undermine their ability to cover 
the curriculum in what they believed was an effective manner. They further 

noted teachers used the technology in "familiar teaching routines" in which the 

teachers felt comfortable. The contrast between Instructor Edward and Professor 

Arthur supports the hypothesis that to successfully implement a new innovation 

(in this case the SPG calculator) there must be a willingness to take risks in trying 

new ideas and to adapt established teaching habits. 

Wiske (1988) found teachers first used technology in routine familiar ways 

such as in drill and practice. As the teachers gained more experience they 
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discovered more beneficial uses and implemented the computers into classroom 
instruction to demonstrate ideas conceptually. In the present study inexperience 
and uncertainty on how to utilize the technology was a major factor in the use of 
the calculator during instruction. As the teachers had not received substantive 
training or guidance on the use of the calculator, they had to learn ways to 
incorporate the innovation beneficially into the class, on their own. However, the 
one teacher having some prior experience with another type of SPG calculator 
immediately incorporated the new calculator into his instruction and wanted the 
students to learn to operate the calculator to help them in the learning process. 

Results of the study indicated the process of adjusting one's teaching in 
light of new innovations is usually more evolutionary instead of revolutionary. 
The teachers in the present study had to work with a new textbook advocating a 
graphing and conceptual approach and learn to use the SPG calculator at the 
same time. One teacher additionally was actually relearning calculus as well. 
Time, experience, and willingness to change are key elements in the 

implementation process. The results from Wood, Cobb, and Yackel (1991) 

indicated a second grade teacher changed her teaching practice while 
participating in a year long research project aimed at having the teacher 
incorporate an innovative teaching approach. The change was gradual, but came 
as a result of an openness on the part of the teacher to learn and try new ways of 
teaching. Consequently, the results of the present study coupled with the other 
research mentioned, suggest implementation of the calculator in the calculus 
course may be tied closely to the motivation of the teachers to experiment with 

their old teaching procedures and habits. A willingness to take risks in their 
teaching and coverage of the content is a critical element as well. For most 
calculus teachers who do not immediately join the ranks of the calculus reformers, 
it may take longer to gain positive experience and to determine beneficial ways of 
utilizing the technology during instruction. Yet, there is hope from other research 
that change can occur if a willingness to experiment with new ideas of presenting 
the subject matter is present on the part of the teacher (Carpenter et al., 1989; 

McLaughlin, 1976; Wood et al., 1991). Four of the five participants in this study 

were reluctant to implement the SPG calculators into the calculus course. But 

each expressed a willingness to try a new approach, which provides hope for the 
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calculus reform movement to continue to expand. All of the teachers 
experimented, to differing degrees, in using the calculator during instruction. 
Perhaps with more opportunity to teach the calculator calculus, the teachers may 
demonstrate a greater ability to utilize the technology to assist students in 
learning the concepts of calculus. 

Instructional Practice and Use of the SPG Calculator 

Teaching Styles and SPG calculators 

Results of the study suggests a connection between teaching approaches 
and use of the technology. Those teachers whose instructional emphasis was 
theoretical did not utilize the SPG calculator as much in the classroom as those 
teachers who took a less rigorous approach in presenting the calculus. An 
approach emphasizing skill acquisition also did not foster use of the technology. 
Additionally, those teachers who demonstrated a straightforward lecture 

approach with little discussion used the calculator less frequently in presenting 
the material than when a conceptual approach was manifested. Hamm (1989), 
Heid (1984), Judson (1986) and Palmiter (1988) also found use of the technology 
more beneficial when teaching for conceptual learning as opposed to procedural. 
They found the technology helpful in allowing them to resequence the discussion 
of calculus principles; teaching first for conceptual understanding and then 

afterward discussing the procedural techniques. The teachers in the present 
study used a textbook which did not radically resequence or alter traditional 
presentation of the major topics. However, whenever a more intuitive or 
conceptual approach was used by the teachers the calculator was usually 

involved. Increased use of the calculator occurred if the teacher's conceptions 
about the calculator included using it both for instructional purposes in the 
classroom and as a learning tool for students. 

After one semester of teaching a new technology-enhanced curriculum, 

Estes (1990) noted the question of balancing the presentation between 

procedural and conceptual as well as chalkboard and technology presentations 

was not satisfactorily answer. The teachers in the present study were similarly 
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faced with decisions of how best to utilize the limited class time. Analysis of the 
data indicated conceptual approaches with or without technology were more 
time consuming than approaches emphasizing procedures and techniques. With 
a limited class period the teachers typically had one of two choices: 
(a) attempting to superficially cover as many concepts/examples in the section as 
possible leaving little if any time for exploring some concepts in more depth, or, 
(b) concentrating on a few key concepts, providing a thorough development and 
then expecting the students to read the textbook to learn the rest of the material 
in the section. Option (b), taking a more conceptual approach, fostered the use 
of the SPG calculator as an instructional tool while option (a) did not. 

Jost (1992) also concluded certain styles or approaches of teaching, by high 
school calculus instructors, were more conducive to using the SPG calculator as 
an instructional tool in the classroom. These styles were discussion-lecture and 
interactive-lecture. Jost further determined those teachers who had student-
oriented goals used the calculator more often in instruction; while those teachers 
who had content-oriented goals and traditional lecture styles of teaching did not 
use the calculator frequently in instruction. 

Unlike Jost's findings, in the present study content-oriented goals versus 
students-oriented goals were not distinguishing characteristics in use of the 
calculator. All the teachers in the current study manifested content-oriented 
goals including those teachers who frequently incorporated the calculator during 
instruction. Additionally, demonstration of being student-oriented did not appear 
to be necessarily connected to the frequency and manner the calculator was 
used. One teacher in the present study demonstrated an interactive approach to 
teaching and was student-oriented, yet, did not incorporate the calculator 
frequently into his lessons. Hence, the results of this study indicated certain 

teaching methods not fostering the use of technology tended to dominate over 
other approaches that may by themselves promote utilization of the calculator. 

For instance, a strong theory-oriented teaching approach (emphasis on definitions 
and proofs of theorems) dominated over both an inquiry approach and being 

student-oriented in determining how frequently the calculator was used in 
instruction and also how it was utilized. 
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With a limited sample it was not possible to establish a comprehensive list of 
teaching approaches that influence the use of the calculator for instructional 
purposes. However, results of this study indicated when there was a rigorous or 
theoretical emphasis, procedural or technique emphasis, or a straightforward 

deductive approach used in presenting the topics, the technology was rarely
 
utilized. The use of the calculator for instructional purposes occurred more
 
frequently when there was a conceptual approach, investigatory approach, or 
when real world applications were being demonstrated. A cause and effect 
relationship cannot be established in the present study, but it can be conjectured 
from the small sample in this study that when the technology was in use for 

instructional purposes (not simply for numerical calculations), the lesson followed 
more of a conceptual or intuitive approach than a theoretical or procedural 
approach. 

Quantity of Examples 

Previous research (Jost, 1992) and anecdotal information (Dick 1992, Heid, 
Sheets, & Matras, 1990) mentioned one of the benefits of using technology to 
teach mathematical ideas was the ability to work many more examples than when 
using traditional chalkboard presentations. Contrastingly, two teachers 

(Professors Arthur and Brooke) in the current study specifically indicated they 

felt they had worked fewer examples when using the calculator than they could 

have done by hand. Their experience is contrary to Jost's findings where some 
of the teachers believed they could do more examples when using the calculator 

than without. A possible explanation for the apparent contradictory findings is 
the fact the teachers in Jost's study were more familiar with the use of the SPG 

calculator than at least four of the teachers in the present study. Estes (1990) 

reported lectures supplemented by the use of technology required more time on a 

topic due to both the conceptual approach in the lecture and the inexperience of 

the teacher in using technology as an instructional tool. In further support for the 

"inexperience" explanation, Instructor Dean, the one teacher in the present 

study having some prior experience with a different SPG calculator, felt he had 

saved time using the calculator in class and worked more examples than when 
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using paper and pencil techniques. Inexperience with entering functions quickly 
and using the zoom inappropriately likely contributed to the two teachers' beliefs 
of having worked fewer example problems when using the calculator. 

The two other teachers in the study demonstrated several more examples 
while using the NEWT and RAM calculator programs than they could have by 
traditional means. Additionally, Instructor Clark used the NEWT program to 
illustrate exceptional cases that did not converge to the root, something that 
would have been too time consuming and labor intensive to do by hand. 
Consequently, it appeared for simple uses of the calculator, not requiring 
substantial expertise in its operation or a number of keys to be pressed, the 

teachers were able to work more complex examples than they could have worked 
with a traditional chalkboard presentation. 

Role of Teacher 

Heid et al. (1990), Dick (1990) and Wiske (1988) have commented 

anecdotally that changes occur in classroom dynamics and roles of the teacher in 
connection with the use of computer graphing software and SPG calculators. 

The anecdotal information suggested the teacher's role shifts from explainer and 
presenter of knowledge to more of a facilitator, consultant, and guide. One formal 

study conducted in pre-calculus at the high school level found subtle changes in 

the activities of the teachers when SPG calculators were being used during 

instruction (Farrell, 1989). Contrary to the suggestion that the role of the teacher 
shifts, teachers in the current study primarily maintained their traditional roles as 

the authority figure, explainer, and manager of tasks. Perhaps because it was the 
first time through the new textbook using the technology, the teachers may have 

been occupied learning about the new approach and operation of the calculator 
and did not want to risk too many changes. It also may have been too early in 

the teachers' adjustment period to see a distinctive change in roles. However, 

Dick (1992) and Ferrini -Mundy and Graham (1991) both expressed concern 

about the willingness of college faculty to alter their traditional authoritarian role 

to new more interactive styles of teaching. 
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All the teachers in the study maintained a high profile in class and a teacher-
centered classroom. Even Instructor Dean who had the students work problems 
at their seats while he circulated around the room was still the task-setter for all 
the activities in the classroom. However, a slight change in the traditional role of 

the teacher was noted for a few of the teachers. Instructor Dean and Instructor 
Edward, who both utilized the calculator at least once in nearly every class, 

sometimes demonstrated different roles than the traditional presenter of 
knowledge. Occasionally, Instructor Dean became more of the consultant as he 
moved around the room to assist the students and facilitated learning by asking 
key questions to individual students as they graphed a function. He only 

demonstrated this change in role when the calculator was in use; otherwise, he 
stayed at the front of the room using a lecture teaching style, by working 

examples problems with some interaction with the students. 

Instructor Clark suggested his role may have been affected as the result of 
introducing SPG calculators into the calculus course. He believed some of the 
students formulated questions and used the calculator to answer the questions 

that were formerly addressed to him in his role as the teacher. The calculator may 
have become an alternative "authority figure" or teacher for some of the 
students. 

Instructor Edward also assumed a different role than he had when 

previously teaching calculus. He allowed himself to become a fellow learner with 
the students in regards to the SPG calculator and had the students take turns 

instructing the class in the use of a particular feature of the calculator. Instructor 

Edward felt the students appreciated him acknowledging he was not an expert in 

using the calculator. Instructor Edward also occasionally asked students higher 

level "what if' questions when using the calculator during class as opposed to 

the more typical recall and recognition questions asked without the technology. 

Time Issue 

Time had a tremendous influence on the teachers in this study. A limitation 

of time was mentioned by all of the teachers and affected them in at least three 

ways: (a) sufficient time to present the material, (b) time to reflect on teaching, 
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and (c) time to prepare to teach and to learn to operate the calculator. Professor 
Arthur and Instructors Clark and Dean all had insufficient time to prepare their 
lessons, let alone time to experiment with operating the different features of the 
calculator. Having other departmental responsibilities was a major factor for 
Instructor Clark and Professor Arthur affecting the amount of time available to 
learn ways to beneficially incorporate the calculator into their teaching. All of the 
teachers mentioned the problem with limited time in class to discuss all the ideas 
they wanted. As a result, when time became more limited during class the 

teachers' interaction with the students decreased and straightforward chalkboard 
lectures and working of examples materialized. Gess-Newsome (1992) also found 
time constraints created a tension between covering a certain quantity of material 
versus providing quality of coverage. Perhaps partly due to time constraints, 
most of the teachers did not use the calculator extensively in class to experiment 
or have students make conjectures even though other studies have indicated one 
of the real benefits of using technology was to allow the teacher and the students 
to develop ideas in more of a conceptual manner. (Hamm, 1988; Heid, 1984; 
Judson, 1986; Palmiter, 1988; Schrock, 1989). 

Professor Arthur, Instructor Clark and Instructor Dean also mentioned 
insufficient time to reflect upon their teaching. Thompson (1984) as well as 
Wood et al. (1991) found reflection on the part of the teacher was necessary to 

allow learning (by the teacher) to take place and thereby foster a change in 
teaching habits. Estes (1989) personally noted the importance of reflection in 
order to learn from the teaching experience and to develop better ways of using 
the technology the next time the technology-enhanced course was taught. Estes 
also advocated action research methods in order to develop more reflection by 
teachers on their teaching approaches so as to establish a proper balance 

between chalkboard and technology presentations in better assisting student 
learning. 

Calculus Reform Movement and Teachers in the Study 

The teachers who participated in the study, though willing to experiment 

with the graphing approach to calculus, were clearly not fully initiated into the 
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calculus reform movement. Smith (1994) suggested a certain consensus exists
 
among those attempting calculus reform, concerning what makes a course
 
"reformed." The items included:
 

multiple representations of functions and concepts: symbolic, numeric,
graphic, written, and oral; 

an interplay between discrete versus continuous phenomena and 
methods, each approximating the other; 

appropriate uses of appropriate technology; 

"leaner" syllabi, that is, fewer topics and more depth; and 

realistic applications used as motivators for real accomplishments, not as
afterthoughts. (p. 3) 

Although the teachers in the study did not appear to make extreme changes 
in their teaching approaches or how the calculus was presented, there were some 
slight changes relating to Smith's reform statements. In the following paragraphs 
each reform item as it related to the teachers in the current study is addressed 
individually. 

Each teacher demonstrated the first reform item suggested by Smith, of using 

multiple representations of functions and concepts. None of the teachers 
specifically used the phrase "multiple representations" when discussing the 
calculus, but all of the teachers used more than one way of representing 

functions. All five teachers used traditional symbolic representations and also 

frequently used graphic representations in illustrating concepts. There were a 
few instances where calculator programs were used to numerically obtain 

answers as opposed to analytical solutions. Two of the teachers, Instructors 
Clark and Edward, felt they asked more conceptual questions in class and on 

exams. They stated for the first time, when making exams, they had asked the 

students to explain in written sentences the concepts associated with derivatives 

and graphs of derivatives. 

Professor Arthur (and to a lesser extent Professor Brooke and Instructor 

Clark) struggled with the second reform item which suggested there needs to be 

an interplay between discrete and continuous. Professor Arthur resisted the idea 

of approximating the continuous aspects of calculus with the discrete capability 
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of the calculators. Professor Arthur's conceptions of the importance of 
developing the precise definitions and theorems along with his strong 
conceptions that the calculator could not adequately approximate the infinite 
nature of the limit affected his evaluation and use of the calculator for 

instructional purposes. Both Professors Arthur and Brooke felt the discrete 
approach to evaluating limits by using a table to approximate the value the 
expression was approaching was strictly speaking "nonsense." Professor Arthur 
further explained if he were given a finite table of values for the independent 

variable showing the evaluation of the expression approaching a certain 
numerical value, he could then create an expression where the actual limit of the 
expression was another number other than the one supposedly indicated in the 
table. 

Instructors Dean and Edward, who incorporated the calculator the most in 
their lessons, did not emphasize the continuous phenomena of the calculus and 
did not elaborate in class concerning the discrete or continuous approximating 
each other. However, Instructor Dean, was confronted for the first time with 

what he called the "limitations" of the calculator (including discrete capabilities) 
when dealing with some of the concepts in calculus. All of the teachers at some 
time during the quarter mentioned to their students that the calculator could only 
provide discrete or finite information even when drawing a graph. The teachers 

cautioned the students not to readily accept the graph or answer provided by the 
calculator; they still needed to reason and use analytic means to support what the 

calculator provided. Tall and Schwarzenberger (1978) found that students have 
a difficult time moving from thinking in a discrete manner to visualizing 

continuous phenomena. SPG calculators must therefore be used carefully if they 
are to help students comprehend continuous phenomena in calculus. 

Some mathematicians have suggested that for the first year calculus course, a 

more intuitive approach to teaching calculus would give better results in student 

understanding than a rigorous approach emphasizing notation and the theoretical 

aspects of calculus (Orton, 1983, Tall, 1992). Those participating in the calculus 

reform movement have also advocated an emphasis be placed on conceptual 
learning as opposed to procedural or theoretical approaches. It may be difficult 

to convince college instructors like Professor Arthur to teach calculus in an 
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intuitive and conceptual manner when they have strong conceptions about the 
need to prepare students for advanced mathematics courses where heavy 
emphasis is placed on abstract ideas and precise uses of definitions and theorems 
(Ferrini-Mundy & Graham 1991). 

As to the third reform item, initially all of the teachers in the study were not 
certain of "appropriate uses" for the SPG calculator. Lack of experience and 
familiarity with the calculator in a calculus setting were prominent contributors to 
the teachers' initial concern about teaching the calculator calculus course. After 
teaching the calculus course for one quarter, the teachers had a better idea how 
to use the SPG calculator, but still needed more experience and perhaps better 
resource material to know how to more effectively implement the SPG calculator 

into their teaching. Wiske et al. (1988) and Estes (1989) also found "novice" 
teachers in regards to teaching with computers, originally struggled with 
knowing appropriate ways to use the technology. However, both indicated that 
with more experience in teaching with the new technology, the teachers found 
more effective ways to implement the technology. 

One of the challenges, noted by Brown and Baird (1993) when instituting 
new curriculum, was for teachers to feel the materials were valuable to them in 

their teaching. If the materials were not considered valuable by the teachers, they 

would not attempt to incorporate them into the lesson. Much of the material 

immediately available to the teachers in the present study seemed as one teacher 
put it, "to be trivial", as another stated, "silly" or as a third teacher said, "too 

simple." The intended purpose of the EXPLORE boxes in the textbook was to 
suggest ways to utilize the SPG calculator in illustrating a concept discussed in 

the section. From the comments of the teachers and lack of use in the classroom, 
it appeared the EXPLORE boxes were not particularly valuable to the teachers. 

All of the teachers in the study found some beneficial use for the SPG 

calculator. The major use came from being able to graph functions quickly in 

order to provide a visual representation of an idea being discussed. Graphs of 

functions were also obtained so the extrema and inflection point features could 

be used on the calculator to confirm paper and pencil procedures. The numerical 

derivative (nDer) and the numerical integral (fnlnt) were also used to illustrate 

concepts and confirm answers visually. All five teachers found the NEWT and 
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RAM programs beneficial in making the repeated numerical calculations easier. 
Three of the teachers found the POLY feature helpful in determining the roots of 
polynomial equations. Two teachers in the study (Instructors Clark and Edward) 
used nDer and fnInt and the graphing feature of the calculator in a creative 

manner in order to conceptually demonstrate the Fundamental Theorem of 

Calculus. Instructor Dean used the light intensity option on the display 
calculator in order to enter functions without the students seeing the symbolic 
form. Students then looked as the graph was drawn and were asked to derive a 
possible equation for the function from the graph and to describe the type of 
asymptotes illustrated. 

The teachers in the study did not directly deal with the fourth item of reform, 
that of developing a leaner syllabi or fewer topics. The textbook chosen to be 

used was not "leaner" in the topics discussed. The textbook included all the 
traditional topics of calculus along with some extra calculator related material. 

The contents of the textbook were essentially what had been in a previous 
edition of a textbook by two of the authors and some additional information on 
graphing calculators with illustrations. 

Four of the teachers in the current study followed the outline of the topics 

given in the textbook and a schedule from the previous quarter and therefore did 

not establish "leaner syllabi" with fewer topics. Professor Arthur frequently 

expanded on the ideas given in the textbook in a theoretical manner instead of 
conceptually. Professor Arthur was also the only teacher in the study who 

covered the section in the textbook on the epsilon-delta definition of limit. 

The fifth reform item, working realistic applications, was a focus of Instructor 

Edward's instruction. All of the teachers indicated they wanted to have 
legitimate applications for the calculator and not contrived ones. However, the 
limited resource material available included few realistic applications and most of 

the teachers did not have sufficient preparation time to develop their own 

material. Even though McLaughlin (1976) found supplemental material was 

typically used in a piecemeal fashion, the teachers in the current study made it 

apparent they would have liked easily accessible materials made available to 

them. 
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Thus, even though the teachers in the study were supposedly involved with 
the calculus reform movement by adopting a technology-oriented textbook, none 
of the teachers taught what could be considered a fully reformed course. 
Instructor Edward demonstrated three of the five items in his teaching and 
seemed to be the most successful in implementing the new technology. Instructor 
Dean also manifested a few of the reform items in his teaching, but may find more 

success in implementing the new curriculum and technology when he is more 
comfortable with the content. Although the teachers were all highly experienced 
in teaching mathematics, due to their inexperience with the new curriculum and 
being unfamiliar with the technology, they nonetheless suffered from some of the 

same difficulties noted in research on novice teachers (Borko & Livingston, 1989; 

Brown, 1986; Ropo, 1987). The teachers in the present study were obviously 
"novice" if not reluctant calculus reform teachers. 

Characterizations of Reluctant Calculus Reform Teachers 

Through comparisons drawn of all the teachers in the study at least two 
different patterns of teaching calculus with technology for the first time emerged. 

Since the teachers in the study were not the catalysts for calculus reform in their 
department, rather, they were some of the "other" faculty, the characterizations 

generated reflect the conservative conceptions and actions of the teachers. 

Characteristics for a reluctant calculus reform teacher implementing technology 

into instruction for the first time were: (a) initial conceptions of skepticism about 
usefulness of the technology to them or their students, (b) unfamiliarity with the 

technology and uncertainty of beneficial uses in teaching, (c) initial attempts 
made to utilized the technology in class, but classroom decisions driven by 

adequate content coverage, (d) limited uses of the technology for instructional 

purposes including graphing, the POLY and SOLVER keys and author made 

calculator programs for Newton's method of approximating roots and a 

rectangular approximation method for estimating area under a curve, (e) the 

technology viewed more as a learning tool for the students than as an 

instructional tool for the teacher, (f) slight improvement of conceptions when 

becoming more familiar with the technology and its capabilities, and (g) final 
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conceptions favor continuing to experiment with teaching calculus using the 
technology. 

A second possible characterization for a reluctant-reformer teacher 
integrating technology in calculus instruction, for the first time, had several 
similarities with the first characterization. Initial conceptions of uncertainty, 
skepticism, and unfamiliarity with the technology also existed. However, some 
different conceptions about teaching were present that ultimately lead the 
teacher down a different path concerning use of the technology. The different 
conceptions for the second characterization were: (a) less content driven goals 
facilitating a willingness to use class time to experiment with technology, (b) a 

willingness to explore and adapt old teaching habits and styles, 
(c) technology viewed as an instructional tool for the teacher as well as a learning 
tool for the student, (d) rigorous proofs of theorems deemphasized, (e) a desire to 
utilize the technology in a number of ways during the class, (f) final conceptions 
of the use of the technology changed in a positive way to a strong desire for 
continued use of the technology in the calculus course. In addition to the 
different conceptions just cited, the classroom dynamics and instruction taking 
place had different characteristics: (a) instructional practice appeared to be more 

conceptually-oriented; (b) creative uses to intuitively demonstrate theorems such 
as the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus were developed; (c) more student-

teacher interaction occurred when the calculator was being used for 
demonstration purposes; (d) calculus principles were frequently reinforced and 
illustrated with calculator drawn graphs; and (e) calculator program for Newton's 
method of approximating root were used to illustrate exceptional cases. 

If the reluctant-reformer teacher was initially more enthusiastic about 
implementing the technology into the course, a desire to explore ways to use the 

calculator in a beneficial manner was also manifested. However, there still had to 

be a willingness to invest time and effort in learning how to operate the 

technology and to explore potential effective uses for the technology or the 
teacher probably reverted back into the first teaching characterization previously 

described. 
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Summary of Conclusions 

Results of the study found that the college calculus teachers' conceptions 
of their teaching approach were largely consistent with their instructional 
practice. There were cases however, where contextual influences caused the 
teachers to modify their original ideal beliefs of how they envisioned teaching, 
into practical beliefs of how they actually needed to present the material. The 
three major contextual influences were: (a) time constraints both in class time and 
preparation time, (b) students' interest or disinterest in the subject, and (c) the 
physical arrangement of the teaching environment. 

The teachers had limited conceptions concerning the use of the SPG 
calculator prior to the beginning of the observational part of the study. The four 
teachers without prior experience with SPG calculators verbalized varying 
degrees of skepticism about using the calculator in their teaching of calculus. 
They did not feel the calculator would make much difference in their teaching 
approach. Observation of their class confirmed a congruence with their 

conceptions and their instructional practice. The classroom practice of the 
teachers did not look substantively different than what is thought of as a 

traditional college calculus class. Some of the teachers slanted toward an 

intuitive and conceptual approach in their presentations, but they did not feel 

they had made significant changes in their teaching approach with the 

incorporation of the graphing-oriented curriculum and the use of the technology. 

Since the teachers were not observed teaching calculus prior to the study, no 
conclusion can be made about observed changes in teaching approach. 

The teachers' baseline conceptions concerning the use of the technology 
were established prior to teaching the new curriculum and change was noted for 

all of the teachers as a result of their experience in teaching the calculator 

calculus course. For three of the teachers who initially indicated skepticism and 

uncertainly about wanting to use the technology, there was a slight change in 
conceptions to believe it had been worthwhile and beneficial to use the 

calculator in the calculus course. 

The teacher who had professed the greatest skepticism about the 

technology at the beginning of the study demonstrated the most change in 
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attitude and conceptions. After only one quarter of using the technology in his
 
calculus class, he was convinced he never again wanted to teach the calculus
 
course without the calculator.
 

The teacher who had initially indicated positive conceptions about using the 
technology remained an advocate of the calculator after teaching calculus with it; 
however, he was more reserved in his enthusiasm. Perhaps partly due to his 
inexperience with teaching calculus and the new SPG calculator, he believed the 
SPG calculators were more useful at the college algebra level. 

The results of the study also indicated certain teaching approaches and 
styles tended to incorporate the calculator during instruction differently. 

Theoretical and procedural approaches did not incorporate the calculator in the 
lesson as much as if an investigatory or conceptual-oriented approach was used. 
Having student-oriented goals and involving students in discussing the topics 
was not found to be a discriminating factor in determining the frequency of use of 
the calculator or how it was utilized. However, it was noted when the calculator 
was utilized in lessons for demonstrating or illustrating ideas (not for numerical 

calculations), then student involvement was also present. Increased use of the 
calculator occurred when the teachers' conceptions about the calculator 

included being useful for both instructional purposes in the classroom and as a 
learning tool to use outside of class. Some of the factors inhibiting 

implementation of the technology into instruction determined from the study 

were: (a) inexperience in operating the SPG calculator, (b) teacher's limited time 

both within the classroom and in preparation for class, (c) teacher's rigid 

conceptions of an appropriate teaching approach to calculus, (d) teacher's strong 

conceptions toward a theoretical approach emphasizing precise wording of 

definitions and proofs of theorems, (e) teaching only for skills acquisition, 

(f) teacher's lack of knowledge of the subject, (g) lack of interest from students, 

(h) the calculator display unit, and (i) physical arrangement of the teaching 

environment. 

For the teachers in the study a change in conceptions concerning the 

technology was not instantaneous. Rather it came in a gradual manner as the 

teachers had more experience using the calculator in class. It may be conjectured 

that increased effective use of the technology to assist in teaching the concepts 
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of calculus will also be a gradual process. All of the teachers experienced "first 
time" difficulties using the calculator in class that affected the type and amount 
of use. Although belief systems may be susceptible to change in light of 
experience, the results of this study indicated that more experience will be needed 
before substantial changes in both the teachers' conceptions and their instruction 
with regards to using technology may appear. The calculus reform movement 

including increased use of technology to teach for conceptual understanding will 
not be revolutionary, occurring instantaneously, but it will, of necessity, be 

evolutionary since the population of calculus teachers who now must be 
convinced of the need to change the way calculus is traditionally taught may 

likely be similar to the teachers in the present study. 

McLaughlin (1976), who examined instructional change in association with 

implementation of innovations at 293 federally funded project sites, found similar 
innovations underwent unique alteration by teachers making it difficult to predict 
how the technology would be used. However, McLaughlin also characterized 
successful implementation of an innovation as a process of "mutual adaptation." 
The goals of the project developers were modified to meet the needs and interests 
of the participants and the participants adapted to meet the requirements of the 
project. In order to realize successful implementation of SPG calculators in 

calculus, a similar give-and-take relationship must be established between 

calculus reform curriculum developers and the teachers implementing the 

technology-enhanced curriculum. Teachers cannot be expected to change their 
conceptions of teaching or their teaching style instantaneously with departmental 

adoption of a new innovation. However, a gradual change may be accomplished 

for many teachers by providing the teachers with more learning opportunities 
concerning the SPG calculator and beneficial ways of using it for instruction. 

In the current study only one training seminar was provided for the teachers. 

It was an introductory seminar on the basics of operating the calculator and was 

given prior to the beginning of the quarter. Duffy and Roehler (1986) found the 

teachers did not fully implement what had been presented to them in a "one 

shot" afternoon workshop. McLaughlin (1976) also noted the projects that used 

a "one shot" training seminar at the beginning of the program had not been 

effective in having the teachers implement the innovation. The projects which 
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provided on-going, hands-on workshops were the most successful in having the 
teachers actually implement the desired innovation in their teaching. 

Therefore, an important conclusion of the present study is the need to 
provide more extensive training for the teachers in operating the calculator and 
especially in incorporating the technology tool when teaching calculus. All the 
teachers in the study (including the one with some experience with SPG 

calculators) had difficulties in using the calculator in the classroom because of 
inexperience. Four of the five teachers in the present study specifically 
mentioned the expectation and desire for more training seminars to be made 
available to them. 

As more mathematics departments adopt a technology enhanced curriculum 
it is apparent someone within the department must be responsible for initiating 

on-going training workshops or "brown bag" lunch seminars to facilitate the 
sharing of teaching experiences as well as providing further training in using the 

technology. Although it cannot be speculated how more training seminars would 
have affected the participants of the current study, research evidence suggests 
implementation of new innovations have seldom been considered successful 
without more thorough training for the teachers or more intense motivation on 
the part of the teachers to learn on their own (Duffy & Roehler, 1986; Fullan, 

1982; McLaughlin, 1976; Olson, 1981; Olson & Eaton, 1987). 

Limitations of the Study 

Several aspects of this study limit the generalizability of the findings 

reported: the representativeness of the teachers, the number of classroom 
observations, and the inability to make developmental inferences based on the 

data collected. Each of these limitations will be addressed briefly. 

Since all the teachers taught at the same university, there may have been 

some factors unique to the university thereby affecting the representativeness of 

the sample and influencing the findings of the study. In the design of the study 

the congruency obtained by having the teachers using the same textbook, 
having the same general syllabus for material to be covered in the course, having 

the same number of days for teaching the material, having similar enrollment size, 
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and using the same type of SPG calculators outweighed the desirability for 
obtaining potentially more generalizability through extending the sample to 
include teachers from other universities. However, using teachers from only one 
university must be considered a limitation of the study. 

As mentioned previously in this chapter, some evidence exists from recent 
research that teachers relied heavily on the particular reform textbook being used. 
Although most of the teachers in the current study typically used the textbook as 
a prompt to the topics needing to be covered, the results of the study may have 
been altered had another textbook or SPG calculator been used. Therefore, the 
use of one textbook and the fact the teachers used one type of SPG calculator 

exclusively in class, limit the generalizability of the results. 

Another limitation of the study was the small number of subjects in the 

sample. Because of the nature of the study, the quantity of data to be collected, 
and the detailed analysis, a small sample size was necessary. To obtain more 

generalizable results, a much larger sample of teachers who are in the process of 
incorporating technology into their calculus curriculum could be studied. 

Additionally, the fact that all of the participants in the study were experienced 
teachers at the college level may also not be representative of calculus teachers in 
general. 

Although a variety of professional ranks for the participating teachers was 

purposely sought in the study, the fact that the teachers had considerably 

different responsibilities within the department, limits the ability to draw 

conclusions concerning one particular subculture in the college mathematics 

department. However, little evidence exists to suggest that the lives and 

experiences of the college teachers in this study were so unique as to preclude 
the use of these findings as the basis and stimulus for future investigations with 

other more general college calculus teaching populations. 

Each of the calculus classes participating in the study had an enrollment of 

between 35 and 40 students. Although 35 to 40 students is a typical calculus 
class size for the university where the study was conducted, the relatively small 

enrollment may be another possible limiting factor for the generalizability of the 

results of the study. 
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Since the findings of this study were generated from observations which 
constituted between 21% and 44% of the total number of teaching days, it is 
possible important data may not have been observed, therefore influencing the 
findings of this study. Also due to several circumstances surrounding the 
subjects of the study, the teachers were not observed the same number of times 
during the quarter. One teacher chose not to make a daily schedule in order to 
allow him more flexibility in covering the material. In order to have the 
observations unannounced and to observe the same sections being taught as for 
the other teachers, more observations were necessitated despite efforts to stay 
current with the section in the textbook the teacher was covering. Also the 

inclusion of the instructor of the evening course as part of the sample created 
minor difficulties in observing the teaching of the same topics as the other 

participants of the study. However, all the teachers were observed less than half 
of their total teaching time and therefore the findings of the study may have been 
altered if the teachers had been observed more frequently. 

A further possible limitation to the findings of the study was the fact the 

teachers were not observed teaching calculus before adopting the new approach 
and the technology. Thus any mention of change in their teaching approach or 

style was inferred from the teachers' comments about how they used to teach 
without the use of technology and not from actual observations. However, the 

focus of the study was not to examine the change in teaching style, but rather to 

investigate the teachers' conceptions regarding the use of the SPG calculator and 

how the technology was actually incorporated by the participants when teaching 
the calculus course. 

Implications and Recommendations for Future Research 

The results of this investigation suggest several implications to be 

considered and areas of research to be conducted. This study provided an initial 

step in understanding how college teachers are reacting to the use of technology 

in teaching calculus. Although belief systems are dynamic and susceptible to 

change in light of experience, teachers may need to have more than one 

experience with the calculator calculus course for substantive changes in their 
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conceptions about technology to occur. Longitudinal research is needed to 
follow the "first time" teachers through the next few quarters they teach the 
"calculator calculus" course, to build upon the results obtained with this research 
effort and to determine if meaningful changes occur with extended experience. 

Other longitudinal research needs to be conducted to study teachers as 
they continue to teach the year long "calculator course" to describe how the 
teacher's conceptions about the calculator are affected as well as their 
instructional practice for the entire first year calculus sequence. More research is 
needed with a wider range of teachers from different colleges and universities in 
order to better generalize teachers' thinking concerning the use of technology in 
teaching their classes and how the teachers actually implement the technology. 
The possible relationship that teachers with professorial ranking view the use of 
the calculator differently than non-tenure track lecturers or graduate teaching 
assistants as noted in this study will need further investigation with a larger 
sample before more definite conclusions can be drawn. 

As research is conducted with larger samples and from many universities, 

generalized patterns may emerge. As models are developed from the patterns, 
then research efforts may move into more effectively investigating students 

learning and achievement by incorporating different teacher models for use of 
technology within the design of the studies. 

Research efforts also need to be directed to determine the relationship of 

how the teacher uses the technology in class and how students use it when they 
are doing the homework problems and learning the concepts outside of class. Do 

students who had teachers who demonstrated ideas with the calculator and used 

it frequently in class have a better visual sense of the calculus concepts? How do 
the students respond in respect to how their teachers used the calculator in class 

is also important to investigate? 

Anecdotal information was obtained in this study when the technology 

expert and assistant went to the different classes to enter the two calculator 

programs into the students' calculator. It was noted the students of the two 

teachers who used the calculator more frequently in class and had the students 

using the calculators in class responded differently when the programs were 

being transmitted to their calculators than the other students. Since the TI-85 
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calculator required a cord to link two calculators, the technology expert took six 
cords to the classes with him. After inputing the programs onto a student's 
calculator, he then asked the student to take a cord and "infect" another 
student's calculator with the programs. The cords quickly disappeared in the two 
classes where the teacher and students had used the calculator the most during 
class. However in the other three teachers' classes, the students did not respond 
to the request and most of the cords remained on the table. The students chose to 
wait to receive the programs from the technology expert or the teacher. One 
possible explanation of the students' behavior was that they did not feel 
comfortable enough with operating the calculator to try transmitting the 

programs to other students' calculators. More research needs to be conducted to 

determine if how frequently and naturally the teacher integrates the calculator 
into instruction has an affect on how the students feel about using the calculator. 
Do the students tend to experiment with the calculator in conjecturing and 

exploring ideas more often, if they have seen the teacher do so during class? 

Additionally, research is needed to determine how students with different 

preferred learning styles respond to teachers with different teaching styles in 
connection with the use of technology in the classroom. 

There is also a need to conduct more research on the individual topics of 
calculus to determine ways the calculator can be used effectively to assist in the 

teaching and learning process of specific concepts. Further research is also 

needed concerning the calculus curriculum when technology is being utilized by 

the students and the teacher. Do certain calculus topics increase in importance 
while other topics decrease? 

One teacher in the present study suggested the calculators should first be 

incorporated into the algebra courses and then into the calculus. Research could 

be conducted to determine if calculus students who have used SPG calculators in 

algebra are able to more effectively use the calculator to their advantage in 

visualizing concepts than students who first learn how to use the calculator in 
calculus. 

More practical research to provide effective resource materials is extremely 

important. The results of this study indicated the need for the teachers to have 

easy access to well organized materials on how to incorporate the calculator 
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when teaching calculus concepts. Since many teachers have limited time to 
prepare for class, the resource materials need to be have been tested in actual 

classroom settings so they may be more thoroughly organized and easy for the 
teacher to implement, requiring the least extra effort possible on the part of the 
teachers. The materials could also be demonstrated or modeled during inservice 
seminars. 

Finally, it is also important that investigation take place with calculus 
teachers who are experienced at incorporating the technology into their 
teaching. The ways and manner the teachers use the technology need to be 
documented to develop useful resource material for the teachers who are novices 

at using the SPG calculator. The manner in which the teaching of the material 

may evolve must also be studied to better understand the complex situation of 

teaching calculus and other mathematics courses when attempting to use 
technology in a productive manner. 

The research on teaching with computer technology is a field which 
continues to expand just as the availability and capability of the technology 

continues to increase. Practical research efforts by teachers of mathematics is 
urgently needed in order for legitimate and effective ways in facilitating the 

teaching and learning of mathematics, by utilizing the technology, may also 
continue to grow. 

The ultimate desire in using technology in the classroom is to assist the 
students in understanding and visualizing the mathematical concepts better than 

they are currently. Continued research efforts designed to improved students 
learning through the use of technology are warranted. 
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Appendix A
 
Informed Consent Form
 

This study is part of a research effort being conducted in attempting to
describe the experience of teachers and students when implementing an adjusted
curriculum in college calculus. By capturing a more complete picture of the
processes the teacher goes through when incorporating a new curriculum, 
valuable information will be obtained to assist others who will go through a
similar experience in the coming quarters and years. 

Participation will be for the Fall Quarter of the 1993-94 school year. Two
audiotaped half-hour interviews prior to the start of the quarter and one after the
quarter is over will be conducted. Once the quarter begins, weekly observations 
of the teacher's calculus course followed by a short conversation between the 
researcher and the teacher will take place both of which will be audiotaped. The 
researcher will also collect classroom materials from the calculus course including 
any handouts given to the students, exams, quizzes, and copies of the notes from
which the teacher lectures. 

The researcher will be the only person with access to all the data collected. 
Observation and interview tapes and transcribed material will be stored in a 
locked cabinet in the researcher's office. The researcher will not discuss any part
of the ongoing study with other members of the Mathematics Department not 
participating in the study, including the department head. Pseudonyms will be 
used for the university and all subjects when reporting any of the results of this
research. 

Participation is voluntary, refusal to participate will involve no penalty or
loss of benefits to which the subject is otherwise entitled. The subject may
discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which 
the subject is otherwise entitled. 

Questions about the research, personal rights, or research-related injuries 
should be directed to Dr. Margaret L. Niess at 503-737-1818. 

Name Date 
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Appendix B 
Background Interview and Initial Interview Core Questions 

Background Interview 

Begin by explaining that this research effort is to gain understanding of what is 

happening in the teaching of calculus at the college level. 

1.	 Please describe your college education, degrees, and current rank. 

2.	 What is your area of specialty and/or area of research interest? 
3.	 How long have you been at this university? 

4.	 Have you taught at any other schools? If so, where, when, and for how 
long? 

5.	 What is your typical teaching load each quarter? 
6.	 Have you taught first quarter calculus before? 

Approximately how many times? 

7.	 Would you be willing to participate in a study which will describe the 

implementation of an adapted calculus curriculum? 

8.	 Give consent form. 
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Initial Interview Core Questions 

1.	 What do you see as your goals for teaching calculus? 
2.	 How does calculus fit into your overall view of mathematics? 

3.	 How would you characterize or describe your typical 50 minute class 

period when teaching calculus? 

4.	 How would you describe your general style of teaching calculus? 
5.	 What factors do you feel influence your teaching? 

6.	 How do you envision teaching calculus this quarter? 

7.	 If you could teach calculus any way you want, with any resources, 

how would you teach it? 

8.	 What led to you teaching calculus this particular quarter? 

9.	 What are your feelings about teaching calculus using a graphing approach 

textbook and technology? 

10. What do you believe are the reasons for use of graphing calculators in 

the calculus curriculum? 

11.	 How do you think you will use the graphing calculator in teaching 

calculus? 
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Appendix C
 
Post-Workshop Interview Core Questions
 

1.	 How do you envision teaching calculus this quarter? 

2.	 Do you anticipate teaching any of the topics of calculus differently 

this quarter? 

3.	 Do you anticipate evaluating students differently this quarter than when 

you have taught calculus previously? 

4.	 What are your feelings about teaching using the graphing calculator and a 

graphing approach textbook? 
5.	 How do you foresee using the graphing calculators in teaching calculus? 

6.	 What do you believe are the reasons for use of graphing calculators in 

the calculus curriculum? 

7.	 Do you think the pre-school training workshop has had any affect on 

your views about teaching calculus this quarter? If so, how? 
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Appendix D
 
Final Interview Core Questions
 

1.	 What do you feel are the major concepts that are covered in first quarter 
calculus? 

2.	 Would you tell me about your experience this quarter in teaching 
calculus? 

What was similar to last time you taught the course? 

What was different, if anything? 

3.	 Do you feel there were any significant changes in your teaching this 

quarter? 

Any minor changes? 

4.	 Do you think you taught any of the topics of calculus differently this 

quarter? If so which ones? 
5.	 Do you feel there was any significant difference in the exams you made 

this quarter for calculus compared with previous quarters?
 

Any minor differences?
 

6.	 What would you like to see students doing in the classroom during 

instruction (role/capability). 

7.	 What do you view as your role in the classroom? 

Do you think that role changed in any way with the use of calculators? 

8.	 What do you feel were the reasons for integrating the calculator into 

calculus instruction? 

Has your perception of these reasons changed with your experience 
this quarter? 

9.	 What are your feelings abut teaching calculus using the graphing 

calculator and a graphing approach textbook? 

10.	 What do you feel is the value and role of the graphing calculator? 

11.	 Did you use the calculator during class? 

How did you use the calculator in instruction? 

How often? 

Did this differ from how you intended or planned to use it? Why? 

Did you learn any new uses of the graphing calculator you did not 

know about at the beginning of the quarter? 
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Have you found any effective uses of the calculator in instruction? If 
so what are they?
 

What unanticipated problems have occurred as a result of using the
 
calculator?
 

Do you feel the graphing calculator hindered your teaching of the 

concepts in any way? If so, how?
 

Did the graphing calculator allow you to do anything in class you
 

could not have done otherwise?
 

Is the use of the graphing calculator more appropriate for certain 

topics?
 

Would you say the calculator was more useful as a teaching tool in
 

class or as a learning tool used by the students, both, or neither?
 

12.	 What do you think about including questions on the exam designed 

specifically for the calculator? 

13. Do you find teaching the calculator calculus more or less personally 

satisfying than the previous (traditional) way?
 

Which way would you prefer to teach calculus?
 

14.	 What do you think about including derivative and integral problems in the 

homework that the students do not yet know how to work by hand? 

What do you think about the textbook in general? 

15. Do you think the students learning activities have changed? 

How do you think the students used the calculator. 

Do you think the calculator assisted the students in learning the 

concepts? 

16.	 Could you tell me what the difference is between nDer and derl? 
17.	 Which would you prefer to use to illustrate limn --> o (sin x) /x = 1: 

using the definition 

demonstrating the geometric proof (sandwiching) 

showing a graph of f(x) = (sin x)/x
 

using a table of x values which gets closer to zero
 

other specify
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What do you think of the tabular approach to showing 
limx __>0(sin x)/x = 1 by letting x by forming a table for x values
 

and picking numbers such as .001, .0001, .00001, and -.001, -.0001,
 

-.00001, etc. and evaluating (sin x)/x?
 

Have you ever thought of demonstrating the limit this way?
 

18.	 What type of assistance if any would you like to see available for the 
teachers who will teach calculus next quarter? 

19.	 What sort of things would you like to see available for the teachers of 

calculus next quarter? 

20. What do you feel is your greatest strength as a teacher? 

21. What do you feel is your weakest area in regards to teaching? 

22. Do you believe my presence in your classroom has had any affect on you 
or your teaching? 

Has my questioning after class had any affect? 

Has my presence and questioning caused you to reflect on things you 

might not have otherwise? If so what? 
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Appendix E 
Contents of the Textbook by Section 

Chapter 1 Prerequisites for Calculus 

1.0	 Overview
 

1.1	 Coordinates and Graphs in the Plane
 

1.2	 Slope,and Equations for Lines
 

1.3	 Functions and Their Graphs
 

1.4	 Shifts, Reflections, Stretches, and Shrinks.
 

Geometric Transformations
 

1.5	 Solving Equations and Inequalities Graphically
 

1.6	 Relations, Inverses, Circles
 

1.7 A Review of Trigonometric Functions
 

Chapter 1 Review Questions
 

Chapter 1 Practice Exercises
 

Chapter 2 Limits and Continuity 

2.0 Overview
 
2.1	 Limits
 

2.2	 Continuous Functions
 
2.3	 The Sandwich Theorem and (sin 0)/0
 

2.4	 Limits Involving Infinity
 

2.5	 Controlling Function Output: Target Values
 

2.6 Defining Limits Formally with Epsilons and Deltas
 

Chapter 2 Review Questions
 

Chapter 2 Practice Exercises
 

Chapter 3 Derivatives 

3.0 Overview
 

3.1	 Slopes, Tangent Lines, and Derivatives
 

3.2	 Differentiation Rules
 

3.3	 Velocity, Speed, and Other Rates of Change
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3.4	 Derivatives of Trigonometric Functions
 

3.5 The Chain Rule
 
3.6	 Implicit Differentiation and Fractional Powers
 

3.7 Linear Approximations and Differentials
 

Chapter 3 Review Questions
 

Chapter 3 Practice Exercises
 

Chapter 4 Applications of Derivatives 

4.0 Overview
 
4.1	 Maxima, Minima and the Mean Value Theorem
 

4.2	 Predicting Hidden Behavior
 

4.3	 Newton's Method and Polynomial Functions
 

4.4	 Rational Functions and Economic Applications
 

4.5	 Radical functions and Economic Applications
 

4.6	 Radical and Transcendental Functions
 

4.7	 Antiderivatives, Initial Value Problems, and
 

Mathematical Modeling
 

Chapter 4 Review Questions
 

Chapter 4 Practice Exercises
 

Chapter 5 Integration 

5.0	 Overview
 

5.1	 Calculus and Area
 

5.2 Formulas for Finite Sums and Area
 

5.3	 Definite Integrals
 

5.4	 Antiderivatives and Definite Integrals
 

5.5 The Fundamental Theorems of Integral Calculus
 

5.6	 Indefinite Integrals
 

5.7	 Integration by Substitution Running the Chain
 

Rule Backward
 

5.8 A Brief Introduction to Logarithms and Exponentials
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5.9 Numerical Integration: The Trapezoid Rule and Simpson's Method 

Chapter 5 Review Questions 

Chapter 5 Practice Exercises 




